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Abstract

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the world. In particular, Glioblastoma
is the deadliest and most frequent tumour affecting brain tissues. The paradigms
focused only on tumour cells and genetics have nowadays ushered in a different
scenario that integrates different cell populations, physical signals and a great variety
of external stimuli. Mathematical models for evaluating cancer progression have
been demonstrated to be, in conjunction with experimental data, a valuable tool
for a better understanding, prognosis and therapy design or in silico drug testing.
However, despite their predictive capacity, these models fail to unravel hidden complex
biological processes, frequently masked due to the high non-linearity and coupling of
the different phenomena involved.

Recently, a new paradigm is rising in Simulation-Based Engineering and Sciences,
which aims for incorporating Data Science and Artificial Intelligence tools to conven-
tional mathematical modelling of physical systems. In the last decades, these tools
have been shown to posses an enormous predictive power, though some scepticism
exists about their “black box” nature. This lack of explanatory capacity may be
supplied by centuries of research, which have resulted in high knowledge about our
environment and cannot fall on deaf ears. Cancer processes are not the exception.

In this thesis, I propose a new approach for the analysis of tumour cell evolution,
combining the intensive use of data and Machine Learning tools with the explanatory
capacity of physical models about cancer progression, something nowadays possible
thanks to the great advances in cell culture monitoring technologies. This approach
is included in what nowadays is known as Physically-Informed Data Science.

First, I adapt some of these methods to lower data quality contexts (missing or noisy
data). Next, I build a computational framework in which I reproduce Glioblastoma
evolution in microfluidic devices under different experimental configurations, and,
what is more important, unveil the metabolic switch from migratory to proliferative
cell activity occurring during Glioblastoma progression. This is done by means of a
special family of artificial neural networks, able to represent non-measurable data and
relationships within a consistent physical context. These neural networks learn faster,
are less data demanding, and have an extra filtering capacity than conventional ones.
Moreover, they outperform standard parametric approaches in both predictive and
explanatory capacity when used for analysing Glioblastoma progression.

In combination with mathematical models and computational simulations, a workflow
integrating patient-specific data and cell culture monitoring lays the foundations of
personalised medicine, and lets us glimpse an encouraging future in the fight against
Glioblastoma.





Resumen

El cáncer es la segunda causa de muerte en el mundo. En particular, el Glioblas-
toma es el cáncer cerebral más común y también el más letal. Los paradigmas
centrados únicamente en las células tumorales y en la genética han dado paso en
la actualidad a un escenario diferente, en el que se integran diferentes poblaciones
celulares, señales f́ısicas y una gran variedad de est́ımulos externos. Los modelos
matemáticos para evaluar la progresión del cáncer han demostrado ser, combinados
con datos experimentales, una herramienta de gran valor para una mejor comprensión
y pronóstico, aśı como para facilitar el diseño de terapias o permitir pruebas de
fármacos in silico. Sin embargo, a pesar de su capacidad predictiva, estos modelos
no consiguen desentrañar complejos procesos biológicos, a menudo ocultos debido
a las grandes no linealidades, y los importantes acoplamientos existentes entre los
diferentes fenómenos implicados.

Recientemente, está surgiendo un nuevo paradigma en la Ingenieŕıa y Ciencias
Basadas en Simulación, que apunta a la incorporación de la Ciencia de Datos y la
Inteligencia Artificial al modelado matemático convencional de sistemas f́ısicos. De
hecho, en las últimas décadas, se ha demostrado que estas herramientas poseen un
enorme poder predictivo, aunque existe cierto escepticismo debido a su naturaleza
de “caja negra”. Esta falta de capacidad explicativa puede ser suplida por siglos de
investigación que han resultado en grandes conocimientos sobre nuestro entorno que
no pueden caer en el olvido. Los procesos tumorales no son una excepción.

En esta tesis, propongo una nueva aproximación al análisis de la evolución tumoral,
combinando el uso intensivo de datos y herramientas de Aprendizaje Automático
con la capacidad explicativa de los modelos f́ısico-matemáticos sobre la progresión
del cáncer, algo que es hoy posible gracias a los grandes avances en las técnicas de
monitorización de cultivos celulares. Este enfoque se enmarca en lo que actualmente
se conoce como Ciencia de Datos Informada por la F́ısica.

En primer lugar, adapto algunos de estos métodos a ámbitos con datos de baja calidad
(datos incompletos o con ruido). A continuación, desarrollo un marco computacional
en el que se reproduce la evolución del Glioblastoma en dispositivos microflúıdicos
en distintas configuraciones experimentales y, lo que es más importante, se revela
la transición metabólica entre los comportamientos migrativo y proliferativo que
tienen lugar durante la progresión del Glbiolastoma. Esto se consigue mediante el
uso de una familia especial de redes neuronales artificiales, capaces de representar
datos y relaciones no medibles dentro de un contexto f́ısico consistente. Estas redes
neuronales aprenden más rápido, requieren menos datos y tienen mayor capacidad
de filtrado que las convencionales. Además, superan a los enfoques paramétricos
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estándar tanto en capacidad predictiva como explicativa cuando se utilizan para
analizar la progresión del Glioblastoma.

En combinación con los modelos matemáticos y las simulaciones computacionales, un
flujo de trabajo integrando datos de paciente espećıfico y monitorización de cultivos
celulares puede ayudar a sentar las bases de la medicina personalizada, y nos permite
atisbar un futuro más alentador en la lucha contra el Glioblastoma.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Object and scope of the thesis
Cell processes and cancer

Cells are the major players in all biological processes, constantly adjusting their
structure and function to the changing demands of their environment, with the aim
of keeping their intracellular state within a narrow range of physiological parameters.
As cells receive physiological or pathological (chemical or physical) stimuli, they
modify their shape, location, internal structure and even their genome expression,
achieving a new state while maintaining their viability and overall function. The
main cell adaptative responses are hypertrophy (enlargement of individual cells)
(Hunter and Chien, 1999), hyperplasia (increase in cell number) (Goss, 1966), atrophy
(reduction in size and cell number) (Schwartz, 2008), and metaplasia (transformation
from one type of epithelium to another) (Slack and Tosh, 2001). These processes
modify the cell’s ability to proliferate, migrate, differentiate, produce extracellular
matrix, or express particular proteins. If the adaptive capacity of the cell is exceeded
or if the external stimulus is inherently harmful, cell damage can occur. Within
certain limits, that injury is reversible, and cells return to a stable baseline, while
severe or persistently high cyclical stimulation can result in irreversible injury and
death of the affected cells (Kumar et al., 2014).

Cell adaptation and cell death are crucial in physiological processes such as embryoge-
nesis, homeostasis organ development, repair and long-term adaptation of tissues and
organs. But they are also key in many pathological processes and diseases such as
atherosclerosis or cancer (Fodale et al., 2011). All these processes are characterised by
a changing microenvironment subjected to internal and external stimuli and various
cell phenotypes that interact with each other, inducing different signals that are
received and interpreted by other cells, thus producing changes within themselves and
in the extracellular matrix (ECM). Understanding the mechanisms of cell adaptation
to short and long-term changes in their microenvironment (e.g. oxygen and nutrient
levels, substrate stiffness, mechanical stress, drug dose, etc.) would help to better
understand processes such as those mentioned above and to develop new therapeutic
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strategies aimed at promoting or blocking desirable or undesirable cellular adaptation
events respectively.

A particular but very important case is the development of tumours. Cancer is the
leading cause of death in developed countries and the second in developing ones
(Siegel et al., 2016). Out of the 19.3 million new cancer diagnoses in 2020 worldwide,
there were 10.0 million deaths, and at that time, 32.6 million people had a 5-year
or less survival from diagnosis. Approximately one-sixth of the total number of
deaths are caused by cancer. Furthermore, the GLOBOCAN 2020 database (Sung
et al., 2021) estimates an overall increase of 47% in cancer incidence in 2040 with
respect to 2020 (see Fig. 1.1). This means that approximately 15-20 million people
will die from cancer every year in the next two decades. The cancer landscape
has changed dramatically in the last decades, proving to be a process much more
complex than initially thought. The old paradigms focused only on tumour cells and
genetics have become a different scenario that integrates different cell populations,
ECM, chemical gradients (oxygen, nutrients) and physical signals such as local
deformation and stiffness (Nagelkerke et al., 2015; Orr et al., 2006), all forming
a much more complex and multi-interactive system, the so-called tumour micro-
environment (TME) (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). Furthermore, tumour cells
evolve differently within the same tumour, following different evolutionary paths,
causing the appearance of specific microenvironments in each type of cancer and
tissue, which explains the high heterogeneity of tumours (Quail and Joyce, 2013).

While normal cells require specific physiological signals to proliferate, tumour cells
can divide independently of these signals and ignore those that inhibit growth.
Furthermore, they acquire unlimited replicative potential (a characteristic that
normal cells do not possess) and are capable of evading apoptosis signals (Harrington,
2011). In this situation, the exacerbated consumption of oxygen and nutrients leads
to hypoxia and malnutrition, thus subjecting cells to extreme stress. This harsh
environment favours the survival of cells capable of resisting and adapting to these
highly demanding conditions (Espina and Liotta, 2011). In addition, tumour cells
are also capable of changing the TME by promoting new blood vasculature that
improves the supply of oxygen and nutrients to help maintain their growth, as well
as the colonisation of new tissues through the process known as metastasis (Mehlen
and Puisieux, 2006).

To summarise, tumour development is a highly dynamic process that originates
from genomic instability induced by external signals generated by other cells or
external stimuli modulated by the particular microenvironment. Moreover, when a
given treatment is applied (surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, immunotherapy,
hormones or combination therapy), the tumour and its microenvironment undergo
significant alterations. This leads tumour cells to proliferate and generate harsh
microenvironments that promote the death of surrounding cell types and the survival
of tumour cells that are more adaptable and resistant. In Hanahan and Weinberg
(2011), a comprehensive review of the different processes involved in cancer is described
and the general panorama is depicted, in what is now known in the literature as the
hallmarks of cancer (Fouad and Aanei, 2017; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000, 2011).
Fig. 1.2 summarises the processes involved as well as the therapies targetting each
of the components of the system.
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2020 2040

19.3M 30.2M

= 500.000 Demographic changes

(a) Incidence.
2020 2040

9.96M 16.6M

= 500.000 Demographic changes

Figure 1.1: Cancer incidence and mortality in figures. The figure illustrates the
incidence change foreseen for the next 20 years due only to demographic changes.
Source: GLOBOCAN 2020 Database (Sung et al., 2021).
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Figure 1.2: The hallmarks of cancer. The different processes involved in cancer
genesis and progression and the therapeutic strategies targetting each of them. Figure
extracted from Hanahan and Weinberg (2011).
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Among the more than 200 types of cancer, glioblastoma (GBM) is the most aggressive
and common primary brain tumour, accounting for 17% of these tumours (Brat,
2012). These figures entail approximately 43.000 deaths and will rise to 63.000 by
2040 (see Fig. 1.3). Indeed, survival of GBM patients undergoing the first-line
standard treatments (surgery followed by local radiotherapy with concomitant and
adjuvant chemotherapy) has a median of 14 months since diagnosis and the 5-year
survival rate is only 6.8% (Oike et al., 2013; Ostrom et al., 2013).

2020 2040

308k 435k

= 10.000 Demographic changes

(a) Incidence.
2020 2040

251k 368k

= 10.000 Demographic changes

Figure 1.3: Brain and nervous system cancer incidence and mortality in figures.
The figure illustrates the incidence change foreseen for the next 20 years due only to
demographic changes. Source: GLOBOCAN 2020 Database (Sung et al., 2021).

GBM is a highly infiltrating and rapidly progressive tumour, characterised by two
main histopathological conditions: necrotic foci, typically surrounded by areas of high
cellularity known as pseudopalisades, and microvascular proliferation (Brat et al.,
2004; Jensen, 2009). At an early stage, proliferation and secretion by GBM cells of
pro-coagulant signals would cause thrombotic events, leading to hypoxia and nutrient
depletion. As a consequence, GBM cells begin to migrate towards enriched regions
guided by nutrient and oxygen gradients. This leads to the generation of the GBM
pseudopalisade feature. These migrating cells would reach another healthy blood
vessel, allowing the proliferation of GBM cells. Eventually, the GBM cells will again
cause this blood vessel to collapse, restarting the process and creating a growing
wave of migrating tumour cells through the brain (see Fig. 1.4). Therefore, it has
been proposed that one of the driving forces behind glioma aggressiveness is the lack
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of nutrients and oxygen due to thrombotic events (Jensen, 2009). The causes of these
densely populated pseudopalisades remain poorly understood. Although the high
cellularity was initially thought to be due to the rapid proliferation of GBM cells,
recent histological studies have shown that proliferation in areas of pseudopalisades
is significantly lower while apoptosis is substantially greater than in neighbouring
regions. This suggests that pseudopalisades are due to causes other than simply a
higher proliferation or survival rate (Jensen, 2009).

Pseudopalisade

Necrotic core

Figure 1.4: Histological features of GBM. The two main histological features:
necrotic cores around occluded vessels and pseudopalisades migrating towards func-
tional vessels. Source: The Internet Pathology Laboratory for Medical Education:
https://webpath.med.utah.edu/.

Due to the complexity, heterogeneity, and dynamic changes that take place in the
TME, it is difficult to investigate in vivo all possible interactions in the tumour
and the surrounding stroma. Therefore, laboratory experiments are designed to
address these questions at different scales and to best recreate the spatial and
structural complexity of cellular distributions and of physiological and pathological
environments. However, there is still a significant lack of predictive power of currently
available in vitro models, being this one of the main reasons for the continuing decline
in the number of new drugs appearing per year and billion dollars invested (Nolan,
2007; Scannell et al., 2012), as illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

Among the most important characteristics of in vitro models to reproduce with
reasonable accuracy the dynamic behaviour of physiological or pathological biological
processes such as tumours, structural three-dimensionality plays a central role. The
three-dimensional microenvironment affects cell behaviour in many ways through
adhesive, mechanical, and chemical signals (Edmondson et al., 2014). Despite this
well-known fact, cells are generally grown in traditional Petri dishes where the
complexity of the tumour is mostly lost. Therefore, the behaviour of tumour cells
is dramatically different in these Petri dishes than that observed in real tissue, so
important efforts have been made to reproduce the three-dimensionality of the TME
in in vitro experiments (Nath and Devi, 2016; Wang et al., 2014).

https://webpath.med.utah.edu/
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Figure 1.5: Decline in drug discovery over years. The number of new drugs approved
by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) per billion US dollars (inflation-
adjusted) spent on R&D has halved roughly every 9 years. Figure extracted from
Scannell et al. (2012).

Microfluidic technologies

Recently, microfluidics and micro-technologies have emerged as powerful tools to
recreate the complex microenvironment that governs tumour dynamics (Sackmann
et al., 2014). These techniques make it possible to reproduce important characteristics
of tumour evolution that were not previously observed in 2D cultures, as well as to test
drugs in a much more efficient way and in a controlled environment (Guckenberger
et al., 2015; Shin et al., 2012).

One of the most exploited applications of microfluidic devices has been precisely cell
culture, since they provide a much more realistic scenario to study these processes
than classic Petri dishes. In particular, one of the most important application
frameworks for microfluidics has been the study of tumour chemotaxis (Mosadegh
et al., 2008; Tatárová et al., 2016). Hydrogels are interesting options to generate
chemical gradients within microfluidic devices since they oppose a high resistance
to interstitial flow, while having enough porosity to allow the diffusion of biological
molecules (Ramanujan et al., 2002). This approach has been exploited to study
many different chemotactic processes, such as tumour-induced angiogenesis (Jiménez-
Torres et al., 2016), tumour invasion (Boussommier-Calleja et al., 2016), tumour
intravasation (Zervantonakis et al., 2012), tumour extravasation (Jeon et al., 2015)
and metastasis (Bersini et al., 2014).

Other important applications are: i) analyses of the effect of hypoxia achieved in
standard cell cultures through different methods: spheroid cell culture, chemical
preconditioning and incubation in hypoxic chambers, and characterised by quantifica-
tion of HIF-1α (Western Blotting, Immunofluorescence and Luciferase assays) or by
directly measuring oxygen concentration (Wu and Yotnda, 2011); ii) cell co-culture
using distinctive fluorophores, or performing immunofluorescence assays with dis-
tinctive markers to distinguish different cell phenotypes (Nam et al., 2003); iii) Cell
mechanotaxis including cell migration, changes in cell shape and differentiation due
to changes in the stiffness of the extracellular matrix (Von Der Mark et al., 1977).
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In conclusion, microfluidic systems are capable of reproducing physiological or
pathological microenvironments such as tumours in a way that is not easy to achieve
using traditional cell culture systems, thus bridging the gap between traditional in
vitro research and in vivo models, shedding light on the tumour process as well as
increasing the effectiveness of drug development (Katt et al., 2016). Of course, these
technologies are still emerging and many technical issues have to be addressed before
they are fully disseminated in the biomedical community.

The need for mathematical models and data assimilation tools

Despite these new experimental possibilities, the complexity and heterogeneity of
the TME, as well as its dynamic interactions with tumour cells, make it difficult
to separate effects, control new hypotheses, quantify the effect of each parameter
or predict the result of potential (“what if”) situations even in these most realistic
and controlled conditions. To achieve this, the only way to proceed is to combine
the new possibilities of in vitro assays with the quantitative power and versatility
of mathematical modelling and computational techniques (Altrock et al., 2015;
Byrne, 2010; Byrne et al., 2006; Hatzikirou et al., 2005). In silico models, based on
cancer biology and driven by experimental or clinical data, provide critical tools for
integrating knowledge across different biological scales, combining tools from various
scientific fields, conducting rigorous quantitative analyzes, and testing hypotheses in
a cheaper, faster and more rigorous way. The in vitro and in vivo models will then
feed these mathematical models with data for calibration and validation, as well as
for the estimation of particular parameters.

Many studies have focused on a better understanding and quantification of the
effect of different parameters (oxygen, biochemical molecules, ECM stiffness, cell
proliferation rate, among others) on tumour evolution (Bearer et al., 2009; Deisboeck
et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2016). In particular, in Rejniak (2016), in addition to
reviewing the mathematical models available to incorporate the main components
of the tumour microenvironment, the different authors analyse aspects such as the
importance of the hypoxic environment for the progression of GBM and in the
formation of cellular pseudopalisades. The role of the biophysical and biomechanical
properties of ECM has been suggested as a crucial component in tumour cell invasion,
including the mechanical aspects of circulating tumour cells that enable them to
survive (Ayuso et al., 2017), as well as tumour vasculature formation (angiogenesis).

Despite the important advances achieved by the combination of experimental and
modelling tools towards the understanding of complex biological processes such
as tumour evolution, there are many aspects that remain hidden and unknown,
and important correlations between variables such as genomics, proteomics, and
metabolomics, as well as their relations to macroscopic characteristics such as bioimag-
ing biomarkers (Adams, 2015). Recently, the powerful tools of artificial intelligence
(AI), based on the smart treatment of available data, are helping researchers to
unravel these complex internal interactions, extracting hidden characteristics and
allowing a more complete predictive power than physical standard models (Bishop,
2006).

From the rise of data mining and massive data generation, the next revolution
is emerging in terms of generating new knowledge and improving our predictive
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capacity in almost any field (LeCun et al., 2015). In particular, in life sciences,
the enormous volume of information generated by various high-throughput next-
generation sequencing studies, as well as structured and unstructured biomedical
data from electronic and digital health, is facilitating the emergence of a new vision
in which prediction, personalisation and prevention will be the pillars of medicine in
the XXI-st century (Hansen et al., 2014).

Cancer, as discussed before, is an incredibly complex disease, always changing,
evolving and adapting. Data Science techniques, and in particular AI and machine
learning (ML) tools may play an important role in better understanding its causes
and evolution. For instance, clinicians and researchers use snapshots of the tumour’s
genetics, as well as temporary dynamic changes in the cancer features. Huge amounts
of information of different characteristics are generated: molecular at DNA and RNA
level, proteins and metabolites, images at the cell, tissue and organ scales, and many
other types at the individual and population levels related to the environment, habits,
the environmental characteristics and context. This sea of data is not only enormous
in volume and complex in structure, but also vast in dynamic scale and depth, loosely
connected, inherently noisy, and heterogeneous, thus requiring a holistic approach to
the disease (Cho, 2015).

Nowadays, more and more databases are being established. For example, the
Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC), which is the largest database
of somatic mutations and their effects on human cancer, the Dialogue of Reverse
Engineering Assessment and Methods (DREAM) consortium that identifies the best
computational methods to infer genetic heterogeneity from sequencing data provided
by a large multi-institutional community of cancer genomics projects, including the
International Cancer Genome Consortium and The Cancer Genome Atlas. This is
where the Big Data framework and ML have a major role to play. For example,
in Keutgen et al. (2012), a learning model is constructed that predicts whether a
patient has thyroid cancer by analysing the expression levels of specific genes. Using
the genetic measurements of the nodule, the model is able to predict with more than
90% accuracy (higher than standard diagnostic tools) whether a nodule is malignant
or benign. The future of cancer research and treatment is evolving thanks to these
new technologies with the ultimate goal of integrating all the information to make
better treatments for each individual patient (Bolouri et al., 2016).

A particular applied field where these groundbreaking techniques are of particular
interest is precisely microfluidics. The broad possibilities offered by microfluidic
devices related to massive data monitoring and acquisition open the door to the
use of ML technologies in a very promising field: cell culture monitoring. Indeed,
the combination of the increasing power of microfluidic technologies and AI tools in
order to characterise cell culture behaviour, has been recently coined as Intelligent
Microfluidics (Galan et al., 2020; Riordon et al., 2019).

From Data Science to conventional modelling: Physically-Informed Data Sci-
ence

Although still recent, a paradigm shift in predictive models has begun to take place.
The staggering and growing amount of information available is pushing science to a
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point where predicting the evolution of a system is easier using data directly than
using the hitherto useful but complex mathematical models (Marsland, 2011). These
methodologies allow the extraction of relevant knowledge from unstructured data,
which enables us to make precise predictions that can be continuously improved by
comparing these predictions with new data (Hildebrandt, 2016). This new paradigm
has undoubtedly been promoted by the increase in available data, the emergence
of the internet of things (IoT) and the explosion of computing power of both high
performance computers and personal laptops and smartphones. Some scientists
even speculate that, given the impressive development of Big Data and computing,
theoretical physics might also be tractable by its tremendous power. In Overbye
(2020), a recent article published in The New York Times, the author claims that “the
Theory of Everything is still not in sight, but with computers taking over many of the
chores in life — translating languages, recognising faces, driving cars, recommending
whom to date — it is not so crazy to imagine them taking over from the Hawkings
and the Einsteins of the world”.

With this paradigm shift, a sceptical trend against AI has been born, pointing out the
many dangers of AI in its various forms (Besse et al., 2019; Maguolo and Nanni, 2021;
Ribeiro et al., 2016). One of these dangers is its black-box nature (Bathaee, 2017;
Castelvecchi, 2016), with many scientists claiming for explainability. In addition to
the lacks and flaws of AI, the progressive replacement of physical knowledge by ML
models in the last decades raises disturbing questions: are we witnessing the end of
science as we know it? In particular, will the rapid growth of this black-box Data
Science make existing theory-based models obsolete? Are we really going to trust
black-box models above scientific theories? Or, in a more romantic and fashionable
way: are we going to forget all the knowledge about the universe accumulated during
centuries by humanity? Are we going to replace the legacy of geniuses like Einstein
or Newton with the opaque algorithms of AI?

This criticism has led to the new concept of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI)
with the claim of whitening the black box of conventional AI (Emmert-Streib et al.,
2020; Gunning et al., 2019; Samek et al., 2019). XAI is recognised as the sine qua
non condition for AI to continue making steady progress without disruption, in an
attempt to justify, control, discover and improve the different ML algorithms (Adadi
and Berrada, 2018; Gunning and Aha, 2019) and avoid past mistakes (Hryniewska
et al., 2020).

One possibility for gaining explainability in ML methods is to incorporate, in one way
or another, the known information about our surrounding world into the algorithms
and computations of ML. This information is nothing other than the known physics
about the universe. Thus, this strategy is a loophole for answering the previous
questions in a satisfactory manner. This approach is situated between pure Data
Sciences and Theoretical Sciences as illustrated in Fig. 1.6 and has been coined as
physically-informed data science (PIDS). The idea is to promote the synergistic use
of both approaches. The raw data treatment is now complemented with physical
knowledge characteristic of the analysed system; for example, universal physical laws
or working hypotheses.
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Figure 1.6: Physically-Informed Data Science. PIDS are situated between theoretical
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Physically-InformedData Science as a valuable tool in the fight againstGlioblas-
toma

It seems, therefore, reasonable to combine all the knowledge, acquired in the last
decades, about cancer in general, and about GBM in particular, with data from cell
cultures in microfluidic devices. Indeed, there are a lot of mechanisms driving GBM
evolution that have been mathematically treated using transport partial differential
equations (PDEs) (Bearer et al., 2009; Byrne et al., 2006), including cell pedesis,
migration in response to chemical species, proliferation, differentiation and death.
However, there is still room for improvement as many of these mechanisms are
partially known or subject to scientific controversy. This is the case of what is known
in literature as the go-or-grow paradigm: the migration/proliferation switch in cell
metabolic activity that occurs in the cell tissue when cells undergo oxygen gradients
in hypoxic conditions. This particular feature, as explained before, is one of the main
causes of tumour fast progression and invasive capacity.

The key idea is, therefore, to focus the predictive power of AI and in particular ML
methods on this particular phenomenon, making mathematically explicit the rest of
phenomena that affect the cell culture and affect its evolution. Thus, the physical
knowledge about the system should not determine, but only guide the computations,
whereas the ML features are intended to unravel the opaque components of the
model, therefore acquiring a certain explanatory capacity. This is where PIDS can be
tremendously useful, as it offers the possibility of combining sound physical knowledge
with the pattern extraction capacity of ML.

Nevertheless, none of the PIDS techniques would work if there is not enough data
feeding the models, and here is where microfluidic technologies, combined with the
appropriate biomarkers, microscopy and image acquisition techniques, come to the
rescue. Our approach is therefore multidisciplinary and looks for the synergy between
Data Science (ML methods), mathematical modelling (tumour evolution models)
and new technologies (microfluidics), as represented in Fig. 1.7.

1.2 Objectives and overview of the thesis
1.2.1 Objectives
From all the above, the scientific objective of this thesis is to carry out a study of
the mechanisms by which changes in environmental variables (both chemical and
physical) modify the cellular response in the long and short term, in the process
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Figure 1.7: Combination of data, physics and artificial intelligence. Thanks to
microfluidic technology, the combination of the acquired knowledge with experimental
data and ML techniques is now a possibility.

known as cell conditioning, and how this latter affects biological processes such
as tumour evolution. In particular, I am interested in analysing cell conditioning
under hypoxic conditions, nutrient supply or starvation, imposition or depletion of a
chemical gradient or mechanical, electrical or thermal stimuli and cellular conditioning
on the efficacy of some drugs and combined therapies in GBM tumour. In this thesis,
an in silico modelling platform will be developed based on general multiphysics
computational tools, using both an in-house developed software based on 3D finite
elements (FE) technology and PDE one-dimensional solvers. This platform will also
allow to incorporate data obtained from measurements in the microfluidic devices,
but incorporating the known physics of the problem, leaving the unknown ones as
the main target of ML algorithms and methods. For such purpose, I dedicate a
big effort to explore the different PIDS techniques, to adapt the existing ones to
problems where data are noisy or missing and to extend them for working with
internal variables, applying the most powerful AI techniques and computational tools
to our problem.

Scientific goals of the thesis

• To adapt PIDS methods to more general contexts and lower quality data
and to define new techniques combining the most performant methods of
AI with physical knowledge, accounting for internal variables inclusion.

• To better understand the processes that govern GBM progression using
data obtained from microfluidic devices and to improve their prediction by
means of a combined approach of standard physically-based mathematical
models and data-driven (DD) tools.
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More in detail, the main objectives of this thesis are:

• From the methodological point of view:

– To formulate an abstract and general framework for PIDS and place it in
the state of the art.

– To adapt the existing DD methods to contexts where data are imperfect:
they are subjected to uncertainty or to incompleteness.

– To establish new PIDS methods able to combine the power of deep learning
(DL) methods with the known physics and to work with internal non-
measurable variables.

– To build a mathematical framework and a computer software for the analysis
of cell cultures in microfluidic devices.

– To propose an appropriate way to study the structural nonlinear dependence
between the different parameters of a complex non-explicit parametric model.

– To exploit the appropriate mathematical tools for analysing the dynamics
of cell cultures in microfluidic devices under heterogeneous growth and
chemotaxis.

• From an application point of view:

– To define and fit a parametric model recreating the evolution of GBM under
hypoxic conditions in microfluidic devices.

– To explore its parametric structure and detect its weaknesses and strengths.

– To apply the PIDS framework to the GBM progression for a better un-
derstanding of the different cell mechanisms driving the tumour evolution,
able to combine measurements from the microfluidic devices and the known
physics of the problem.

– To estimate some biological features of the evolution of GBM such as
propagating waves, cell concentration at the wave front and oscillatory
structures, by means of mathematical models.

1.2.2 Current status

We shall start from previous works from our group, in which we demonstrated the
possibility of developing pseudopalisades GBM in vitro (Ayuso et al., 2017). Then I
shall build a general mathematical framework for simulating cell cultures evolution in
microfluidic devices in response to external stimuli along with the reaction-diffusion
model of various biochemicals, TME cells and interactions between cells and drugs.
This framework will be particularised to GBM evolution. As an additional task, I
shall explore the possibility of extracting fundamental hidden patterns in the complex
behaviour of cells in GBM development by using ML approaches extracting knowledge
from the data, specially images, obtained in our hybrid platform, something that is
possible due to the high performant nature of microfluidic technology.

As far as I know, although some of these aspects have been treated in the literature,
as presented in this introduction, there is no approach that attacks this fundamental
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problem in a multidisciplinary way, combining both microfluidic technologies data
acquisition capabilities, computational and multiphysical modelling with application
to biological processes and the development of new PIDS techniques able to combine
data and models in a proper manner.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is singular in the sense that it collects the research done in two different
directions, although with one common objective: the better understanding of complex
cellular processes related to cancer. The first direction is to develop new and
appropriate methods able to incorporate data in physically-based computations, and
the second, to push on new mathematical models to describe the evolution of cancer,
particularising them to GBM evolution in vitro. Thus, I present the work structured
in two different parts. Part I relates to new PIDS methods while Part II focuses on
GBM evolution modelling and, in particular, the application of the new presented
methods to this problem.

The structure of the thesis and the dependence between chapters are summarised in
Fig. 1.8 and the structure of each part is detailed next.

1.3.1 New Physically-Informed Data Science methods
This first part of the thesis is dedicated to the formulation of the general PIDS
problem and the presentation of new strategies and methods in that direction. The
methods are presented in a general context, and the problem statement and notations
are described using an abstract mathematical framework. Due to the experience of
the author, the theoretical developments are usually illustrated using the concepts
and conventions of continuum mechanics. Anyway, the examples used for illustrating
the methods and evaluating their performance are extracted from different fields,
including solid mechanics, hydraulics, conventional data science problems, multiscale
computational mechanics and heat transfer, showing the broad scope of the presented
methodology. I leave the applications related to GBM to the second part of the
thesis, as they require a deeper biological understanding that will be developed in
advance.

The exposition begins with Chapter 2, where I present an abstract general framework
of the PIDS problem. First, I introduce the concept of PIDS and I build a math-
ematical framework able to cover all the different PIDS approaches. I present the
different notations and conventions that I shall use all along the exposition. Then,
I present a taxonomy of the different PIDS approaches existing in the literature
and I frame them in the scheme that has just been built. This classification is done
attending both to the way that physics is included in the algorithms and to the Data
Science algorithm used. The reader is warned about two major issues: first, PIDS is
a hot spot of current research and a glowing field nowadays, so the listed methods
and references presented are only a few of the many and the exposition is far from
being exhaustive, as this would require a proper monograph. However, I have tried
to present the most relevant works and research directions and the published works
that have represented a milestone for the scientific community. Second, this thesis is
the work of many years in a really fertile field, so it is not only possible, but indeed
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certain, that some of the cited works have not only mimicked, but surpassed the
scientific contents of this thesis. Even so, I decided to include them in the exposition.
The chapter finishes with a brief discussion on the weaknesses and strengths of the
different approaches, and puts it in relation to the work of this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents our first scientific contribution to this field, what has been
coined as reliability-based data-driven (RBDD) solver. Starting from the recent
work by Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016b), I extended it to a stochastic framework
and I discussed the performance of the method when compared to other existing
PIDS methods. Also, I exploited the second-order statistical nature of the solver
to describe how to use it in multiscale contexts, where the data information is
statistically propagated from one scale to the other. The chapter closes with an
illustration example using real data of concrete uniaxial tests. The content of this
chapter is basically the one published in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2018). However, I
have adapted the approach and the notations just to place it in the framework of
this thesis in a more general context.

In Chapter 4, I extend the work to deal with incomplete data. Data quality is one
of the fundamental features in Data Sciences and in particular in PIDS, so here, I
address one of the main issues in data quality: the missing data problem, or data
incompleteness. Even if the missing data problem has been fruitfully addressed in
conventional statistics, we need new methods and procedures to situate it in the
context of PIDS methods. The methods are developed using a statistical framework
compatible with the stochastic nature of RBDD solvers, so this chapter, beyond
its own scientific relevance, may be seen as an extension of the previous one to
contexts of data paucity or data incompleteness. The performance of the method
is illustrated for three problems of increasing complexity, ranging from pure Data
Science to multiscale computational mechanics, showing its general scope due to
its abstract formulation. The concepts, theoretical background and fundamental
applications of this chapter were published in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2019b) while
the multiscale application can be found in Mora-Maćıas et al. (2020), although I have
not included all the work related with the experimental tests and data obtention,
that is part of this latter work but has not been carried out by the author of this
thesis.

In Chapter 5, I slightly change the approach and move to the concept of physically-
guided neural networks with internal variables (PGNNIV), which is one of the major
contributions of this thesis. The DD methods presented in the two previous chapters,
and many others described in the scientific literature, rely on the fundamental
assumption that the variables of the state space are always measurable and therefore
may be sampled by any experimental procedure. This is a very strong, and what is
more serious, unrealistic assumption, as many of the variables used for describing
physical problems are mathematical constructs defined by the modeller (the so-called
internal state variables). In this chapter, I relax this condition and, inspired by the
ideas and tools from the field of neural networks, which is nowadays the main hot
spot of AI, I build a framework to include the internal variables in PIDS methods in a
consistent way. This approach does not require a direct measurement of any internal
variable since their definition depends only on how they are mathematically related
to the rest of the variables of the problem. A first application of PGNNIV is shown
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for a problem extracted from hydraulics: this problem is simple, illustrative and has
a solid justification, as hydraulics is one paradigmatic area where a huge number of
constitutive equations for describing water head loss have been proposed (representing
turbulence and viscous dissipation) and the replacement of this certainly empirical
and context-dependent knowledge by data is clearly useful. This application is also
used for demonstrating how PGNNIV outperforms conventional artificial neural
network (ANN) approaches. Then, I adapt the ideas to PDEs and the study of
continuum physics. I build a framework to demonstrate how the method may be
adapted to any physical problem, including biology and ecology, engineering, and
even to non-physical problems, such as sociology or finance. The performance of the
method is shown in a simple but illustrative problem of heat transfer, even if it might
be applied to any PDE. The content of this chapter was published as two papers. In
Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2021a), we presented the foundations of the methods, their
application to the hydraulics discrete problem and we evaluated the performance
when compared to standard ANN approaches. In Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2020a), we
presented the general framework for continuum mechanics and the diffusion/heat
transfer application.

1.3.2 Application to the study of Glioblastoma evolution

The second part of the thesis is dedicated to the study of GBM from a mathematical
point of view. As the study of GBM in microfluidic devices is recent, to establish
general models and frameworks for incorporating both scientific knowledge and data
flow to computations may be too ambitious at once. We need, first, to develop a
framework, although using conventional approaches, in which to incorporate later
the data flux according to the methods developed in the first part of this work.
Indeed, it is necessary to evaluate what are the really known phenomena, generating
also a scientific consensus, and which are not. Additionally, we need to explore the
biological roots of the different hypotheses of the model and to evaluate their impact
(including uncertainty considerations) on the predictions.

This is why, in Chapter 6, I formulate a general computational framework for
analysing cell cultures in microfluidic devices. This framework includes the general
mathematical model, in terms of a system of PDEs, and two software solutions,
adapted to different situations: one-dimensional problems and multidimensional
problems where the different time scales are of the same order. The framework
was published as a book chapter and can be consulted in Ayensa-Jiménez et al.
(2019a). The general framework is then particularised for GBM. The biological
evidences/hypotheses about this tumour are translated into some particular nonlinear
corrections. The parametric model is formulated in terms of 11 model parameters
and one parameter related to experimental operation. As the model is highly
multiparametric, a comprehensive literature review is performed to narrow the
searching space and reduce the computational cost, before proceeding with a standard
parametric fitting, using data from real experiments in microfluidic devices under
hypoxic conditions. The GBM evolution model and the results of the parametric
fitting have been published in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2020b), together with a detailed
description of the experiments performed in the microfluidic devices, that were not
carried out by the author of the thesis. Once the parametric model has been settled
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down, a sensitivity analysis is performed. This analysis was carried out under a
probabilistic approach suited for multiparametric models where they might be strong
and nonlinear hidden correlations between the different parameters. The concept of
copula proves to be appropriate for analysing these correlations, particularly the one
relative to the go-or-grow associated parameters and for the design of experiments
(DoE) using information theory. This discussion about copulae utility was published
in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2021b).

In response to the shortcomings of the parametric approach, Chapter 7 is the direct
application of the methods and procedures of Part I to our problem of interest,
that is the GBM progression in microfluidic devices. This is motivated by the
sensitivity analysis of the previous chapter, which demonstrates the impact of accurate
characterisation of the go-or-grow metabolic switch. In particular, I use the concept
of PGNNIV to formulate a couple of predictive-explanatory networks based on (a
slightly simplified version of) the parametric model presented in Chapter 6, except for
the fact that, now, the go-or-grow behaviour is learned in a non-parametric fashion.
The PGNNIV approach demonstrates to be able both to explain the hidden nature
of the go-or-grow metabolic switch and to predict the evolution of the cell culture
under different and variable external stimuli, obtaining, therefore, non-parametric
digital twins of the cell cultures using PIDS techniques. This ability to unravel the
hidden metabolic switch of different cell cultures, combined with the in silico test
of the obtained digital twins under different drugs and therapies is a clear example
where PIDS helps to take the first steps towards personalised medicine. The content
of this chapter has resulted in a paper that is under review.

Finally, in Chapter 8, the model is analysed from the mathematical point of view for
a general class of functions related to the go-or-grow switch. In previous chapters, the
PDE model for GBM evolution is solved numerically. This may be very demanding
from the computational point of view, specially for uncertainty quantifications,
inverse problems and when evaluating the response to a certain drug or treatment for
therapy optimisation. Thus, I present an analytic approach to the dynamic problem
of the evolution of cell cultures under heterogeneous migration-proliferation balances,
where many features associated with the tissue evolution, such as propagating waves,
cell concentration close to the blood vessels or periodic solutions may be obtained
by applying the method of characteristics to the system of PDEs. As explained,
the analysis is formulated in terms of the switch mechanism driving the go-or-grow
behaviour, so it may be applied to any non-parametric behaviour learned using a
PIDS approach, provided that it is possible to measure the concentration of the
chemotactic agent. The results are particularised for two special cases where there is
no need of measuring the chemoattractant concentration: a point source of a generic
chemoattractant and the GBM evolution for low cell concentrations. This work
was carried out in collaboration with Prof. Eammon Gaffney at Wolfson Centre for
Mathematical Biology of Oxford University. This chapter has resulted in a paper
that is under preparation.
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methods and Part II to the understanding and simulation of GBM progression in
microfluidic devices.
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2.1 Introduction
Every day hundreds of millions of people take photos, make videos and send them with
texts to the cloud. Billions of sensors and transducers get data in the ever-increasing
tendency of prioritising prevention and control of complex systems to therapies, thus
progressively translating control from humans to machines. Businesses of every kind
search and collect data across the globe on consumer preferences, purchases and
trends. Governments regularly collect all sorts of data, from census information
to incident reports in police departments. According to the 2016 IDC directives
presented in its yearly event in San Jose (US), this deluge of data is set to rise
steeply from the estimated world total amount of 4,4 zettabytes of data in 2013
to 180 zettabytes by 2025, with one zettabyte equivalent to one trillion gigabytes.
Moreover, with the advent of the internet of things (IoT), it is likely that these
figures (Atzori et al., 2010) will be surpassed. This amazing amount of available
information is pushing Science to a point where predicting results in a system or
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population in a particular state and under specific inputs is becoming easier from the
data available directly, than from the, until now useful but complex and sometimes
cumbersome, physico-mathematical models. All this justifies the current prosperity
of Data Science and disciplines such as Data Mining or Data Analytics (Manyika
et al., 2011).

These methodologies permit to extract patterns and/or relevant information (we
should better say knowledge) from available unstructured data, thus allowing us
to make predictions with incredible accuracy (Khan, 2008; Larose, 2014), in what
is nowadays known as machine learning (ML). Since the main ideas and concepts
were introduced at the beginning of the century (Mitchell, 1997; Vapnik, 2013),
an extensive literature may be found in this broad area. Some approaches are
based on linear approximations, thus resulting in affine manifolds, although manifold
identification has now grown to become a mature field where much more flexible
strategies that overcome that initial linearity have been proposed (LJP and Van Den,
2007). A particular sub-discipline of ML is Manifold Learning (Lee and Verleysen,
2007; Yunquan and Yun, 2011) in which the particular aim is to get newer and richer
hidden knowledge related to the underlying structure or, in mathematical terms, the
dimensionality and local bases of the relevant working space. In the same direction,
since Rosenblatt (1958) developed the perceptron, artificial neural networks (ANNs)
are another pushful field that has nowadays achieved impressive results due to the
modern hardware and software solutions, where new concepts as deep learning (DL)
and dynamic networks are in continuous development and are able to identify more
abstract features and solve more complex problems (Krenker et al., 2011; Silver et al.,
2016; Suzuki, 2011). In a complementary and more modern direction, in dynamic
data-driven application system (DDDAS) approaches (Darema, 2004), the idea is to
continuously improve the accuracy of predictions by means of new available data,
adding new explicit knowledge from the actual response to previous predictions.

These ML techniques try, therefore, to mimic the process of human knowledge
acquisition and structuring and have become amenable only after remarkable advances
in measurement and monitoring, data generation, management and storage and,
finally, improvements in the performance of computer machines and algorithms,
besides continuous contributions in their theoretical and algorithmic foundations.

Despite the great number of Data Science applications in areas such as marketing
and e-commerce (Hill et al., 2006), social sciences (Aneshensel, 2013), or healthcare
(Raghupathi and Raghupathi, 2014), there are other fields where very little has been
done. An example are the disciplines where physical models and the corresponding
mathematical and numerical simulation tools are well established, like Computational
Physics, Computational Chemistry or Computational Engineering (all of them
referred jointly as simulation-based engineering and sciences (SBESs)). In the last
few years, however, a huge paradigm shift is taking place, where physical knowledge
is being progressively surpassed by artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. Works
as Brunton et al. (2016); Flaschel et al. (2021); Schmidt and Lipson (2009) are
tremendously impacting the way we do Science. Very recently, a groundbreaking
work by Udrescu and Tegmark (2020) has created the so-called Feynman AI1, a

1The authors boast of calling this artificial intelligence Feynman AI, in honour of the mastery in
all areas of Physics of the American genius.
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Physics-inspired methodology for learning hidden structural relationships in data
by means of recursive symbolic regression, able to unravel most of the physical
fundamental equations derived by the most extraordinary minds of our history.

Nevertheless, data gathering in Physics is soaked by centuries of scientific knowledge
and the associated human bias (Berry, 2011; Gould, 1981; Kitchin, 2013, 2014;
Leonelli, 2012); so, a “blind” algorithm without any information on that bias may
lead to wrong predictions. Also, scientific problems suffer many times from paucity
of data while involving a large number of variables that interact in complex and
non-stationary ways. Therefore, we can expect poor predictive capability of purely
data-based approaches in problems far from the training set (Xue, 2019). Finally, a
physically-based model is not only useful for making predictions, but it is also expected
to help in gaining knowledge by the interpretation of its structure, parameters, and
mathematical properties. In fact, physical interpretability is, in many cases, at least
as important as predictive performance. Therefore, it is not strange that important
efforts have been made towards “whitening” the “black-box” way of working of current
ML predictive algorithms (Shwartz-Ziv and Tishby, 2017; Xu et al., 2019).

One possible solution to this shortcoming of data-only models is the seamless blend-
ing of their tremendous predictive power with the scientific consistency and inter-
pretability of physically-based models. The term coined for this hybrid paradigm is
physically-informed data science (PIDS) or physically-guided data science (PGDS)
(when the focus is on the Physics inclusion) or data-driven simulation-based engi-
neering and sciences (DDSBES) (when the focus is on the data inclusion). The aim
is to integrate physical knowledge into Data Science models, that is, to constrain the
prediction domain of the standard data model by physical constraints.

Unlike these approaches, based on the direct treatment of available data, PIDSs
may incorporate, or not, in addition to data, some a priori characteristic physical
knowledge of the analysed system. At this point, it is crucial to distinguish between
two kinds of knowledge. On the one hand, physical general principles, such as
conservation and thermodynamic laws that are universally accepted as able to describe
the underlying universe structure, while, on the other hand, we find phenomenological
models, such as macroscopic material constitutive relations, being the latter no more
than intelligent simplifications of the real interactions at molecular level extracted
from available experimental data. However, even if it was possible, at least in
theory, to derive the real mechanistic constitutive relations also from first physical
principles, the overwhelming number of degrees of freedom involved in the relevant
spatial-temporal scales needed for real applications would make this possibility
intractable (Xiao and Belytschko, 2004). So, the combination of physical principles
and phenomenological models, under well-contrasted hypotheses, has demonstrated
to be highly effective to solve complex realistic problems very accurately, while
keeping them mathematically tractable. Fig. 2.1 summarises how the information
is propagated from lower scales, where first principles hold (i.e., Schrödinger and
fundamental interactions) to higher ones, where information is reduced at the expense
of the apparition of new closure models. Once the model is established and validated
(i.e., it proves to be sufficiently accurate for the purpose of the particular application
in hands), the mathematical tools available will allow obtaining every aspect of
interest: mathematical structure, relevant parameters and scales, predictions in
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Figure 2.1: Characteristic scales and closure moments in computational Physics.
CGMD: Coarse Grain Molecular Dynamics; MD: Molecular dynamics; DFT: Density
functional theory approximation. HF: Hybrid functional approximation.

“what if” situations, etc. However, and except for very few examples in which first
principles are the only ones used, the ability of any physico-mathematical model to
represent reality relies in its phenomenological part and, at the end of the day, in
the quality of the simplification hypotheses and of the available experimental data.

Keeping this big picture in mind, Science has historically progressed through the
fruitful interaction between theory and experiments, or better, between hypothe-
ses and data. Additionally, since the appearance of computers in the fifties, and
accelerated in the nineties of the XXst century, simulation has been progressively
recognised as the third pillar of the scientific method (Skuse, 2019). It is clear that
Data Analytics techniques would be very useful in SBES at least for three reasons:

1. To obtain more interpretable and reliable models fleeing from the opaque
paradigm of conventional AI to the transparent one of explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI).

2. To extrapolate the phenomenological submodel, but now constrained with the
mathematical expression of first principles. This framework has been coined as
Machine Learning and Field Inversion and is brightly discussed in Parish and
Duraisamy (2016)

3. To improve the performance of ML methods, which are highly data demanding
and strongly depend on data quality.
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In this mixed approach, the absence of physical constraints implies recovering the Data
Science and ML framework, while total a priori parameterisation of experimental
data recovers classical SBESs. DDSBESs may be considered then as an a posteriori
manifold constructor that may be context-dependent. In the same way, PIDS may
be considered as an a priori manifold restriction to the fulfilment of some physics
(usually universal laws) that is also context-dependent. In other words: let the data
tell us which physical variables persist without forcing them a priori, except for the
ones that we want to.

In this chapter, our goal is to set a common framework for PIDS methods and to
establish the language and notation for the rest of the dissertation. Also, we review
the most relevant works in the literature that have played an important role in
the origins and the present trends and research direction in PIDS. This review is
done according to how, and to what extent, Physics is incorporated in Data Science
methods. Finally, we close the chapter putting the different methods presented in
perspective and discussing their weaknesses and strengths.

2.2 Concept of Physically-Informed Data Science
To describe a physical phenomenon, one must state the mathematical equations that
control the evolution of a set of variables (position, momentum, temperature, entropy,
...) that completely determines the state of the system. That evolution depends
upon a set of external stimuli, which are assumed to be known, and upon the state
itself. In this context, we distinguish between two kinds of equations: universal
physical principles (conservation laws and physical inequalities), and the internal
state equations that compile the averaged behaviour of the system from its particular
internal structure. The ability of any physical-mathematical model to accurately
represent the reality is directly related to the quality of the simplification hypotheses
that drive to those state equations and to the available experimental data required
to identify the associated parameters.

In the next sections, we nail down a common framework for PIDS that we will use
throughout the whole dissertation.

2.2.1 Mathematical formulation
We have seen that we can immediately identify two types of state variables in any
averaged theory:

• Observable (measurable) independent variables such as the position x, dis-
placement U , or temperature θ, that will be denoted in general as u, which
collect all possible essential variables of the problem, that is, the minimum set
of independent, in general, time-dependent variables, whose history, together
with the appropriate state equations, completely define the state evolution of
the system. Each of these variables may have a different tensorial character:
scalar, vector or higher-order tensor. Many times, the state functions or state
equations are established in terms of time or spatial derivatives of these essential
variables, such as velocity ẋ, strain ε, strain rate ε̇, temperature change rate
θ̇, or temperature gradient ∇θ. These are also easily measurable and will be
termed here collectively as ε.
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• Internal non-observable (not directly measurable) variables, that are specific to
the physical model considered. In general, these internal state variables depend
upon the whole time-history of the system, and collect model-specific variables
as well as internal changes in the microstructure, which may be reversible or
irreversible. Examples are stresses, plastic or viscoplastic strains, damage, etc.
They will be denoted in general as v, and, again, each has a particular tensorial
character.

In the same way, we stated already that there are two types of equations:

• Universal physical laws, valid for any problem and therefore independent of the
particular system, such as conservation of mass, linear and angular momenta
and energy.

• State equations that depend on the internal particular structure of the system,
and, such that, after a set of assumptions, they average the behaviour of the
microstructure into a set of internal variables and the associated parameters
that are, therefore, macroscopic averaged properties of the system. They are the
result of a loss of information that takes place when moving from a lower scale
to an upper one. These equations are usually phenomenological so they have to
be validated and the associated parameters determined from a sufficient set of
experimental tests in different scenarios.

Consequently, any physical system may be formally defined in terms of a manifold
M and a functional F . M defines the functional space of possible solutions, making
explicit, for example, the spatial dimension of the problem domain, the regularity
degree requested to the essential variables, and the essential boundary conditions. F
defines the evolution law of the system u̇ = F(u,v,f) (F(u,v,f) = 0 in the non-
transient case), where v ∈ N denotes the internal state variables, each with its specific
tensorial character, and f denotes the external stimuli. The set (u,v) conforms the
set of state variables, while the functional space M×E is the so-called phase space.
In Hamiltonian Mechanics, for instance, the set of state variables is composed only of
essential (observable) variables: the position and momentum of each particle, while
the stimuli are the forces acting on each particle. F play the role of the Hamilton
equations. In thermodynamics, the state variables are macroscopic representations of
the microscopic mechanical state, such as the temperature, pressure, volume, entropy
or internal energy, and the stimulus is the heat. Actually, for discrete problems (for
instance particle Hamiltonian mechanics), F is actually a vector function, F , acting
on a finite-dimensional space. For continuum problems, the state variables are tensor
fields, u(x) and v(x), so the functional F operates in infinite-dimensional spaces.

Besides, the state equations relate the internal state variables with the essential ones
(or their rates or gradients) via appropriate functionals H, v̇ = H(u,v) (or v = H(u)
in the non-transient case). That is, v is expressed in terms of u,∇u, u̇, . . .). Again,
once discretised, they may be replaced by a function H between finite-dimensional
spaces. These equations and the associated parameters are derived from reasonable
assumptions and experimental tests, being, together with the discretisation stage,
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the main bottleneck for defining the complete model of any physical system, while
the evolution equation u̇ = F (u,v,f) is always the same for a particular theory.

Commonly, the physical systems are defined via ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) or partial differential equations (PDEs), depending on whether the system
is spatially discrete or continuous. Also, when the spatially-discretised evolution
equations are solved via numerical simulation, another discretisation step in time is
required to transform the time-continuum problem into a discrete one. This includes
the selection of a suitable time integrator (e.g. Euler, Multi-step, Runge-Kutta,
among many others).

In the PIDS framework, the state variables of the system are identified with different
ML elements. Some of them, the observable variables, are directly related to the
input or output of a given procedure, while the rest (non-observable) cannot be
identified with input or output variables2. Following the formalism above, we can
write the rate evolution equation as:

u̇ = F(u,v,f), (2.1a)

v̇ = H(u,v), (2.1b)

with F ,H the functionals defining the problem. After discretisation with any
appropriate time integrator, we can rewrite:

ut+∆t = F(ut,vt,f t), (2.2a)

vt+∆t = H(ut.vt). (2.2b)

By identifying ut+1 and vt+1 with the state variables and ut and vt, which are known
at time t, with the external stimulus, it is possible to find a common framework for
both transient and stationary problems using the general equations:

F(u,v,f) = 0, (2.3a)

H(u,v) = 0. (2.3b)

Eqs. (2.3) are the mathematical representation of a system, in general, partial
integro-differential equations to be solved by any of the many numerical methods
available. As in any realistic problem the phenomena analysed are constrained to a
specific region of the space, so Eq. (2.3) must be complemented with appropriate
boundary conditions, that are of two kinds:

• Essential boundary conditions: They are associated with the knowledge about
the essential variables u at some regions of interest.

• Natural boundary conditions: They are the expression of universal laws or
principles at the domain boundaries.

In any case, identifying by g the data associated with boundary conditions, the
boundary conditions may be formulated as:

G(u,v, g) = 0, (2.3c)

2At least, without additional assumptions.
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where G is a new functional.

Note that if there are no internal variables, i.e. the problem is stated only with
measurable variables, Eqs. (2.3) write:

F(u,f) = 0, (2.4a)

G(u, g) = 0. (2.4b)

Also, if the state constitutive equations are assumed to be explicit, Eqs. (2.3) turn
into:

F(u,v(u;λ),f) = 0, (2.5a)

G(u,v(u;λ), g) = 0, (2.5b)

where λ are model parameters, resulting from the substitution of universal laws by
empirical equations, after the information loss.

The general case, that is the one that will be discussed throughout this dissertation
is:

F(u,v,f) = 0, (2.6a)

G(u,v, g) = 0, (2.6b)

H(u,v) = 0. (2.6c)

2.2.2 A brief about the discretisation

Let us consider the Hilbert space of physically admissible solutions, H, and a manifold
M ⊂ H of solutions dependent on a set of parameters denoted by µ ∈ S, being
∅ ⊆ S ⊆ Rk a compact set. These parameters can be model parameters (λ) or
associated with boundary conditions (BC). The elements of M are denoted as uµ.
Considering the solution map:

ϕ : S → H, µ 7→ uµ, (2.7)

it is possible to write M = ϕ(P). When the elements of the solution space are
computed numerically, any available discretisation technique (Larsson and Thomee,
2009), such as finite differences (FD) (Langtangen, 1999), finite elements (FE)
(Zienkiewicz et al., 1977), or other spectral techniques (Boyd, 2001), the spaces M,
H and the map ϕ are replaced by their discrete analogues, Mh, Hh and the map
ϕh, where h denotes some mesh-related parameter. Once the problem is discretised,
the state variables and stimuli may be described in terms of the respective finite-
dimensional vectors and the resulting problem is:

F (u,v,f) = 0, (2.8a)

G(u,v, g) = 0, (2.8b)

H(u,v) = 0. (2.8c)
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2.2.3 Notation
When referring to the different PIDS, we are going to follow, whenever possible, the
following rules:

• Capital calligraphic letters, such as F ,G,H, will be associated with functionals,
sets and manifolds. An exception are linear manifolds (vector spaces), which
will be denoted using capital letters.

• Capital bold letters are vector functions, such as F ,G,H, matrices or higher
order tensors, such as Σ,M ,C,Υ and random vectors, such as X.

• Capital letters are manifold points, such as P,Q, and random variables, such as
X.

• Lowercase bold letters are vector variables, such as p,x,y, and vector fields,
such as u,v.

• Lowercase regular letters are scalar variables, such as α, β, p and scalar fields,
such as u, f .

• Sans-serif capital letters are identified with ANN components or other ML
function representation, such as Y,H, and with spatial or time indexation, such
as I, J.

• Typewriter style fonts, such as T, Y, are used to refer to TensorFlow tensor
structures, that are multiarrays of different order and dimension.

2.2.4 The goal of Physically-Informed Data Science
The different PIDS strategies address Eqs. (2.6) or Eqs. (2.8) under different
situations or hypotheses, using ML methods.

• The first possibility is to assume the whole physics as known. In that case,
v = H(u;λ) and our aim is to solve a given physical problem, maybe for some
different parameters µ ∈ S. Therefore, the objective is to derive the relation
f , g,µ → u, that we will call Y, using ML techniques, such that:

F (Y(f , g;µ),H(u,v;λ),f) ≡ 0, (2.9a)

G(Y(f , g;µ),H(u,v;λ), g) ≡ 0. (2.9b)

The ML task is, therefore, to build the relationship between x = (f , g) and
y = u3, and, as a byproduct if it is the case, to determine some physically
relevant model parameters λ. The final PIDS model will be encoded in two
sets of parameters, one with a physical prescribed meaning, λ, and another
instrumental one, related to the ML approach selected (for instance the ANN
weights and biases), Λ. The capacity for accurately representing Y is called the
predictive power of the model. The way in which Physics is treated depends
on the method selected, so, in next section, we will discuss the most relevant
approaches.

3Other approaches are possible, by reversing the role of the input and output, but here we
expose only this one for clarity.
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• The second possibility is to relax, in one way or another, the physical knowledge
about the system. In that case, and depending on the approach, the method
can incorporate new features to its predictive power. For instance, one could try
to build from the data a model F satisfying:

F(u,H(v;λ),f) ≡ 0, (2.10a)

G(u,H(v;λ), g) = 0. (2.10b)

(2.10c)

In that case, we would discover the universal laws of the nature. Conversely, one
could try to build from the data a model F satisfying:

F (u,H(v;λ),f) ≡ 0, (2.11a)

G(u,H(v;λ), g) = 0. (2.11b)

(2.11c)

In that case, we would discover the constitutive equations. This capacity for
accurately representing F or H is called the explanatory power of the method.
Of course, to learn at the same time both universal and constitutive equations is
not possible, as this, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, depends on the information level
and selected framework. In other words, there is a certain trade-off between
predictive and explanatory power.

• Finally, a third approach is to solve physical problems without knowing totally or
partially one of the model components expressed in Eqs. (2.8). This is possible
as this ignorance is replaced by data in one way or another, in what we know as
DDSBES. Here, there essentially exist two possibilities:

– The first one is to make the data speak by themselves, that is, to replace a
model component by raw data. This is known in the literature as a pure
data-driven (DD) approach.

– The second is to dynamically build, enrich or correct the model by feeding
it with data, in a dynamic fashion. This is known as a DDDAS.

Next, we illustrate these three approaches by discussing the most relevant works
on the scientific literature. For clarifying the exposition, we group the two last
approaches together, as both deal with how Physics is incorporated to the data.

2.3 Taxonomy of Physically-Informed Data Sciences
2.3.1 In terms of the Physics treatment

The different PIDS approaches that have been presented can be categorised based
on how Physics is introduced in the computational scheme. Indeed, any ML method
may be considered as the combination of three main ingredients:

1. A ML model. In pure Data Science approaches, the most common families of
models are ANNs (Nielsen, 2015), decision trees (Rokach and Maimon, 2007),
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support-vector machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), regression analy-
sis (both parametric and non-parametric (Eubank, 1999)), Bayesian networks
(Castillo et al., 2012) and genetic algorithms (Mitchell, 1998). The different PIDS
approaches start from one of these techniques and introduce some modifications
in the model to allow for physics inclusion.

2. A data-set. Whether we work with supervised, unsupervised or reinforcement
learning methods, a sufficiently big and varied data-set is always required. The
ML method will obtain knowledge from these data.

3. A learning process. The learning process is the process by which data is trans-
formed into information, encoded in the model parameters or model functions of
the ML model. A learning process may also be considered as the combination of
several ingredients:

(a) A loss function. It is the function that measures how well the model is able to
explain the data. Any supervised or reinforcement learning method includes
a loss function, as well as many of the unsupervised learning methods, which
may be reframed as the minimisation of a function depending on the model
and the data-set.

(b) An optimisation algorithm. The mathematical algorithm by which the loss
function is minimised.

Next, we classify the different PIDS methods based on how Physics is incorporated.

2.3.1.1 Physics is included in the data-set

The most straightforward inclusion of Physics in ML methods is via the data-set,
that is, applying any ML technique to data that have been generated by means
of any physically consistent process. It is clear that all data that surround us are
generated following the physical rules governing the universe, but, since these rules
(including the associated parameters) are not known, in general, we refer here to data
that has been in silico generated using some known and prescribed physically-based
mathematical equations, using any kind of mathematical procedure:

y = Y physics(x). (2.12)

In Eq. (2.12), x is any controlled input variable, y is a piece of data generated, and
Y physics is a mathematical equation or process (that can be solved for instance, by
computational simulation), describing some prescribed physics. Hence, the data-set
is defined as follows, depending on whether we are in the supervised or unsupervised
context:

• Supervised learning: The data-set includes both the input (independent variable)
and the output (label or dependent variable):

D = {(x,y) |y = Y physics(x), x ∈ Ω}, (2.13)

where Ω is some predefined sampling space.

• Unsupervised learning: During the training process, the inputs are known and
classified in some way into different categories. After that, these categories are
identified with the outputs.
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A posteriori Model Order Reduction

One of the first PIDS tentatives, even though this particular name is much more
recent and evokes other techniques, was reduced order models (ROMs) (Lucia et al.,
2004). A ROM is a model that, due to its reduced number of degrees of freedom,
reduces the computational cost of numerical simulations and may be used in real
time applications or online evaluation flows. Considering the solution space Mh

(that may depend on a parametric space S), the idea is to look for a manifold Rh,
with d = dim(Rh) ≪ dim(Mh) = D such that, given ũµ ∈ Rh,

∥ũµ − uµ∥ < ϵ, ∀µ ∈ S, (2.14)

where ϵ is a small parameter and ∥ · ∥ denotes a suitable norm. This idea was
initially introduced in fluid mechanics, due to the high difficulty of solving Navier-
Stokes equations in a reasonable time (Berkooz et al., 1993), although it has been
applied to a wide variety of areas since then. For instance, and inspired by classical
statistical methods such as principal component analysis (PCA), proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) is one of the most notorious techniques to build approximations
to physical solutions by means of a linear combination of orthogonal modes (Abdi
and Williams, 2010; Jolliffe, 2002; Rathinam and Petzold, 2003):

ũµ =
d∑

i=1

αi(µ)ũi. (2.15)

A mathematical framework using stochastic processes was developed by Karhunen
(1947) and Loève (1978), in what is today known as the Karhunen-Loève decompo-
sition (Graham and Kevrekidis, 1996; Park and Cho, 1996), and the method has
been reframed using control theory for controlled dynamical systems (Rowley and
Dawson, 2017; Willcox and Peraire, 2002). A more sophisticated technique is the
reduced basis method (RBM) (Manzoni et al., 2012; Rozza et al., 2008), which builds
a reduced basis using greedy algorithms, and is nowadays a very mature family of
methods for analysing parametrised PDEs. In the same vein, similar methods as
balanced truncation (Safonov and Chiang, 1989) and rational interpolation (Baur
et al., 2011) were investigated, as well as spatially separated representations using
geometrical mappings (Ghnatios et al., 2019a).

The same ideas have been extended to nonlinear geometric structures (Mignolet
et al., 2013; Nguyen and Peraire, 2008). For instance, the empirical interpolation
method (Chaturantabut and Sorensen, 2010; Negri et al., 2015) deals with non-affine
parameter dependence. A complete survey on ROM techniques in dynamical systems
can be found in Benner et al. (2015). The nonlinear learning capacity offered by
ANNs has been largely exploited, particularly with autoencoders (Kramer, 1991) in
computational mechanics (CM) contexts (Lee and Carlberg, 2020; Oishi and Yagawa,
2017). Also, other authors have proposed hybrid strategies combining ANNs and
ROM, where the ROM is enriched dynamically using a mesh refinement, driven by
an ANN that seeks to minimise a model enhancement function (Baiges et al., 2020),
or using DL architectures for enhancing POD, as proposed by Fresca and Manzoni
(2022).
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Figure 2.2: Manifold identification for Model Order Reduction. The red dots
represent data in the ambient space (RD). The pink surface is the manifold of hidden
latent variables, of dimension d ≪ D, built using Manifold Learning.

In many occasions, the main goal is oriented to the discovery of the space of latent
variables, that is, a simplified representation of the physical structure of the data.
Indeed, with the explosion in the 2000s of Manifold Learning, a manifold identification
as a reduced space has now grown to become a mature field where much more flexible
strategies that overcome linearity have been proposed (LJP and Van Den, 2007; Van
Der Maaten et al., 2009). In Fig. 2.2, the geometrical idea behind the method is
illustrated. A more detailed description of the different Manifold Learning and ANN
methods and their application in PIDS is exposed in Section 2.3.2.4.

Surrogate models (metamodels)

Even if this approach is very similar to ROM techniques, usually we are not really
interested in the latent physical structure, but only in the encapsulation of a given
x → y physical relation, for instance, the one relating the boundary conditions of a
PDE (as input) with the solution field (as output) or a given quantity of interest (QoI),
or the one relating the solution field (input) to some model parameters (output). This
approach is interesting when the aim is to accelerate the computations for uncertainty
quantification (UQ) purposes (Tripathy and Bilionis, 2018) or for solving inverse
problems (Frangos et al., 2010). The different ML models built using this approach,
bypassing conventional simulation, are called metamodels (Ghosh et al., 2018) or
surrogate models (Cozad et al., 2014; Forrester and Keane, 2009), as they try to
replace, for some convenient reason (usually due to a much lower computational cost
in the online evaluation or because of their non-intrusive nature) standard simulation
techniques. A very common application of ML and, in particular, of ANNs, is as
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a ROM built from FE simulations (Mohammadzadeh and Lejeune, 2021; Phellan
et al., 2021) to obtain real time or patient-specific tools.

ANNs have been intensively used in CM since the nineties (Ghaboussi, 2010; Ya-
gawa and Okuda, 1996). The use of ANNs is actually very common for parameter
identification or constitutive modelling in CM (Wang et al., 2021a). Some examples,
out of the huge amount, are concrete modelling (Ghaboussi et al., 1991), soft tissues
(Alekya et al., 2019; Cilla et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019), hyperelasticity (Liang and
Chandrashekhara, 2008; Shen et al., 2005), plasticity (Abueidda et al., 2021; Im
et al., 2021), history (Ghavamian and Simone, 2019) and rate dependent materials
(Al-Haik et al., 2003; Furukawa and Yagawa, 1998; Jung and Ghaboussi, 2006),
granular materials (Ellis et al., 1995; Ghaboussi and Sidarta, 1998; Zhang et al.,
2021), polymeric, polycrystalline (Ali et al., 2019; Mangal and Holm, 2018, 2019) and
composite materials (Abueidda et al., 2019; Al-Haik et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2020).
ANNs have also been used in frameworks such as fracture mechanics, for analysing
microcracking, brittle fracture, and crack propagation (Asteris and Plevris, 2017;
Gajewski and Sadowski, 2014; Goswami et al., 2020). Other authors have preferred
to use Bayesian neural networks (BNNs) (MacKay, 1992). For instance, Geneva and
Zabaras (2019) used BNNs for Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations
(Geneva and Zabaras, 2019) and for unravelling the dynamics of a system’s evolution
(Kohler et al., 2015). Indeed, BNNs may be seen as an extension of hidden Markov
models (HMMs) to more complex probabilistic graphical models (Zimmermann and
von Hoessle, 2013).

With the advent of ML, and, in particular of ANNs, the compression techniques for
features detection have been very prolific. One of the main ANN architectures are
autoencoders (Kramer, 1991). An autoencoder with linear activation functions can be
shown to be equivalent to the singular value decomposition (SVD), so autoencoders
may be viewed as nonlinear generalisations of PCA. Deep autoencoders have been
used as surrogate models for the analysis of stochastic partial differential equations
(SPDEs) and UQ (Zhu and Zabaras, 2018), particularly in heterogeneous media (Mo
et al., 2019; Tripathy and Bilionis, 2018). Autoencoders have also proved to be able
to learn the dynamics of nonlinear systems (Gonzalez and Balajewicz, 2018; Milano
and Koumoutsakos, 2002), in some cases using sparsity regularisation (Sondak and
Protopapas, 2021). Recently, shallow masked autoencoders (Kim et al., 2021) and
convolutional autoencoders (Nikolopoulos et al., 2021) have also been used for the
surrogate modelling of parametrised time-dependent PDEs.

When the path dependence in evolution processes becomes more important, recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) have shown good performance. RNNs have been used for
plastic (Borkowski et al., 2022; Im et al., 2021; Mozaffar et al., 2019) and elasto-
plastic heterogeneous materials using multiscale approaches (Wu et al., 2020a), for
poroplasticity (Wang and Sun, 2018) and for phase-transition theory (de Oca Zapiain
et al., 2021).

Recently, DL has impacted CM as a powerful tool to exploit the information contained
spatially in the material data-sets (Pfeiffer et al., 2019; Settgast et al., 2020; Teichert
et al., 2019; Unger and Könke, 2009), in a similar manner as it is done in medical
image (Litjens et al., 2017; Razzak et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2017). Similar approaches
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have been proposed for biology and biomedical engineering (Pérez-Aliacar et al.,
2021).

The importance of the geometry and its discretisation has also been investigated in
relation to ANNs. Jiang et al. (2019) use Spherical ANNs for unstructured grids. A
more robust concept is graph convolutional neural networks (GCNNs), very suitable
for unstructured meshes and time frames. Since the first ideas developed by Gori et al.
(2005) and recovered by Sukhbaatar et al. (2016) in a modern form, GCNNs (Cao
et al., 2015; Kipf and Welling, 2016) have arisen as an alternative to convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) for non-Euclidean domains, and have demonstrated to be
very performant for analysing complex dynamical systems (Sanchez-Gonzalez et al.,
2018). These ideas have been generalised in what is known today as geometric
deep learning (GDL) (Bronstein et al., 2017), that is, the family of DL methods
that conserve some features under the action of the elements of a certain group,
something that is closely related to Physics via the Noether’s Theorem. In particular,
Kutz (2017); Ling et al. (2016) defined Tensor Based Neural Networks, a class of
ANNs with embedded rotational invariance, to face RANS turbulence modelling,
particularly for anisotropic situations. A similar approach was followed by Vlassis
et al. (2020) for solid mechanics.

Finally, ML solutions for building surrogate models or response surfaces have been
also applied in multiscale mechanics (Alber et al., 2019; Rocha et al., 2021; Wirtz
et al., 2015), with the aim of accelerating the computations. Some examples are
elasto-plastic materials (Wu et al., 2020a), poroelasticity (Wang and Sun, 2018), soft
materials (Jackson et al., 2019), or composites (Yan et al., 2020). A closely related
approach is the use of ANNs to design new materials taking as input microscopic
structural parameters (Bessa et al., 2017; Chen and Gu, 2020; Le et al., 2015).

Modern approach to Gaussian Processes as surrogates

Among Bayesian techniques, and due to their flexible nature, Gaussian Processes
(GP) (MacKay et al., 1998; Williams and Rasmussen, 2006) have been very popular
as surrogates for reproducing complex models. A GP4 may be seen as a BNN with
a single hidden layer with infinite units (Neal, 2012). Predicting the output of
expensive simulations using GP was explored by Kennedy and O’Hagan (2000) many
years ago (Kennedy and O’Hagan, 2000; Santner et al., 2003). It has been widely
used within science and technology (Gramacy, 2020; Pourmohamad, 2021). As an
example, multi-output GP have been used to represent material properties (Bilionis
et al., 2013), and the spatial structure (Atkinson and Zabaras, 2019) of some physical
relations. Here we review the most modern approaches in the context of PIDS.

Inspired by the use of radial basis function (RBF) for approximating PDEs (Fasshauer
and Ye, 2013; Franke and Schaback, 1998; Owhadi, 2015) (see next sections), Raissi
et al. (2017a,b) proposed to use GP to learn both the solution and the hidden
parameters of a PDE. From the perspective of Latent Variable Models (Everett,
2013), that is, using Gaussian process latent variable models (GPLVMs) (Lawrence
and Hyvärinen, 2005), M. Raissi and co-workers extended the work of Alvarez et al.

4Regression using GP is also known as Kriging.
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Figure 2.3: Surrogate models in SBESs. Physics is included in the data-set nature
and is exogenous to the ML technique.
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(2013) for estimating the driving term of a dynamic equation to a linear PDE having
the form:

Dλ(u) = f, (2.16)

where Dλ is a certain differential operator depending on some model parameters λ.
They assume that the solution field is a GP:

u ∼ GP (0, kuu(x, x′;θ)) , (2.17)

where kuu is the kernel function defined in terms of some hyperparameters θ. By
linearity, f will be also a GP and the two kernels will be related by (Graepel, 2003;
Särkkä, 2011):

kff (x, x′;θ,λ) = (Dλ ◦ D′λ) (kuu(x, x′;θ)). (2.18a)

kuf (x, x′;θ,λ) = D′λ(kuu(x, x′;θ)). (2.18b)

kfu(x, x′;θ,λ) = Dλ(kuu(x, x′;θ)). (2.18c)

They demonstrate that it is possible to recover the solution of some integro-differential
equations (Raissi et al., 2017a) and to accurately estimate the model parameters of
fractional differential equations (Gulian et al., 2019; Raissi et al., 2017b). Their work
has been extended to nonlinear time-dependent PDEs (Raissi and Karniadakis, 2018;
Raissi et al., 2018b) using multi-step or Runge-Kutta integrators (Lambert, 1991)
and substituting some terms by posterior mean estimations. Among the applications,
we can cite the Laplace equation (Albert and Rath, 2020), heat equation (Raissi
et al., 2018b), advection-diffusion-reaction systems (Raissi et al., 2017b), Burguer’s
and wave equation (Raissi et al., 2018b) or geosciences (Karimpouli and Tahmasebi,
2020). The method has also been adapted to include explicit constraints (Gulian
et al., 2022).

2.3.1.2 Physics is included in the machine learning model

A priori Model Order Reduction

In a priori ROM methods, the reduced model is built without data, so no results
or observations of the system are necessary to construct the ROM approximation
to the unknown field uµ. In other words, Physics is introduced during the ROM
construction.

One of the most prominent a priori methods is proper generalized decomposition
(PGD) (Chinesta et al., 2010b, 2011; Ghnatios et al., 2012). PGD is formulated in
two stages: an offline step where the computation of the ROM approximation is
performed; and an online phase where the parametric solution is evaluated, under
real-time constraints (Cueto et al., 2016). Mathematically, PGD assumes a separate
representation5 of the unknown solution field:

uµ ≃
d∑

i=1

αi(µ)ui. (2.19)

5In this example, we have considered the separability for the parametric dependence, although
the separability may be considered for every single parameter or coordinate, something that will be
more or less successful for approximating the solution depending on the geometry and nature of
Mh.
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For determining the different modes and coefficients, the separate expression of the
solution is introduced in the problem’s physical equation. For instance, if the physics
is formulated by means of the weak form of a PDE:

[AD(u)](v) = [B(u)](v), ∀v ∈ H0, (2.20)

where AD(u) is a nonlinear functional associated with a differential operator D and
B(u) another functional, the separation modes are computed by solving the problem
[AD(ũ)](v) = [B(ũ)](v), where ũ is the separate representation of Eq. (2.19). For
linear problems, [AD(u)](v) = a(u, v) and [B(u)](v) = (u, v), where a(·, ·) is a bilinear
form and (·, ·) denotes the scalar product at the Hilbert space. The precise form of
the functional, ROM approximation is determined by means of a greedy algorithm
(Chinesta et al., 2011). Within each sum of the separate representation, each “mode”
is determined by solving the resulting problem obtained when we introduce the
solution ũ. Different methods can be used, being alternating direction strategy the
most common one (Chinesta et al., 2011). The ROM construction stops under a
certain criterion based on error estimation (Alfaro et al., 2015; Ammar et al., 2010;
de Almeida, 2013; Ladeveze and Chamoin, 2011). PGD has been widely used in
many multiscale (Chinesta et al., 2010a) and multiphysics (Néron and Ladevèze,
2010) problems and is nowadays a mature field for solving physical problems in real
time (Chinesta et al., 2013b; Niroomandi et al., 2013) and for design, optimisation,
control and UQ (Chinesta et al., 2013c). Also, optimised sampling strategies, such
as Sparse Subspace Learning (Borzacchiello et al., 2019) have been considered to
circumvent the need of affinity in the separate representation, leveraging the Galerkin
projection.

In addition to PGD, there are other a priori ROM methods. Ryckelynck et al.
(2005, 2006) proposed the a priori Hyper-Reduction method, which is an incremental
Karhunen-Loève decomposition built from the system equations. Similar approaches
deal with nonlinear problems (Allery et al., 2011; Naets et al., 2019).

Structure preserving machine learning tools

A first natural approach is to define the ANN according to the process we want to
learn. In that direction, some authors suggest using hybrid linear-nonlinear networks
(Haesloop and Holt, 1990) and hierarchical neural networks (Mavrovouniotis and
Chang, 1992), incorporating the structure of the relations we want to learn (see
Fig. 2.4a). However, these approaches are based on empirical bias when assuming
a given model structure and parametric dependence. The inductive bias given by
parametric state modelling is smartly exploited by Psichogios and Ungar (1992), in a
first attempt to open the“black-box” of ANNs by defining hybrid ANNs, including the
universal principles in a network component, leaving another for the model discovery.
In this work, a similar approach to Kalman filters (Kalman, 1960) is adopted, and
the equation:

du

dt
= F (u,f), (2.21)

where u is the state variable and f the control variable, is split in:

du

dt
= F (u,f ,p), (2.22a)

p = H(u,f), (2.22b)
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so that F represents the universal physical evolution and p = H(u,f) a model
state equation that is replaced by a network that learns the relationship (u,f) → p.
Actually, the hybrid network represented in Fig. 2.4b learns the discrete relationship
(uk,fk) → uk+1. This approach was applied to more complex processes accounting
for more flexible components (Thompson and Kramer, 1994; Wu et al., 2020b) and
for parameter identification (Dua, 2011; González-Garćıa et al., 1998).

More recently, specific ANNs have arisen with the purpose of preserving the structure
of some specific problems. In that sense, Xu et al. (2021) use the so-called sym-
metric positive definite neural networks (SPD-NN), specially prepared for learning
constitutive relationships in elliptic PDEs problems. They illustrate the method
for the hyperelastic, elastoplastic and multiscale problems in CM, where the goal
is to unravel the constitutive relation ε → σ. Vlassis and Sun (2021) suggested to
modify the training process to include the higher derivatives of the strain energy
function Ψ (Sobolev training) to ensure thermodynamics in elasto-plasticity prob-
lems, formulated in terms of a Hamilton-Jacobi evolution equation. Another specific
network architecture is the so-called Thermodynamic-Aware neural network (Masi
et al., 2021), where the stress increment ∆σ is computed from the state variables at
the previous step (including strain, stress, temperature and other internal variables
state, as well as strain increment), using the dissipation function and first and second
laws of thermodynamics (local energy conservation and Clausius-Duhem inequality).
Also, Tensor Basis Neural Networks (Fang et al., 2020; Ling et al., 2016; Milani et al.,
2021) have been designed for facing rotational invariance in the turbulence closure
models of Fluid Mechanics, in the same vein as SO(3)-informed neural networks for
elasto-plastic anisotropic responses (Heider et al., 2020).

A new generation of structure preserving ML tools has recently emerged, relaxing
the structure of the different operators for adapting them to arbitrary systems
(satisfying the laws of thermodynamics), incorporating the general equation for
the non-equilibrium reversible-irreversible coupling (GENERIC) formalism (Grmela,
2010). The GENERIC formalism establishes the equations of the dynamics of a system
under thermodynamic reversible and irreversible conditions (also called metripletic
structure), expressed by the evolution of energy E and entropy S, respectively
(Grmela and Öttinger, 1997; Öttinger, 2005). The evolution equations for such a
system are:

u̇ = L(u)
∂E

∂u
+ M (u)

∂S

∂u
, u(0) = u0. (2.23)

The term L is the so-called Poisson operator matrix and is responsible for the
reversible part of the evolution system (according to Hamiltonian dynamics). E =
E(u) is the energy of the system, as a function of its state u. In turn, M represents
the dissipation matrix, responsible for the system irreversibility. S = S(u) is the
entropy of the system, that is also dependent on the state variables u (González
et al., 2019). Eq. (2.23) must be completed with the complementary degeneracy
conditions:

L · ∂S
∂u

= 0, (2.24a)

M · ∂E
∂u

= 0. (2.24b)
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Figure 2.4: Different families of ANNs preserving the physical structure. The
network architecture, as well as the different nonlinear activation functions, are
defined cleverly, according to the problem Physics.
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If we choose L to be skew-symmetric and M symmetric and positive semi-definite,
one ensures using the degeneracy conditions that Ė = 0 and Ṡ ≥ 0, so the first
and second principles of thermodynamics are satisfied. These ideas were adapted by
Romero (2009, 2010a,b) to discrete numerical algorithms sharing the same symmetry
properties. A first approach proposed by Ghnatios et al. (2019b); González et al.
(2019) is to directly estimate L and M as well as the discrete versions of ∂E

∂u
and ∂S

∂u
,

that are expressed as Au and Bu respectively. The combination of this approach
with ROM techniques has demonstrated to be very effective for analysing problems
with a lot of degrees of freedom (Moya et al., 2019) that require real time evaluation,
adapted for real scenarios of mixed and augmented reality (Moya et al., 2020a) and
for dealing with noisy data-sets from biomechanics (González et al., 2020). Also,
very recently, González et al. (2021) have adapted the methodology to incorporate
non-observable (hidden) state variables, using kernel principal component analysis
(kPCA) for unveiling the intrinsic variables of the dynamical evolution.

The GENERIC-adapted version of an ANN is called structure preserving neural
network (SPNN) and was developed by Hernández et al. (2021). In a SPNN, a neural
network block (for instance, a multilayer perceptron (MLP)) is used for estimating
A = A(u) and B = B(u) as a function of the state variables u. The degeneracy
conditions are ensured by adding a regularisation term to the loss function of the
ANN, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4c. The work has been adapted to large-scale discretised
problems with a lot of degrees of freedom (Hernandez et al., 2021). In that case,
the SPNN acts at a reduced space of latent variables that is built using sparse
autoencoders.

Methods and architectures for specific PDEs

Another approach to use ML techniques in Physics is to design ML methods adapted
to the structure of the PDE or the stochastic process involved. Some very preliminar
ideas using RBFs were exposed by Mai-Duy and Tran-Cong (2001) (available data)
and Jianyu et al. (2003); Mai-Duy and Tran-Cong (2002) (non available data) for
elliptic PDEs that may be seen as some kind of filtering processes. Indeed, the RBF
approach seems to be suitable for a meshless approach to the problem (Fasshauer
and Ye, 2013; Franke and Schaback, 1998) (particularly for irregular domains (Mai-
Duy and Tran-Cong, 2007)), including finite volume method (FVM) (Kansa et al.,
2004), high-order ODEs (Mai-Duy, 2005), integro-differential equations (Golbabai
and Seifollahi, 2007) and nonlinear integral equations Golbabai et al. (2009). Another
direction was adopted using MLPs for specific classes of PDEs by Aarts and Van
Der Veer (2001); He et al. (2000). Also, some works describe iterative procedures for
enriching the network architecture (Shirvany et al., 2008; Tsoulos et al., 2009).

More recently, some authors have exploited the relation between PDEs and stochastic
processes for exploiting different ML approaches. Indeed, the link between stochastic
processes and PDEs is provided by Itô calculus (Durrett, 2018; Klebaner, 2012).
Suppose a stochastic process defined with the SPDE:

dXt = µ(t,Xt)dt + σ(t,Xt)dWt, (2.25)
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where µ and σ are regular functions and Wt denotes a Wiener process. Then, the
probability density function (PDF) of the random process Xt, f satisfies the following
Fokker-Planck equation:

∂f

∂t
= − ∂

∂x
(µ(x, t)) +

1

2

∂2

∂x2

(
σ2(t, x)f

)
. (2.26)

This fundamental result, and some extensions to nonlinear equations using the
Feynman-Kac formula (Bertini and Cancrini, 1995), were exploited by Weinan et al.
(2017) in its seminal work relating backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs)
and parabolic PDEs. For a fairly general class of nonlinear parabolic PDEs, the
equation is formulated as a BSDE using the Feynman-Kac formula, (Pardoux and
Peng, 1990), and next interpreted as a stochastic control problem, with the gradient
of the solution being the policy function. Finally, this stochastic control problem is
interpreted as a reinforcement learning problem, where the policy function, that is, the
gradient, is approximated by means of a DL network. This approach demonstrated
to be particularly suitable for high dimensional problems, affected by the curse of
dimensionality, such as the Black-Scholes model, Allen-Cahn equation and Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equation (Han et al., 2018). Beck et al. (2019) extended the approach
to fully nonlinear parabolic PDEs and Chan-Wai-Nam et al. (2019) investigated
different network architectures. Besides, some authors developed related schemes
that approximate also the solution using DL (Huré et al., 2019) and improved the
algorithm by including an asymptotic expansion as a prior estimation of the solution,
accelerating the speed of convergence of the ANN (Fujii et al., 2019). Similar
approaches have been investigated for the Fokker-Planck and Langevin equations
(see, for instance, Khoo et al. (2019); Vanden-Eijnden et al. (2010), among a vast
literature).

Parabolic PDEs are not the only ones for which specific methods for overcoming the
curse of dimensionality using DL have been developed. Due to its structure, the
residue network (ResNet) may be seen as the basic building block for approximating
nonlinear ODEs, using multistep integrators (Qin et al., 2019). Due to its relevance
in classical and quantum mechanics and optics (Courant and Hilbert, 2008; Goldstein,
2011), imaging science (Darbon, 2015), game theory (Evans and Souganidis, 1984)
and optimal control (Bardi et al., 1997), the Hamilton-Jacobi equation has attracted
much attention from researchers. In that sense, Darbon et al. (2020) have developed
a method for obtaining viscosity (weak) solutions for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
They propose an ANN architecture that exactly represents viscosity solutions of the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. A specific ANN architecture has also been proposed for
solving the Schrödinger equation for many-electron systems (Han et al., 2019) and
the many-body problem (Carleo and Troyer, 2017), this latter using a reinforcement
learning scheme.

2.3.1.3 Physics is included in the training process

Sometimes, it is interesting to incorporate part of the Physics of the system to the
different ML methods during the training process. This could be interesting at least
for three reasons:

• For obtaining more interpretable results in the physical sense.
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• For reducing the data needs in order to build accurate ML models.

• For obtaining more robust and stable numerical simulation schemes, avoiding
pathological behaviours such as energy blow-ups.

Many authors have tried to incorporate physical knowledge to the different statistical
and ML methods, via regularisation or explicitly introducing the constraints in the
equations defining the latent structure of the ML model. In the first case, the ML
loss L is adapted in order to incorporate penalty terms representing the discrepancy
between the ML method performance and its ability to incorporate the physical
knowledge. In other words, if L is the loss function of a given ML method, it is
modified to L′:

L′ = L + Lreg, (2.27)

where Lreg will depend on how Physics is incorporated.

In the second case, the inclusion of specific constraints will lead to a different
optimisation problem. For instance, let suppose that a certain ML method looks for
the solution of a certain problem formulated as:

F (x;Λ) = y, (2.28)

where x is the unknown solution, y the data or physical knowledge and F is a
model, with model parameters Λ. Then, except for very particular cases where
F may be inverted, the solution is obtained by the minimisation of the residual
R(x) = ∥F (x;Λ) − y∥, that is, by solving the problem:

Λ∗ = argmin ∥F (x;Λ) − y∥. (2.29)

If we know that the physics of the problem is expressed by the relation R(x,y) = 0,
the problem to be solved becomes:

Λ∗ = argmin
Λ∈S

∥F (x;Λ) − y∥

subject to

R(x,y) = 0.

(2.30)

Loss regularisation

The most straightforward approach for including Physics during the training process
is by including/adding regularisation terms in the loss function. Many regularisation
techniques have been explored in the Data Science community to enforce different
degrees of model complexity. Minimising the Lp norm of model parameters has been
extensively used for obtaining different effects of regularisation in parametric model
learning. The L2 norm has been used to avoid overly large parameter values in Ridge
regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970; Saleh et al., 2019) (also known as Tikhonov
regularisation) and SVM. On the other hand, minimising the L1 norm results in
the Lasso formulation (Tibshirani, 1996) and the Dantzig selector (Candes and Tao,
2007; James et al., 2009), both of which encode sparsity in the model parameters.
Whatever it is the ML approach to the problem, the loss function is formulated as:

L = αLDATA + βLPHYS, (2.31)
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Figure 2.5: Theory-Guided Data Sciences. Theory-Guided Data Sciences are in the
middle of Data Sciences and Theory-Based Models, where both physical knowledge
and data are combined. Source: adapted from Karpatne et al. (2017b).

where LDATA accounts for the knowledge about the system by means of labelled/mea-
sured data and LPHYS incorporates, in one way or another, the physics of the system.
This is what Karpatne et al. (2017b) defined as Theory-Guided Data Science, and was
applied for predicting lake temperature profiles (Karpatne et al., 2017c) using what
they called physically-guided neural networks (PGNN) (other works exist for referring
to the same approach, such as Domain Adapted Neural Networks (Muralidhar et al.,
2018; Stewart and Ermon, 2017)). If α = 0, the ML method is unsupervised and only
the physics of the system guide the learning process, whereas if β = 0 we recover
pure Data Science ML methods. The important point is that hybrid formulations
are possible, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Their work was extended using RNNs (Jia
et al., 2019). The same approach was followed by Magiera et al. (2020), in what
they defined as constraint-aware neural networks, for imposing the Rankine-Hugoniot
condition between the input and output layers, identified with the states on both
sides of a shock wave in hyperbolic PDEs.

Other authors include the physical constraints during the model selection process
of a given ML method (Wagner and Rondinelli, 2016), such as decision trees, data
clustering (Chatterjee et al., 2014) or PCA, in the so-called Theory-Guided ML
methods. They show that not including the guidance of domain knowledge can lead
to both quantitatively and qualitatively incorrect predictive models when applied to
material sciences. In this line, a family of methods coined as Group Lasso (Simon
et al., 2013; Yuan and Lin, 2006) try to group variables, as being the associated with
a common physical feature. This is, for instance, typical of genetics (Liu et al., 2013)
where some knowledge about a common linkage may be incorporated exogenously.
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Solving Partial Differential Equations

A particular strategy for including Physics as a loss regularisation is via the residual of
the PDE governing the problem physics. Many approaches have been proposed in the
last decade, as summarised in Yadav et al. (2015). Maybe one of the first tentatives to
use of ANN methods for solving ODEs was the one proposed by Lee and Kang (1990),
where the minimisation algorithms used for ANNs were employed for solving the
equations coming from the ODE discretisation. The idea was adapted by Meade Jr
and Fernandez (1994a,b) to Petrov-Galerkin schemes and was also investigated by
Malek and Beidokhti (2006) using a hybrid ANN-optimisation method. The idea
was adapted for PDEs by Lagaris et al. (1998); van Milligen et al. (1995), whose
main claim was to reduce the computational cost of standard simulation methods.
Since then, many authors have adapted the ideas to richer problems (Alli et al.,
2003; Effati and Pakdaman, 2010; Lagaris et al., 2000; McFall and Mahan, 2009).
The main idea is to design an ANN able to infer the relation (x, t) → u, something
guaranteed by the universal approximation theorem (Cybenko, 1989; Hanin, 2017;
Hornik, 1991; Lu et al., 2017; Pinkus, 1999). Hence, if the PDE is expressed as:

D(u) = f, x ∈ Ω, (2.32a)

B(u) = g, x ∈ ∂Ω, (2.32b)

where D is a differential operator, with some specific boundary conditions given by
the operator B, the solution u is sought using the decomposition:

u(x) = uBC(x) + uANN(x;Λ), (2.33)

with uBC being a function satisfying boundary conditions and uANN the output of an
ANN representing the relation (x, t) → u and depending on the network parameters
Λ. The network convergence is then obtained by defining the loss function in an
appropriate manner, usually related to the method used for the PDE discretisation.

For instance, Dissanayake and Phan-Thien (1994) proposed to express the residual
of the PDE and the boundary conditions as:

RPDE(u) = D(u) − f, (2.34a)

RBC(u) = B(u) − g, (2.34b)

and to solve the minimisation of the total residual:

R =

∫
Ω

∥RPDE(u)∥2 dV +

∫
∂Ω

∥RBC(u)∥2 dS, (2.35)

by using a quadrature method. Another possibility is Montecarlo sampling for the
numerical integration. In this line, Sirignano and Spiliopoulos (2018), in addition
to derive some mathematical results for quasilinear parabolic PDEs, established
what they call the Deep Galerkin Method, for high dimensional free boundary PDEs,
including extra dimensions for the boundary condition parametrisation. This method
is nothing more than a meshfree evaluation of Eq. (2.35) by random sampling,
combined with DL architectures for the networks considered, instead of shallow
MLPs, and a new computational scheme for the efficient computation of ANN
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gradients arising from the second derivatives of high-dimensional PDEs. In the same
vein, (Berg and Nyström, 2018) adapted the method for complex geometries where
the sampling strategy is a problem.

Similarly, Beidokhti and Malek (2009); Rudd and Ferrari (2015); Rudd et al. (2013)
adapted some of these ideas to spectral methods and defined the Constrained
Integration approach for pseudo-spectral (collocation) methods. They use RBF for
approximating the function close to the collocation points, and minimise the residual
using backpropagation techniques. A broad family of works use similar ideas, in
what they call the Deep Collocation Method, for analysing problems of solid and
structural mechanics (Abueidda et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2021) or heat transfer (Lin
et al., 2020) and for adaptability strategies depending on the residual estimation
(Anitescu et al., 2019). Indeed, sparsity has been exploited by Schaeffer et al. (2013)
in combination with spectral methods. It is possible to consider a spectral expansion
of the solution in terms of a complete basis {Φi}i=1,...,N :

u =
N∑
i=1

uiϕi, (2.36)

and try to build u from the spectral coefficients ui, i = 1, . . . , N .

In another direction, and inspired by variational calculus, Yu et al. (2017) developed
the Deep Ritz Method, which consists in the variational expression of the PDE, that
is, in the solution of a problem with the structure:

min
u∈U

I(u), (2.37)

being I a functional, such as I(u) =
∫
Ω

(
1
2
∥∇u∥2 − f(x)u(x)

)
dx for Poisson equation

∆u = f . By expressing u = u(x;Λ), being Λ the network parameters, and identifying
the numerical integration with a finite sum, it is possible to reformulate the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) method easily, using any quadrature rule for the integral
evaluation, and to adapt it for transfer learning. This method has been adapted
for many problems coming from CM when the minimisation of a total energy is
sought, in what we call the Deep Energy Method (Samaniego et al., 2020), and for
structural elements such as plates (Li et al., 2021), finite deformation hyperelasticity
(Nguyen-Thanh et al., 2020), as well as for more flexible and general conditions (Liao
and Ming, 2019; Lu et al., 2021a).

The rise of ANN specific software, incorporating powerful and easy-to-use automatic
differentiation tools triggered a new impulse in this approach. One of the most popular
works was the one developed by Raissi et al. (2019), including a first attempt in model
explanation, by introducing some extra parameters to be learned, related with some of
the physical phenomena. The idea behind these ANNs, baptised as physics-informed
neural networks (PINNs), is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 both for unsupervised (forward)
and supervised (inverse) problems: given a PDE, the ANN loss L is formulated in
terms of the residual R of the equation and its boundary conditions. The parametric
explanatory capacity is obtained by including some learning parameters at the
residual and providing a data-set, such that L = LDATA + LPHYS accounts both for
the physical structure and for the data. In any case, the inclusion of the physical
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term may be intended merely for regularisation purposes (Nabian and Meidani, 2020)
and has demonstrated to have some generalisation capability (Magill et al., 2018).
This family of ANNs has been exploited in many contexts, such as fluid mechanics
(Mao et al., 2020; Raissi and Karniadakis, 2018; Sun et al., 2020), where they have
been particularly prolific due to the turbulence closure problem (Yang et al., 2019)
and complex fluid behaviour (Reyes et al., 2021), solid and structural mechanics
(Haghighat et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021), fractional calculus equations (Pang et al.,
2019), biology and biomedical engineering (Lagergren et al., 2020; Sahli Costabal
et al., 2020; Yazdani et al., 2020), epidemiology (Shaier et al., 2021), electromagnetism
(Noakoasteen et al., 2020), optics (Chen et al., 2020b), power systems (Misyris et al.,
2020) and chemical engineering (Ji et al., 2021). The methodology has been adapted
for incorporating other theoretical knowledge about the system (theory-guided neural
network (TGNN) (Wang et al., 2020)), for different network architectures (see for
instance (Wang et al., 2021b) for Theory-Guided Autoencoders), for allowing domain
decomposition with jump discontinuities (Jagtap et al., 2020), extended to Bayesian
frameworks for a data noise incorporation (Yang et al., 2021) and to UQ using
adversarial strategies (Yang and Perdikaris, 2019). Very recently, some theoretical
works about PINNs convergence and performance are starting to emerge (see for
instance Hutzenthaler et al. (2020) for the semilinear heat equation and Kutyniok
et al. (2021) for general convergence results and a discussion on their impact and
extensions), along with adaptative training strategies (Wang et al., 2021c, 2022)
and more sophisticated training processes, combining high-fidelity and low-fidelity
estimators (Liu and Wang, 2019). Also, Nabian and Meidani (2018) adapted the
method for random PDEs, both in the strong and weak (variational) form, using a
polynomial chaos expansion (Xiu and Karniadakis, 2002) and Zhang et al. (2020)
for SPDEs using modal decomposition. Nowadays, PINNs are already in a mature
phase and specific software libraries exist to deal with physical problems using this
approach (Lu et al., 2021b).

Very recently, (Khoo et al., 2021) changed the approach and considered as the input
of the network the (discretised representation of a given) field intervening in the
PDE in hands. More in detail, given a parametric field k(x), they consider equations
defined as:

D(u, k) = f. (2.38)

A natural example is the heterogeneous heat equation ut + ∇ · (k(x)∇u) = f(x).
The goal is to predict the value of a given QoI, q = Q(u) form the field k(x). For
such purpose, they define an ANN for learning the relationship k → q, where k is
a discrete representation of the field k. This approach was extended by Zhu et al.
(2019) for predicting the relationship k → u, being u a discrete representation of
u, and adapted to stochastic frameworks, using Kullback-Leibler divergence (Hall,
1987).

Including physical constraints

Lastly, the numerical methods employed for discretising and solving the equations
or ROM do not exactly preserve some physical rules (this is the case, for instance,
of Galerkin projection-based methods (Noack et al., 2003; Semaan et al., 2016),
such as finite element method (FEM) for PDE solving, or POD for ROM, unlike
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Figure 2.6: Scheme of the PINN structure. The PINN is able to learn the shape of
the solution field u and, with the inclusion of a data-set, the value of some learning
parameters λ, acquiring some explanatory capacity.

other methods that by construction conserve universal balances, such as FVM). For
stability purposes, it is occasionally convenient to explicitly include these physical
constraints (Schlegel and Noack, 2015). Carlberg et al. (2015) discuss a method
for preserving Lagrangian dynamics explicitly, and a similar approach was taken
by Balajewicz et al. (2013) for constraints coming from Navier-Stokes equations
(Balajewicz et al., 2013), adding a power balance constraint included at the modal
level, achieving more stable simulations. Very recently, the methods have been
exported from fluid mechanics to magnetohydrodynamics (Kaptanoglu et al., 2021).

2.3.2 In terms of the knowledge available
So far, we have classified the different PIDS methods in terms of how, from an
implementation point of view, Physics is treated or included in the computations. Now
we change slightly the approach and analyse to what extent Physics is incorporated.
In all the methods described above, we assume that, when some features of the
physical knowledge are incorporated to the ML method, these are included as full
knowledge, except, at most, for some learning parameters. It is important to insist
on this:

1. When Physics is included in the data-set, such data-set is assumed to fulfil the
physics we want to learn, except for the fact that it might be noisy data.

2. When Physics is included in the ML method, the method itself is designed for such
purpose, so it respects the physical structure (for instance, PGD works with the
exact equations of the system, hybrid ANNs or SPNNs enforce conservation laws
or thermodynamics, and the methods designed for specific PDEs are designed
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according to their structure). Some of these components, of course, may include
some model parameters (such as the network weights and biases, Λ) but they
are put in specific components of the ML method.

3. When Physics is included in the learning process, it is by means of the exact
knowledge in terms of a given equation representing the system physics. This
equation can be, of course, parametrised in terms of some model parameters,
as it is done in PINNs, but these could be later interpreted as extra model
parameters Λ.

In what follows, we present other methods, where the aim is to build the physical
knowledge from data, leveraging the different levels of knowledge on the system:

1. All the physics is intended to be discovered: learning physics from data.

2. The system is able to assimilate some of the physics from data, or to correct it
dynamically: DDDAS.

3. Some of the physics is fully known, and the other is replaced by the data: pure
DD approaches.

4. Some of the physics is fully known, and the other is inferred from the data:
building constitutive manifolds.

2.3.2.1 Learning physics from data

For centuries, researchers and scientists have attempted to unveil the mathematical
laws underlying the different physical phenomena in Nature. Despite the prevalence
of computing power, the process of finding the mathematical equations of natural laws
has resisted automation. The first modern approaches consist of standard parametric
fitting applied to the discretised version of a PDE using numerical differentiation (Bär
et al., 1999; Voss et al., 1998). The thoughtful works by Bongard and Lipson (2007);
Schmidt and Lipson (2009) signalled the start of a new era for unveiling natural laws
from data, demonstrating the ability to unravel the conservation of Hamiltonians
and Lagrangians, among other laws of geometric and momentum conservation.

Sparse identification of Nonlinear Dynamics

Despite the contemporary relevant attempts from Daniels and Nemenman (2015);
Peherstorfer and Willcox (2016); Quade et al. (2016); Schaeffer and McCalla (2017),
maybe one of the most prominent works is the one by Brunton et al. (2016), where
sparse identification was used to discover the hidden physics of a dynamical system.
Consider a dynamical system given by:

u̇ = F (u), (2.39)

where F is an (unknown) flow function. Their method uses a library of nonlinear
functions of the state u to approximate F . A snapshot matrix is built from data
collected at different time frames, U , with Uij = uj(t = ti), and the library is
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expressed as Θ(U ), formed by the horizontal concatenation of the candidate nonlinear
functions. Then, the solution is sought to be:

U̇ = Θ(U)Ξ, (2.40)

where Ξ is a sparse coefficient matrix, whose values are obtained by sparse regression.
The overall process is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 for the Lorentz system. This strategy
provides “models (that) are parsimonious, balancing model complexity with descrip-
tive ability while avoiding overfitting”. Since their work, parsimony has become
one of the main desired properties of ML methods seeking to discover the hidden
physics of a system. The method was extended to incorporate explicit constraints,
such as energy conservation or spatial symmetries (Loiseau and Brunton, 2018),
and to coordinate identification by means of an autoencoder structure for latent
variable identification (Champion et al., 2019a). Other studies tried to improve these
strategies for noisy data, adding non-convex features to the optimisation algorithm
(Schaeffer and McCalla, 2017), corrupted data, incorporating compressing sensing
(Tran and Ward, 2017) or limited data, by leveraging the sparse structure and
including a sampling strategy (Schaeffer et al., 2018). The same procedure has been
also adapted to PDEs (Rudy et al., 2017; Schaeffer, 2017), including the ones with
time-dependent parameters (Rudy et al., 2019a), and to multiscale contexts Brunton
and Kutz (2019); Champion et al. (2019b). Also, some theoretical results on the
method convergence have been derived (Zhang and Schaeffer, 2019).

Other variations of the approach have been proposed to combine Sparse Identification
with different techniques for dynamical system identification. Mangan et al. (2017,
2019) suggested to combine the method with the Akaike Information Criterion
(Akaike, 1998) for accelerating the model selection. Brunton et al. (2017); Lusch et al.
(2018) incorporate Koopman operator theory (Koopman, 1931; Mauroy et al., 2020)
elements and Nguyen et al. (2019) elements of expectation-maximisation (Lusch
et al., 2018). Finally, Loiseau et al. (2018) place sparse identification in the context
of ROM for full-state reconstruction from sensor data.

Some examples of application of sparse identification are fluid flows (Loiseau and
Brunton, 2018; Loiseau et al., 2018), structural and mechanical systems Lai and
Nagarajaiah (2019); Li et al. (2019), biological and chemical systems Bhadriraju et al.
(2019); Hoffmann et al. (2019); Mangan et al. (2016), material sciences (Brunton and
Kutz, 2019) or population dynamics Dam et al. (2017); Kaiser et al. (2018), to cite
only a few.

Partial differential equations discovery and ML

Raissi (2018) extended the work for PINNs to learn the structure itself of PDEs by
replacing the residual of the PDE by a neural network. Indeed, let us consider the
PDE:

ut = D(u), (2.41)

where D is a certain differential operator. PINNs were formulated by describing the
residual as:

R(u) = ut −D(u). (2.42)
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Figure 2.7: Sparse identification of Physical systems. Schematic of the Sparse
Identification of Nonlinear Dynamics demonstrated on the Lorenz equations. Data
are collected from the system, including a time history of the states and derivatives.
A library of nonlinear functions of the states is constructed. This nonlinear feature
library is used to find the fewest terms needed to satisfy the snapshot dynamical
equation. The few entries in the vectors of parameters, solved for by sparse regression,
denote the relevant terms on the right-hand side of the dynamics. The trajectory
on the Lorenz attractor is coloured by the adaptive time step required, with red
indicating a smaller time step. Source: Brunton et al. (2016), so the variable notation
comes from the original work.
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Now, the idea is to replace the operator D(u) by another ANN able to discover the
relation:

D(u) = Y(t, x, u,∂u,∂2u, . . .), (2.43)

where ∂u denotes first partial derivatives, ∂2u second partial derivatives and so on.
Hence, the residual is expressed by:

R(u) = ut − Y(t, x, u,∂u,∂2u, . . .), (2.44)

so the method looks for simultaneously fitting the two ANNs:

(t, x) → u, (2.45a)

(t, x, u,∂u,∂2u, . . .) → D(u). (2.45b)

A similar approach was proposed for ODEs based on multistep integrators (Raissi
et al., 2018a). The problem with this approach is that it is still a “black-box” as
it cannot recover the structural form of the learned equations. To overcome this
limitation, Both et al. (2021) used the same ideas but including sparsity by considering
a Lasso approach to ANN training:

L = LDATA + LPHYS + LL1 , (2.46)

where LPHYS accounts for a sparse reconstruction of the differential operator and
LL1 for Lasso regularisation. More recently, Chen et al. (2021) adapted the PINN
framework for scarce data using sparse regression (PINN-SR) and adapted the
approach for data coming from multiple boundary and initial conditions, combining
the best features of the sparse identification and PDE discovery approaches. Also,
Berg and Nyström (2019) solved this problem by splitting the process into two steps,
one in which the relation (x, t) → u is learned and another for the operator D
discovery.

In a similar vein, Long et al. (2018, 2019) developed PDE-Nets. This family of ANNs
use the most recent ideas of ANNs and DL. They take advantage of the parallelism
between convolution and differentiation (Cai et al., 2012; Dong et al., 2017) and
accordingly they establish general rules for building the approximate solution. The
differential equation is expressed as:

ut = F (x, u,∂u,∂2u, . . .). (2.47)

That is, the differentiation order of the equation is specified, as well as the response
function F as a vectorial function of the derivative fields up to the differentiation order.
Next, the differential operators are replaced by spatial filters, and the response F is
expressed as a nonlinear function of the filter’s output, using other ANN structures.
In the discrete representation, the solution is sought as:

ûk+1 = uk + (∆t)F(x,uk,DI1(uk),DI2(uk), . . .), (2.48)

where uk are discrete fields treated as images, DIν , Iν = (iν , jν , kν) are appropriate

CNNs representing ∂Iν = ∂i+j+k

∂ix,∂jy∂kz
, and F is the approximation of F using any

ANN regression technique. The PDE structure is learned using the loss function
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· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Figure 2.8: Structure of a PDE-Net. From the known field u we define prescribed
convolutional filters that act as discrete differential operators, and then any ML
regressor (e.g. a MLP) expresses F as a function of the field derivatives. The network
output variable is then computed using Eq. (2.48).

L =
∑m

k=1 ∥ûn+k − un+k∥2, that is, the prediction error during m steps. The overall
process for estimating F is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Due to the network structure, the
method has both predictive and explanatory capacity as it can predict the system
evolution and discover the structure of the response function F .

There are other recent approaches for PDE discovery using ML techniques. For
instance, Wang et al. (2019) suggest to express symbolically a broad class of PDEs
as:

∂u

∂t
− χ⊺ω = 0, (2.49)

where χ = (1, u, u2, . . . ,∂u, . . .)⊺ and ω is a vector of coefficients (pre-factors). The
form of the equations is determined by expressing Eq. (2.49) in the weak form and
then solving a minimisation problem fed by data.

2.3.2.2 Data-Driven Assimilation Systems

The second family of methods is the one where data is, in one way or another,
explicitly incorporated to the system knowledge. In DDDAS (Darema, 2004), the
idea is to provide both predictive and learning capabilities to the control system
from data acquired from a sufficient set of sensors. This paradigm was settled down
by Kalman (1960) in the sixties with his groundbreaking filter and is still nowadays
a hot topic of research opening up a huge range of possibilities.

Data assimilation, reduced models and model corrections

For instance, Peherstorfer and Willcox (2015) adapted the ROM philosophy to
dynamical contexts. Let us express an evolving system (obtained, for instance, from
the discretisation of a PDE):

Aη(µ)uη(µ) = f(µ), (2.50)

where η and µ are the observable and hidden parameters, respectively. Suppose that
the operators Aη and f have an affine representation in terms of parameters µ. The
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observable parameters µ are the ones that are fed by data, and at each measurement,
a reduced based built using POD is enriched using low-rank updates and fitting the
new coefficients solving a minimisation problem (something that is not expensive in
a low-dimensional space), and so it is for the reduced operators. Also, dynamic mode
decomposition (DMD) (Proctor et al., 2016; Schmid, 2011; Tu, 2013) and similar
approaches (Peherstorfer and Willcox, 2016) have been used for ROM in dynamic
contexts and (Rowley and Dawson, 2017) revisited the analysis of the use of ROM
techniques and DDDAS for flow problems using control theory and the Koopman
operator. González et al. (2017) adapted the Kalman filter ideas to nonlinear models
by using ROM techniques.

With the advent of the GENERIC framework, new DDDAS have been formulated
for learning the discrepancy between a model and real data, using a thermodynamic
consistent approach. (González et al., 2019) demonstrate that it is possible to learn
hyperelastic models from data. Indeed, by considering an additive decomposition
uexp = um + ucorr and assuming the GENERIC metriplectic evolution equation for
the corrections, they obtained a new metriplectic evolution for the measured variable:

u̇exp = L

(
∂E

∂u
(umod) +

∂E

∂u
(ucorr)

)
+ M(ucorr)

∂S

∂u
(ucorr). (2.51)

where the superscripts“exp”, “mod”and“corr”denote the experimental measurements,
the model and the corrections. With this approach, it is possible to detect the
dissipative correction to the model (that, if hyperelastic, is zero by definition) and
even to correct the hyperelastic modelling error.

Another approach to correct hyperelastic models was proposed by Ibáñez et al. (2019),
using a response surface for the error approximation, and similarly by Lam et al.
(2017), who expressed a model as the result of three interacting features: fidelity
(related with the error), virtues (desirable properties of the model) and structure
(a parametric equation). Recently, Rudy et al. (2019b) developed a method for
learning both the underlying model and the structure of the noise component using
DL methods. Finally, de Silva et al. (2020) defined an approach to the discrepancy
understanding using the Sparse Identification framework.

Hybrid twins and augmented reality

DDDAS were combined with the concept of Digital Twin, to incorporate the user
interaction in what was coined as the Hybrid Twin (Chinesta et al., 2020; Moya
et al., 2020b). The Hybrid Twin may be mathematically formulated by expressing
the evolution equation as:

u̇ = Am(u, t,λ) + Acorr(u, t) + F (t) + ε(t) (2.52)

where:

• Am is the system model, depending on some parameters µ.

• Acorr is the model correction, or, as expressed by Chinesta et al. (2020), the
“ignorance”.
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• F (t) are the user interactions that may force the system to evolve in one way or
another.

• ε(t) is the error term.

The concept of Hybrid Twins has been fruitfully exploited in real-interactive and aug-
mented reality platforms. For instance, Bad́ıas et al. (2019) developed an augmented
reality platform for aerodynamics design, Moya et al. (2020a) exploited the digital
twin concept in slosh dynamics and Sancarlos et al. (2021) in electrochemistry for
lithium-ion batteries. Also, Singh et al. (2017); Wang et al. (2017); Xiao et al. (2016)
applied different ML methods for quantifying, reducing and learning the discrepancies
between the data and a prescribed model for reconstructing Reynolds stress tensor
in turbulent flows. Finally, combining the Hybrid Twin concept with ROM achieved
real-time user interactions in mixed reality platforms (Bad́ıas et al., 2020).

2.3.2.3 Raw data approaches: Data-Driven techniques and interpolation

Another approach to PIDS is to split the problem physics in the two components
described in Section 2.2: universal laws (and boundary conditions), that were denoted
by F and G, and constitutive equations, denoted by H , relating some of the variables
of the system. In terms of the set of state variables of the system, (u,v), where
u are the measurable state variables and v the non-measurable hidden ones, the
manifold of admissible states is:

P = {(u,v) ∈ RM |F (u,v,f) = 0,G(u,v, g) = 0,H(u,v) = 0}. (2.53)

However we may leverage the degree of knowledge about the system and merely
consider the universal laws:

P = {(u,v) ∈ RM |F (u,v,f) = 0,G(u,v, g) = 0}. (2.54)

In that case, however, the problem remains undetermined and a data-set has to
be provided in order to make good predictions about the system state. Here is
where Data Science, and in particular, CM, comes to the rescue. Indeed, Material
Informatics (Agrawal and Choudhary, 2016; Broderick and Rajan, 2015; Rajan, 2005,
2015) is a growing, although recent, field that aims to characterise material properties
from the Big Data perspective.

Data-Driven Computational Mechanics

In this approach, the raw data-set plays the role of the constitutive equations, except
for the fact that no necessary extra structure has to be considered. Hence, the
data-set to be supplied has the form:

D = {(ui,vi), i = 1, . . . , N}. (2.55)

These are the main ingredients of what Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016b) coined as DD
CM in their seminal work for the elastic problem. If P = (u,v) ∈ P and P ′ ∈ D,
the essential idea is to consider the actual state as the solution of the minimisation
problem:

min
P ′∈D,P∈P

d(P, P ′). (2.56)
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Due to the discrete nature of D, the problem is solved iteratively by combining one
local search to look for the closest point at the material data-set D, using k-nearest
neighbours’ algorithm, and a projection step to the physical manifold P. The idea
and the algorithmic procedure are illustrated in Fig. 2.9a. Their ideas were later
extended fruitfully to dynamics, using the Newmark integration algorithm (Kirch-
doerfer and Ortiz, 2018), inelastic problems (viscoelasticity and plasticity), using
the internal variables formalism (Eggersmann et al., 2019) or linear plasticity theory
(Ladevèze et al., 2019), noisy data-sets, by means of clustering analysis and maxi-
mum - entropy estimation (Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz, 2017), kernel regression (Kanno,
2018), or locally convex reconstruction (He and Chen, 2020)6, finite strains theory
and large deformations (Nguyen and Keip, 2018; Platzer et al., 2021), multiscale
modelling (Karapiperis et al., 2021a), fracture mechanics (Carrara et al., 2020) and
nonlocal mechanics (Karapiperis et al., 2021b). From the computational point of
view, Eggersmann et al. (2021) investigated efficient data structures and algorithms
for the local search, surpassing the standard k-nearest neighbours’ algorithm and
enhanced the performance by building locally linear tangent spaces using tensor
voting (Mordohai and Medioni, 2010). On the other hand, (Nguyen et al., 2020)
formulated the problem using an abstract variational framework and Amir Siddiq
(2021) presented a FEM practical implementation. DD procedures have also been
investigated from the mathematical point of view, both for infinitesimal (Conti
et al., 2018) and finite theory (Conti et al., 2020). The method performance has
been evaluated in soft tissue biomechanics (He et al., 2021a). Also, the ideas have
started to be exported to other fields of continuum Physics such as electrostatics or
magnetostatics (Galetzka et al., 2021a,b).
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(b) Instrumental interpolation.

Figure 2.9: Different raw data approaches to PIDS. We show the ideas behind the
method and an illustration of the numerical algorithm.

Using the same ideas, but rethinking them in the opposite direction, Leygue et al.
(2018) described DD identification, where now we look for the material response

6Strictly speaking, this enhancement of the DD procedure belongs to the family of Manifold
Learning procedures, which will be discussed later, although we have considered to place it here
since it is born from the necessity of improving raw DD approaches.
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(that is, its constitutive equation), rather than the global stress-deformation state.
From the kinematic global response of a material obtained from measurements using,
for example, digital image correlation (DIC) (Sztefek et al., 2010) and the external
forces, the DD solver is then “inverted” to obtain the stress state, therefore obtaining
the pairs (ε, σ), that is, the geometry of the state space:

S = {(u,v), H(u,v) = 0}. (2.57)

In other words, DD identification is able to measure stress fields without constitutive
equations (Dalémat et al., 2019). The work was extended to non-linear elasticity,
plasticity and dynamics (Leygue et al., 2019). The sequential combination of both
approaches has yielded good results as a sound and consistent workflow in CM
(Stainier et al., 2019).

Instrumental interpolation

Another approach to overcome constitutive modelling without the need of state
equations (or, what is the same, the definition of a global strain energy function) is to
fit the material data locally using piece-wise spline interpolations of stress-strain data
obtained from tension-compression tests. The constitutive equation is computed,
but is merely instrumental and for computational purposes (see Fig. 2.9b). This is
the approach followed by Sussman and Bathe (2009), using the inversion formula
(Kearsley and Zapas, 1980). The work was extended to isotropic hyperelasticity
(Latorre and Montáns, 2013), and to orthotropic Latorre and Montáns (2014) and
compressible materials (Crespo et al., 2017), in what was called the what you
prescribe is what you get (WYPIWYG) approach, in which the splines interpolations
are computed for both the energy and stress–strain data. The method has been
improved to properly assimilate fuzzy experimental data by means of curvature
smoothing (Latorre and Montáns, 2020). WYPIWYG has demonstrated to be able
to capture the complexity of real soft tissues (Latorre and Montáns, 2017a,b; Latorre
et al., 2017; Romero et al., 2017). Finally, the work has also been extended to damage
mechanics (Miñano and Montáns, 2018).

2.3.2.4 Building the constitutive manifold

In this approach, the problem physics is split into the two same components but now,
the aim is to reconstruct a manifold from the sampled data at the space D. The
manifold of admissible values is the one given by Eq. (2.54), but now, our aim is
to build (we will see later how) a constitutive continuous manifold E such that the
actual state of the problem is found by computing P ∩ E . The problem is therefore
reduced, up to computational considerations for evaluating the manifold intersection,
to obtain from the (possibly noisy) data D, the constitutive manifold E .

Manifold Learning and kernel regression

Among the methods that have been proposed for building the underlying manifold
from data, we can highlight kPCA (Schölkopf et al., 1998), self-organizing map
(SOM) (Kohonen, 1990), locally linear embedding (LLE) (Roweis and Saul, 2000),
Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), Laplacian Eigenmap (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003),
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t-distributed stochastic Neighbour embedding (t-SNE) (Maaten and Hinton, 2008)
or the many techniques related to topological data analysis (TDA) (Carlsson, 2009).
The application of these methods for underlying manifolds with physical structure has
been prolific. For instance, Ibanez et al. (2018), used LLE to build the constitutive
manifold, and then investigated two extra different possibilities for solving the
problems formulated in the weak form discretised by FEM, in addition to the pure
DD approach at the reduced space: to approximate the space using the tangent
or secant method from the reduced space. Then, the problem is again solved by
combining a local step, where the point is projected to E and a global step, where
a search direction in the stress-strain space is selected, which could be adapted at
each iteration. If the search direction is assumed as constant, we recover the LaTIn
linearisation technique (Ladevèze, 1989). The approach has been demonstrated to
be effective in Materials Engineering, where material heterogeneity increases the
problem complexity, and remaining in low order manifolds may considerably speed up
computations (Lopez et al., 2018), and since then, other works have tried to lighten the
need for data of common manifold learning algorithms (Ibañez et al., 2017) and have
extended the methodology to plasticity (Ibáñez et al., 2019). Despite the effectiveness
of Manifold Learning algorithms in providing low-dimensional representations for
high-dimensional data-sets, their main drawback stems from the fact that they do
not provide a map for transforming the data from the latent space to their high-
dimensional representations in the original space. This problem is known in the
literature as the pre-image problem (Kwok and Tsang, 2004). In response to this
problem, He et al. (2021b) suggest the use of deep autoencoders in combination
with DD schemes as a successful representation of the constitutive manifold in a low
dimensional space.

Constitutive equations in PDEs

Previous works to the use of ML methods in PDE discovery from data are forward
sensitivity analysis (FSA) and adjoint sensitivity analysis (ASA) (Tarantola, 2005).
These methods result in parameter estimation of some specific PDEs with fixed
mathematical structure (Cao et al., 2002, 2003; Maly and Petzold, 1996). FSA
computes the model sensitivity along with the model evaluation, and ASA obtains
the gradient of the mismatch error by solving the adjoint linearised PDE. Zhao et al.
(2020) adapted FSA for learning the physics of pattern formation in nonlinear systems
from images (applied to the Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn equations and dynamical
density functional theory), using a spectral expansion of the functions involving the
constitutive equation. In particular, they demonstrated that it is possible to learn
constitutive relationships in phase transition systems, although they are limited to a
parametric spectral expansion.

In another direction, Tartakovsky et al. (2018) developed an approach for learning
heterogeneous constitutive laws. Starting from the diffusion equation:

∇ · (K(x, u)∇u) = 0, (2.58)
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they defined the two ANNs (x, u) → K and (x) → u, respectively K and U, and
then expressed the loss function of the combined networks as:

L =
1

NK

NK∑
i=1

(K(xi,U(xi)) −Ki)
2+

1

Nu

Nu∑
i=1

(U(xi) − ui)
2+

1

ND

ND∑
i=1

(
U(xD

i ) − u∗i
)2

+

1

NN

NN∑
i=1

(
fN(xN

i ) − g∗i
)2

+
1

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

f(xi)
2. (2.59)

where fN (x) = n · (K(x, u)∇u) and f(x) = ∇ · (K(x, u)∇u) and NK , Nu, ND, NN

and Nc are the number of K measurements, u measurements, Dirichlet boundary
points, Neumann boundary points and collocation points respectively. However, note
that this method requires the measurement of the field K at certain points. This
condition was relaxed by Huang et al. (2020), although at the cost of losing some
interpretability of the constitutive relation.

In solid mechanics, a recent work by Flaschel et al. (2021) explores the discovery of
constitutive equations without the need of data in the state space (u,v) ∈ S, that
is, using only measurable variables (this is the reason why the authors use the word
unsupervised). This method is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. It incorporates the ideas from
Sparse Identification to build a library dependent on the strain field values, from
which the stress field is recovered.

In Fig. 2.11 we place the most important discussed methods in terms of their
predictive/explanatory capacity and their use of data/physics.
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Figure 2.10: Constitutive equations identification. Starting from a deformed body
under loading (a), the point-wise displacement measurements (b) are interpolated
by constructing a FE mesh (c). The resulting continuous displacement field (d) is
differentiated to obtain the strain field (e). The material strain energy density Ψ is
expressed as a combination of nonlinear features (f). The stress field is computed as
the derivative of the strain energy density with respect to the strain field (g). The
joint optimization problem (k) is formulated to find the unknown material parameters
such that the weak form of the linear momentum balance in the bulk material (h)
and the reaction force balance on the Dirichlet boundaries (i) are satisfied. The
joint optimization problem (k) also includes a sparsity-promoting regularization (j)
to yield a parsimonious and interpretable material model. Source: Flaschel et al.
(2021).
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Figure 2.11: Graphical summary of the presented methods. Post ROM: a posteriori
ROM; Man. Learn: Manifold learning; Hier. N. N.: Hierarchical neural networks;
Hybr. N. N.: Hybrid neural networks; P. A. N.N.: Physics-Aware neural networks
and related; SPNN: Structure Preserving neural networks; LR: Loss regularisation;
PGNN: Physically-Guided neural Networks; uPINN: Unsupervised physics-informed
neural networks; sPINN: Supervised physics-informed neural networks; PI: Physics
inclusion using constraints; SI.: Sparse Identification; PDE E.: PDE explanation;
ePINN: explanatory physics-informed neural network; PINN-SR: Physics-Informed
neural network with sparse regression; PDE-Net: Networks for unravelling PDE oper-
ators; OR: Operator reconstruction; hGENERIC: hybrid GENERIC; PDD: Predictive
DD; EDD: Explanatory DD; II: Instrumental interpolation; EML.: Explanatory Ma-
chine Learning; CMI: Constitutive Manifold Identification; SPI: Spectral Parametric
Identification; uDCE: unsupervised discovery of constitutive equations.
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2.4 A discussion on weaknesses and strengths
From all the above, it is clear that PIDS methods have been intensively exploited
in the last years. As seen, many approaches are possible, with a vast amount of
strategies for incorporating Physics, different levels of knowledge, a wide variety of
algorithms and ML tools, different computational requirements, and different levels
of data needs, both in terms of data quality and quantity.

Next, we present a brief summary of these aspects, including the most relevant works
among the presented in the literature review:

• Predictive capacity vs explanatory capacity: It is clear that the best models in
terms of their predictive capacity are a posteriori surrogate models, as they are
built for such purpose. Particularly, ANNs, due to the universal approximation
theorem, are able to predict any physical relation linking data. However, these
methods have a total lack of explanatory capacity, except if the ML parameters,
λ are linked with the problem physics, in one way or another (e.g. for GP used
for learning PDEs). This is also true for the methods that exploit the structure
of a given physical relation or a given PDE, such as unsupervised PINNs, SPNNs
or all the methods assuming a specific PDE, or their expression or stochastic
process associated.

Conversely, the methods assuming no structure at all for the equations have
total explanatory capacity, but cannot discriminate between universal laws and
constitutive equations, as they learn the physical structure as a whole. Their
lack of predictive capacity is explained when we want to predict the state or
evolution of the system for another situation that was not represented by the
data. For instance, this is the case of sparse identification: if we change some
equation parameters (for example the value of σ or β of the Lorentz attractor of
Fig. 2.7), the method would not be able to reproduce new trajectories, except if
the learning process is restarted for new data.

In between these two situations, there is a broad range of possibilities, ranging
from parametric explanatory capacity (supervised PINNs, hybrid neural net-
works, FSA and ASA techniques...), to non-parametric discovery of constitutive
equations (manifold learning for discovering or reducing constitutive equations,
sparse promoting regularisation at the state space...). In particular, a method
balancing very well explanatory and predictive capacity is PDE-Net, as they
are able to unveil the differential operators and field nonlinearities, and also to
predict the field solution for any boundary condition. However, this operator
description may be non unique, and also, PDE-Nets cannot afford a parametrisa-
tion of the involved operators. The work by Chen et al. (2021) is maybe the one
that balances best predictive and explanatory capacity. Finally, and as a special
case, DD techniques must focus their performance on prediction (Kirchdoerfer
and Ortiz, 2016b) or explanation (Leygue et al., 2018), but not on both at the
same time.

• Stability: All the methods including regularisation are the best in terms of
stability considerations. As explained, regularisation is done by including penalty
parameters at the loss function. This could be done for pure mathematical
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purposes, looking for sparsity as a way to reduce the model parameters (Tikhonov
regularisation, use of sparse norms), or using the physical knowledge that we
have about the problem (PINNs, SPNNs). Another kind of regularisation is the
one induced by data feedback. In that sense, DDDAS, which are continuously
corrected and adapted to the data, are also very robust

On the other side, full models, such as deep ANNs, when used as surrogates
of evolution equations, present very often stability problems. Indeed, this is
the reason for having many more theoretical results for ML methods adapted
to parabolic PDEs, for instance. ANNs are universal approximators, but this
character entails the need of large models, compromising long term stability.

ROMs are a middle ground between sparse promotion and full models, at the
cost of losing some accuracy in the predictions, so they are good candidates
when stability is desired.

• Computational requirements: For supervised approaches, when discussing the
computational requirements, it is important to distinguish between the learning
(or offline) step and the evaluation (or online) step. The learning step essentially
depends on two aspects: structural approach and number of parameters. With
respect to the structural approach, since the development of back-propagation
techniques, compositional function approximation (the one followed by ANNs)
has surpassed additive function approximation (for instance the one followed by
sparse identification) in terms of computational cost (Han et al., 2018). Therefore,
for models with a high number of parameters, the best is to select an ANN
framework. Conversely, sparse identification7 when applied to high dimensional
PDEs becomes a hard combinatorial problem that is strongly affected by the
curse of dimensionality. Halfway between the two options is the separability
assumption, a strategy in which PGD is the paradigmatic example. As it is
well-known (Chinesta et al., 2013c), under some hypotheses, PGD is merely an
a priori POD constructor so it reflects this intermediate point between additive
and compositional approaches. Regarding the number of parameters, there is no
much to explain, large models (for instance, DL models), are expensive, whereas
sparse operators8, autoencoders or hierarchical models are less expensive. The
evaluation step is usually not limiting for any ML model, although it also depends
on the number of parameters and function evaluations. A way to better assess
the computational cost of the evaluation step is to appraise if the method is able
to incorporate extra parameters as input variables (e.g. PGD, RBM, Hybrid
twins or other DDDAS approaches...).

In regards to unsupervised approaches, the computational cost is directly related
to the learning algorithm. Our aim is not to include here a detailed discussion,
but just as an illustration, regression approaches such as PCA or kPCA are
cheaper when compared with methods that explore the data connectivity, such
as TDA or k-neighbours search, characteristic of DD approaches.

7And of course conventional numerical methods, such as FEM, FVM, finite difference method
(FDM) or spectral techniques, but here we are restricted to ML solutions.

8By sparse operators we refer to the ones that are defined as so, not to those obtained via sparse
regularisation.
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• Data needs: The data needs of PIDS methods are directly related to two
elements. First, to the learning space, which is sometimes equal to the number
of parameters and sometimes equal to the latent space dimension. In this
sense, heavy models, such as DL models, are very data demanding, whereas
a priori ROMs are, with respect to data needs, like conventional solvers, so
they have no data needs at all. Second, to the number of exogenous constraints
(or regularisation terms). In that sense, the methods completely including the
problem physics, such as unsupervised PINNs, the Deep Galerkin method, a
priori ROM methods, or the methods that try to represent the structure of
a given PDE whose aim is to overcome the curse of dimensionality, have no
data needs at all. Conversely, surrogate models, where no physics is included
beyond the one contained in the data, are very data demanding. Of course,
there is a wide range of possibilities between these two special cases. The
parametric physical explanatory capacity (supervised PINNs, hybrid ANNs, GP
for parametric PDEs) is a not very demanding intermediate solution. Methods
such as SPNNs, including only some very fundamental equations (degeneracy
conditions), are a little more data demanding, and finally DDDAS are quite data
demanding but not as demanding as complete surrogate models.

• Data quality: Another important aspect about the PIDS methods is their per-
formance when using low-quality data. By low-quality data we mean, essentially,
incomplete data, data with a low coverage and noisy data.

As expected, DD approaches are the most sensitive to noise, particularly when
instrumental interpolation is used. Conversely, regression (particularly kernel
regression) has a greater filtering capacity. Moreover, Tikhonov regularisation
may be interpreted as a whitening filter of the data using a variance-covariance
matrix (Bishop, 1995), or equivalently, as the use of Mahalanobis distance
(De Maesschalck et al., 2000). Therefore, all the methods including this kind of
regularisation are even less sensitive to data noise. Physics-based regularisation
acts also as a filter, except that it has a systematic bias, in the sense that we
always obtain results closer to the problem physics. In that sense, the bias
induced by physical regularisation is the result of a priori human bias relying
on his knowledge, and therefore, might be desirable or not, depending on the
context.

Regarding data coverage, DD approaches are again the most sensitive to this issue.
Indeed, DD methods have no extrapolation capacity at all. The extrapolation
capacity of the rest of the methods strongly depends on their capacity to
generalise, that is, to avoid over-fitting. In that sense, interpolation-based
models and DL models are the most vulnerable to over-fitting, although for DL
there are a lot of techniques including ad-hoc regularisation, such as dropout
(Srivastava et al., 2014), for avoiding this issue.

Finally, data completeness is chiefly an instrumental problem, as all the methods
relative to PIDS assume a complete data-set. Indeed, data completeness issues
are addressed by changing the nature of the input or output variables, more than
by using imputation methods, that do not incorporate the problem physics.

• Observability: A last remark about PIDS methods is data observability. All
PIDS methods incorporate a data-set, except the ones where the whole physics
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is prescribed. In that sense, we have distinguished previously between observable
and non-measurable variables that are the result of a given field theory or
framework. The great majority of the presented methods are based on measurable
fields (SPNNs, PINNs, sparse identification, hybrid networks, GP for parametric
PDEs, ROMs, ...) or assume that there exists a method for sampling internal non-
measurable variables at the state space (DD methods, the work by Tartakovsky
et al. (2018), manifold learning approaches to constitutive manifold constructions
...). Only in recent years, a few methods combining sparse identification and
PDEs (Flaschel et al., 2021) have overcome this difficulty.

Table 2.1 presents a qualitative summary of the previous discussion. The symbols
have to be interpreted qualitatively, and by comparison with other methods or when
considering a particular strength or weakness of the method, as it is not easy to really
compare all the methods with a common benchmark problem and it is of course out
of the scope of this thesis.
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Performance Var. acc. Comp.
cost

Data
P.C. E.C. Stab. M. N. M. Quantity Quality

Post ROM Linear + - + Y N + + +
Nonlinear +++ - + Y N ++ ++ +
Man. Learn. + + Y N ++ +++ +

Surrogates ANN ++ - - Y N + ++ +
DL +++ - - Y N ++ +++ +
GP +++ + + Y N ++ +++ +

Prior ROM PGD + - +++ Y N - - -
SPML Hier. N. N. ++ + + Y N + ++ +

Hybr. N. N. ++ ++ + Y N + ++ +
P. A. N. N. ++ + + Y Y + + +
SPNN ++ + ++ Y N + ++ +

Specific PDEs ++ - + Y N - - -
LR PGNN ++ + ++ Y N + ++ +

uPINN ++ - + Y N + - -
sPINN ++ + + Y N + ++ +

PI +++ - ++ Y N + - -
SI - +++ +++ Y N ++ ++ ++
PDE. E ePINN ++ + + Y N ++ + +

PINN-SR +++ ++ + Y N +++ + +
PDE-Net ++ ++ - Y Y ++ ++ ++

DDDAS OR + - ++ Y N + ++ +
hGENERIC + + ++ Y N + + +

DD PDD +++ - + Y X +++ +++ ++
EDD - +++ + X Y +++ +++ ++
II + + + Y X ++ + ++

EML CMI +++ ++ + Y Y + + +
SPI +++ + + Y Y ++ ++ +
uDCE +++ ++ + Y Y ++ ++ +

Table 2.1: Summary of the method comparison. Post ROM: a posteriori ROM;
Man. Learn: Manifold learning; Hier. N. N.: Hierarchical neural networks; Hybr.
N. N.: Hybrid neural networks; P. A. N.N.: Physics-Aware neural networks and re-
lated; SPNN: Structure Preserving neural networks; LR: Loss regularisation; PGNN:
Physically-Guided neural Networks; uPINN: Unsupervised physics-informed neural
networks; sPINN: Supervised physics-informed neural networks; PI: Physics inclusion
using constraints; SI.: Sparse Identification; PDE E.: PDE explanation; ePINN:
explanatory physics-informed neural network; PINN-SR: Physics-Informed neural
network with sparse regression; PDE-Net: Networks for unravelling PDE operators;
OR: Operator reconstruction; hGENERIC: hybrid GENERIC; PDD: Predictive
DD; EDD: Explanatory DD; II: Instrumental interpolation; EML.: Explanatory
Machine Learning; CMI: Constitutive Manifold Identification; SPI: Spectral Para-
metric Identification; uDCE: unsupervised discovery of constitutive equations. P.
C.: Predictive capacity; E. C.: Explanatory capacity; Stab.: Stability; Var. acc.:
Variable access; M.: Measurable variable: N. M.: Non-measurable variable; Comp.
cost: Computational cost.
Performance: Poor (-); Good (+); High (++); Excellent (+++).
Variable access: Yes (Y); No (N); Does not apply (X).
Comp. Cost: No extra cost (-); Low (+); Expensive (++); Very expensive (+++).
Data quantity (data needs): None (-); Moderate (+); High (++); Very high (+++).
Data quality: None (-); Not required (+); Required (++).
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3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we have exposed how Data Sciences, and in particular machine learning
(ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) are impacting science. It is clear that Data
Analytics techniques can be very useful in simulation-based engineering and science
(SBES) to extrapolate the phenomenological submodel, but now constrained with the
mathematical expression of first principles. This approach, of increasing importance,
is known as data-driven simulation-based engineering and sciencess (DDSBESs). As
commented, removing the physical constraints recovers the Data Science and ML
framework, while total model specification recovers classical SBESs.
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One major research trend in that direction is data-driven (DD), where calculations
could be carried out directly from experimental data-sets of real behaviours, taking
into account pertinent constraints, such as equilibrium and thermodynamics. This
way, the standard phenomenological state modelling is bypassed, based on intelligent
and long-term proved, but otherwise simplified, hypotheses. These hypotheses have
different accuracy and even validity depending on the particular context of application.
Actually, all linear and non-linear phenomenological state models are formulated
in terms of parametric mathematical equations, where the variables of interest are
forced to remain within a given pre-established manifold. This manifold is derived
from observation and experience (empiricism), eventually by means of a trial-error
fitting procedure.

One idea in this direction, although limited to a very particular context in which
data were acquired and parameterised, was introduced by Sussman and Bathe
(2009) for hyperelastic isotropic materials using splines interpolation in what is now
known as the what you prescribe is what you get (WYPIWYG) philosophy. This
model was extended to anisotropic materials (Latorre and Montáns, 2013, 2014).
However, despite the apparent model-free character of this approach, it is no more
than a reparameterisation of the standard phenomenological approach in a higher-
dimensional parametric space. F. Chinesta and coworkers defined a strategy for DD
computational mechanics (CM) (Ibanez et al., 2018), combining Manifold Learning
techniques and a (possibly optimised) directional search strategy inspired by the
LaTin method (Ladevèze, 1989). M. Ortiz and his group presented a material model-
free method based on the minimisation of the distance between the searched solution
and a set of experimental data, using a proper energy norm, while remaining in the
equilibrium manifold, or equivalently, a well-posed penalty approach (Kirchdoerfer
and Ortiz, 2016b). This latter method may be seen as a particular case of the
former, with a fixed and constant search direction, given by a projection operator,
provided that the energy norm is selected. Other DD hybrid approaches use Gaussian
Processes (GP) in a given data-set for dynamical feedback of the parametrical model
(Mohanty et al., 2007), or fusion prognosis (Cheng and Pecht, 2009; Xing et al., 2011),
to combine DD and physical models, but these methodologies remain encapsulated
in the underlying specific physical phenomenological model. Finally, Rajan (2005)
and Breneman et al. (2013) have presented some ML tools as support-vector machine
(SVM) and basic (linear) ML techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA)
that are combined with fundamental principles for a goal-oriented material design.

None of these works takes into consideration the inherent inaccuracy of the data.
Conversely, empirical data are considered as error-free for WYPIWYG, directional
search and penalty approaches. Only for the penalty approaches, some mathematical
convergence results are derived if uncertainty approaches zero, which in practice is
never the case. In this paper, a new family of methods, called reliability-based data-
driven (RBDD) solvers, based on a metric accounting for uncertainty, is defined, and
some mathematical results are derived. It is highlighted how DD solver methodology
naturally allows incorporating reliability at the statement of the modelling. With
this, DD simulations become sensitive to measurements precision and incorporate
uncertainty considerations.
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Throughout this chapter, we will discuss the main problems of the classical and
the new simulation-based techniques when dealing with noisy data, highlighting the
limitations of each methodology. An easy but illustrative one-dimensional problem is
used to compare results and to show improvements using this methodology. We also
present a second more realistic example with actual experimental data of concrete,
emphasising the implications of not having an explicit set of well-defined hypotheses
and the corresponding material model. This presents the problem of the importance
of the context in which data were obtained and of the particular applications to
solve, as discussed in the Discussion and Conclusions section.

3.2 Reliability-Based Data-Driven solvers

3.2.1 Contextualisation

Following Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016b) and Ibanez et al. (2018), DD solvers
may be seen as iterative solvers searching for the intersection of a (data-based)
empirical manifold D and a physical manifold P . The first one is in many practical
applications experimentally based and has, therefore, a discrete nature. We will
denote it as D = {Di}i=1,··· ,N . The second is usually established in terms of the
particular conservation laws of the problem in hands, but otherwise derived from
first principles universally accepted as the basis of Physics. Let us consider a certain
physical problem defined by a set of partial differential equations (PDEs) that can
be split into two main groups, universal physical laws and constitutive equations, as
explained in Chapter 2:

F(u,v,f) = 0, (3.1a)

H(u,v) = 0. (3.1b)

Additionally, Eqs. (3.1a) and (3.1b) must be completed with appropriate initial
and/or boundary conditions to make the problem well posed. These extra equations
will be denoted as:

G(u,v, g) = 0. (3.1c)

Eqs. (3.1) are the general representation of any physical problem in Continuum
Physics. For instance, let us consider the elastic solid problem under static conditions.
In that case, we have:

• The unknown fields are u = U , the displacement field, and v = σ, the stress
tensor.

• The known fields are f = ρb, the unit volume external forces and g = (t̄, Ū ) the
prescribed traction forces and prescribed displacements at the boundaries.

• The universal law considered is the equilibrium equation at the domain Ω,
F(u,v,f) = div(σ) + ρb.

• Splitting the boundary of the domain ∂Ω = ΓD ∪ ΓN in the regions where
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are applied, G(u,v, g) = (U |ΓD

−
Ū , σ · n|ΓN

− t̄), being n the outward normal vector.
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• The constitutive equation is given by H(u,v) = σ −C : symgrad(U ), where C
is the 4th order stiffness tensor that depends on the considered material.

The discrete version of Eqs. (3.1) is:

F (u,v,f) = 0, (3.2a)

H(u,v) = 0, (3.2b)

G(u,v, g) = 0, (3.2c)

where now u, v, f and g are vector (nodal or elemental) representations of the fields
and F ,G and H are now functions instead of functionals.

Actually, if we assume the relation given by H as known, the physical manifold is
defined as:

P = {(u,v) ∈ RM |F (u,v,f) = 0,G(u,v, g) = 0,H(u,v) = 0}. (3.3)

However, if we do not have this level of knowledge, the physical manifold is defined
as:

P = {(u,v) ∈ RM |F (u,v,f) = 0,G(u,v, g) = 0}. (3.4)

In other words, the physical manifold is the set of states that verify universal
conservation laws (for instance, equilibrium and compatibility for the solid continuum
mechanics problem). It is possible to add extra knowledge to the system by specifying
totally or partially the nature of H . We denote by R the combination of F , G and
the known information about the state model H . Therefore, the physical manifold
is:

P = {(u,v) ∈ RM |R(u,v;f , g) = 0}. (3.5)

The approach followed in this chapter is to replace the function H by sampled data
on the space (u,v), something that was proposed by Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016b)
for the solid mechanics problem, but with the inclusion of the data uncertainty in
the computations. Therefore, our empirical data-set is D = {(uj,vj)|j = 1, . . . , N}.
This approach is known as DD. Denoting by P = (u,v) a DD solver consists basically
in computing:

P ∗ = argmin
P∈P

d(P,D). (3.6)

The key factor here is how to define the distance d. A deterministic distance translates
into standard DD solvers, whereas a stochastic distance gives us RBDD solvers.

To fix ideas and simplify the exposition, let us consider the CM problem under
static conditions and with no external body forces, whose conservation law is the
equilibrium equation:

∇ · σ = 0 (3.7)

with σ the stress tensor. Eq. (3.7) is usually approximated and solved in a discrete
form using numerical methods like finite elements (FE). In that case, after a convenient
discretisation we can state:

Bv = 0 (3.8)
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where v is a finite-dimensional vector containing the full stress tensor field information
related to a given discretisation (for finite element method (FEM), this vector contains
the components of the stress tensor for all the integration points) and B is a matrix
encoding the geometry and connectivity of the domain. Once the problem boundary
conditions are applied, Eq. (3.8) has to be replaced by

Bv = c (3.9)

for accounting for the forces acting on the system. Eq. (3.9) represents the fundamen-
tal Physics of the problem (a discretised version of the equilibrium equation), so this
is the universal constraint that will be incorporated to the Data Science approach,
according to the physically-informed data science (PIDS) philosophy.

If u = ε are values representing the different strain states, the empirical manifold is
defined via a set D = {(uj;vj)}j=1,··· ,N of data points, resulting from experimental
measurements (and therefore not uncertainty free) as it will be illustrated subsequently.
The set D may be seen as a representation of the underlying material behaviour in
the following asymptotic sense: (i) D approximates a topological manifold and (ii)
uncertainty of each point approximates to zero. Some basic mathematical results
related to these considerations have been already established (Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz,
2016b).

Section 3.2.2 lays down data-driven simulation-based engineering problems in a
general framework using optimisation with constraints under a given metric. Next,
Section 3.2.3 introduces the RBDD solvers.

3.2.2 Problem formulation

We present here the general framework for DDSBES. With this aim, we postulate
that a model-free engineering problem may be defined in terms of state variables
(u,v) that are related through a latent and unknown relationship H(u,v) = 0.
Instead of the perfect knowledge of H, the information about the nature of this
state equation is commonly presented via a measurement data-set D, in a discrete
manner, such as (ui,vi), where ui and vi are vectors whose dimension n is the size
of the state vector. Returning to the elastic problem, u is the vector containing all
strain components of the whole domain (εkl[J], k, l = 1, . . . , d, with d the spatial
dimension of the problem and J referring to a spatial discretisation) and v the vector
containing all stress components (εkl[J]). It is now necessary to define a distance (a
metric) in the state space S = {(u,v)|u ∈ U ,v ∈ V} = U × V that we will assume
as Euclidean (if not, the space can be embedded in an Euclidean one thanks to the
Whitney immersion theorem, under very general regularity conditions (Whitney,
1944)). That is, for example, for u ∈ U , to define a symmetric and positive-definite
matrix MU and:

∥u∥2 =
1

2
u⊺MUu. (3.10)

Therefore:
d2U(u,u′) = ∥u− u′∥2U , (3.11)

and we can proceed analogously for v ∈ V .
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As we are considering engineering problems, we have physical constraints. As an
example, let us go back to the CM problem. We endow the space of the strain tensors
with a norm by defining ∥ε∥ = 1

2
ε : M ε : ε, where M ε is a fourth-order tensor,

and analogously for the space of stresses, ∥σ∥ = 1
2
σ : Mσ : σ. At each spatial

point x, we have a different pair (ε,σ), which in turn implies a different value for
each discrete point of our discretisation, namely, Gauss integration point (ε[J],σ[J]),
J ∈ J . Therefore, in general, we have a trial set DJ for each J ∈ J that may be
thought as the result of experimental tests. Of course, all these data-sets coincide
if the material is homogeneous and the experiments are exact. Therefore, we may
define the global data-set:

D =

|J |∏
i=1

Di, (3.12)

and the global metric:

MU =

|J |⊕
i=1

M ε, (3.13a)

MV =

|J |⊕
i=1

Mσ, (3.13b)

so we recover the ingredients for the abstract framework presented, that is, the
data-set D, and the metrics MU and MV . Once this is done, we define a penalty
function:

Π(u,v|D) = min
(u′,v′)∈D

{d2U(u,u′) + d2V(v,v′)}. (3.14)

It is obvious that the penalty function vanishes for each point in D, F |D = 0.

Therefore, a data-driven simulation-based problem (DDSBP) is defined by the
constrained optimisation problem:

min
(u,v)∈S

Π(u,v|D)

subject to

R(u,v,f , g) = 0.

(3.15)

Note that, if the physical universal constraints in R affecting u and v are not coupled,
the problem is formulated as:

min
(u,v)∈S

Π(u,v|D)

subject to

R1(u,f , g) = 0,

R2(v,f , g) = 0.

(3.16)
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Example: Infinitesimal solid mechanics

As an important and illustrative example, let’s go back to to the CM problem (Eq.
3.15), which takes the form:

min
(ε1,...,ε|J |,σ1,...,σ|J |)

Π(ε1, . . . , ε|J |,σ1, . . . ,σ|J ||D)

subject to

B[σ1, . . . ,σN ]⊺ = c,

(3.17)

where B is a matrix encoding the connectivity and geometry of the problem, de-
pending on the particular discretisation, and c are the nodal forces, that are not
necessarily 0 because of the boundary conditions.

It is important to note that the state variables u, v may be in a lower dimensional
space obtained after dimensionality reduction. For example, for the linear elastic 3D
problem, ε and σ live in a space of 6 dimensions, so (ε,σ) has 12 dimensions and
therefore D has dimension 12 × |J |. These dimensions may be reduced if additional
simplifications are imposed a priori onto the material behaviour. For example, if a
homogeneous material is considered, this dimension is actually 12 and if the material
is isotropic, this dimension is actually 2 since σ = λTr(ε) + 2µε, according to
Hooke’s law, with λ and µ the Lame’s constants, directly related to phenomenological
parameters E and ν.

The DD solution as the solution of a constrained minimisation problem

Returning to the general formulation. Let us suppose the pair of variables (u,v) ∈ P .
As the problem is formulated in the state space u−v, we consider both the constraints
affecting to u and v independently. For the sake of simplicity, but without any
conceptual limitation, we shall consider linear constraints only, so they can be written
as9:

Au = a, (3.18a)

Bv = b, (3.18b)

and the problem represented by Eq. (3.15) writes:

min
(u,v)∈S

Π(u,v|D)

subject to

Au = a,

Bv = b.

(3.19)

9Note that, due to the fact that the method acts over the state-space u− v, the constraint R is
split in two linear constants, expressed by means of A and B
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Theorem 3.1: Well-posedness of the linear Data-Driven problem

The problem defined by Eq. (3.19) has a unique solution if rang(A) = rang(C) =
r, where r is the number of constraints.

Proof. Let (u∗,v∗) a pair of state variables verifying F (u,v) = d2U(u,u∗)+d2V(v,v∗)
which exists because of D finiteness. With these definitions, we can write:

Π(u,v) =
1

2
(u− u∗)⊺MU(u− u∗) +

1

2
(v − v∗)⊺MV(v − v∗). (3.20)

We define the augmented lagrangian function L(u,v,λ,µ) = Π(u,v) − λ⊺(Ax−
a) − µ⊺(By − b). Then:

∂L
∂u

= MU(u− u∗) −A⊺λ,

∂L
∂v

= MV(v − v∗) −B⊺µ,

∂L
∂λ

= Ax− a,

∂L
∂µ

= By − b. (3.21)

Using Lagrange multipliers theorem: ∂L
∂x

= 0, ∂L
∂y

= 0, ∂L
∂λ

= 0 y ∂L
∂µ

= 0, and
therefore:

MUu−A⊺λ = MUu
∗,

MVv −B⊺µ = MVv
∗,

Au = a,

Bv = b. (3.22)

We define K, w and c as:

K =


MU −A⊺ 0 0
A 0 0 0
0 0 MV −B⊺

0 0 B 0

 , (3.23)

w =


u
λ
v
µ

 , (3.24)

c =


MUu

∗

a
MVv

∗

b

 . (3.25)

Then, Eq. (3.22) writes as Kw = c and it would have a single solution if and only
if det(K) ̸= 0. Using block decomposition of the determinant:

det(K) = det(MU) det(MV) det(AMUA
⊺) det(BMVB

⊺). (3.26)
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As MU and MV are positive definite matrices, det(K) ̸= 0 ⇔
det(AMUA

⊺) det(BMVB
⊺) ̸= 0 ⇔ AMUA

⊺ and BMVB
⊺ are regular. Finally,

if D is a positive definite matrix, rang(BDB⊺) = rang(B), then the regularity
condition is equivalent to rang(A) = rang(B) = r.

The reason why the solution may not be unique relies on the (possible) existence of
many points (u∗,v∗) on the set minimising the penalty function.

When solving the nonlinear problem (3.15), two steps are required:

• Local search of a minimum of the penalty function F using the nearest neighbour
algorithm. This search looks for the most representative datum in the empirical
discrete manifold D.

• Global resolution of the linear system Kw = c. This equation states that the
searched points should remain on the physical manifold.

An easy algorithm for DD problem solving is detailed in the Algorithm 1 and is
illustrated in Fig. 2.9a:

Algorithm 1 Data-Driven solver

1: Input: Empirical data-set, characterised in terms of values (u,v) ∈ D, Gramm matrices MU and MV , Physical
data A, a, B and b.

2: Initialisation: (u∗,v∗) ∈ D.
3: Compute K using Eq. (3.23).
4: Compute c using Eq. (3.25).
5: Solve linear equation Kw = c. ▷ Projection step.
6: Extract components u and v from w.
7: Compute (uc,vc) ∈ D, nearest sample point to (v,v) using Eq. (3.14). ▷ Local search.
8: while (vc,vc) ̸= (v∗,v∗) do
9: (v∗,v∗)← (vc,vc)
10: Compute c using Eq. (3.25).
11: Solve linear equation Kw = c. ▷ Projection step.
12: Extract components u and v from w.
13: Compute (uc,vc) ∈ D, nearest sample point to (u,v) using Eq. (3.14). ▷ Local search.
14: end while
15: Output: Solution point (u,v). Closest data point (u∗,v∗).

3.2.3 Reliability-based data-driven solver

Now, each of the pairs pj = (uj,vj), j = 1, · · · , N is considered to have random
nature. To distinguish random and deterministic variables, we will denote the former
with capital letters, P j = (U j,V j). Now, we may define the stochastic problem
analogous to the deterministic one (3.15) as:

min
(u,v)∈S

E [Π(u,v|D)]

subject to

R(u,v,f , g) = 0.

(3.27)

Note that, with this formulation, the solution candidate p = (u,v) is not random,
while D2

D = F (u,v|D) = Π(p|D) is a random variable due to the random nature of
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D. We define the analogous certain squared distance, d2D obtained by substituting in
the penalty function given by Eq. (3.14), u′ and v′ by by E[U ′] and E[V ′]:

Π̄(u,v|D) = min
(U ′,V ′)∈D

{d2U(u,E[U ′]) + d2V(v,E[V ′])}. (3.28)

The problem in Eq. (3.28) is called a Reliability-based data-driven simulation-based
problem (RBDDSBP) and a method for solving it is called a RBDD solver.

3.3 Mathematical derivations
We give here some mathematical properties about the RBDDSBP expressed by the
problem (3.27).

Proposition 3.1: Second-order properties of minimal distance

Let us denote P ∗ = (U ∗,V ∗) the random vector associated with the minimisation
of d2D, i.e, verifying that Π(p|D) = Π(u,v|D) = d2U(u,E[U ∗]) + d2V(v,E[V ∗])
is minimal. If Σ is the variance-covariance matrix of P ∗ and Ω is the fourth-
order moment tensor of p− P ∗, that is, the tensor defined by Ωijkl(p− P ∗) =
E[(pi − P ∗i )(pj − P ∗j )(pk − P ∗k )(pl − P ∗l )], then:

E[D2
D] =

1

2
Tr(MΣ) + d2D, (3.29)

and:

Var(D2
D) =

1

4
M : Ω : M −

(
1

2
Tr(MΣ) + d2D

)2

, (3.30)

with M = MU ⊕MV .

Proof. We have:

E[Π(u|D)] = E
[

1

2
(u−U ∗)⊺MU(u−U ∗) +

1

2
E[(v − V ∗)⊺MV(v − V ∗)

]
,

E[Π(u|D)] = E
[

1

2
[u−U ∗,v − V ∗]⊺ (MU ⊕MV) [u−U ∗,v − V ∗]

]
,

E[Π(u|D)] = E
[

1

2
(p− P ∗)⊺M(p− P ∗)

]
,

E[Π(u|D)] = E
[
(p− P ∗)⊺

(
1

2
M

)
(p− P ∗)

]
.

It is, therefore, possible to define a random quadratic form:

Q 1
2
M (p− P ∗) = F (p|D). (3.31)

Then, we have D2
D = Π(p|D) = Q 1

2
M(p − P ∗), d2D = Q 1

2
M(p − E[P ∗]). In

Appendix A we show that for a stochastic quadratic form QA(Z) with expected
value E(Z) = µ, variance-covariance matrix Cov(Z) = Σ and fourth-order moment
tensor M4(Z) = Υ, it is possible to write:

E[QA(Z)] = Tr(AΣ) + µ⊺Aµ, (3.32)
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and:
Var (QA(Z)) = A : Υ : A− (Tr(AΣ) + µ⊺Aµ)2 . (3.33)

Then, using A = 1
2
M and Z = p− P ∗, so that E[Z] = p− E[P ∗], Var(Z) = Σ

and Υ = Ω, we obtain:

E[D2
D] =

1

2
Tr(MΣ) + d2D, (3.34)

and:

Var(D2
D) =

1

4
M : Ω : M −

(
1

2
Tr(MΣ) + d2D

)2

. (3.35)

Under normality conditions, we can go a little bit further:

Proposition 3.2: Second-order properties ofminimal distance under normal-
ity

Assuming that P ∗ is a multivariate normally distributed random vector, P ∗ ∼
N (µ,Σ), then:

E[D2
D] =

1

2
Tr(MΣ) + d2D, (3.36)

and:

Var(D2
D) =

1

2
Tr(MΣMΣ) + (p− µ)⊺MΣM (p− µ). (3.37)

Proof. It is again a consequence of the definition of D2
D = Q 1

2
M (p−P ∗) = Π(p|D)

and the result for quadratic forms shown in Appendix A, QA(Z), when Z is a
multivariate normally distributed random vector Z ∼ N (µ,Σ):

Var(QA(Z)) = 2Tr(AΣAΣ) + 4µ⊺AΣAµ. (3.38)

It is important to highlight that, when using a RBDD solver for the solution of a
problem, the uncertainty of the data plays an important role, as may be seen from
the contribution of the uncertainty in the minimisation of E[D2

D], via the variance-
covariance matrix of data, Σ. We have to select a suitable norm (equivalently, a
matrix M ) in order to solve the stochastic problem, but the procedure is very similar
to the one associated with DD solvers, as we have:

E [Π(u,v|D)] = Π̄(u,v|D) +
1

2
Tr ((MU ⊕MV)Σ) . (3.39)

Indeed, let us consider a RBDDSBP with linear constraints:

min
(u,v)∈S

E [Π(u,v|D)]

subject to

Au = a,

Bv = b.

(3.40)
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Therefore, the algorithm adapted for RBDDSBP solving is Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Reliability-Based Data-Driven solver

1: Input: Empirical data-set, characterised in terms of the expected values (ū, v̄) ∈ D and a variance-covariance
matrix Σ, Gramm matrices MU and MV , Physical data A, a, B and b.

2: Initialisation: (ū∗, v̄∗) ∈ D.
3: Compute K using Eq. (3.23).
4: Compute c using Eq. (3.25).
5: Solve linear equation Kw = c. ▷ Projection step.
6: Extract components u and v from w.
7: Compute (ūc, v̄c) ∈ D, nearest sample point to (v,v) using Eq. (3.39). ▷ Local search.
8: while (v̄c, v̄c) ̸= (v̄∗, v̄∗) do
9: (v̄∗, v̄∗)← (v̄c, v̄c)
10: Compute c using Eq. (3.25).
11: Solve linear equation Kw = c. ▷ Projection step.
12: Extract components u and v from w.
13: Compute (ūc, v̄c) ∈ D, nearest sample point to (u,v) using Eq. (3.39). ▷ Local search.
14: end while
15: Output: Solution point (u,v). Closest data point (ū∗, v̄∗).

3.3.1 Using Mahalanobis distance

A very recommended distance, which has very good properties for dealing with
RBDD solvers, is the Mahalanobis distance (De Maesschalck et al., 2000). If p ∈ S
and Q is a random vector that takes values in P , whose expected value is E[Q] = µ,
and whose variance-covariance matrix is Cov(Q) = Σ, the distance between p and
Q is defined as:

d(p,Q) =

√
(p− µ)⊺Σ−1 (p− µ). (3.41)

This is equivalent to choose as metric matrix M = 2Σ−1. If we define N =
dim(S), the expected value of the optimum of the penalty function is then, using
Proposition 3.1:

E[D2
D] = N + d2D, (3.42)

and, the variance:

Var(D2
D) = Σ−1 : Ω : Σ−1 − (N + d2D)2. (3.43)

Also, under normality conditions, using Proposition 3.2 the variance writes:

Var(D2
D) = 2N + 4d2D. (3.44)

Also, under normality conditions, we can state the following:

Proposition 3.3: Squared distance distribution under normality conditions

Let D2
D the (random) squared optimal distance to D using Mahalanobis distance

and d2D the optimal distance of the certain equivalent problem. Assume that P ∗

is a multivariate normally distributed random vector, P ∗ ∼ N (µ,Σ), then D2
D
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follows a non-central chi-squared distribution with N degrees of freedom and
non-centrality parameter λ = (p− µ)⊺Σ−1(p− µ):

D2
D ∼ χ2

(
N , (p− µ)⊺Σ−1(p− µ)

)
. (3.45)

Proof. Given p, we have ∆p = p − P ∗ ∼ N (p − µ,Σ), therefore, Σ−1/2∆p ∼
N (Σ−1/2(p− µ), I). By using the non-central chi-squared distribution definition
we get:

D2
D = ∆p⊺Σ−1∆p = (Σ−1/2∆p)⊺(Σ−1/2∆p) ∼ χ2(N , λ), (3.46)

where:

λ = (Σ−1/2(p− µ))⊺(Σ−1/2(p− µ)) = (p− µ)⊺Σ−1(p− µ). (3.47)

Having some knowledge on the expected value, variance and distributional properties
of the optimal distance to the initial data-set, gives us tools for some considerations
on the uncertainty. For example, in this sense, low mean values are related to good
convergence while low variance implies neighbourhood to certain convergence.

It is important to highlight that, in practical common applications, the expected
value and the variance-covariance matrix are not known and must be estimated. This
can be easily done using parametric estimation from a data sample of finite size.
Thus, the expected value and variance-covariance matrix may be estimated using
standard methods, such as the method of moments (MoM) (Hall et al., 2005) or
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (Eliason, 1993), among others (Beck and
Arnold, 1977). Recall that the distributional properties of D2

D when substituting
population parameters by sample estimators could be derived but are out of the
scope of this work.

3.4 1D numerical experiments
Now we evaluate the performance of different DD solvers, including the reliability-
based one proposed herein. As expected, the main problem of the linearisation
approach appears when dealing with irregular (non-smooth) empirical manifolds.
This is typical in Physics when working with models that have discontinuities, like in
many mechanical problems such as plasticity, damage, fracture and contact problems.
A very basic one-dimensional trivial problem exemplifies well these pathologies.

Let us consider a simple uniaxial loaded rod, as schematised in Fig. 3.1, with
F = 100 kN, A = a2 = 200 cm2 and L = 10 m. This problem may be easily
solved through traditional model-based techniques. The solution is based on the
combination of three equations. The equilibrium equation states that σA = F ; the
kinematic equation is expressed as ε = u

L
. For this problem to be mathematically

closed, we need to establish a mathematical relation, i.e. a phenomenological model,
relating the internal (state) variable stress, σ, and the measurable variable strain, ε,
which is known as the constitutive relation of the material σ = f(ϵ). For instance, in
the linear elastic case, σ = Eε.
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Figure 3.1: Rod under uniaxial load. The variables involved are the rod length L,
the applied force F and the cross-section a× a.

Here the approach is different. Let us consider that the constitutive relation is
unknown and the material behaviour could be linear, smoothly nonlinear or non-
smoothly nonlinear. In any case, to describe the material behaviour we need consid-
erable amount of experimental pair values (ε, σ), D = {(εj;σj)}j=1,··· ,N . To test DD
solvers based on linearisation, let us compare the computed results when considering
a non-smoothly nonlinear behaviour and using the well-known iterative tangent
Newton-Raphson method.

3.4.1 Solvers comparison
We test the solvers using a constitutive nonlinear equation σ = f(ε) similar to
the one of steel. For low strains, the true empirical manifold is almost linear.
As the strain increases, we reproduce the steel-like behaviour by considering a
hardening plastic behaviour that turns progressively into a clear nonlinear behaviour.
It is important to note that this function graph σ = f(ϵ), represents the actual
material behaviour obtained in the experiments, whose expression is not known a
priori. When using linearisation approaches, we need to define, at least locally, a
smooth manifold in order to work with tangent spaces. There are many methods for
building the underlying manifold from data, ranging from pure interpolation to pure
regression, including all Manifold Learning techniques (kernel principal component
analysis (kPCA) (Schölkopf et al., 1998), Self Organizing Map (SOM) (Kohonen,
1990), locally linear embedding (LLE) (Roweis and Saul, 2000), Isomap (Tenenbaum
et al., 2000), Laplacian Eigenmap (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003), t-distributed stochastic
Neighbour embedding (t-SNE) (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) among others (LJP and
Van Den, 2007)). As a rule of thumb, the more accurate and structured empirical
data-set, the better interpolation-based techniques perform. On the other hand,
regression techniques are preferred when dealing with noisy and unstructured data
when low dimensional and regular underlying manifolds are desirable.

Besides, sometimes D can be generated with control in one of the variables (laboratory
controlled tests) and sometimes not (for example sensors in dynamic data-driven
application system (DDDAS)). The latter case is the most general and challenging.
We tested the convergence for these two cases using the typical Newton-Raphson
solver.
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Four analyses were considered, varying the number of data sample points, N , and
the error measure related to uncertainty, s. Data generation is as follows: for each
εj ∼ U(0; εmax), j = 1, · · · , N and, as before, σj ∼ N (µj, s), with µj = f(εj) and
s = ασmax, where εmax and σmax are the maximum strain and σmax maximum stress
considered.

We evaluate the different solvers under different conditions:

• Data-set size: Varying the value of N .

• Noise level: Varying the value of α.

• Empirical manifold regularity: By considering the equilibrium manifold inter-
secting the empirical true manifold at two different regimes: the elastic regime,
obtained for σ < 10 MPa and the plastic regime, σ ≥ 10 MPa.

Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 show the results of these numerical experiments. Each figure
shows the considered empirical set, the equilibrium manifold and the constitutive
manifold built with some fitting techniques (linear interpolation, natural spline
interpolation and 5 degree polynomial regression). The vertical dashed line shows
initial points considered for the Newton-Raphson solver. Then, we show the empirical
set, the equilibrium manifold and the final point for each solver. Both RBDD and
DD solvers converge to the same point. We can extract the following conclusions:

1. In Fig. 3.2, solvers are based on an empirical set of N = 100 pairs (ε;σ) and a low
homogeneous uncertainty is considered (α = 0.001). Convergence is sometimes
not achieved by the Newton-Raphson solver based on regression fit because of
the untrue convexity of the built manifold, which is inherent to multiparametric
regression. In the case of natural spline regression, the almost linear behaviour
in the hardening part of the curve causes bad convergence.

2. In Fig. 3.3, we use an empirical set of N = 100 pairs (ε;σ) but higher noise is
considered (α = 0.05). Even if polynomial regression is not sensitive to noise,
convergence is again not achieved because of the untrue convexity of the manifold
constructed. Besides, due to noise, natural splines suffer spurious oscillations
provoking bad convergence. This can be avoided using linear interpolation, but in
this case, non-smoothness of the broken line is incompatible with a tangent-based
solver, which in turn results in non-convergence.

3. For reduced sample sizes (N = 20), as shown in Fig. 3.4, the regression based
solver is again not convergent. Due to the lack of data, the data-driven solver has,
in that case, less accuracy than linearisation approaches based on interpolation
techniques.

4. In Fig. 3.5, we see the effect of increasing the noise level keeping the data-set
small. Even if the regression solver has bad convergence, linear and spline
interpolators reach a good solution, improving the performance of DD solver,
but this fact is related to the nature and regularity of the empirical manifold.

5. Convergence problems increase dramatically when considering reduced sample
sizes (N = 20), higher noise (α = 0.05) and we approach the plastic regime
(F = 200 kN), as seen in Fig. 3.5, where only DD solvers converge to an accurate
enough solution.
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(a) Built manifold for linearisation techniques.

(b) Solution point for different DD solvers.

Figure 3.2: Performance of the different solvers for a large data-set and low noise.
Elastic regime. We set N = 100, α = 0.001 and F = 100 kN.
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(a) Built manifold for linearisation techniques.

(b) Solution point for different solvers.

Figure 3.3: Performance of the different solvers for a large data-set and high noise.
Elastic regime. We set N = 100, α = 0.05 and F = 100 kN.
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(a) Built manifold for linearisation techniques.

(b) Solution point for different solvers.

Figure 3.4: Performance of different solvers for a small data-set and low noise.
Elastic regime We set N = 20, α = 0.001 and F = 100 kN.
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(a) Built manifold for linearisation techniques.

(b) Solution point for different solvers.

Figure 3.5: Performance of different solvers for a small data-set and high noise.
We set N = 20, α = 0.05 and F = 100 kN.
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(a) Built manifold for linearisation techniques, F = 200 kN.

(b) Solution point for different solvers, F = 200 kN.

Figure 3.6: Performance of different solvers for a small data-set and high noise.
Plastic regime. We set N = 20, α = 0.05 and F = 200 kN).
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For homogeneous noise (that is, independent of ε), the DD solver and the RBDD
solver give the same result, as pointed out before. Table 3.1 shows the squared
distance results for DD solvers for different values of α, F and N . For the DD solver
and following Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016b), we have taken as norm:

∥(ε, σ)∥2 =
1

2
Cε2 +

1

2C
σ2, (3.48)

with C = 300 MPa, whereas for the RBDD solver we adopted the Mahalanobis norm:

∥(ε, σ)∥2 =
1

s2ε
ε2 +

1

s2σ
σ2, (3.49)

with sε = αεmax and sσ = ασmax, so the RBDD solver is sensitive to the uncer-
tainty/noise level. Consequently, it is more informative in the following sense: for
N = 100, the distance to the empirical set increases when passing from α = 0.001
to α = 0.05. Each realisation provides a different distance depending only on the
empirical set sample. The RBDD solver does not have this problem because it
is uncertainty-dependent and can detect when uncertainty is of the order of the
optimal distance. Only when α → 0 and the empirical set is almost a subset of the
constitutive manifold, this distance can be used as a good uncertainty-free indicator.
Otherwise, the locus of the underlying manifold is unknown and there is no way to
interpret the DD optimal distance in a coherent manner.

N 100 20 20
F [kN] 100 100 200
α 0.001 0.05 0.001 0.05 0.001 0.05
DD solver [Pa] 275 6040 75251 112431 6692 1602
RBDD solver 183.43 1.61 50167.62 29.98 29.59 0.096

Table 3.1: Squared distance results for DD solvers: The squared distance is di-
mensionless for the RBDD solver and considers the noise level, making it more
context-dependent and with an easier interpretation.

To analyse the statistical properties of the squared distance, we consider α = 0.1,
N = 100 and F = 230 kN to generate two possible empirical sets with the same
statistical properties. Let us suppose that the expected value of the empirical
set is known. This should approximate the true underlying manifold but actually
it may be estimated from experimental samples. Fig. 3.7 shows the considered
data points, expected values µ and an error band, defined by µ± s, where s is the
standard deviation for two different data samples obtained from the same probabilistic
distribution. Table 3.2 shows some statistical properties of the RBDD solver for both
cases, assuming normality. Here we consider ε as an uncertainty free variable, and

therefore the chi-squared distributed of D2
E =

(
σ−µ
s

)2
has n = 1 degree of freedom.

The squared distance computed from the data is almost zero in both cases, but a
deeper insight onto the empirical set statistics (µ = µ(ε), s = s(ε)) highlights the
distance to the true manifold. We can see pathological convergence at Fig. 3.7b for
illustration purposes, even if 96 simulations were carried out to obtain such a bad
result.
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(a) Solution near the empirical manifold. (b) Solution far from the empirical manifold.

Figure 3.7: Performance of DD and RBDD solvers. We have considered N = 100
and α = 0.1. Two different samples are shown.

Position w.r.t. manifold Close (Fig. 3.7a) Far (Fig. 3.7b)
Optimal squared distance 0.0056 0.0000
Expected value 1.001 6.725
Variance 2.003 24.899
95%-Confident bound 3.84 16.30

Table 3.2: Statistical characteristics of the two solution points. Optimal squared
distance, expected value and variance do not depend on the underlying distribution,
whereas the confident bound was computed assuming normality.
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3.4.2 Uncertainty considerations

The RBDD solver is not only more suitable and informative, but for non-homogeneous
uncertainty, it results in a better convergence in the following sense. Fig. 3.8 shows
solution points for the DD and RBDD solvers for another virtual material, with a
different σ = f(ε) constitutive relationship. Note that the uncertainty associated
with the actual material behaviour is inhomogeneous: in the elastic zone, where the
material is very well characterised, the uncertainty is low, while it increases for higher
strains. The RBDD solver is sensitive to this variation, while the DD one is not. For
a more complete information, Fig. 3.8 is complemented by the statistical properties
summarised in Table 3.3. In Fig. 3.8a, we can see that the DD solver converges to
a very unlikely point while the RBDD solver converges to a more likely one. This
is due to the smaller ratio between the euclidean distance from the solution point
to the empirical data-set point and the bandwidth, for the RBDD solver. However,
even though the squared distance is small, the expected value indicates that the
RBDD solver has converged to a point not very close to the constitutive manifold.
In Fig. 3.8b, a different convergence point is observed. Now, the RBDD solver has
an undesirable behaviour because of the lack of data in the linear region, with high
certainty. This is detected by means of the expected value and variance, as well as
the 95% upper bound. As a first conclusion, the RBDD solvers may be therefore
used for sampling strategy. In any case, this is a very unreasonable case, because
often, more sample points are associated with less uncertainty.

(a) F = 230 kN. (b) F = 140 kN.

Figure 3.8: Performance of DD and RBDD solvers for heterogeneous uncertainty:
The RBDD solver may have pathological convergence, as the DD one, but its
associated statistics show this pathology more straightforwardly.

Note that knowledge of the upper confidence bound of the squared distance, D2
D,

could be interesting for defining a quantitative criterion for convergence.
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Case F = 230 kN F = 140 kN
DD Squared distance [Pa] 2472 5414

RBDD

Squared distance 0.08 1.12
Expected value 3.70 10.98

Variance 12.82 41.91
95%-Confident bound 10.82 23.07

Table 3.3: Statistical properties of both solvers for each of the presented cases.
Note that the RBDD solver is more informative.

3.5 Application to scale data reduction
An interesting application of the RBDD solver in the domain of CM appears when
dealing with several scales. One of the main strategies used when coupling two
scales (multiscale approach) is selecting a representative volume element (RVE) and
establishing a sound transition procedure between the microscale properties and the
macroscale response (Zohdi and Wriggers, 2008). This strategy has allowed setting
up implicitly material constitutive relationships that were not known explicitly at the
macroscale (Brieu and Devries, 1999; Miehe et al., 1999). Recent works foreground the
crucial point of scales decoupling in the averaging process and the need of uncertainty
quantification when building the restriction operator (Xu and Chen, 2009). As an
answer, many works have incorporated microscale randomness in the multiscale
procedure, either using Montecarlo method (MCM) sampling (Kouznetsova et al.,
2001; Ma et al., 2014, 2015) or Perturbation Method (Sakata et al., 2010). However,
these considerations are still used for model validation and uncertainty has not been
incorporated routinely in macroscale computations, except through expensive MCM
sampling. A different alternative has been proposed by using stochastic partial
differential equations (SPDEs) (Ganapathysubramanian and Zabaras, 2007).

We can apply the RBDD solver for uncertainty propagation from the microscale to
the macroscale allowing to incorporate it in macroscale computations. Let us assume
that we have at the microscopic scale a (discrete) coupled field (ui,ui), i = 1, · · ·K.
Therefore, classical RVE techniques allow us to define a macroscopic reference value
(U ,V ) where X = xi and V = vi. For elastic problems, this could be strain-stress
pairs (εi,σi). It is possible to compute the variance-covariance matrix Σ of the
sample pi = (ui,vi). Geometrically, this means to define a n + m-dimensional
ellipsoid in the state space (U ,V ) associated with each single macroscopic point,
where n and m are the space dimension of state variables u and v. Fig. 3.9 shows
an ellipsoid in a two-dimensional plane for two possible microstructural fields. Note
that accounting only for average values, as done in classical RVE techniques, gives
the same result in both of them. We have presented here an approach from the
point of view of dimensionality reduction (we use first and second order statistics
instead of the whole microscopic field). Besides, this could be exploited in multiscale
computational mechanics if a resourceful method allowed second order statistical
characterisation of the microscale without the whole microscale fields computation.

An application of this methodology is shown in Fig. 3.10 for the rod problem
presented in the previous section. For each macroscopic point (ε, σ), we have the
mean strain µ(ε), mean stress, µ(σ), strain variance s2(ε), stress variance s2(σ) and
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Figure 3.9: Two possible data-sets and associated 2nd order statistics.. The two
data-sets have the same mean value but a different uncertainty ellipsoid.

correlation coefficient ρ(ε, σ) computed from data in the microscale. For the sake
of simplicity, these data have been randomly generated using a parametric law but
should be interpreted as the result of measurements in the lower scale or obtained
through more complex multiscale procedures and techniques. In Figure 3.10, the
stresses and strains are normalised using ε0 = 0.1 and σ0 = 10 MPa, respectively.

As it can be seen, RBDD methods allow uncertainty propagation, through a second
order moment characterisation of the state variables. In other words, geometry of
the state space is distorted by means of uncertainty: the solution point is agreed to
be the nearest point to a given uncertainty ellipsoid, built from input data or specific
computations.
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Figure 3.10: Uncertainty propagation at the macroscale. Illustration of a coupling
scale strategy using DD and RBDD solvers, with the latter accounting for uncertainty
propagation from the microscale to the macroscale.
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3.6 A 3D case study
In this section, the potential of the proposed methodology is highlighted in a real
application. With this aim, the RBDD solver was applied to a 3D model using actual
data of concrete behaviour, thus introducing a more complex level of numerical
implementation (now using FEM). Besides, additional hypotheses are required for
the practical use of the RBDD methodology. Both issues are introduced next.

Data regarding mechanical characterisation of concrete were obtained from the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 3.11. A square mortar concrete specimen of 100
mm size is subjected to a uniaxial stress state by means of two compression plates,
as sketched in Fig. 3.11. Concrete includes Portland cement and a calibrated dosage
to get an ultimate strength of 40 MPa expected value. Four experimental tests
were carried out at a compression rate of 0.015 mm/s with displacement control.
Displacement values and loading were recorded up to rupture of the specimen as seen
in Fig. 3.11. These values were treated to build a 3D data-set as commented above.

On the other hand, a concrete specimen subjected to a compressive load - reminiscent
to the bottom part of a structural column (see Fig. 3.12) was selected as the 3D
problem of interest for the application of the RBDD methodology. Three steps of
loading were considered in order to check the performance of the solver at different
regions of the mechanical behaviour shown in Fig. 3.13.

The 3D numerical RBDD solver implemented herein partially follows the work by
Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016b). Briefly, the algorithm proceeds iteratively based
on a finite element methodology to search at each Gauss point of every element the
closest solution to the material experimental data-set, i.e.

(σk+1
I , σk+1

II , σk+1
III ) − (εk+1

I , εk+1
II , εk+1

III ),

to:
(σD−k+1

I , σD−k+1
II , σD−k+1

III ) − (εD−k+1
I , εD−k+1

II , εD−k+1
III ).

The optimality criterion is based on minimising the Mahalanobis distance in Eq.
(3.41) and therefore follows strictly the methodology explained in previous sections.
For the sake of simplicity and computational cost, the searching algorithm proceeds
in the space of principal directions. Convergence is considered to be achieved once
|W | < TOL, being TOL a certain (tolerance) value and W a certain criterion defined
in this section as follows:

W =

√
1

s
∥σk+1 − σk∥2 +

1

e
∥εk+1 − εk∥2, (3.50)

being s and e representative values of the stress and strain ranges in the test data,
respectively. The code was implemented in Matlab software.

The stress component along the compression direction is analysed in Figure 3.14 for
different regimes (steps) of the strain-strain curve, at two representative points (top
and bottom) located at the surface of the specimen (see Figure 3.13). Figure 3.14 also
shows the stress-strain level of points 1 and 2 along the data-set as well as the mean
and mean ± standard deviation curves. It is observed that the stress remains in the
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linear range at steps 1 and 2. Conversely, point 1 at step 3 falls into the so-called
damaged region of the concrete behaviour. It is convenient to note that the DD
numerical methodology naturally deals with nonlinear material behaviour without the
need of elaborated model-dependent formulations and associated nonlinear solvers,
while the RBDD solver turns out to be uncertainty-robust as well. For completeness,
Table 3.4 shows the optimal Mahalanobis distance of the obtained solution at points
1 and 2 for the different analysed steps.

Figure 3.11: Experimental setup and obtained experimental data from four different
tests. The different curves come from different uniaxial tests.

Point 1 2
Step 1 1, 44 · 10−3 7.93 · 10−4

Step 2 2.41 · 10−3 3.34 · 10−3

Step 2 6.89 · 10−3 3.60 · 10−3

Table 3.4: Results for the two points considered. Mahalanobis optimal distance for
RBDD methodology applied to the 3D example of application

3.7 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, a new RBDD solver has been formulated for DDSBES, allowing
uncertainty considerations in the input data that are, therefore, not considered as
uncertainty-free, but of random nature. The DD simulation problem is defined
as a constrained stochastic optimisation problem. Constraints encode all relevant
physical information of the system, such as conservation or other physical laws.
Calculations are carried out directly from data, avoiding any modelling error via state
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Figure 3.12: Geometry and dimensions of the concrete test piece used in numerical
simulation.

(a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3.

Figure 3.13: Results for the stress field. Stress field σyy obtained using RBDD
methodology at the different steps.
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Figure 3.14: Data statistics and results. Experimental data, confidence band at
level µ± s and numerical solution at different points and steps.

or constitutive equation assumptions. Optimality is sought in terms of a penalty
function showing the distance between a candidate solution point and the input data
set.

It has been shown that selecting a proper uncertainty dependent distance, the
Mahalanobis distance, results in very good statistical properties as well as easily
interpretable optimal distances. Indeed, optimal distance is computed in terms of the
data sample and data uncertainty, which allows assessing when the solution point is
accurate enough, up to data precision. Moreover, this distance offers the possibility of
considering heterogeneous uncertainty, leading to most likely solution points, instead
of getting deterministic solution points which may be very sampling-dependent.

Excluding very simple problems with uncertainty-free linear behaviour and small
sample sizes, where conventional solvers could have been used, the method here
proposed has shown better convergence, higher precision, clearer interpretation, major
flexibility and more soundness. Besides, the statistical interpretation, depending on
sampling statistics, allows decision-oriented statistical inference.

RBDD solvers appear to be a very suitable tool for facing at least three important
problems:

1. Dynamic data-driven systems. In these systems, predicting features and learning
capabilities are combined. The presented solver could start predictions from
scratch, where sample sets are small and the underlying true manifold is unknown.
Further knowledge of the analysed system due to the increase of the sample size
will feed the RBDD solver, thus allowing faster updates of the solution points
and statistical inference. This will, additionally, enhance the possibility to define
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different sampling strategies, data coverage and improve solver performance.
Moreover, it is sensitive to measurement errors, that are inherent to any exper-
imental test, that depends on equipment and human precision. In this sense,
RBDD solvers conform a robust framework that provides coherent results within
the experimental context.

2. Scale dimensionality reduction problems. From purely theoretical (sound
physical reasons) and/or practical (speed-up calculations) points of view, it
could be interesting to define the transition from a small scale to a bigger one,
defining a hierarchical procedure. The presented RBDD solver is an ideal tool
for uncertainty propagation from one scale to another. Moreover, this may be
helpful in case of a dimensionality reduction strategy anchored to Big Data
frameworks. For instance, if we work with an n-dimensional field and two scales
with two mesh sizes N and M , the whole problem will have N ·M · n degrees
of freedom. Averaging techniques could reduce the problem to a M · n degrees
of freedom problem, but all the variability of the lower scale is lost. With the
RBDD approach, lower scales variability is conserved, at low computational cost,
resulting in M · n(n+3)

2
∼ θ(Mn2) degrees of freedom. If n ≪ M , savings are

evident.

3. Model-free engineering based on empirical measurements. The new presented
solver offers the possibility of carrying out simulations directly from data, without
explicit model assumptions. However, this raises an important limitation not
only of this methodology, but of Data Analytics in general. This corresponds to
the need of contextualising the data to be sure that they can be extrapolated
to a possibly different context corresponding to the particular application. The
possibility (or not) of this extrapolation is analysed explicitly in the standard
model-driven approach when making explicit the assumptions that drive to such
particular model. For example, in the 3D example presented above (but also
extended to other scenarios of common practical use), stress-strain data are
available along the direction of the load only. To extrapolate this 1D behaviour
to a multiaxial situation some hypotheses have to be made, that are explicitly
stated when defining the 3D constitutive model, but are not so explicit (while still
necessary) when applying directly the experimental data. The most important
are the following:

(a) The material is considered homogeneous, or at last, with the same level of
homogeneity as the experimental sample used.

(b) A given stress state is associated with a certain strain state regardless of the
particular material orientation. This implies that the material is isotropic in
average at the microstructural level.

(c) Only the behaviour in one direction is known, so the stress-strain relation
in other directions has to be assumed as equal (again isotropy) while the
relation between different directions (e.g. Poisson ratio) has to be assumed
and estimated. This is a classical hypothesis made during characterisation
of the mechanical behaviour of materials. A value of 0.2 was assumed for
concrete in accordance with standard codes of practice.
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(d) The measured behaviour (in principal components) is extrapolated to a
multiaxial state using (a) and (b). This extrapolation is made using the
same sampling interval as in the original data.

This raises again the problem of having enough data to extract all possible
situations (point location, direction, level of strain, etc.) in order to have the
possibility of accurately extrapolating every condition possible in our particular
application. This is rarely the case in reality, so, at least a profound reflection
onto the applicability of the data to the particular context and the assumptions
it implies is mandatory.

To conclude, RBDD solvers present a meeting point between theoretical sciences,
through epistemologic constraints, and experimental sciences, through uncertain real
world data. The elegance of the mathematical formulation enables many analyses
and theoretical considerations for the whole spectrum of Continuum Physics. The
easiness of combining the presented concepts with all trendy Data Science and deep
learning (DL) tools opens huge possibilities for facing highly challenging problems.

The need for matching the DD methodology with existing (simplified) experimental
setups today available to capture the mechanical behaviour of materials implies the
need of making some explicit assumptions or, at least, to think about the context in
which the data have been obtained and the one of the application in hand to decide
if they can be extrapolated or not, and if the additional data required to fulfil the
problems demands are available.

Scientific outcomes
As a result of this work, we published the following scientific articles:

• Ayensa-Jiménez J., Sanz-Herrera, J. A., Doweidar M. H., Doblaré M. “A
new reliability-based data-driven approach for noisy experimental data
with physical constraints”, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and
Engineering, 2018.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0045782517304255?casa_token=I0g-vz83nOcAAAAA:k1PnKgA27-j-tZ_7X_n535OOtSPxBsi9k6Sf8TbE5HsKWTSq8IYS7HdoUhk3BCKhP2EEcaagtw
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0045782517304255?casa_token=I0g-vz83nOcAAAAA:k1PnKgA27-j-tZ_7X_n535OOtSPxBsi9k6Sf8TbE5HsKWTSq8IYS7HdoUhk3BCKhP2EEcaagtw
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0045782517304255?casa_token=I0g-vz83nOcAAAAA:k1PnKgA27-j-tZ_7X_n535OOtSPxBsi9k6Sf8TbE5HsKWTSq8IYS7HdoUhk3BCKhP2EEcaagtw
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4.1 Introduction
We have seen in Chapter 2 that, in the last years, a new approach to simulation-
based engineering and science (SBES) using the power of Data Science methods
has been proposed. This approach, of increasing importance and known as data-
driven simulation-based engineering and sciences (DDSBES), combines physical
constraints and raw data. We can think about DDSBES as an intermediate point
between the standard Data Science and machine learning (ML) framework (no
physical information) and an a priori parametrisation of constitutive laws (classical
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SBES). Actually, all linear and nonlinear phenomenological constitutive models can
be formulated in terms of parametric mathematical equations, where the variables of
interest are forced to remain within a given pre-established manifold. This manifold
is derived from observation and experience (empiricism), eventually by means of a
trial-error fitting procedure.

One idea in this direction was started by F.Chinesta and coworkers (Ibanez et al.,
2018) who defined a strategy for data-driven (DD) computational mechanics (CM),
combining manifold learning techniques and a (possibly optimised) directional search
strategy inspired in the LaTin method (Ladevèze, 1989). As exposed in Chapter
2, Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016b) presented a model-free method based on the
minimisation of the distance between the searched solution and a set of experimental
data, using a proper energy norm. The solution was also forced to remain in the
equilibrium manifold, by means of a well-posed penalty approach. In Chapter 3,
we extended this work to define the so-called reliability-based data-driven (RBDD)
solver (Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2018).

However, the referred works are often restricted to the frame of perfect information,
that is, the data-set is complete. In other words, all state variables are assumed to be
known for a given measurement. This is not always the case in practical situations,
being this one of the main concerns in Data Science (Allison, 2002, 2003; Graham,
2009; Nakai and Ke, 2011; Rubin, 1976; Schafer and Graham, 2002).

There are many methods that have been developed to address this problem, both
model-free and model-based. Among the model-free, the most fundamental are
listwise deletion (LD) and pairwise deletion (PD) (Graham, 2009), which consist
in discarding incomplete data. These methods, however, decrease the statistical
power (Peng et al., 2006) and introduce biases (Schafer, 1997) if the so-called missing
process is missing not at random (MNAR) (Allison, 2001; Briggs et al., 2003; Rubin,
1976), which is obviously the case when dealing with data obtained from experiments
or measurements. Another common approach is single imputation (SI), based on a
filling strategy for the missing data that uses values obtained from complete data,
for example, mean or mode imputation (Allison, 2002; Schafer and Graham, 2002).
However, this technique reduces the variability and weakens the covariance between
variables. Another approach is to create dummy variables accounting for the missing
data variables (Dummy Variable Adjustment) (Allison, 2002; Schafer and Graham,
2002). This results in biased estimators and is not theoretically based. Finally, it
is also possible to replace missing values with a predicted score from a regression
equation (Allison, 2002; Schafer and Graham, 2002). This weakens the variance and
overestimates model fit and correlation estimates. Moreover, these methods do not
take into account the local structure and geometry of the data, which is critical when
the data have some underlying physics. In order to solve this problem, interpolation
(linear interpolation, nearest interpolation or spline interpolation, (Junninen et al.,
2004)) is a common technique. In this approach, only the physics inherent to the
data is learned in the imputation process.

Other model-based methods have been developed to deal with the missing data
problem, such as Multiple Imputation (Little and Rubin, 2002) using the regression
method (Rubin, 1996), the Predictive Mean Matching Method (Schenker and Taylor,
1996) or the Markov chain Montecarlo method (MCMCM) (Schafer, 1997, 1999),
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Full Information Maximum-Likelihood (FIML) estimation (Enders, 2001; Enders
and Bandalos, 2001; Hartley and Hocking, 1971) and Expectation-maximisation
(Dempster et al., 1977). The problem of all these model-based methods is that they
assume, in one way or another, a statistical model for the data (e.g. normality). This
is usually the case in social and economical sciences (Enders, 2010) but is not the
general case for physical problems, where variables follow some fundamental laws
that do not follow normality or other distributional assumptions.

The amount of missing data is not, however, the sole criterion to assess the quality
of the available data, especially if they correspond to a problem that relies on
some physical laws (Tabachnick et al., 2001). Accordingly, our aim in this work
is to establish a framework in which both the local structure of the data and the
supplementary physics, not explicitly included in the data structure, are used to
improve the imputation procedure. In this context, the imputation method can be
compatible with any DDSBES method. The presented technique is based on the
mean concept and, therefore, could be interpreted as a generalisation of the Mean
Imputation Method. On the one hand, the local structure of the empirical data-set
is preserved since the data are forced to belong to specific manifolds, which depend
on the problem nature. On the other hand, the underlying physics of the problem
is imposed via supplementary constraints on the data. The imputation procedure
is then performed by using an unsupervised learning algorithm that finds the point
that minimises an, in general context-dependent, weighted quadratic error, while
preserving the local and global physics of the problem.

4.2 Mathematical formulation

4.2.1 General framework

Our aim is to present a methodology that fits within the context of DD problems. In
particular, problems in which the governing equations of the system are fundamental
laws of Physics and the modelling strategy is replaced by data, that, in general, may
be incomplete. This means that the computations will be carried out directly from
data without an a priori parametrisation step of the state equations (e.g. constitutive
model in Continuum Mechanics).

Let us go back to our general (discretised) framework:

F (u,v,f) = 0, (4.1a)

H(u,v) = 0, (4.1b)

G(u,v, g) = 0. (4.1c)

In fact, the physical system can be defined as a manifold P, the state space, that
includes the admissible states that fulfil a set of equations defining the particular
physical problem in hands (Sussman and Wisdom, 2015). Eqs. (4.1) may be
symbolically represented using one single equation, R(u,v,f , g) = 0 where u,v are
the unknown fields and f , g are problem data. Usually, the state space is treated as
an embedded manifold P ⊂ Rn+k in a higher Euclidean dimensional space defined in
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terms of the set of state governing equations R(u,v,f , g) = 0, (u,v) ∈ Rn+k, that
is:

P = {p = (u,v) ∈ Rn+k|R(u,v,f , g) = 0}, (4.2)

where n is the number of the essential variables, associated with the measurable fields,
and k is the number of internal variables. As stated in Chapter 2, the observables of
the system are magnitudes that can be measured directly, and are related to the state
variables by means of geometric or physical relations, z = O(u,v,f , g). In most
cases, for instance, two direct observables are the fields z = f and z = g, that is, the
source term and boundary conditions. For example, in Continuum Mechanics, forces,
displacements and strains are observable while stresses are not. The relationship
between forces and stresses is defined by means of the equilibrium equations, while
the relation between displacements and strains is derived from kinematic conditions.
A set of measurements of the system is a set of observables obtained in particular
conditions. Particularising again for Continuum Mechanics, the state variables are
the stress and the strain tensors, with 9 + 9 = 18 components in 3D problems for
each spatial point. These components are not independent, but have to fulfil the
universal and/or empirical laws (e.g. symmetry), given by R, and are related to the
observables f and g by kinematic and equilibrium (linear and angular momentum
conservation) constraints.

The fundamental problem in Physics is stated as: from a set of measurements in
the physical system given by the values of several observables z = O(u,v,f , g),
derive the value of another target variable z = Q(u,v,f , g). In particular, this
latter variable may be another observable and/or the rest of state variables u or v.
Unfortunately, this inference strongly depends on the quality of measurements as
well as on the particular complexity of the system.

In a DD framework, the state of the system as well as any desired target variable
has to be derived from a set of measurements. However, in practical situations, we
do not have complete information about the state variables, but only particular
measurements in particular states. That is, we have an incomplete set of data. As
we have seen, measurements are specific realisations of the observables, and are
therefore related to the state-space variables. However, the information given by
these measurements is frequently less informative than the state variables themselves.
In other words, measurements are known variables living in a lower dimensional
space, that is, the number of independent components of z is lower than the number
of independent components of p ∈ P. For example, the displacements along a
given direction do not provide the complete information on the strain tensor in the
whole domain, not even at the specific point considered, while the forces over a
surface do not characterise the whole stress tensor at the point considered. As these
measurements are related to the state variables, they may be formulated in terms of
manifolds. For the Continuum Mechanics problem, for instance, the knowledge of
the stress associated with a given plane orientation tells us the relationship between
components of the stress tensor at that point, so we have a set of measurements with
a reduced dimension of the state space.

For instance, if the aim is to use a DD solver for solving the problem, e.g. the RBDD
solver presented in Chapter 2, it is essential to have complete information associated
with the sample point of the empirical manifold p = (u,v) ∈ D. We usually have
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incomplete information, z∗ = O(u,v), being then the goal to properly complete
these incomplete measurements to perform DD computations, that is, to reconstruct
p from the measurement z. Using the formalism described here, it is possible to
define a measurement as a manifold, described as:

M = {(u,v) ∈ Rn+k|z −O(u,v) = 0}. (4.3)

It is important to note that, due to the noise inherent to any measurement, it may
be the case that M∩P = ∅. This fact justifies the following definition:

Definition 4.1: Measurement

A measurement is a manifold M ⊂ Rn+k. A complete measurement is a manifold
of dimension 0, that is, a point p ∈ Rn+k.

The reconstruction of a complete measurement from an arbitrary measurement is
therefore a strategy for obtaining points from arbitrary manifolds. When the function
O is a cartesian projection, the reconstruction may be seen merely as a filling data
strategy.

Any measurement reconstruction should take into account the following assumptions:

• It should consider all measurements, formulated in terms of manifolds embedded
in the ambient space (incomplete measurements) rather than points (complete
measurements). We call this condition the generalisation assumption.

• It should respect the geometry of the system: the new derived data obtained from
the incomplete data should be consistent with the geometric structure defined
by the data manifolds. We call this condition the consistency assumption.

• It should be compatible with the actual state of the system. Among all observa-
tions in our data-set, those closer to our physical constraints or to the actual
value of some observables should be overweighted. This is done by means of an
appropriate weighting strategy.

The methodology for incomplete data processing presented herein will be defined in
accordance with this framework for DDSBES.

First, it is fundamental to define an averaging technique that takes into account
complete and incomplete measurements according to the generalisation assumption
and that respects the data structure, according to the consistency assumption. Next,
an appropriate weighting strategy for this kind of problems will be defined, i.e, how
to compute a set of weighting values in the averaging process in order to make good
predictions for the incomplete measurements. Consequently, the data completion step
should take into account how far are the measurements from the known observables
and/or the physical manifolds.

4.2.2 Averaging procedure: Generalisation and consistency
In this section, the reconstruction strategy is presented, using a formal mathematical
framework. Let us consider a set of complete measurements in the measurement
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space, p ∈ Rn, being n the dimension of the ambient space10, and a set of incomplete
measurements that, in general, will be embedded manifolds M ⊂ Rn, with M =
{p ∈ Rn | z−O(p;f , g) = 0}, where we consider O : Rn → Rd, d < n as a function of
the state variables p11, the map defining the manifold M, with dim(M) = n−d = m.
A very particular example of these maps is the one of orthogonal projections on a
linear manifold. In Continuum Mechanics, normal stresses associated with a given
plane, strains associated with a given direction or the mean pressure at a given point
are examples of these incomplete measurements, where only linear relations between
the components of the whole stress or strain tensors are known.

Next, some mathematical generalisations of the mean concept will be derived. Let
us assume that we have a set of N weighted points {(wj,pj)| , 0 ≤ wj, pj ∈ Rn, j =
1, · · · , N}. A possible interpretation of this mathematical structure is a set of data
points (complete measurements) with different reliability. Weights can then be
associated with the measurement accuracy or reliability (explored later in Section
4.2.4) or other criteria as clustering or outlier filtering. We define the mean square
error (MSE) function associated with a given point x ∈ P as:

MSE(x) =
N∑
j=1

wjd
2(x,pj) =

N∑
j=1

wj∥pj − x∥2. (4.4)

Suppose that the weights are normalised such that
∑N

j=1wj = 1. A classical result
from probability theory, presented in Appendix A, states that the function MSE is
minimised when x = p̄, and the value of this minimum is Tr(S) where p̄ =

∑N
j=1wjpj

is the weighted mean value of the data and S =
∑N

j=1wj(pj−p̄)(pj−p̄)⊺ its variance-
covariance matrix.

Inspired by the precedent result, our aim is to generalise the concept of mean and
variance for arbitrary manifolds and arbitrary constraints.

4.2.2.1 Manifolds instead of points: generalised mean and variance

Let us suppose now that we have N measurements, that is, N manifolds M1, · · · ,MN .
Inspired by the previous theorem, given a set of N weights {0 ≤ wj, j = 1, · · · , N},
we can generalise the concept of mean by defining the value p∗ that minimises the
weighted MSE function given by Eq. (4.4) except for the fact that now we consider
manifolds instead of points (and therefore the distance from a point to a manifold,
not between points). We can therefore try to minimise:

MSE(x) =
N∑
j=1

wjd
2(x,Mj). (4.5)

Hence, it is natural to state:

10For generality purposes, we will denote as n instead of n + k the dimension of the ambient
space, even if this is later applied for problems involving internal and external variables.

11As in the previous footnote, for problems involving internal and external variables p = (u,v).
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Definition 4.2: Generalised mean and variance

The generalised mean p∗ ∈ Rn is the value minimising the MSE defined in Eq.
(4.5) and the value of the minimum V ∗ is called the generalised variance:

p∗ = arg min
x∈Rn

MSE(x), (4.6)

and
V ∗ = min

x∈Rn
MSE(x) = MSE(p∗). (4.7)

The problem given by Eq. (4.5) is in general nonlinear. However, one may de-
rive a closed form for the expression of the generalised mean and variance if the
measurements are all linear manifolds.

Computational solution.

Let us first derive a computational solution to the problem (4.5) for linear manifolds.
Let us consider the linear manifolds defined in terms of their director vector spaces
Mj = mj + Mj, where mj ∈ Rn and Mj is the generator vector space associated
with Mj, that can be defined with an orthonormal basis Mj =

〈
uj,1,uj,2, . . . ,uj,dj

〉
.

Here dj is the dimension of Mj. Let Aj be the matrix with column vectors uj,i,
Aji = uj,i, j = 1, · · · , N , i = 1, · · · , dj, then we have the following result.

Proposition 4.1: Computational characterisation of the generalised mean
for linear manifolds

The solution of the problem given by Eq. (4.5) is obtained by solving the linear
system:

Ax = b, (4.8)

where:

A =

(
N∑
j=1

wj

)
I −

N∑
j=1

wjAjA
⊺
j (4.9)

and

b =

(
N∑
j=1

wjmj

)
−

N∑
j=1

wjAjA
⊺
jmj. (4.10)

Proof. The distance from the point x to a linear manifold Mj = mj +Mj , is given
by

d2j(x,Mj) = ∥x− (πMj
(x−mj) + mj)∥2, (4.11)

where πMj
is the (vectorial) orthogonal projection over the vector subspace Mj.

Using the matrix expression in coordinates of the orthogonal projection:

d2j(x,Mj) = ∥x− (AjA
⊺
j (x−mj) + mj)∥2 (4.12)

with Aj the matrix associated to Mj.
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If D2(x) =
∑N

j=1wjd
2
j(x,Mj), the function to minimise yields:

D2(x) =
N∑
j=1

wj∥x− (AjA
⊺
j (x−mj) + mj)∥2. (4.13)

We can compute the gradient of D2 as:

∂(D2)

∂x
= 2

N∑
j=1

wj

(
I −AjA

⊺
j

) (
x−

(
AjA

⊺
j (x−mj) + mj

))
,

∂(D2)

∂x
= 2

N∑
j=1

([
wjI − wjAjA

⊺
j

]
x−

[
wjI − wjAjA

⊺
j

]
mj

)
. (4.14)

Solving for ∂(D2)
∂x

= 0, we obtain:[(
N∑
j=1

wj

)
I −

N∑
j=1

wjAjA
⊺
j

]
x =

[
N∑
j=1

wjmj −
N∑
j=1

wjAjA
⊺
jmj

]
. (4.15)

We observe that, if wj = 1
N

and the linear manifolds have 0 dimension, that is, they
are points, Mj = {mj} and Aj = 0, then:

A = I −
N∑
j=1

wj00
⊺ = I, (4.16)

b =
1

N

N∑
j=1

mj = m̄, (4.17)

obtaining, therefore, the mean of the points mj, being this the reason for the
denomination of generalised mean.

4.2.2.2 Manifolds instead of the whole space: consistent mean and variance

Let us suppose now that we have a manifold M (that is, an incomplete measurement)
and N points of Rn, j = 1, · · · , N , described in terms of N coordinate vectors
p1, . . . ,pN .

Given a set of N weights {0 ≤ wj, j = 1, · · · , N}, we are now interested in the value
that minimises the weighted MSE function given by Eq. (4.4), but assuming that it
belongs to M. The value p∗ ∈ M that minimises the weighted MSE function given
in Eq. (4.4) is the solution of the constrained minimisation problem:

min
x∈M

MSE(x). (4.18)

This justifies the following definition.
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Definition 4.3: Consistent mean and variance

The consistent mean p∗M with respect to M is the value minimising the MSE,
that is, the solution of Eq. (4.18) and the value of the minimum V ∗M is called the
consistent variance:

p∗M = arg min
x∈M

MSE(x), (4.19)

and
V ∗M = min

x∈M
MSE(x) = MSE(p∗). (4.20)

Note that now the manifold M acts as a constraint of the problem. As before, the
problem is in general nonlinear, although for linear manifolds, we can derive a closed
form for the value of the mean.

Computational solution

Now, to derive a computational solution to the problem (4.18) when M is a linear
manifold, we solve an equivalent unconstrained minimisation problem.

In Appendix A we show that, if πM is the orthogonal projection over M, the solution
to the problem (4.18) is given by:

x∗ = πM(x̄), (4.21)

and, that if s2M = MSE(x∗),

s2M =
N∑
j=1

wj(xj − πM(xj))
2 +

N∑
j=1

wj(πM(xj) − x∗)2. (4.22)

Note that we have obtained an orthogonal decomposition of the quadratic spread of
vectors xj. The term

∑N
j=1wj(πM(xj) − x∗)2 is denoted as s2M since it represents

the spread of the points xj projected on the manifold M. On the other hand, as

(xj − πM(xj))
2 = d2(xj,M), the term

∑N
j=1 wj(xj − πM(xj))

2 may be expressed as∑N
j=1wjd

2(xj,M) and computes how far are the points from the manifold M.

Therefore, the next result is straightforward.

Proposition 4.2: Computational characterisation of the consistent mean for
linear manifolds

Using the same hypothesis as in the previous result and if the linear manifold M
is described using an orthonormal basis {p;u1, . . . ,ud}, we have:

x∗ = AA⊺x̄, (4.23)

s2M = Tr(AA⊺S), (4.24)

with A the matrix with column vectors ui, x̄ the mean of points xj, that is,

x̄ =
∑N

j=1wjxj and S the variance - covariance matrix of the points xj, that is

S =
∑N

j=1 wj(xj − x̄)(xj − x̄)⊺.
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Proof. Let us define T =
∑N

j=1wj(πM(xj)−πM(x̄)(πM(xj)−πM(x̄))⊺. Therefore:

T =
N∑
j=1

wj(AA⊺xj −AA⊺x̄)(AA⊺xj −AA⊺x̄)⊺,

T = AA⊺

[
N∑
j=1

wj(xj − x̄)(xj − x̄)⊺

]
AA⊺,

T = AA⊺SAA⊺.

(4.25)

Consequently, s2M = Tr(T ) = Tr(AA⊺SAA⊺) = Tr(AA⊺S), where we have used
the fact that Tr is a cyclic operator and A⊺A = I as ui are orthonormal vectors.

We observe that, if wj = 1
N

and M = Rn, that is, M is the whole space, A = I and:

x∗ = x̄, (4.26)

s2M = Tr(S), (4.27)

obtaining directly the mean value for the points xj and the whole uncertainty, being
this the reason for the denomination of consistent mean.

4.2.3 Filling data using the consistent generalisedmean and vari-
ance: an unsupervised learning technique

The idea of using both generalisations at the same time for missing data techniques
is natural. Let us assume that we have a set of partially incomplete data D of size
N , that is, a set of manifolds {Mj, j = 1, · · · , N}, with Mj ⊂ Rn, with respective
weights {wj, j = 1, · · · , N}. Here, Rn is the embedding space and Mj represents the
(incomplete) measurements related to different states.

One strategy for data completion of missing data is using the tools presented in
Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2. When those measurements are defined in terms of
linear manifolds, we have derived, also, a closed linear expression (Proposition 4.1
and Proposition 4.2). The idea is to solve the next minimisation problem for each
measurement Mi, i = 1, · · · , N :

min
x∈Mi

MSE(x) =
N∑
j=1

wjd
2(x,Mj). (4.28)

The solution xi of this problem will be identified with the completed data associated
with the incomplete data Mi. To summarise, and for linear manifolds, a strategy is
depicted for finding a minimum candidate, which strongly reduces the time required
to obtain the actual solution of the minimisation problem (4.28) directly using
minimisation algorithms. This strategy follows two steps:

1. Global computation step. Computation of the solution point for the uncon-
strained minimisation problem using the expression given in Proposition 4.1.
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2. Projection step. Computation of the solution point for the constrained minimi-
sation problem using the projection of the mean value and uncertainty defined
in Proposition 4.2.

The filling data procedure is described by the Algorithm 3, with the geometric
interpretation provided in Fig. 4.1.

Algorithm 3 Filling data procedure for linear manifolds

1: Input: Data-set of incomplete measurements {Mj}j=1,...,N .
2: for j = 1, . . . , N do
3: Compute an orthogonal basis ofMj , and the matrix of column vectors Aj .
4: end for
5: Compute A using Eq. (4.9) and b using Eq. (4.10).
6: Solve the equation Ax = b. ▷ Computation of the generalised mean.
7: for j = 1, . . . , N do
8: Projection of x to the tangent space ofMj , mj using Eq. (4.23). ▷ Computation of the consistent mean.
9: end for
10: Output: Completed measurements mj , ∀j = 1, . . . , N.

This two-step method may be used when working with non-linear manifolds as an
iterative tangent-based algorithm. At each step, the tangent space to the nonlinear
manifold is computed at the current point and the linear problem is solved. Thus,
a point belonging to the tangent space is obtained. Using the exponential map
(Do Carmo and Flaherty Francis, 1992), it is possible to obtain an associated point
belonging to the manifold, which is used as the starting point for the next iteration.
This strategy is usual in nonlinear computational mechanics (Simo et al., 1995). The
iteration scheme stops when the distance between the subsequent global solutions
is lower than a given tolerance. This construction is illustrated by the schematic
diagram in Fig. 4.2 and the algorithm is detailed next.

Algorithm 4 Filling data procedure for nonlinear manifolds

1: Input: Data-set of incomplete measurements {Mj}j=1,...,N . Prescribed tolerance TOL.
2: Initialization: Selection of points mj ∈Mj .
3: for j = 1, . . . , N do
4: Compute tangent base ofMj at mj , and the matrix of column vectors Aj .
5: end for
6: Compute A using Eq. (4.9) and b using Eq. (4.10).
7: Solve the equation Ax = b. ▷ Computation of the generalised mean.
8: for j = 1, . . . , N do
9: Projection of x to the tangent space ofMj , pj using Eq. (4.23). ▷ Computation of the consistent mean.

10: Compute ϵj = ∥mj − expMj
(pj)∥.

11: mj ← expMj
(pj).

12: end for
13: while ϵj ≥ TOL,∀j = 1, . . . , N. do
14: for j = 1, . . . , N do

15: Compute tangent base ofMj at m
(i)
j , and the matrix Aj of column vectors.

16: end for
17: Compute A using Eq. (4.9) and b using Eq. (4.10).
18: Solve the equation Ax = b. ▷ Computation of the generalised mean.
19: for j = 1, . . . , N do
20: Projection of x to the tangent space ofMj , pj using Eq. (4.23). ▷ Computation of the consistent mean.

21: Compute ϵj = ∥mj − expMj
(pj)∥.

22: mj ← expMj
(pj).

23: end for
24: end while
25: Output: Completed measurements mj , ∀j = 1, . . . , N.
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Figure 4.1: Geometric representation of the method proposed in Algorithm 3. A, B
and C represent three linear manifolds of dimension 2, 1 and 0 respectively, associated
with three measurements in a space of dimension 3, the last one complete. Point P is
the generalised mean in the sense defined in Eq. (4.5,) that is, the point minimising
the sum of (eventually weighted) squared distances to the manifolds. In orange, the
uncertainty ellipsoid, related to the generalised variance, represents the spread of
(eventually incomplete) measurements. Points PA, PB and PC are the consistent
generalised means associated with each of the manifolds in the sense defined in Eq.
(4.28), that is, the projection of the generalised mean on each manifold. In green,
the associated uncertainty ellipsoid, related to the consistent generalised variance,
for each manifold is depicted.
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It is important to note that this algorithm may be computationally expensive and
is very dependent on the manifold smoothness and convexity, being this type of
problems out of the scope of this work.

Figure 4.2: Extension of the method to nonlinear problems. Initially, for each
manifold (A, B and C) an initial point is selected (A0, B0 and C0 = C) and the tangent
spaces are computed. Then, the optimal completion, i.e., the generalised consistent
mean for each linear manifold (in red), is computed. Using the exponential map,
these projections on the linear manifolds are translated to the respective manifolds
(A, B and C) obtaining a new point in each manifold (A1, B1 and C1 = C0). The
process is repeated until convergence.

In any case, when the algorithm achieves convergence, N complete measurements are
obtained, one for each manifold, xi, i = 1, · · · , N , representing the expected value
associated with the manifold Mi. Besides, for linear problems, we obtain for each
manifold a value s2Mi

that characterises the uncertainty related to the manifold Mi

and the matrix SMi
characterising the uncertainty spread on this manifold. This

uncertainty ellipsoid can be seen in Fig. 4.1 for linear manifolds of dimension 0, 1
and 2, respectively.
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4.2.4 Introducing physical laws: weighting strategy

Here we introduce the weighting strategy. Let us consider a system defined in terms of
a physical manifold P and a set of measurements, that is manifolds Mj, j = 1, . . . , N .
The starting point from which we want to derive the state of the system is another
measurement, that is, another manifold M∗ that could be, for instance, boundary
conditions for a given problem. In the general framework presented in Eq. (4.2),
these observables correspond to the values of f and g. The idea is to compute the
manifolds Nj = Mj ∩ M∗ ∩ P = Mj ∩ P∗ where P∗ = M∗ ∩ P is the manifold
defined in Eq. (4.2) and to perform the unsupervised learning strategy for this
reduced space. This strategy has two direct consequences:

• Physical consequence: Since we are using second order statistics of physically
admissible manifolds, the result will have a more physical sense.

• Numerical consequence: Projections are performed in a smaller space so the
computational cost will be lower.

In that case, we are looking for a physically admissible (incomplete) data point
measurement that has the lowest uncertainty. However, this strategy can dramatically
fail for few data with non-negligible uncertainty. For example, a measurement Mj

may be close to the manifold P∗ but P∗ ∩Mj = ∅ so this measurement will not be
used for the system learning, even though it is very close to the real state.

An intermediate solution is using an activation function in the learning step, depending
on the distance to the manifold P∗, d = d(P ,Mj). That is, a function ϕ : R+ → [0; 1]
so that if z = 0, ϕ(z) = 1, and eventually if z → +∞, ϕ(z) → 0. Given Mj ⊂ Rn,
defining uj = u(Mj) = d(Mj,P∗), it is possible to define wj = ϕ(uj) in the learning
process. In other words, the nearer the considered data set to P∗, the higher the
weight should be in the minimisation of the optimal distance. Some possible activation
functions are the step function ϕ(u) = χ[0;a](u), where χA is the characteristic function

of the set A and a ≥ 0, radial basis functions (RBFs), ϕ(u) = exp
(
− u2

2ς2

)
with

ς > 0, homographic functions, ϕ(u) =
(

a
a+bu

)k
, with a, b, k > 0, or generalised

ramp functions ϕ(u) =
(

1 −
(
u
a

)k)
χ[0;a](u), with a, k > 0. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the

geometric idea under the presented filling method when combined with the physics
of the problem.
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Figure 4.3: Geometric idea of including physics to the learning step. Data comple-
tion of the incomplete measure M1 and its corresponding uncertainty. Blue manifolds
Mj, j = 1, · · · , 5. represent measurements (all incomplete except M5, which is a
point). These measurements may correspond to states far from the current state of
the system, that should belong to the orange physical manifold P∗ = M∗ ∩ P that
corresponds to the intersection of the points satisfying the governing equations of the
problem (equilibrium, thermodynamics, Maxwell’s equations etc.) and knowledge on
the system state, e.g. boundary conditions or measured control variables. Each of
the measurement manifolds is at a certain distance uj from the physical manifold.
In particular, in the figure case, u1 = 0 and u3 = 0 because M1 ∩ P∗ ̸= ∅ and
M3 ∩P∗ ̸= ∅. Note that this situation is frequent in a three-dimensional state-space,
but it is less and less probable when the dimension of the total space becomes
very high. From these distances, the weights are calculated by wj = ϕ(uj), so
that if u = 0, ϕ(u) = 1 and if u → ∞, ϕ(u) → 0. Thus, if x ∈ R3, the distance
D2(x) =

∑5
j=1wjd

2
j(x) =

∑5
j=1 ϕ(uj)d

2(x,Mj) is minimised (generalised mean) and
the solution point P (in red) is projected onto the measure manifolds (consistent
mean) obtaining the measure completion, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Likewise, depend-
ing on the ”spread” of the sets, an ellipsoid of three-dimensional uncertainty (in red),
is obtained, related to the generalised variance. This ellipsoid is projected in each
of the manifolds, obtaining ellipsoids related to the associated consistent variance
(in green). Note that if the red ellipsoid is very slender in the direction orthogonal
to the measure manifold that we are completing, this would have no impact on the
projected green ellipsoid. The point P1, is then the generalised consistent mean
associated with the incomplete measure M1, weighted by the neighbourhood to the
problem physics.
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4.3 Looking for the nearest measure to a given point:
solving the data-driven problem

4.3.1 Preliminary mathematical results

Let M ⊂ Rn be an embedded manifold of the Euclidean space of dimension n with
associated probability distribution ρ, that accounts for the probability distribution
of a given random vector X belonging to M. For instance, in the case of linear
manifolds, M can be described as M = m+ ⟨u1,u2, . . . ,ud⟩, where ⟨u1,u2, . . . ,ud⟩
is the linear span generated by u1, . . . ,ud. That is, R = {m;u1,u2, . . . ,ud} is a
reference frame of M and d = dim(M). ρ may be described using a density function
function ρ : Rd → R+ that associates to a vector x = m +

∑d
i=1 αiui the density

ρ(α1, . . . , αd). In general, let X ∈ M be a random vector and ρ : M → R+, be
the probability distribution describing the position of X. Let p ∈ Rn. We define
the square distance random variable D2 = d2(p,x), with p (deterministic) and X
(random) as:

D2 = ∥p−X∥2. (4.29)

It is possible to define (under some integrability conditions) the expected value
E[D2] = E [∥p−X∥2], or, using the probability density function, E[D2] =

∫
M ||p−

x||2ρ(x) dV (x). More important than the explicit computation of the expected
value of D2, in terms of a given parametrisation of the manifold, are the following
results for linear manifolds, proven in Appendix A, and relating the moments of
D2 to the moments of X. If µ is the expected value of the random vector X
(µ = E[X]), Σ its variance - covariance matrix (Σ = E[XX⊺] − E[X]E[X]⊺) and
Υ the πM(p)-centered fourth order moment tensor (the tensor Υ with components
Υijkl = E[(Xi − qi)(Xj − qj)(Xk − qk)(Xl − ql)] with q = πM(p)), then:

E[D2] = ||p− πM(p)||2 + ||πM(p) − µ||2 + Tr(Σ), (4.30)

Var(D2) = I : Υ : I −
(
Tr(Σ) + ∥πM(p) − µ∥2

)2
. (4.31)

Here, I is the second order identity tensor. Finally, under normality conditions,
D2 follows a noncentral χ2 distribution with m = dim(M) degrees of freedom and
non-centrality parameter λ = (πM(p) − µ)⊺(Σ)−1(πM(p) − µ).

4.3.2 The closest point in a stochastic sense

Let us go back now to the methodology and tools introduced in Section 4.2.2. Once
the constrained minimisation problem is solved for each incomplete measurement
Mi and all filled data points mi are derived following the filling data procedure, it is
possible to compute how far a state p ∈ Rn of the system is from a given data point
mi. Moreover, we can determine, for each p ∈ Rn, which is the closest measurement,
and from this define a tessellation of the state space in terms of the measurements.

One could consider the deterministic distance di = d(p,mi), but this distance would
not have into consideration the accuracy of the filling step and the effect of physical
weights on uncertainty. It is more natural to consider a stochastic distance. Indeed,
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considering again the random variable D2
i defined in Section 4.3.1 associated with

the manifold Mi, we may define, denoting s2Mi
by s2i and πMi

by πi:

d2i = E[D2
i ] = d2(p, πi(p)) + d2(πi(p),mi) + s2i . (4.32)

The manifold Mi verifying that d2i is minimal is the closest manifold, in the statistical
sense, to the point p. Besides, each term in d2i has its own interpretation:

• Ti,1 = d2(p, πi(p)) is the statistical error due to finite measurements of the sample.
It is related to the lack of knowledge on the system, since the information is
obtained by means of a given finite data-set. The more measurements are added,
the lower the error usually is.

• Ti,2 = d2(πi(p),mi) is inherent to the manifold and depends on the manifold
selection. It is unavoidable to some extent.

• Ti,3 = s2i is the term associated with the uncertainty and is characteristic of
the self-learning process: the worse the manifold learning, the higher this term.
Locating properly the completed point in a manifold, even though it actually
belongs to that manifold, is less accurate when this term increases.

Moreover, if measurement uncertainty is taken into consideration, it is possible to
state Ti,3 = s2i + s′2i , where s′2i is the quadratic uncertainty of the i-th measurement
and, therefore, orthogonal to the uncertainty associated with the filling procedure.
Nevertheless, this uncertainty is not considered in the applications presented in this
work.

The geometric idea behind these considerations is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Once the learning step is finished, the DD problem may be solved as usual either
using the deterministic distance (Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz, 2016b) or the stochastic one
(Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2018), as described in Chapter 3, provided the uncertainty of
the completion is considered, as explained above. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the geometric
idea.
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P

Figure 4.4: Stochastic distances to different measurements. Manifolds A, B, C, D
and E , associated with incomplete measurements, have been completed using the
procedure described above. Completed measurements are represented by the points
A, B, C, D and E as well as their associated uncertainty ellipsoids (including terms
Tj,2 and Tj,3). Measurement uncertainty is illustrated in yellow and is taken into
account in distance computations. Even if the completed measure associated with the
manifold C is the closest in a deterministic sense, the one associated to the manifold
A is the closest in a stochastic sense and the one associated with the manifold D the
farthest

.
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Figure 4.5: Geometric idea of the problem solving stage. We start from complete
measures given by points Pi, i = 1, . . . , 5, and associated quadratic uncertainties
(consistent generalised variances) s2i , i = 1, . . . , 5. Suppose that the previous process
has been repeated for all the measurement manifolds and that we have associated
complete expected points with their associated uncertainty. Now, the algorithm
looks for the complete point closest to the physical manifold, including both the
deterministic and the stochastic parts of the squared distance (as shown in Figure
4.4). Then, the point associated with the complete measurement closest to the
physical manifold (in this case it would be the measurement associated with the
manifold M1) is selected and its projection over the physical manifold M is the
solution to the problem. In this case, Q1 is the solution point.
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4.4 Applications
Next, we analyse three applications of the presented method. The first corresponds
to a standard regression problem. Several model-free missing data techniques will
be compared with the one proposed in this work. The second is a physically
based example illustrating how the method can be seen as a physically-based mean
generalisation, including constraints based on the problem discretisation. Finally,
the third one illustrates how the described methodology is particularly suitable for
real DD problems based on a physical frame, multiscale tissue biomechanics. For
this last problem, we only describe the aspects related to the filling data procedure;
the whole work may be found in Mora-Maćıas et al. (2020).

4.4.1 Standard data-science problem

Let us consider different concrete material specimens. Each of them is characterised
in terms of the mass fraction of their constituents: cement, slag, fly ash, water,
superplasticizer, coarse aggregate and fine aggregate (in kg/m3). For each sample,
the compression strength on the 28th day is tested. Assuming a linear relationship
between the compression strength, that is the response variable Y , and the water
content, that is the explanatory variable X, we set-up a linear regression model,
Y = aX + b. The goal is to obtain an estimate of the strength for X = 100. This
can be easily obtained using the standard least squares technique.

Once the full data analysis is performed, we define the following data loss process
from the complete data-set, depending on a threshold parameter 0 ≤ p ≤ 1

• For data having a water content lower than the 1− p/2 quantile and higher than
the p/2, the water content is removed. This represents a loss of the 100p% of
the data due to, for example, experimental difficulties for characterising high
and low water contents.

• For data having a cement content higher than the 1 − p quantile, the strength is
removed. This represents a loss of the 100p% of the data due to, for example,
loss of the data for a given batch of experimental trials.

Note that the described loss process is MNAR so that we are in a context where the
filling data method should be fine enough to not include bias and then, error in the
predicted value.

As the presented method is non-parametric, it is compared to other non-parametric
standard methods: Listwise Deletion, and four interpolation techniques (linear
interpolation, nearest point interpolation, piece-wise cubic spline interpolation and
shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation). The error of the method is defined
as:

ϵ =
|Y − Yc|

Yc

, (4.33)

where Y is the prediction of the incomplete data, following the filling data procedure
described before and performing linear regression as if it was the complete data-set,
and Yc is the target value.
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In this case, incomplete measurements are the canonical manifolds defined as follows.
If X is the matrix of data where each row represents a specimen and each column
a variable (cement, slag, fly ash, water, superplasticizer, coarse aggregate and fine
aggregate content). A missing data value is described by some specimen i where the
j field value is lost. We may then define a missing value matrix M , where Mij = 1
if the data at i− j slot is missed, and Mij = 0 otherwise. Suppose that we have N
specimens, N −K of which have the n = 7 values fully reported while the rest (K)
have incomplete data vectors. For each of the I = 1, . . . , K incomplete data, the
missing value matrix is completed such that i = I and, for each row, some j values
are removed, so Mij = 1. Let us suppose that we have, for the first incomplete vector
I = 1, i = 24 and j = 1, 4, 6. This incomplete data point is then associated with the
manifold that may be described using a parametric equation:

M1 = {(λ,X24,2, X24,3, µ,X24,5, ν,X24,7)|(λ, µ, ν) ∈ R3}. (4.34)

Note that our method could define missing values in a much more sophisticated
framework (oblique linear manifolds or even nonlinear manifolds, where we know a
relationship between some variables but not the variable itself) using the general
expression:

MI = {(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7)|ΦI(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) = 0}. (4.35)

Since we are interested in the estimate of Y for X = 100 kg/m3, we introduce here
the physical or target manifold:

M = {(µ1, µ2, µ3, 100, µ4, µ5, µ6)|(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, µ5, µ6) ∈ R6}
= {(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) ∈ R7|x4 = 100}. (4.36)

The presented methodology is then used with the manifolds MI , I = 1, · · · , K and

M defined by the Eqs. (4.34) and (4.36). The RBF function ϕ(u) = exp
(
− u2

2ς2

)
,

with ς = 20 kg/m3, is selected as weighting function.

The number of incomplete data, K, is dependent on the parameter p. For the present
example, we deal with N = 103 specimens and our method is compared to the other
ones for different values of p. The results are shown in Fig. 4.6 in terms of the
fraction of missing data with respect to the complete data-set F = K

N
.

It is clear from Figure 4.6 that the presented methodology yields better results than
the rest of standard filling methods. This is due to the fact that the bias induced by
the missing process is here corrected since the filling procedure takes into account
how far the data points used are from the target manifold. This local counterpart
of the presented methodology makes the method more robust with respect to the
missing data fraction in comparison with other interpolation methods. Note that
the error of the presented method (UL) does not increase with the amount of lost
data. This is due to the fact that the performance of the method depends on how far
the missed data points are, and not on their number, i.e. data quality and not data
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of different filling data procedures for a standard regression
problem. Error of the different model-free filling data procedures for the estimation
of Y for X = 100 and different missing data fractions F (LD: Listwise deletion, L:
Linear interpolation, N: Nearest neighbour interpolation, S: Piecewise cubic spline
interpolation, SPS: Shape preserving cubic spline interpolation, UL: Unsupervised
learning).

quantity. On the other hand, standard interpolation techniques are more dependent
on the distance of the missing data from the true solution than on the volume of
missing data itself.

Moreover, low order interpolation techniques (nearest or linear interpolation) are
sometimes unable to reproduce the underlying data structure, whereas the perfor-
mance of high order interpolation techniques (cubic splines) is strongly dependent on
data sampling (Kahaner et al., 1989). Shape preserving interpolation, for example,
was conceived as a compromise solution to these problems, but is strongly dependent
on the missing data process as has been demonstrated (Fritsch and Carlson, 1980).
Listwise deletion is the most robust method with respect to missing data fraction, but
has statistical power and bias problems for MNAR data as reported in the literature
(Briggs et al., 2003; Nakai and Ke, 2011). The proposed method shows a more robust
behaviour with respect to the missing data fraction.

4.4.2 Model-based data-driven problem

The performance of the method is now illustrated in a classical problem of strength
of materials. Let us consider a two-end clamped beam of length L under bending by
a linearly distributed load q = q(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L. In the Euler-Bernoulli framework,
and supposing the beam composed of a linearly elastic material with Young modulus
E = E(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, and a section with moment of inertia I = I(x), the vertical
beam displacement u = u(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, may be computed solving the linear
differential equation:

d2

dx2

(
EI

d2u

dx2

)
= q, (4.37)
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with boundary conditions:

u(0) =
du

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0, (4.38a)

u(L) =
du

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=L

= 0. (4.38b)

Eq. (4.37), with the boundary conditions (4.38a), may be solved numerically using any
standard numerical procedure (e.g. finite element method (FEM) or finite difference
method (FDM)). Once the problem is discretised using a mesh of characteristic size
h and the boundary conditions are applied, the nodal displacements uh are obtained
solving the linear system12:

Khuh = fh. (4.39)

In order to test our method, we may proceed by considering Eq. (4.39) as a physical
constraint to a data-set of measurements E = {uh′

i }i=1,··· ,N equally spaced h′. Note
that this approach makes sense when h′ << h (this may be the case when Eq. (4.39)
is computationally expensive to solve with very fine meshes while measurements
are easy to obtain). In this case, we deal with complete measurements, but they
are subjected to error (bias and noise, for example, due to experimental reasons).
The presented method is able to detect how far a given measurement is from the
physics of the problem in terms of the distance to the manifold defined by Eq. (4.39).
The different measurements will be weighted differently depending on their distance
to the manifold. Recall that a standard procedure of averaging all measurements
may induce an error if there is a systematic bias in the measurements, which is a
well-known problem of mean imputation (Schafer, 1997). The weighting strategy
considered associates the bias in the estimation with data quality in a physical sense.

In order to illustrate the application of the methodology, let us solve the defined
problem for q(x) = 10 kN/m, L = 10 m, E(x)I(x) = 1 · 106 kN · m2. In that case,

the analytical solution is given by u(x) = − qL4

24EI

(
x
L
− x2

L2

)2
.

The measurements are randomly generated from the analytical solution sampled
in a mesh of size h′ = 1

m−1 , uk ∼ N (u(x = k L
h′ ) + b, σ), where b = αū is a bias,

α ∼ N (0.03, 0.03), σ = βū, β = 0.002, and ū = 1
30

qL4

EI
is the mean value of the

analytical solution. For this example, m = 100 points are considered along the beam
length and N = 6 samples are evaluated. The six families of points are shown in
Fig. 4.7. Also, and in the same figure, the results computed for different spacings h,
used to establish the physical constraint, are shown. In particular, the mean of the
samples is represented by the bold red colour line and the true analytical solution is

represented by the continuous bold grey line. The RBF function ϕ(u) = exp
(
− u2

2ς2

)
,

with ς = 5 · 10−4 m, was selected as the weighting function.

As pointed out above, the method here described partially corrects the bias of the
measurements. This correction is done automatically by computing the distance of

12It is important to note that this equation is characteristic of a broad family of linear discretised
problems in Physics and Engineering, not only the Euler-Bernoulli bending beam
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Figure 4.7: Solutions obtained for different mesh sizes in the constrain. Comparison
of the solutions obtained using the presented method for different mesh sizes h to
define the physical constraints given by Eq. (4.39).

each measure sample to the physical manifold defined by the discretised equilibrium
equation and boundary conditions, and transforming this distance using the RBF
function. A finer mesh in the discretised physical problem (lower h) takes into
account more points to compute the distance from the measure to the physics of the
problem. It is clear, however, that the accuracy of the estimation in cases as this
one with a systematic positive bias will never be better than the best measurement.

In order to have a deeper understanding of the method, it is worth to make a
physical interpretation of this example. For a fixed h, Eq. (4.39) is a constraint
relating n = 1/h + 1 variables of the m-dimensional space. The manifold Ph ≃ Rn,
of dimension n ≪ m, defined by these n coordinates is the manifold where the
relevant physics of the problem is evaluated. It is easy to figure up what the method
does by considering only the projections of the points in Rm on Ph. In Ph, the
physical manifold (that is, the constraint) is given by a single point p: the numerical
solution obtained solving Eq. (4.39). Therefore, the distances of the different samples
to the physical manifold may be interpreted as Euclidean distances in Ph ≃ Rn

between sample projections on Ph (i.e. the consideration of the n coordinates related
to the mesh with h spacing) and point P , di = ∥πPh(ui) − uh∥. We could have
defined the distance in a more general framework, such as Hilbert spaces, using the
FEM approximation, but a simpler and more interpretable norm was selected for
illustration purposes. The weighted mean is then computed by using the solution uh

as the reference point in the weights computations, wi = ϕ(di). The physics of the
problem is inferred outside the manifold Ph, that is, in (Ph)⊥. In Fig. 4.8, all the
described geometric elements are shown for h = 1/10: projections over manifold Ph

of m-dimensional samples, numerical solution uh, and associated generalised mean
and variance. The analytical solution is also plotted even though it does not appear
in the computation.
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Figure 4.8: Elements of the problem projected on the physical manifold. Projections
over the manifold Ph of all geometric elements used in computations for h = 1/10.
The dotted magenta line represents the generalised mean (in this case it is equivalent
to the weighted mean with complete measurements). The error bands correspond to
the projections over the different coordinates lines (manifolds of dimension 1) of the
generalised variance ellipsoid (in orange in Fig. 4.1 or Fig. 4.3). Green ellipsoids
represented in these figures collapse in the data sample points because samples are
complete so the measurement manifolds are points.
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4.4.3 Multiscale model-free data-driven problem
4.4.3.1 Contextualization: multiscale analysis in the context of data-driven ap-

proach

Aims and scope

Multiscale theory aims to address a problem at different spatial and temporal
observation scales: the response of an upper (coarse) scale is seen as the consequence
of the evolution of a lower (fine) scale. The reasons for selecting multiscale analysis
as a suitable approach are to establish less phenomenological models based on more
fundamental principles at different spatio-temporal resolutions and to have access to
the distribution of the variables along both the fine and coarse scales. A paradigmatic
case where the multiscale approach has been fruitful is the mechanical analysis of
heterogeneous materials (Matouš et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2011), containing an
underlying microstructure, such as natural (biological) or artificial (technological)
materials. For instance, many multiscale techniques have been implemented to
account for plasticity and the subsequent microstructure evolution (Kouznetsova
et al., 2002; Miehe and Bayreuther, 2007), poroelasticity and microstructural fluid
circulation (Terada and Kikuchi, 2001) or micromechanical analysis of composite
adhesives (Kulkarni et al., 2010; Reina-Romo and Sanz-Herrera, 2011). Bone tissue
mechanics is another framework where the multiscale approach has also been applied:
loads are transferred at the macroscopic organ scale whereas the driving stimuli of
the internal biological evolution processes are local and microstructural (Carter et al.,
1988; Claes and Heigele, 1999; Cowin, 2002). Therefore, multiscale models have been
used in bone tissue engineering (Sanz-Herrera et al., 2008) and their application
in scaffold design (Nguyen et al., 2018; Sanz-Herrera et al., 2009). The reader is
addressed to Montero-Chacón et al. (2019) for a review of multiscale techniques
applied to continuum models.

Multiscale analysis based on finite elements (FE) is usually called FE2 (Feyel, 1999;
Yuan and Fish, 2008), due to the fact that two meshes are needed for the FE
procedure. Indeed, the corresponding simulations have to be performed both at the
macro and microlevels, this latter defined at each Gauss point of the macro FE mesh.
Even though some remedies have been proposed in the literature to alleviate the
CPU time demand (El Halabi et al., 2016), this kind of analysis is usually intractable
and with limited applicability to the practical use. Here we exploit the experimental
data acquisition of the mechanical characterisation of a bone specimen, available
both at the tissue (macro) and microstructural (micro) levels, to propose a multiscale
approach in the context of DD. It is clear that the feasibility of this DD technique
relies on the availability of test data at both scales. However, once a proper macro
and microtissue characterisation is performed, the solution at the microstructure
is obtained as a postprocessing in the DD methodology, avoiding prohibitive CPU
times. Therefore, if the experimental procedures enable the access to both mechanical
field distributions at macro and microstructural levels, the savings proposed by this
methodology are evident.

Experimental techniques for Data-Driven methods

The DD technique is inherently linked to the experimental characterisation of the
material in hands, such as the bone tissue in this study, prior to DD simulations.
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An example of bone tissue is cortical bone, which is found in the diaphysis of
long bones as an outer layer of the trabecular bone. At the macroscopic level, it
looks like a compact and continuous solid. The mechanical response and properties
measured at the macroscopic level of the cortical bone are however influenced by its
microarchitecture. This relation between micro and macroscale has been studied for
decades. For example, Evans and Vincentelli (1969) related the mechanical properties
with the collagen fiber orientation. More recently, Tai et al. (2007) showed that the
nanoscale heterogeneity of the mechanical properties of the bone promotes energy
dissipation. A multiscale DD approach could take advantage from the data provided
by experimental techniques, which allows characterising the cortical bone tissue at
the microscopic level.

Among the techniques used to characterise the cortical bone tissue at that micro-
scopic level, histologies, and microscopy techniques allow characterising biological
aspects of the bone microarchitecture (Evans and Vincentelli, 1969). More recent
techniques, such as microcomputer tomography, provided bone microarchitecture,
and other parameters that may be related to mechanical properties, such as the
mineral density (Brouwers et al., 2009; Scharmga et al., 2016). Nanoindentation
can also provide mechanical properties of a bone surface, which, in combination
with microscopic techniques or microcomputer tomography, may define the bone
heterogeneity and the spatial variations of its mechanical properties (Mora-Maćıas
et al., 2017; Tai et al., 2007). However, none of these methods is able to measure
the micromechanical response (stress and/or strain at the microscopic level) of bone
tissue during mechanical experiments.

Another technique, called digital image correlation (DIC), has shown advantages
over the aforementioned methods to measure the microscopic strain field, of the
order of tens of microns, in real time, in bone samples under different loading
conditions. Consequently, the macroscopic strain field, of the order of millimetres,
can be obtained by averaging along the domain of the region of interest, or the
microstructural representative volume element (RVE). This technique consists in
comparing the positions in a speckle pattern of reference, usually spray-painted at
the loaded sample surface, where the images are taken. Carriero et al. (2014) and
Sztefek et al. (2010) used DIC to compute the strain field in a region of the surface
of a mouse tibia, with a resolution of 125 µm distance between the field strain points.
Thompson et al. (2007) also used DIC for determining the local mechanical conditions
within the early bone callus providing strain fields of the same order of magnitude.
Currently, micro-strain fields provided by DIC measurements have been integrated
into experimental studies which combine different length scale measurements (in
situ loading, DIC, and synchrotron X-ray) in order to understand the deformation
mechanisms within the bone tissue (Gustafsson et al., 2018). In conclusion, DIC is a
contrasted and validated technique to measure microscopic strain fields above the
micron scale, and the associated strain stress macroscopic field in bone tissue.

4.4.3.2 Data completion technique

We have proposed new data completion techniques in the context of DD problems.
From the above, it is clear that data completion tools are useful in at least two
contexts:
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1. First, they allow using computational DD algorithms that need to perform
searches in complete spaces. This includes to augment data resolution, to expand
data coverage and to fill missing data or gaps in the sample.

2. Second, they can be used in an appropriate way as field reconstructors. Indeed,
a synthetic field may be computed from an existing data-set, but taking into
account reliability and physical admissibility of data.

Here, the proposed data-completion technique is used in both ways.

Data augmentation

On the one hand, at the macroscale level, pairs of strain-stress couples ε = (εxx, εyy)
and σ = (σxx, σyy) are sampled from an experimental setup. This gives us an
unstructured data-set D = {(εi,σi)}i=1,...,N , where N is the sample size. However,
this amount of data N may not be large enough for some purposes. For instance, if
there is no control in one of the sampled variables, such as in longitudinal strains
and stresses in our experimental setup, data coverage may be poor. Besides, for
computational purposes, the resolution of data is often not high enough, needing
some tools to work, sometimes at the continuum level. The methodology presented
in this chapter is therefore used in order to obtain, from an unstructured data-set D,
a new structured data-set satisfying ui = umin + i

n
(umax − umin), i = 1, . . . , n, n = 50,

where umin and umax are the minimal and maximal values reached by a variable u
with u = εxx, εyy, σxx, σyy. The filling procedure is performed adapting the strategy
proposed in this chapter: for each stress state σ∗, a new strain state ε∗ is computed
by solving the minimisation problem:

ε∗ = argmin
ε

N∑
i=1

φ
(
∥σi − σ∗∥

)
∥εi − ε∥2. (4.40)

This problem is easily obtained by solving a linear system, as explained in Section
4.2.2. For the data presented in this work, a RBF is selected as activation function,
with ζ = 80 N as spread parameter.

Microscopic state reconstruction

On the other hand, the data-completion technique is used for the computation of
the microscale strain field, given the macroscale strains and stresses. In this case,
the aim is to obtain a microscale field, built from the data-set of possible microscale
fields, but compatible with the macroscale pairs of strains and stresses. The approach
here is similar, except for the fact that we must impose the constraint relating
the macroscopic strain εM and the microscale strain field ε(x) (x ∈ V, the RVE
associated with the macroscopic point) which is none other than:

εM =
1

V

∫
V
ε(x) dV. (4.41)

As only the microscopic strains fields are given in the data-set, these are the only
data that may be used in the minimisation procedure for obtaining a microscale
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field. Therefore, the problem is here reduced to computing ε∗(x) by solving the
minimisation problem:

ε∗(x) = argmin
ε(x)

N∑
i=1

φ

(
∥ 1

V

∫
V
εi(x) dV − εM∥

)
∥ε(x) − εi(x)∥2

subject to
1

V

∫
V
ε(x) dV = εM.

(4.42)

Note that 1
V

∫
V ε

i(x) dV is the macroscale strain associated with the microscale field
εi(x), εM is the macroscopic strain whose microscale strain field is intended to be
obtained, and D = {εi(x)}i=1,...,N. is the learning data-set. As the constraint is linear,
this problem is easily solved following the two-step strategy described in Section
4.2.2, where first a linear system is solved and then the solution is projected onto
a linear manifold, obtaining the final result. Of course, the accuracy of the result
depends on the coverage of the data-set D.

Application to multiscale simulations

We have seen that the previous data-completion technique may be used for the
computation of the microscale strain field, given the macroscopic strain state. This
enables the possibility of plugging the computation of the microscale in any DD
simulation, as the ones presented in Chapter 3, provided that we have a micro-
macro data-set relating the strain fields of both scales. The procedure is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Multiscale DD simulation scheme. The pair of macroscopic strain-
stress variables at each Gauss point are used as input for the reconstruction of the
microscopic strain field, using the completion procedure described in the previous
sections.

Note that, using this strategy, the computation of the microscopic fields is carried
out as a post-process. Therefore, the computational cost of our study is that of the
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DD techniques. Next, we discuss the computational cost of a DD technique versus a
multiscale one in a generic framework.

The DD algorithm turns into an iterative solver solution as exposed by Kirchdoerfer
and Ortiz (2016b). The cost of each iteration is the one of a FEM solver for a single
load state. Hence, the DD computational cost is of the order ω(ND) ×O(N) ×Niter,
where O(N) is the computational cost of a FEM iteration and N is the size of the
FEM macroscopic mesh. ω(ND)×O(N) is the computational cost of a FEM iteration
corrected by the searching algorithm of the data-set at each iteration, that depends
on the data coverage, and on the data-set size ND. It has been estimated to be of
order 2 for a computer with core processor i7 @3.4 GHz and RAM 32 GB, using
the Matlab searching algorithm knnsearch. Finally Niter is the number of iterations,
which is of the order of 100–1000 in a DD approach (Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz, 2017).

On the other hand, the cost of a FE2 (generic nonlinear) multiscale approach is,
according to Feyel (1999), of the order NLiter × nLiter × NG × O(n) where NG is
the number of Gauss points of the macroscopic mesh, NLiter and nLiter are the
macroscopic and microscopic nonlinear iterations (for instance, using the Newton-
Raphson algorithm) and O(n) is the computational cost of a FEM iteration, being n
the size of the FEM microscopic mesh.

Therefore, the computational cost of the proposed DD multiscale method is competi-
tive versus multiscale numeric schemes if:

ω(ND)O(N)Niter ≫ NLiter · nLiter ·NG · O(n). (4.43)

Usually we have NG ∼ N , NLiter ∼ 10, nLiter ∼ 10, Niter ∼ 2000 in a conservative
scenario. Then, Eq. (4.43) yields:

NO(n) ≫ 20 · O(N). (4.44)

Moreover, assuming that the macro and micro meshes are comparable in a conservative
case, that is n ∼ N (in fact, the microstructure mesh is usually more detailed in a
multiscale approach), Eq. (4.44) yields:

N ≫ 20. (4.45)

This last condition is usually satisfied, which justifies the proposed multiscale DD
approach.

4.4.3.3 Results

Data augmentation

First, we shall explore the results of the data-completion technique for data aug-
mentation purposes. The initial data were sampled pairs (σ, ε), as shown in Figs.
4.10a (longitudinal strain) and 4.11a (transversal strain). These data are expanded
by means of the described filling procedure. The macroscopic upsampled data are
presented in Figs. 4.10b (longitudinal strain) and 4.11b (transversal strain) using a
sampling size of n = 100 × 100. The upsampled macroscopic data-set is presented
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(a) Original longitudinal strain, εxx = f(σxx, σyy)

(b) Upsampled longitudinal strain, ε∗xx = f(σxx, σyy)

Figure 4.10: Original and upsampled longitudinal strain field. The filled data will
be more reliable in the regions close to original data. Outside, the method makes an
extrapolation but using some of the data learned structure.
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(a) Original transversal strain, εyy = f(σxx, σyy)

(b) Upsampled transversal strain, ε∗yy = f(σxx, σyy)

Figure 4.11: Original and upsampled transversal strain field. The filled data will
be more reliable in the regions close to original data. Outside of them, the method
performs an extrapolation but using some of the data learned structure as it might
be observed for example at the region (σxx, σyy ∈ [−1500 N; 0 N]× [0 N; 500 N], where
the reconstructed data generates a valley.
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over the measured macroscopic data-set showing good agreement between measured
and synthetic (upsampled) data.

In order to compare the reconstructed data with the original ones, something that is
only possible for points close to the sampled data, Fig. 4.12 compares both datasets,
the original and the upsampled one. The reconstruction is coherent in the sense
that the estimated value is similar to the actual sampled one for points close to the
sampled data.

Microscopic state reconstruction

The associated microscopic data-set is also upsampled together with their correspond-
ing upsampled macroscopic data-set. In this case, Fig. 4.13 shows the estimated
longitudinal and transversal microscopic strain fields along the RVE that are associ-
ated with a certain prescribed macroscopic strain state (εMxx = −2.000 × 10−3 and
εMyy = −2.000×10−3). For comparison purposes, the figures show the closest measured
microscopic strain fields from the data, associated with the specified macroscopic
strain state.

Moreover, in order to test the performance of the data-set, the following validation
test was established: we removed random points of the data-set and used the data
completion algorithm to reconstruct the microscopic strain fields for those points.
The comparison of these points versus the real ones measured by means of DIC
is given in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 for 2 removed points (although conclusions
are extended for the remaining 2 points). Qualitatively, a good agreement can be
observed in these figures for the microscopic fields. Of course, the mean (macroscopic)
value of the strains is exactly the same for both real and estimated, since the query
strain field in the algorithm is constrained to fulfil the mean input value according
to Eq. (4.41). Since the micromechanical fields in the RVE have to be interpreted
statistically and in average terms (Suquet, 1985), we consider that the approach
given by the data completion algorithm is accurate enough.

Application to multiscale simulations

A multiscale DD simulation is then performed using the experimental data-set
corresponding to cortical bone test samples obtained by Mora-Maćıas et al. (2020).
The procedure is analogous to the one explained in Chapter 3 for the concrete example,
except for the fact that we use another (macroscopic) data-set D = {(εM.i, εM.i), i =
1, . . . , N}, where N = 100 × 100 is the augmented data-set. Note that without
this data-augmentation, the DD would have failed, as the data scarcity would have
obstructed an appropriate local search in Algorithm 1. The geometry corresponding
to the example consists of a biaxially loaded plate with an elliptical inclusion oriented
along a 45◦ axis (see Fig. 4.16). The selected example of application fulfils the length-
scale separation hypothesis for multiscale analysis, since the order of magnitude of
the heterogeneity considered in the microscale is quite below the order of magnitude
of the characteristic scale of centimetres of bone tissue. The problem is then a 2D
plane stress situation since it is conditioned to the availability of data, which in our
case is restricted to 2D biaxial tests. The plate is subjected both to longitudinal and
transversal compression stresses LF = 5.2 MPa and TF = 2.6 MPa, respectively, and
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(a) Longitudinal strain, εxx.

(b) Transversal strain, εyy.

Figure 4.12: Original and upsampled strain fields. The reconstructed data shows a
good agreement with the original one, specially close to the sampled data.
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(a)Microscopic longitudinal strain, εxx.

(b)Microscopic transversal strain, εyy.

Figure 4.13: Reconstructed microscopic strain fields for a given macroscopic data.
The reconstructed microscopic strain fields are compared with the three closest
microscopic strain fields from the dataset, (1), (2) and (3), which gives an idea of
the information used for the reconstruction.
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Figure 4.14: Reconstructed microscopic longitudinal strain field associated with
the macroscopic one. The microscopic field reconstructed from the macroscopic
state (εxx = −1.693 × 10−4, εyy = −1.625 × 10−5) is compared with the real and
removed one from the original data-set.

Figure 4.15: Reconstructed microscopic transversal strain field associated with the
macroscopic one. The microscopic field reconstructed from the macroscopic state
(εMxx = −4.447 × 10−4, εMyy = −3.712 × 10−5) is compared with the real and removed
one from the original data-set.
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Figure 4.16: Geometry of the DD multiscale simulation. The geometry, applied
forces and boundary conditions are illustrated, where L is associated to the x axis
and T to the y axis.

to prescribed normal displacements as described in Fig. 4.16. The FE mesh was
composed of 1240 triangular linear elements.

The macroscopic longitudinal and transversal components of the displacement field
are shown in Fig.4.17. Moreover, the macroscopic longitudinal and transversal
components of the strain and stress tensors are shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19,
respectively.

Figure 4.17: Macroscopic displacement field (in m). At the left panel the macro-
scopic longitudinal displacement and at the right panel the macroscopic transversal
displacement are illustrated.

Multiscale results are presented along the microstructure, i.e. RVE, at three selected
points in the macroscale. The distribution of the microscopic strain field in the RVE
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Figure 4.18: Macroscopic strain field. At the left panel the macroscopic longitudinal
strain and at the right panel the macroscopic transversal strain are illustrated.

Figure 4.19: Macroscopic stress field (in MPa). At the left panel is illustrated the
macroscopic longitudinal stress and at the right panel the macroscopic transversal
stress.
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represents the fluctuation of the strain field as a consequence of the heterogeneity
of the domain at this scale. Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22 show three points in
the macroscale with the associated macroscopic strain fields and their underlying
microstructural distribution of the corresponding strain fields in the RVE.

Figure 4.20: Multiscale results (1). Top: Macroscopic strain field [–] of the example
of application5. Bottom: Microscopic strain field in the RVE for the highlighted
point at the macroscale. Left: longitudinal strain component. Right: transversal
strain component.
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Figure 4.21: Multiscale results (2). Top: Macroscopic strain field [–] of the example
of application. Bottom: Microscopic strain field in the RVE for the highlighted point
at the macroscale. Left: longitudinal strain component. Right: transversal strain
component.
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Figure 4.22: Multiscale results (3). Top: Macroscopic strain field [–] of the example
of application. Bottom: Microscopic strain field in the RVE for the highlighted point
at the macroscale. Left: longitudinal strain component. Right: transversal strain
component.
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4.5 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, a new completion data method has been presented, adapted to the
DDSBES framework. The method can be seen as a generalisation of the classical
mean imputation. Indeed, the presented method works when each of the data points
is constrained to an oblique or even nonlinear manifold, whereas the mean imputation
considers the points in the canonical coordinate manifolds. The presented method
is based on the definition of a generalised weighted mean as the solution of the
constrained minimisation problem:

min
x∈M

N∑
j=1

w(Mj)d
2(x,Mj). (4.46)

Here, M is the manifold of points fulfilling a certain underlying structure, and Mj,
j = 1, . . . , N represent the incomplete data-sets. When M = Rn and Mj = {pj},
that is, points, we recover the usual definition of the mean. With this generalisation,
the mean can be defined in non-Euclidean frameworks and the imputation of the
missing values can be consistent with complex geometrical structures.

However, the presented method is more than a simple imputation method. The
abstract framework in which it is formulated facilitates its use in combination with a
DD approach for the resolution of simulation-based problems when the data used
to feed the DD algorithm are incomplete. The physical interpretation of the data,
in terms of state variables belonging to a given local structure (physical manifold),
is compatible with the generalised defined imputation. Moreover, if some global
physical conditions must be fulfilled, that is, state variables are embedded in a
more manageable space and/or the data involve uncertainty, a weighting strategy is
proposed in order to take all these considerations into account.

It has been shown that the presented imputation method, though it is used in the
usual framework (with the canonical coordinate manifolds), improves the classical
imputation approaches when the desired prediction can be stated in a framework
including some extra constraints. The first example, of a pure Data Science nature,
illustrates how the weighting strategy can be used to quantify the admissibility of a
point in the imputation method. The second example illustrates how the presented
methodology incorporates the physics of the problem to computations. It is pointed
out that the method may be used for any physical problem where some fundamental
physical constraints are invoked in combination with experimental measurements.
Here, the method provides an alternative to highly demanding computational solutions
based on numerical procedures, when experimental measurements can be easily
obtained. The presented algorithm takes into account the physical quality of the
data and, therefore, is more robust in problems with experimental bias. The last
example, much richer, illustrates the full power of the presented method. Here, all
features of the methodology are taken into account for the solution of a model-free
approach to a multiscale problem in bone tissue biomechanics. First, a DD approach
has been possible thanks to the data augmentation procedure developed, based on
the algorithms described in this chapter. Besides, multiscale results give access to
the microscopic strain distribution in the RVE. Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22
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show that the peak fluctuation of the strain fields in the finer (microscopic) scale is
an order of magnitude higher than the averaged (homogenised) strain fields. Since
many of the physiological processes in the bone tissue are microstructural and local,
including microcracking, bone fracture, and bone microarchitectural disorders (as
menopause disease); information of this mechanical variable at the microscopic level
is very important when analysing the referred phenomena with mathematical models.
Moreover, it has been proposed that microstrains are the driving force in many
remodelling theories (Claes and Heigele, 1999; Cowin, 2002; Isaksson et al., 2007).
Therefore, this multiscale approach may be useful to quantify mechanical variables
at this level. Indeed, the presented multiscale DD approach may be seen as a remedy
to intractable large size multiscale FE methods, since the solution at the microscale
is obtained as a post-process step, enabling important savings in the computational
resources, when Eq. (4.45) is fulfilled.

The filling data methodology presented is conceptually simple, because it is based on
the minimisation problem (4.46). However, this constrained minimisation problem is
in general nonlinear and not always smooth. Here, a computational expression for the
solution of (4.46) is derived in the linear case and an iterative algorithm is presented
for nonlinear problems, based on tangent linearisation, the application of the linear
solution and a standard strategy for returning to the manifold. No mathematical
results are presented in this work about the convergence of the presented algorithm,
which is crucial, and depends on the geometry of the problem, particularly the
convexity of the data manifolds. Fortunately, the existence of extensive software
for solving constrained optimisation problems can save this inconvenience in many
problems, but the selected solution method would be, also, context dependent.

To conclude, the presented imputation method is a starting point for a new domain
in Engineering, which responds to the need of DDSBES, that is, the adaptation of
the classical statistical tools to engineering problems where some physics defines
the geometric structure of the problem and has to be fulfilled. This domain, which
could be named as data-driven simulation based statistics (DDSBS) is no more than
the meeting point between Mathematical Physics, whose mathematical language is
differential geometry, and Statistics, whose mathematical language is measure theory.
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5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, a new scientific paradigm is rising, based on our increasing
ability to collect, store, analyse, and extract information from high volumes of
data. This is due to the huge amount and variety of data available, the power of
non-structured data preprocessing techniques, the increasing computing power with
dedicated capacities (LeCun, 2019) and a new generation of software tools that
simplify and optimise the construction of machine learning (ML) models and their
training process, such as TensorFlow and Keras (Géron, 2019; Gulli and Pal, 2017),
Theano (Bastien et al., 2012; Bergstra et al., 2011) or Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019).
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In previous chapters, we have seen that scientific knowledge has been progressively
incorporated into many different ML approaches. This philosophy tries to overcome
the paucity of data in many scientific problems, involving a large number of parameters
and variables, which usually causes poor predictive capability of purely data-based
approaches in problems far from the training set (Xue, 2019). Additionally, a
physically-based model is not only useful for making predictions, but it is also
expected to help gain knowledge by the interpretation of its structure, parameters,
and mathematical properties. In fact, physical interpretability is, in many cases, at
least as important as predictive performance. Accordingly, scientists are struggling to
“whiten” the “black-box” inherent to current ML predictive algorithms (Shwartz-Ziv
and Tishby, 2017; Xu et al., 2019).

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we have seen that one possible solution to this downside
is the combination of raw or processed data obtained from experimental tests with
the scientific consistency and interpretability of sound physically-based models, a
field coined as data-driven simulation-based engineering and sciences (DDSBES)
(Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2018; Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz, 2016b, 2017; Leygue et al., 2018;
Stainier et al., 2019). However, one of the most important drawbacks in current data-
driven (DD) approaches is the need for explicitly defining the cloud of experimental
values that identifies the internal state model (e.g. material constitutive equations in
solid mechanics) with a sufficient number of points in the whole range of interest
(Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2018). This forces us to perform extensive experimental
campaigns that are costly in time and money and whose results rely on strong
assumptions on the experimental model itself (e.g. uniform distribution of stresses in
uniaxial tests), that cannot be overcome due to the non-observable (non-measurable)
character of some of the state variables (e.g. stresses) (Sanz-Herrera et al., 2021).

An opposite perspective is to integrate physical knowledge into Data Science models,
that is, to constrain the prediction domain of the standard data model by physical
constraints. This approach has been coined as physically-informed data science
(PIDS). Of course, this approach may be extended to any known relation between the
input-output variables. One simple example of this addition of physical knowledge
was presented in Chapter 4, to fill incomplete data-sets coming from experimental
campaigns in a reliable way. Another more powerful approach is using physical
knowledge to inform and improve the data prediction capability of artificial neural
networks (ANNs) (Karpatne et al., 2017c; Lu et al., 2021b, 2019; Mao et al., 2020;
Raissi, 2018; Raissi et al., 2019, 2020; Yazdani et al., 2020). However, in these works,
the physical information was introduced directly as relations between the input and
output layers. Only in Lu et al. (2019); Raissi et al. (2019) a first attempt was
made to provide the network with some explanatory capacity by adding some of
the parameters associated with the internal state model as free parameters adjusted
during the training step.

Our aim is to extend such explanatory capability by establishing a general approach
in which we distinguish between the universal physical laws and the internal state
equations. The former are treated as constraints imposed by the particular Physics
between neuron values in the ANN, with an appropriate topology, while the latter are
derived as a direct ANN outcome. This will permit us to identify some of the internal
neurons with internal (in general, non-observable) state variables. The objective of
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this work is, therefore, to introduce this new methodology of physically-guided neural
networks with internal variables (PGNNIV) to predict the input-output relation
in a physical system from a sufficient set of data, as well as to infer knowledge
on the system internal structure, but always considering the constraints imposed
by the Physics. The corresponding ANN is trained only with observable data (e.g.
displacements or velocities, forces, etc.), extracting the internal non-observable values
(e.g. stresses) from the ANN structure. In this way, we relax as much as possible the
internal state model13, thus “letting the data speak for themselves” (Gould, 1981).
Thinking this way, this latter explanatory approach would be seen as a particular
DD algorithm, in which the state model is derived from the available data, while the
universal laws are applied as constraints in the ANN, instead of solving the equivalent
mathematical equations by means of appropriate numerical solvers.

Moving to continuum Physics (deformable solids and fluid mechanics, electromag-
netism, energy and mass transport problems, etc.) the universal physical principles
are written in terms of partial differential equations (PDEs), which are currently
computationally solved by means of numerical methods (Larsson and Thomee, 2009;
Ruas, 2016). These use a previous discretisation step in space, leading to an alge-
braic, in general non-linear, system, that is then solved by means of standard matrix
manipulation. Also, for time-dependent (evolution) problems, another discretisation
step in time is required to transform the time-continuum problem into a discrete
one. This includes the selection of a suitable time integrator (i.e. Euler, Multi-step,
Runge-Kutta, among many others) (Larsson and Thomee, 2009). Alternatively,
automatic differentiation may be used (Griewank et al., 1989), as is done by Raissi
et al. (2019) in their physics-informed neural networks (PINNs). In the PGNNIV
approach, solving this problem is straightforward by working with the discretised
version of the problem, assigning an internal neuron to each nodal variable.

Several reasons support the interest in using PGNNIV in continuum Physics. On
the one hand, the multiple problems of interest in this area, in many disciplines.
Secondly, the increasing use of images and videos as the main method for data
provision, which is equivalent to having a continuous distribution of data in space,
previously discretised (pixels in 2D images and voxels in 3D ones), and also in time
(time frames in a video). In third place, the tremendous effort made in treating
images and in the associated artificial intelligence (AI) tools to make predictions
from such images (Anwar et al., 2018; McCann et al., 2017; Pujari et al., 2018;
Rawat and Wang, 2017; Yoo, 2015). Many of the mathematical operators now used
to treat images are easily extrapolated to the standard differential operations in
continuum Physics, thus allowing PGNNIV to leverage all current possibilities in
image treatment to predict the evolution of a physical system (predictive capacity of
PGNNIV) as well as to extract information on its structure (explanatory capacity
of PGNNIV). The similarity in the mathematical language of image treatment and
image-based ANN predictions (convolutional filters) and of discretised continuous
physical problems (discretised differential operators) may be exploited to find a
common framework for both.

13Sometimes, however, it is better to constrain that model, what can be done by additional
constraints on the internal physically-meaningful layers of the ANN.
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The PGNNIV methodology provides a general and systematic way of addressing
the two objectives of simulation: predictive capacity and explainability, but now
using the full power of the immense amounts of data available, together with the
extensive battery of well-contrasted physical principles derived throughout centuries.
The methodology is presented first for general systems defined by algebraic equations,
and is next adapted to continuum problems, where these equations are the result of a
previous discretisation. This observation requires to be exploited in detail, as during
the last decades, the ANN community has developed a broad family of architectures
and machinery that may be correlated with the nature of different physical operators.
Indeed, the similarities between PDE operators and those used in image treatment
(e.g. convolutional neural network (CNN)) are highlighted.

In summary, in addition to presenting the PGNNIV methodology, we explain how to
adapt it to continuum problems, showing its predictive capacity to get the input-
output relation, as well as its unravelling (explanatory) ability to extract knowledge
on the system internal structure, including the values of the internal state variables.
And this, by using only observable (measurable) variables in the training set (here
related to continuous distributions of data values in a spatial and/or temporal
domain).

After this introduction, we state the fundamentals of the methodology and review
several families of problems in which it can be applied. The general methodology is
then adapted to study continuum Physics under the PGNNIV framework, that is,
we reformulate the mathematical foundations of continuum Physics in the domain of
ANNs. Both the fields and the operators are recast in a standard ANN language, as
it is TensorFlow. Then, we apply the proposed methods to two problems:

• A simple although illustrative problem coming from hydraulics, with some of the
physical driving phenomena (conservation laws) are assumed and some other are
stated empirically (friction and turbulent losses). This example is extended in
several ways (inclusion of variable geometry, enrichment of the physics with an
internal state assumption etc.) to illustrate the flexibility of the methodology.
Next, we discuss some relevant properties of the approach, comparing the results
of the same example with similar unconstrained standard ANNs. We show
that the presented methodology shows a better performance in terms of faster
convergence, fewer data needs, data noise filtering and bias correction, and
extrapolation capacity.

• A continuum problem, specifically the (possibly nonlinear) diffusion equation,
to show the potential of the methodology to deal with PDEs. We show several
validation examples where the methodology is fully illustrated and its performance
is analysed when dealing with heterogeneous and nonlinear problems. The
predictive and explanatory capacity of the methodology are here revealed. Finally,
we perform some numerical experiments to demonstrate the performance and the
main features of the methodology and how they depend on the training data-set
size and noise level and on the ANN structure and capacity.

Next, we present a discussion of the possibilities, limitations and requirements of the
approach and the chapter finishes with the main conclusions.
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5.2 Mathematical formulation
5.2.1 Physically-GuidedNeural Networkswith Internal variables
5.2.1.1 Concept of Physically-GuidedNeural Networkswith Internal Variables

In the PGNNIV framework, the state variables of the system are identified with
neurons of the ANN. Some of them (e.g. the observable variables) are directly related
to the input or output layers while the rest (non-observable) correspond to specific
internal layers. Following the formalism of this thesis, we can write the rate evolution
equation as in Eqs. 2.8, that we repeat here for completeness:

F (u,v,f) = 0, (5.1a)

G(u,v, g) = 0, (5.1b)

H(u,v) = 0. (5.1c)

To predict the value of the essential variables (at time t+∆t for the transient problem
or the steady-state solution), in what is called the direct problem, we define the
architecture of our PGNNIV according to the following elements:

1. Output identification: It is the variable we want to predict. For regular problems
(direct problem), we identify the output layer with (some or all) the spatially
discretised (if required) values of the essential field u, other variables associated
with the essential field, ε = E(u) or some other quantity of interests (QoIs) q =
Q(u). The important point here is that these variables have to be measurable.

2. Input identification: It is the variable from which we want to make predictions.
Usually, the input layer will correspond to known values such as the external
stimuli, f and the natural boundary conditions g.

3. Prescribed internal layers: We identify some predefined internal layers (PILs)
associated with the internal and non-measurable state variables v. The values
of such neurons may be recovered after convergence, getting the values of the
internal state variables from the solution of the system for a particular input.
The difference between PILs and common internal layers is that mathematical
constraints will be applied to the neurons of the former, guiding the learning
process.

4. Neural Network architecture: The rest of the internal layers, connecting the
input, output and PILs, follows the standard approach in neural networks (NN),
so they are able to “discover” the complex relations hidden in the function H .

5. Universal physical constraints: The universal laws stated in F and the con-
straints expressed by G are established in the ANN as constraints between input,
output and internal layers. Thus, the ANN is built to learn the relationship H ,
assumed unknown, and that will be denoted for that purpose as v = H(u).

6. State equation relaxation: Since the interest of this methodology is both to
predict new values of the variable y and to unravel the constitutive model H,
the latter is generally only partially known. That is, we may partially know its
functional structure, or some of the associated parameters. Therefore, the model
is replaced by the subnetwork v = H(u). Some guidelines for the set-up of this
H are given hereafter.
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7. Extra knowledge about the state equation: It is also possible to add any
additional information (for example, associated with the structure of H). This
may be done by including additional constraints between layers (e.g. model
symmetries), by specifying the topology of the network H (e.g. sparsity), by
defining a parametric state equation v = H(u;λ) (parametrisation) or even by
stating an explicit state model v = H(u). Indeed, the state model may be known
completely or partially (e.g. the material is isotropic but the parameters are
unknown). In those cases, additional constraints or conditions may be designed
to include this knowledge. We will come back to it in Section 5.2.4.2 for some
interesting examples.

We have so far described the direct problem. It is also possible to choose as input the
essential variables u and as output the stimuli f and g, in what we call the inverse
problem, following a similar approach, even though this is a less common problem as,
generally, we are interested in predicting the solution field u.

Now, we can write the formal input-output formulation, x = Y (y), with:

x = I(u,f , g), identification of the input variables x,

y = O(u,f , g), identification of the output variables, y,

F (u,v,f) = 0, constraints associated with the universal laws,

G(u,v, g) = 0, constraints associated with the boundary conditions,

v = H(u), model network, defined in terms of a given network architecture.

We have then defined the different ingredients:

• Problem variables:

– x are the input variables, supplied in the training process.

– y are the output variables, supplied in the training process.

– u are the essential variables.

– v are the internal state variables.

– f are the external stimuli.

– g are the boundary conditions.

• Problem functions:

– I identifies the input variables.

– O identifies the output variables.

– F are constraints defining the universal laws of the problem, related to the
physics of the problem.

– G are constraints defining the boundary conditions of the problem, related
also to the physics of the problem.

– H are functions that establish the state equations relating the internal state
variables v to the essential ones u.
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The combination of F and G provides the variables v with their physical meaning.

As a result of all these considerations, we may interpret a PGNNIV as the combination
of two ANNs:

1. A predictive network: This network is able to predict the value of the variable
y from the value of the variable x:

y = Y(x). (5.2)

2. An explanatory network: This network is able to unravel the state equation
relating the measurable variable u and the internal variable v, that is, the
geometry of the phase space M×E :

v = H(u). (5.3)

Note that the data-set used for the learning process, D = {(xi;yi)}i=1,...,N considers
only a subset of the measurable variables, that is, u, f and g, and does not include
the values of the internal and non-measurable variable v.

As a result of the learning process, the relationship u → v, given by Eq. (5.2), is
learned, and since I and O are known, the relationship x → y, given by Eq. (5.3),
is also learned. Therefore, PGNNIV have both predictive and explanatory capacity.

It has to be remarked that any additional physical knowledge of the system that
may be expressed in mathematical terms relating state variables and stimuli may
be imposed in a similar way. For example, physical inequalities such as the second
principle of thermodynamics or any inequality constraint on the parameters (e.g.
positivity of the elastic modulus or the physical range for Poisson coefficient in an
isotropic material −1 < ν < 0, 5 in solid mechanics). The details about the inequality
implementation are given in the next section.

Several important facts must be highlighted about this approach:

• This representation opens a new paradigm in the characterisation of a given
constitutive model. The model is not anymore characterised by an explicit
functional relationship v = H(u;λ), depending on the field variables and ad-
ditional parameters that have to be determined by classical fitting of a set of
experimental tests (parametric functional framework), but by an ANN topology
and the corresponding activation functions, v = H(u) = H(u;Λ), where Λ
represents the weights and biases of the neural network that are tuned during
the training process (neural network framework). Indeed, the universal approxi-
mation theorem guarantees that a regular enough function may be approximated
by a specific neural network with a sufficient number of layers and neurons and
convenient activation functions (Cybenko, 1989; Hanin, 2017; Hornik, 1991; Lu
et al., 2017), so the second approach is, at least, as general as the first one
(Pinkus, 1999). This compositional approach, instead of the additional one
that characterises standard parametric fitting (Han et al., 2018), unfolds the
benefits of the ANN hardware (fast computation with graphical processing units
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(GPU) and tensorial processing units (TPU) (Jouppi et al., 2017), cloud and
distributed computing...) and software such as Keras and TensorFlow (modular-
ity, pluggability, fast generalisation capability,...). All this also allows for high
performance computing capabilities and scalability (Strigl et al., 2010), a major
model flexibility that allows capturing strong non-linearities (Lee et al., 1993;
Sarle, 1994) and soundness with respect to statistical data (heteroscedasticity,
non-normality...) (Guh, 2002; Mat́ıas et al., 2010; McAleer et al., 2008).

• This framework allows the scientist to work only with measurable variables
and fields u. This is fundamental, as internal (non-measurable) variables v are,
indeed, mathematical constructs that are determined now as a byproduct of the
predictive problem. In that sense, the proposed approach is not only valid as
a parameter or output predictor, but also as a method for building theoretical
frameworks based on a prescribed field theory (for instance, the continuum solid
mechanics theory based on the field theory of internal stresses, σ). A detailed
formulation of the different classical field theories in continuum physics using
PIDS is given in Chapter 2.

• The variables involved in the problem, that is, u, v, f and g, may be spatial
and/or temporal fields depending on the location x and/or time t. In those
cases, we shall consider that a previous discretisation step has been applied, so
the time-position independent interpolating variables are those of the associated
discretised problem. Therefore, the same approach can be used both for non-
transient problems or for transient ones, using as variables u the algebraic values
that define the approximated field at a certain time and interpolation point,
following a step-by-step continuation approach.

• If no constraint is applied and no PIL is defined, we recover the classical ANN
framework. If the constraints are applied to the input or output layers, we
recover the formulation developed by other authors for physically-guided neural
networkss (PGNNs) (Karpatne et al., 2017a) or PINNs (Raissi et al., 2019)
among other similar approaches, as the one exposed in Yadav et al. (2015). The
work developed in Raissi et al. (2019) for PDEs, which is nowadays considered
almost foundational, includes some explanatory capacity by parametrising the
relation given by H , in terms of some explanatory parameters related to a priori
defined state models but without using the PIL concept, that is the seed of the
constitutive equation’s ANN framework, that is original of this thesis, up to the
authors’ knowledge.

In summary, this framework allows the scientist to work with directly measurable
variables and fields, without the need for establishing any a priori assumption on the
expression of the internal variables or the relation between them, unless otherwise
desired. The approach is, therefore, model-free. This model-free character is modular,
as the degree of knowledge may be included partially or totally, thus leveraging
the information about the system. As special cases, we have the no information
paradigm (standard ANN framework), the total information paradigm (classical
simulation-based engineering and science (SBES) using PINNs), the inverse problem
analysis (parametrisation of constitutive equations encoded in H), model checking
and structural analysis (comparison of different models for H), among many other
possibilities, as we will detail in Section 5.2.2.
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5.2.1.2 Construction of the Physically-Guided Neural Network with Internal
Variables

In this section, we build the PGNNIV from the known concept of ANN. Although
nowadays there exist a lot of architectures of different complexity (see Sengupta et al.
(2020); Shrestha and Mahmood (2019) for some interesting reviews), for the sake of
simplicity we illustrate the construction of the PGNNIV starting from the structure
of a multilayer perceptron (MLP), based on the original idea developed by Rosenblatt
(1958), even if the procedure may be adapted to more complex architectures.

Having said that, and denoting the input variable x as y0, each hidden layer of ni

neurons, yi, i = 1, . . . , L is defined by a functional relation:

yi = ϕ(yi−1W i + bi), (5.4)

where W i and bi, i = 1, · · · , L, are the weights and biases, the parameters of
the model, and ϕ : Rni → Rni is an activation function. With this notation,
the output variable is y = yL. The network is symbolically represented by the
relationship y = Y(x) or, denoting by Λ the whole set of weights and biases for
a given network topology, y = Y (x;Λ). Given a set of ground truth data points
D = {(x̄i, ȳi)|i = 1, · · · , N}, we use a loss function L to evaluate the network
performance, for instance, the mean square error (MSE)14:

L(Λ|D) = MSE(Λ|D) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥∥ȳi − Y (x̄i;Λ)
∥∥2. (5.5)

Now, it is possible to train the neural network by minimising the loss function
L, getting the optimal set of weights and biases Λ. This is what standard ANNs
do. Let us now impose some constraints such that some neuron values satisfy
some (physically-based) equations, including universal laws in manifold constraints
and boundary conditions. These constraints are formulated in terms of functions
Fj, Gj, Hj as:

Fj(y0, . . . ,yL) = 0, j = 1, . . . , rF , (5.6a)

Gj(y0, . . . ,yL) = 0, j = 1, . . . , rG, (5.6b)

Hj(y0, . . . ,yL) = 0, j = 1, . . . , rH . (5.6c)

Recall that Fj, j = 1, . . . , rF , define the universal physics on the ambient manifold,
Gj, j = 1, . . . , rG, are related with boundary conditions and Hj collect the partially
or totally known constitutive model information. Without loss of generality, we
denote all these functions by Rj, j = 1, . . . , r, with r = rF + rG + rH :

Rj(y0, . . . ,yL) = 0, j = 1, . . . , r. (5.7)

We can then adapt the minimisation problem to:

min
Λ

L(Λ|D) s.t. Rj(Λ|D) = 0, j = 1, . . . , r. (5.8)

14Of course, it is possible to choose another regression loss function such as the mean absolute
deviation (MAD) or mean square logarithmic error (MSLE).
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With this formulation, x = I(y0, . . . ,yL) = y0 and y = I(y0, . . . ,yL) = yL. The
variables associated with u, v, f and g are automatically determined by the nature
and structure of R, that is context dependent, so that:

u = u(y0, . . . ,yL), (5.9a)

v = v(y0, . . . ,yL). (5.9b)

Thus, the explanatory network v = H(u) is implicitly defined by considering the
dependence u → v.

If some of the constraints are expressed by an explicit equation, we can modify the
problem (5.8) to make this constraint disappear from the general formulation. This
is easily done by explicitly defining part of the architecture of the network without
the inclusion of learning parameters. Fig. 5.1 illustrates a PGNNIV for a three
hidden-layered neural network.
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Figure 5.1: Physically-Guided Neural Network for a three hidden-layered network.
The red dashed rectangles indicate the neurons in which a certain constraint is
applied (PILs). The number of internal layers between the input layer and layer 1,
layer 1 and layer 3, and between layer 3 and the output layer can be increased to
allow more complex models. It is the physical constraint that provides PILs 1 and 3
with a physical interpretation as internal state variables.

It is possible to reformulate (5.8) using a penalty approach:

min
Λ

L(Λ|D) + LPEN(Λ|D), (5.10)

with LPEN verifying that LPEN(Λ) = 0 if Rj(Λ) = 0. For instance, we may define
again a quadratic loss function and a Gramm (scalar product) matrix G:

LPEN(Λ) = R(Λ|D)⊺GR(Λ|D). (5.11)

In particular, we can define r penalty parameters pj and state:

LPEN(Λ) =
r∑

j=1

pj∥Rj(Λ|D)∥2, (5.12)
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where pj , j = 1, . . . , r are penalty parameters. This approach allows the implementa-
tion of the problem in a standard ANN framework (i.e. TensorFlow@Python) by just
defining an adapted loss function that includes the penalty term OF = L + LPEN.

Note that Eq. (5.10) may be interpreted as an auxiliary ANN with input x and
output ŷ = (y;yPEN), being yPEN a new set of output variables, yPEN = (R1, . . . ,Rr)
with physical meaning, whose ground-truth value is always 0, that is, ȳPEN = 0, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

The inclusion of inequalities in the presented framework is possible using the rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU) function. Indeed, the inclusion of a term in the penalty
function with the structure pReLU(f(Λ|D)) guarantees that if p is high enough,
ReLU(f(Λ|D)) has to be the smallest possible, ensuring that ReLU(f(Λ|D)) → 0
and therefore f(Λ|D) ≤ 0.
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Figure 5.2: Augmented Neural Network equivalent to the Physically-Guided Neural
Network. Each constraint is replaced by an extra output representing the value of
the constraint that, ideally, should be null.

This approach has two main advantages that match the two spearheads against ANN
methods:

1. From a physical point of view, we postulate some extra conditions onto the
hidden variables, which allow us to interpret them as true physically-based
features, that is, as state variables of the physical problem, overcoming the
black-box problem of neural networks (Castelvecchi, 2016; Papernot et al., 2017;
Samek et al., 2017) and placing this work within the framework of explainable
artificial intelligence (XAI) (Adadi and Berrada, 2018; Emmert-Streib et al.,
2020).

2. As the search space is reduced via constraints, the optimisation algorithm is
expected to learn faster, with less information, to filter the noise incompatible
with the problem physics and to discard solutions without physical sense. Fig.
5.3 illustrates the idea behind this argument.
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(a) Sampled data and latent structure.

(b) Data without physical structure.

(c) Data with physical structure.

Figure 5.3: Geometrical idea behind the PGNNIV performance improvement:
Suppose that the aim is to discover the latent structure (magenta line) of the data
(red dots). The data is supposed to fulfil the problem physics, represented by the
surface, so the search space has indeed a lower dimension (d = 2) than the ambient
space (d = 3).
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5.2.2 Types of problems in which Physically-Guided Neural Net-
works with Internal variables may be applied

The idea is, therefore, to build an ANN that explicitly includes the PILs associated
with the internal state variables and the known physical constraints. This network
will be trained by a set of data to derive the relations and, from them:

• To predict a set of output measurable variables from the input measurable ones.

• To predict the values of the internal non-measurable variables.

• To get knowledge on the internal relations that define the constitutive model
itself and even to obtain an implicit model from the relations between PILs or to
derive the value of some structural parameters related to the constitutive model.

We can think, therefore, of several families of problems, namely:

1. Prediction problems: The goal here is to predict the value of a given dependent
output variable y from other independent measurable one x. The material
constitutive model or state equation is assumed to be frozen and, therefore, there
exists an unknown relationship, H , whose functional form or properties have to
be revealed.

• Direct problem: Here we are interested in defining the output y, that is,
the dependent variable of the model y = Y(x), usually identified with the
essential variable u, which corresponds to the solution field (continuum) or
variable (discrete) in most physical problems:

y = u, output definition. (5.13)

Similarly, the input variable x will be the independent variable of the
predictive model y = Y(x). For a wide range of problems, it corresponds
to the value of the source term (or external stimuli) f together with the
boundary conditions g. For evolution problems, the values of the fields and
variables at the current time t (memoryless problems) or their whole history
until time t (problems with memory) have to be supplied as input too and
are incorporated as part of the variables f :

x = (f , g), input definition.

Therefore, in our framework:

I(u,f , g) = (f , g), (5.14a)

O(u,f , g) = u. (5.14b)

• Inverse problem: Now the output variable y is the external stimulus:

y = f , (5.15)
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and the input variable x the solution field. As in that case, since we know
the essential field u, the specification of the essential boundary conditions g
is redundant:

x = (u, g) = u. (5.16)

Therefore:

I(u,f , g) = u,

O(u,f , g) = f . (5.17a)

Mixed formulations can be defined between the direct and the inverse problems,
assuming the problem is well-posed.

When solving prediction problems, many approaches can be followed:

(a) Pure predictive problem. We establish a direct correspondence between
observable variables (e.g. prediction of the displacements from the external
forces or viceversa) for a fixed system (same geometry and internal structure),
without any constraint or explicit establishment of PILs. In this case, we
do not impose any constraint and use the ANN in the standard “black-
box” manner to get the correlation between the input and output variables
to predict, after training, the latter for a particular input, without any
knowledge of the physical system. The objective is, therefore, to solve with
the ANN the implicit relation R(u,v(u), g,f) = 0, where the input and
output variables will depend on whether we consider the direct or inverse
problem:

GET y = Y(x), (5.18)

where Y is the representation of some appropriate ANN (architecture, con-
nectivity and metaparameters). This has been done frequently in the last
decades (see Hambli et al. (2006); Pathak et al. (2005); Thibault and Grand-
jean (1991) or Chapter 2 for more examples) using both real and synthetic
(in silico) data-sets. As an illustrative example, this is the case in solid
mechanics when relating directly the applied forces to the displacements.

(b) Pure predictive problem with input-output constraints. The only difference
with the above is the assumption (or knowledge) of some input-output
relations. Those relations are imposed via external constraints onto the
objective function of the ANN via penalty terms without using the concept
of internal state variables or PILs:

GET y = Y(x),

s.t. R(x,y) = 0, (5.19)

being R a prescribed function that relates the input and output layers and
encodes the problem physics. Some particular problems have been solved
using this methodology (Karpatne et al., 2017c), and as specially important
is the case of solving PDEs, when we identify x with the spatial coordinate
and y = u(x) is the solution field (Raissi et al., 2019).
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(c) Pure predictive problem with internal derived variables. In this case, we
use a particular PIL associated with rates and gradients of the essential
variable (e.g. strains, velocities, temperature change rate) and include their
definition ε = ε(u) as constraints between such layer and the measurable
one (u), thus helping the ANN to “know” that the dependence between the
output and input is through those intermediate variables. For instance, this
is the case in solid mechanics when relating directly the applied forces to
the strains, defined in terms of the displacement gradient, leaving free the
material constitutive model. The formulation of the problem is now:

GET y = Y(ε,x),

s.t. ε = E(u), (5.20)

where E is a prescribed function (obtained from the discretisation of a
functional) that will improve the learning capability of Y. The relationship
ε = E(x) may be stated explicitly or via the constraint R = ε−E(x) = 0.

(d) Predictive problem with internal hidden variables and physical constraints.
We add, instead, a PIL with the physical meaning of internal state non-
observable variables (e.g. stresses, heat flux, piezometric losses in fluids,
...) and include, explicitly, the physical laws between them and the directly
observable external stimuli, and the boundary conditions by constraining
the ANN, thus helping the network to “know” that the system should fulfil
such conservation laws. The unknown constitutive model is then obtained
as an implicit relation between such internal state variables and the input
ones. This is the case in solid mechanics when relating the applied forces to
the stresses, leaving free the material constitutive model that is implicitly
established between stresses and displacements:

GET y = Y(x); v = H(u),

s.t. R(x,y,u,v) = 0, (5.21)

where R is a function encoding the universal principles driving the problem
physics and the extra knowledge incorporated into the system. The network
learning capability is now located at the two ANN relations v = H(x)
(explanatory network) and y = Y(v) (predictive network).

(e) Predictive problem with internal derived and hidden variables and physical
constraints. We combine the two previous problems, adding both PILs, thus
helping the ANN to “know” that the system should fulfil the conservation
laws and that the unknown constitutive model is composed of implicit
relations between the internal hidden variables and the new observable ones.
This is the case in solid mechanics when relating the applied forces with
the stresses, leaving free the material constitutive model that is implicitly
established between stresses and strains. The mathematical formulation is,
therefore:

GET y = Y (x); v = H(ε),

s.t. ε = E(u); R(x,y, ε,v) = 0, (5.22)
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where, again, the relationship E(x) = ε may be imposed in an implicit
or explicit form. Once the model H is learned, it can be exported as
an input-output relationship and plugged into another PGNNIV, reducing
the learning needs of the network, thus simplifying its architecture. The
model H may even be exported to a commercial simulation software, as
an ε → v function15. Moreover, the exportability allows an a posteriori
analysis and evaluation of the model (symmetries, complexity, sensitivity
analysis) and the possibility of generating in silico experiments for further
fitting procedures (classical parametric models, response surfaces...) for a
given set of model parameters λ, v = H(ε;λ).

(f) Explanatory problem to identify fixed internal parameters. We add to the
previous problem additional information on the structure of the constitutive
model via new constraints between both PILs, adding (or not) information
on the values or ranges of the constitutive parameters. In this case, it is
possible to ask the ANN to predict the particular values of the parameters
for a certain predefined explicit constitutive model structure. In this family
of problems, the model has to be postulated a priori (e.g linear, isotropic,
...) and also, if required, some of the known parameters, obtaining the
rest as output and reaching some explanatory capacity. We consider that
all training data correspond to the same material and, therefore, all have
the same material parameters to be determined. Thus, we have the same
mathematical formulation as in the previous case except for the fact that
the network relationship v = H(ε) is not general, but is postulated using
material symmetries and properties. One possible way is to define:

H(u) = H(u;λ), (5.23)

where λ are parameters characterising the state equation/constitutive model
that have to be learned (elastic moduli or microstructural geometrical
indicators, dielectric permittivity,...). After the training process, we obtain
estimated values for these physical parameters λ relative to the state equation.
As a particular case, the model may be perfectly defined:

H(u) = H(u), (5.24)

so the network has no explanatory capacity, only predictive. In that case,
the methodology presented may be seen as a pure model order reduction
(MOR) technique or an offline calculator for posterior real time evaluations.

A simplified version of this problem is obtained when the constraints are
applied directly to the input-output layers, as in the pure predictive problem
with input-output constraints:

GET y = Y(x),

s.t. R(y,x;λ) = 0. (5.25)

15When using tangent based solvers, it is necessary, additionally, to derive the derivatives of
the output variables with respect to the input variables to evaluate the tangent operator, but
this is easily done using the automatic differentiation capabilities of any ANN platform, such as
TensorFlow.
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This is the case, for instance, in the elastic problem when imposing the
Navier equations and corresponding boundary conditions and compatibility
constraints. This approach is the one explored by Raissi et al. (2019) in the
so-called PINNs, but always in the latter form, which limits it to using only
measurable variables.

(g) Explanatory problem to identify the constitutive model. In this problem,
the idea is to test a set of potential constitutive models as in the previous case,
getting the optimal parameters for each of them and then identifying the
most likely of them as such with the lowest loss function. The mathematical
formulation is, therefore:

GET y = Y(x); v = H(u;λ), H ,∈ C
s.t. ε = E(u); R(x,y, ε,v) = 0. (5.26)

Here C denotes a catalogue of models. The one finally selected will be
the one showing the best performance in terms of the loss function L. As
commented, a specific case is when H is totally specified, that is, λ are not
learned from the data:

GET y = Y(x); v = H(u), H ∈ C,
s.t. ε = E(u); R(x,y, ε,v) = 0. (5.27)

2. Characterisation problems: The goal here is to characterise the parameters of a
pre-established constitutive model or state equation for different macroscopic
materials. The material constitutive model or parameters are assumed to vary
from one training data to another. Therefore, for the problem to make sense,
enough physical information about the material response must be provided. The
inputs are, consequently, the stimulus and the response of the material:

x = (u,f , g). (5.28)

The output is constituted of variables related to the state model, that we will
denote as θ:

y = θ. (5.29)

Two classes of descriptors may be provided as output variables.

• Any functional descriptor of the model characteristics (e.g. spatial homo-
geneity or time invariance, anisotropy or symmetries, linearity, memoryless,
damage accumulation, ...). In general, this can be addressed, from a theoret-
ical point of view, by using Lie Group theory and Noether’s theorem. As
an illustrative example, the spatial covariance of the elasticity tensor is an
estimator of the material heterogeneity, and the autocorrelation function is
an estimator of time invariance. In that sense θ = Θ(u,v,f , g), where Θ is
a prescribed function, obtained from the discretisation of a given functional.

• Prescribed model parameters. For instance, the Young modulus E and
the Poisson ratio ν for the linear elastic problem, the diffusion coefficients
(eigenvalues), DI , DII , DIII for three-dimensional problems, the particle
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attraction a and the mole size exclusion parameter b for the Van Der Waals
equation, or the medium permittivity and permeability coefficients ε and µ,
among others. Following our previous notations, we state θ = λ.

Therefore:

I(u,f , g) = (u,f , g),

O(u,f , g) = θ. (5.30)

As in the previous case, many declinations are possible:

(a) Pure characterisation problem. The idea is now to establish a direct
correspondence between the material stimulus and the response and model
parameters (e.g. prediction of the elastic parameters from the external forces
and displacements) without any constraint or explicit establishment of PILs.
In this case, no constraint is imposed, recovering the black-box framework.
Thus, the problem is formulated as:

GET y = Y(x). (5.31)

(b) Pure characterisation problem with input-output constraints. As in the
prediction problem, we assume some input-output relations, that are imposed
via external constraints, without using the concept of internal state variables
or PILs:

GET y = Y(x)

s.t. R(y,x) = 0. (5.32)

where R is a prescribed function that relates the input and output layers. For
example, for a beam under axial force, at each element, E− fi+1−fi

ui+1−ui

L
S

= 0, i =

1, . . . , n, with E (Young modulus) a parameter that needs to be characterised;
fi and ui are the input variables (nodal forces and displacements) and L
and S are known parameters (length and cross-section).

(c) Pure predictive problem with internal derived variables. We use again
a particular PIL associated with the rates and gradients of the essential
variables (e.g. strains, velocities, temperature change rate) ε = E(u). The
formulation of the problem is analogous to the one presented in the prediction
problem, but adapted to the characterisation one:

GET y = Y(ε,x),

s.t. ε = E(u). (5.33)

(d) Characterisation problem with internal derived and hidden variables and
physical constraints. We combine the two previous cases, adding both PILs,
thus helping the ANN to“know”that the system should fulfil the conservation
laws and that the unknown constitutive model is composed of implicit
relations between the internal hidden variables and the new observable ones
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(e.g. relations between stresses and strains). The mathematical formulation
is, therefore:

GET y = Y(x); v = H(u)

s.t. ε = E(x); R(x,y, ε,v) = 0, (5.34)

being Y and H the predictive and explanatory network, respectively. H tries
to explain how the non-measurable variables are related to the measurable
ones. This relation is physically interpretable thanks to the function R,
which establishes the physical constraints of the problem. As before, E is a
known function defining the derived internal variables.

All these types of problems may be used both for non-transient problems or for
transient ones, as described in Chapter 2, and following step by step a continuation
approach. Of course, if some of the internal state variables depend on the history,
this approach is always required even if the problem is time-independent (e.g. rate-
independent plasticity) using a pseudo-time during the loading-unloading process.

To summarise, we recall that:

• If no constraint is applied and no PIL is defined, we recover the classical ANN
framework.

• If the constraints are applied to the input or output layers we recover the
formulation developed by other authors (Karpatne et al., 2017a; Raissi et al.,
2019; Yadav et al., 2015). The prediction problem with the identification of some
model parameters, in its simplified version, was also addressed in Raissi et al.
(2019) for partial differential equations, without using the PIL concept.

• If the full information about the system is provided then we are bypassing the
problem physics using a machine learning metamodel, also called a surrogate
model (Cozad et al., 2014).

The rest of the cases that include PILs are original, up to the authors’ knowledge.

5.2.3 Link to other methods

In recent years, many PIDS methods have been applied to solve problems where
some part of the physics is known and the other has to be discovered. PGNNIV
may be compared to the different classes of methods existing in the literature. A
systematic revision of these methods is presented in Chapter 2. Here, we present
only the seminal or important works and their relation with PGNNIV.

F. Chinesta and co-workers use Manifold Learning to establish, for computational
mechanics (CM), the internal state equation ε ↔ σ (Ibanez et al., 2018; Lopez
et al., 2018). In their approach, the constitutive relationship is computed using ML
techniques in the space (ε,σ) (note that σ is a non-measurable variable), represented
as a low-dimensional manifold. This manifold is then used, instead of the constitutive
equation, in the problem resolution. Our presented approach is similar in the sense
that the model network H may be formulated using the Manifold Learning framework.
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Indeed, methods such as kernel principal component analysis (kPCA), nonlinear
kernel principal component analysis (NLPCA), locally linear embedding (LLE) and
t-distributed stochastic Neighbour embedding (t-SNE) may be formulated in terms
of appropriate weights, biases, activation functions and network connectivity.

A very recent idea uses the general equation for the non-equilibrium reversible-
irreversible coupling (GENERIC) formalism (Grmela, 2010; Öttinger and Grmela,
1997) in time-dependent problems for model identification and evolution prediction
(González et al., 2019; González et al., 2019). This may be seen as a particular
PGNNIV, where H is defined using the Poisson and Dissipation operators, L and
D, together with the discrete version of other differential operators, if necessary.
Constraints on many variables may be established, in order to ensure universal physics
(the first and second laws of thermodynamics), by means of the degeneracy conditions.
Combining this approach with the previous one leads to accurate solutions even
while maintaining a reduced computational cost (Moya et al., 2019).

Two other approaches have been proposed with the same model-free philosophy to
define the constitutive manifold using interpolation instead of regression. The first
one is called the what you prescribe is what you get (WYPIWYG) strategy (Amores
et al., 2019; Latorre and Montáns, 2014; Sussman and Bathe, 2009) and is based on
spline interpolation. The second one is based on nearest-neighbour interpolation,
which is totally model-free (Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz, 2016b). Both strategies have
demonstrated good performance provided that we have the variables sampled at the
space (ε,σ). They may be implemented using the PGNNIV framework by using
the explicit spline equations or using radial basis function (RBF) for the closeness
evaluation in the nearest-neighbour interpolation. However, these two approaches
suffer from extrapolating capacity if the data-set provided has not a broad enough
coverage, which is faced in the PGNNIV framework by making flexible the network
associated with H .

At last, and as mentioned before, when H is defined via a parametrisation of a
classical model, H(·) = H(·,λ), we recover the classical fitting framework (but using
ANN tools and algorithms). If, in addition, λ is completely specified and the number
of weights and biases is less than or equal to the number of parameters λ, PGNNIV
performs merely as a dimensionality reduction.

In a certain sense, the PGNNIV framework may be seen as a generalisation of all
the former approaches. However, only the proposed approach is able to deal with
non-measurable variables, albeit performing the data discovering in the state space,
where both measurable and non-measurable variables are present. This is possible
thanks to the network constraints R, from which the state space is built and the
internal model H , which is unknown, is learned.

5.2.4 Formulation in continuum Physics
All the discussed in the previous sections has been formulated using the discrete
language of ANNs. Even so, it has been remarked that the presented computational
framework is able to cope with continuum problems, provided that they have been
previously discretised in space and time by means of one of the many discretisation
techniques available (Larsson and Thomee, 2009), such as finite differences (FD)
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(Langtangen, 1999), finite elements (FE) (Zienkiewicz et al., 1977), or other spectral
techniques (Boyd, 2001). Hence, the functional Eqs. (2.6) (usually a system of
PDEs) defined in Chapter 2 may be expressed as Eqs. (5.1) after a discretisation.
Nevertheless, there are important issues that deserve to be discussed in detail when
the variables u, v, f and g and the operators F , G and H have an intrinsic
discretised value.

For instance, let us analyse the solid mechanics problem. We recast it using the
notations and conventions of Eqs. (2.6) of Chapter 2:

F(u,v,f) = 0, (5.35a)

G(u,v, g) = 0, (5.35b)

H(u,v) = 0. (5.35c)

The functional F encodes mass, momentum and energy conservation equations at
the domain and G at the boundaries, while H expresses the material-dependent
constitutive relations written in terms of stresses and strains (or displacements).
In this context, u is the displacement field and v represents the stresses and any
other internal variable associated with the particular constitutive framework (plastic
strains, hardening parameters, stress rates...). To fix ideas and lighten the volume of
variables and equations, in the case of infinitesimal linear elasticity theory, we have:

∇ · σ = ρb, (5.36a)

ε =
1

2
(∇⊗U + U ⊗∇) , (5.36b)

σ = C : ε, (5.36c)

with boundary conditions:

U = Ū , in ΓD, (5.37a)

σ · n = t̄, in ΓN . (5.37b)

Eqs. (5.36a) and (5.36b) are the equilibrium and kinematic relations respectively (the
former is derived from universal laws: the variation of linear and angular momenta,
while the latter is a mere definition of the strains in terms of the displacements).
On the contrary, Eq. (5.36c) is the constitutive relation, which is postulated as a
linear relationship between stress and strain. For this particular problem, U is the
essential measurable field and σ is an internal field, represented by v in Eq. (5.35).
Finally, b corresponds to the stimulus f , and Ū and t̄ are the known values of the
respective Dirichlet and Neumann prescribed boundary conditions identified with g
in Eq. (5.35).

Therefore, the functions F , G and H are defined, following the recipe presented in
Chapter 2 as:

• Involved variables: u = U , v = σ, f = ρb and g = (Ū , t̄).
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• Functional F : Includes equilibrium and kinematics expressions:

F(ε,v,f) =

(
∇ · σ − ρb

ε− 1
2

(∇⊗ u + u⊗∇)

)
. (5.38)

• Functional G: Includes boundary conditions:

G(u,v, g) =

(
(u− ū) IΓD

(σ · n− t̄) IΓN

)
, (5.39)

where IA is the indicator function of the set A.

• Functional H: Includes the constitutive equation:

H(u,v) = σ −C : ε. (5.40)

We have used the auxiliar variable ε = E(u) with

E(u) =
1

2
(∇⊗ u + u⊗∇) , (5.41)

as explained in Section 5.2.2, for making clear the different physical relations and
getting closer to the conventional approach, although we could have directly expressed
F and H as:

F(u,v,f) = ∇ · σ − ρb, (5.42)

and
H(u,v) = σ −C : E(u). (5.43)

This example may be enriched when considering finite deformations, nonlinear/inelas-
tic materials (Bonet et al., 2016), or more complex boundary conditions, keeping
the structure of Eq. (5.35a) and boundary constraints given by (5.35b). For this
particular problem, U is the essential measurable field, σ is an internal field, repre-
sented by v in Eq. (5.35) and ε is a derived variable to make explicit the pointwise
state equation ε → σ. Finally, ρb corresponds to the stimulus f , and Ū and t̄
are the known values of the respective Dirichlet and Neumann prescribed boundary
conditions identified with g in Eq. (5.35).

To solve numerically the physical problem (5.36) with boundary conditions (5.37), we
first discretise it in space by means of one of the presented discretisation techniques.
Once discretised, the problem may be written in the discrete form given by Eqs. (5.1).
Now u, v are unknown vectors of dimension n (number of degrees of freedom of the
problem) containing all nodal values, f and g are known vectors of dimension n and
n′ (number of prescribed degrees of freedom at the boundary), respectively, and F ,
G and H are corresponding array-valued functions. Note that in this discretised
version of the problem, the continuous position label x is replaced by a discrete index
i. Similarly, the fields u, v, f and g are replaced by their discrete counterparts,
u = (u1, . . . , un), v = (u1, . . . , un), f = (f1, . . . , fn) and g = (g1, . . . , gn′).

Depending on the selection of the input and output variables and the specific
conditions of the problem, the different fields involved are either constant or variable
fields. For instance, for the linear elastic problem presented we have at least two
possibilities:
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• The boundary conditions are fixed and we want to learn the displacement field
U from the external forces ρb. In that case, Ū , n, t̄ and C are data-independent
tensor fields whereas ε, σ and U are data-dependent fields.

• The boundary conditions (displacements and/or normal tractions at the bound-
aries) are taken as input and we want to learn the displacement field u when
the external forces are known and fixed. In that case, ρb, n and C are data-
independent and Ū , t̄, ε, σ and U are data-dependent fields.

Using the particular expression of the functional H and of its discretised version H ,
Eq. (5.35c) may be written as:

v = H(ε), (5.44)

that is much more adequate for our purposes, which are to predict new values of u
but also to explain the nature of the constitutive relation ε → v (or u → v for more
general conditions).

The next two sections describe an adequate computational representation for variables
(u, v, f and g) and operators (F , G and H) using any ANN platform, such as
TensorFlow.

5.2.4.1 Variables description

In continuum physical problems, a time-dependent tensor field is a point-dependent
magnitude T = T (x, t) indexed by the point coordinate x and time t. In many
problems in continuum Physics, we deal with tensor fields that, once discretised, are
represented by arrays of appropriate dimensions. For example, the time-dependent
(l-covariant, m-contravariant) tensor field T is represented by the multi-indexed array
T̃ , where T i1,...,il

j1,...,jm
[k1, k2, k3, k4] = T i1,...,il

j1,...,jm
(xk1 , yk2 , zk3 , tk4).

The TensorFlow framework (Abadi et al., 2016) is particularly suitable for working
with data associated with a physical discretised field. Indeed, a tensor field T is
represented in TensorFlow notation by a multiarray tensor T. When that tensor
field varies among samples of a given data-set, the tensor rank is expanded to take
this into consideration. For instance, the value of a two dimensional discretised
displacement field at a given time tk = k∆t, u(x, tk), for a given sampled value i, is
represented by u[i; ·, ·; k], that is a 2nd-rank tensor, where the symbol “·” represents
the two spatial indexes as a whole.

Field description. A continuum tensorial variable T is represented by a (Ten-
sorFlow) tensor (or multiarray) structure T of rank 1 + l + m + d + 1 where l
is the covariant index, m the contravariant index and d the dimension of the
spatial manifold:

T[·, i1, . . . , il, j1, . . . , jm; k1, . . . , kd, l] = T i1,...,il
j1,...,jm

(xK, tl),

where K denotes a voxel indexation and l a time frame.
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5.2.4.2 Operators description

The operator F , on a vector field u, acts, after discretisation, as a vectorial function F .
This is directly reframed in the TensorFlow language by defining a function relating
two multiarray tensors. Briefly, a functional relationship v = F(u) is first discretised
into a n-variables function v = F (u), which in turn is expressed in TensorFlow as a
tensor relationship v = F (u). Nonetheless, there are two fundamental observations
that have to be mentioned:

1. First, most of the operators acting in the formulation of the continuum physics
are either (i) functions converting the value of a field function u at a certain
point to the value of a different function v at the same point v(x) = F (u(x));
(ii) Integro-Differential functional operators and, therefore, linear, changing a
whole function into another F(u)(x) = v(x). TensorFlow is a framework that
seems to have been developed for that purpose, as both cases of operators may
be seen as prescribed network structures.

The first case, that is an operator such that in the discrete case operates as
vK = F (uK), may be expanded, using convolution filters in the TensorFlow
framework, into a multilayer perceptron. For example, if v is a 2D vector field,
then, vi1 [k1, k2] is a rank 3 tensor (represented by the multiarray v). Suppose
that it is related to another 2D vector field u, vi

′
1 [k′1, k

′
2] by the function F ,

(represented by the multiarray u). Therefore the relationship is represented by:

v0︸︷︷︸
[2,nx,ny ]

−→︸︷︷︸
[2,m1,nx,ny ]

v1︸︷︷︸
[m1,nx,ny ]

−→︸︷︷︸
[m1,m2,nx,ny ]

· · · −→︸︷︷︸
[mk−1,2,nx,ny ]

vr︸︷︷︸
[2,nx,ny ]

(5.45)

where v0 = u and vr = v, being r the number of hidden layers and m1, . . . ,mr−1
the number of neurons at the corresponding hidden layer. The already men-
tioned universal approximation theorem guarantees that every sufficiently regular
function F may be approximated by MLP so this approximation makes sense.

The second case, that is, integro-differential linear operators, may be reframed in
the TensorFlow framework using convolution filters of a given size. If v = F (u)
is a local linear operator relating a rank k tensor and a rank k′ tensor, both
representing 2D spatial fields:

u︸︷︷︸
[2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

,nx,ny ]

−→︸︷︷︸
[2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

,2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k′

,nx,ny ]

v︸︷︷︸
[2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸

k′

,n′
x,n

′
y ]

(5.46)

It is important to note that, if the considered operator is local or global, the
spatial field v is undefined at some values close to the boundaries, so n′x ̸= nx

and n′y ̸= ny.

Fig. 5.4 schematises the two presented families of operators of continuum physics:
moving MLPs (nonlinear functions, Fig. 5.4a) and convolutional filters (linear
functionals, Fig. 5.4b). Of course, other intermediate architectures are also
possible. Hence, all common operators in physical problems may be framed
in terms of ANN structures using MLP or CNN, including proper activation
functions, in order to take into account possible nonlinearities.
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... ...

. . .

. . .

. . .

(a) Nonlinear pointwise operator.

(b) Linear local operator.

Figure 5.4: Operator description based on MLP and CNN architecture. Local
operators are moving filters with a prescribed window size and pointwise nonlinear
are moving MLP. The procedure is illustrated for the relationship between two 2D
vectorial fields.

2. Second, among the data-independent tensors, we distinguish between constant
(non-trainable) and variable (trainable) tensors. Once we have fixed the physical
problem and decided which is the input-output relation that has to be learned,
the selection of the role of each operator tensor is natural: when a tensor is
involved in a known operator, such as the ones related with F and G functions,
it is a TensorFlow constant tensor and is denoted with a star. One particular
example is the tensor associated with the derivation operator, D∗. If the tensor
is associated with an unknown relationship, such as the predictive network Y
or the explanatory network H, the tensor is a variable tensor. An example is
the (possibly heterogeneous) elastic tensor C, that, due to its intrinsic linear
character, represents at once its nature (multiarray C) and its action over the
strain field (network C).
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Functional description. A continuum tensorial operator F such that v = F(u)
is represented by a (TensorFlow) network architecture F:

F : Tu → Tv,

where Tu and Tv are the multiarray spaces associated with the fields u and v,
represented by the multiarrays u and v respectively. These operators may be
constant or variable depending on the knowledge about the functional F .

To illustrate the introduced concepts above, we particularise the general ideas above
to a brief taxonomy of different operators found in continuum Physics problems. This
discussion is not intended to be exhaustive and complete, but to show the suitability
of the PGNNIV formulation to handle a very wide range of operators.

Common linear differential operators

With the presented framework, all differential operators can be casted as pre-defined
filters acting on field tensors (Cai et al., 2012). A (discretised) differential operator
is a function D transforming one multiarray tensor into another. Moreover, Dong
et al. (2017) links the order of the differential operators to the order of sum rules.
Differential operators may be encoded as known constant tensors D∗. To fix ideas,
let us consider the equilibrium equation in solid mechanics (infinitesimal theory):

∇ · σ = ρb (5.47)

Eq. (5.47) involves the divergence operator, div, defined in this case for a two
contravariant tensor. If f = div(X), f i = X ij

|j , where | represents the covariant
derivative. In a coordinate representation, the covariant derivative is expressed for
the considered tensor as X ij

|j = X ij
,j + Γi

jkX
kj + Γj

jkX
ik where Γk

ij are the Christoffel
symbols that, for the Levi-Civita connection, are defined in terms of the metric
tensor g, and satisfy the following linear equation gklΓ

k
ij = 1

2
(gjl,i + gli,j − gij,l).

Now, as g encodes the geometry of the problem, the only ingredient to reframe
Eq. (5.47) to the multiarray framework is to select a discretisation of the common,
one-dimensional, derivative operator ∂i as a tensor operator. For instance, let us
consider a two-dimensional problem. ∂1, may be defined using first-order finite
difference approximation as:

[∂1F ]•• [k, l] =
1

l
F •• [k + 1, l] − 1

l
F •• [k, l], (5.48)

so, as the operator is linear, the R2 → R2 tensorial expression of ∂1 at the 2D space
is [∂i] [m,n, r, s] = −1/l if r = m, s = n, [∂i] [m,n, r, s] = 1/l if r = m + 1, s = n and
[∂i] [m,n, r, s] = 0 otherwise. Note that ∂i is a convolutional filter, given in a planar
2D representation by the kernel stencil (moving from left to right and from bottom
to top):

D1 =

0 0 0
0 −1/l 1/l
0 0 0

 . (5.49)
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Analogously, the tensorial representation of ∂2 is [∂i] [m,n, r, s] = −1/l if r = m, s = n,
[∂i] [m,n, r, s] = 1/l if r = m, s = n + 1 and [∂i] [m,n, r, s] = 0 otherwise, and its
planar representation is:

D2 =

0 1/l 0
0 −1/l 0
0 0 0

 . (5.50)

If we go back to the equilibrium equation, the tensor σ associated with the stress field
is represented as σij[k, l], and the tensor b associated with the external forces field
per unit mass is represented as bi[k, l], so the divergence operator may be expressed
as a tensor D∗ so that:

ρbi[r, s] = [Dj]
∗[r, s, k, l]σij[k, l]. (5.51)

In particular, let us consider that there is no curvature, Γk
ij = 0. The non zero

components of the tensor are D•1[1, 1, 1, 1] = D•2[1, 1, 1, 1] = −1/l and D•1[1, 1, 1, 2] =
D•2[1, 1, 1, 2] = 1/l for a two-by-two grid.

Recall that all differential operators may be reframed as convolutional filters in the
spatial slots. This has important consequences from a practical point of view:

• Tensor operators are sparse in the discretisation dimensions (that are those of
greater dimensionality). This allows sparse-based algebra and storage, resulting
in high performance computations and less demanding requirements.

• Differential operators may be easily built and used in standard ANN software
codes and tools, such as TensorFlow, although some care must be taken in
indexing.

In summary, all differential operators involved in the fundamental balance equations
in continuum Physics may be encapsulated in this tensorial framework, provided
we have established two main ingredients: the space geometry (g) and a given
discretisation rule for differentiation.

State models

State models define the internal state (in general, non-measurable) variables of the
problem in terms of the essential (measurable) ones. They can be written in a general
case as:

v = H(u), (5.52)

where v is the set of internal variable fields and u is the set of essential variable fields
and H must be interpreted as a functional (e.g. σ = H(u) = 1

2
C : (∇⊗ u + u⊗∇)

in linear elasticity, see Chapter 2 for other examples).

Once discretised, Eq. (5.52) is expressed as:

v = H(u), (5.53)

where now v and u are the tensor fields associated with the nodal field values and
H is an (in general, nonlinear) mapping between tensors. Then, all symmetries and
simplifications that may be assumed in the constitutive equation relating the two
internal variable fields may be transcribed to the structure of the function H :
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• The linearity of the functional H is translated directly into the linearity of the
function H . Using the neural network language, this is equivalent to having no
internal layers between neurons associated with the multiarrays u and v, related
to the fields considered. Different levels of complexity and non-linearity of H
(and therefore of H) may be handled with appropriate topologies of the ANN
relating v and u.

• The structure of the function H is further exploited using the ANN topology,
involving different levels of sparsity (see Fig. 5.5) as described next:

– Local constitutive laws imply that the operator H is local, that is, the value
of v depends on the values of u(x) in a neighbourhood of x. This means that
H(u) = H(D1[u](x), . . . , Dm[u](x)), where Dk is a differential operator of
order k. m < ∞ is called the order of the locality.

When m = 0 we speak about order-zero local or pointwise constitutive
laws. In that case v(x) = H(u(x)). This entails block-diagonal tensorial
operator structures, in the slots associated with the spatial discretisation:
v[·; I] = H(u[·; I]). In the deep learning (DL) framework, these kinds of
relationships are associated with partitioned networks, as it is illustrated in
Fig. 5.5a.

When m > 0, the tensors are sparse but not necessarily block-diagonal. In
the DL framework, these operators are associated with convolutional filters,
as shown in Fig. 5.5b.

– Non-local constitutive laws imply that H is not local, that is, the value
of v depends on the values of v(x) on the whole spatial domain. In the
language of differential operators, H(u) = H(D1[u](x), . . . , Dm[u](x), . . .).
There are many ways of defining non-local functionals (see, for instance,
Ros-Oton (2016) and included references for a motivation and examples in
elliptic operators). In that case, the tensor operators are dense and so it is
the topology of the ANN associated, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5c.

These different situations may be modulated in several hierarchical levels in the
network. For instance, in linear elasticity, σ = 1

2
C : (∇⊗ u + u⊗∇), so the

material is local with respect to u. Therefore, an accurate ANN for working
with this model is obtained by combining the previous ideas, as shown in Fig.
5.5d.

• The difference between homogeneous and heterogeneous constitutive relations
may be also handled. For local models (block-diagonal or sparse tensors),
the different blocks or filters may be (or not) dependent on the spatial point
considered. For the former, the indexes referring to the spatial part of the tensor
are spurious and therefore may be omitted. For instance, in the linear elastic
problem, in general, σij[I] = Cijkl[I, J]εkl[J] where I and J are voxel indexations.
The fact that elasticity assumes a pointwise relationship σ(x) = H(ε(x)) implies
that Cijkl[I, J] = Cijkl[I]δJI , where Cijkl[I] is the common elasticity tensor. For
homogeneous materials, C[I] = C.

• The tensor relations may be adapted for the exploitation of further symmetries
in the constitutive equation. This includes:
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– Relations derived from the principle of objectivity, that is, reference frame
independence.

– Constraints related to the physical or geometrical foundations of the model
(e.g. major and minor symmetries of the elastic tensor, associated with
thermodynamics, angular momentum conservation, and compatibility con-
straints).

– Additional constraints related to special symmetries of the constitutive
model, that is, orthotropy, isotropy...

All these symmetries may be enforced by adding constraints to the PGNNIV
(implicit way) or by assuming a given topology for the ANN (explicit way).
Indeed, if v = H(u), the existence of a given symmetry is equivalent, in
the Noether sense, to the action of a given group of transformations, so that
H(u) = H(A(u)), where A ∈ A is a group of transformations. Therefore,
we can look for a finite set of transformations Ak in a way such that H(u) =
H(A(u)), A ∈ A ⇔ Ak(H(u)) = H(u), or to a priory set up a topology for
the deep neural network so that it becomes invariant under the action of all A.
This has been recently done in what has been coined as geometric deep learning
(GDL) (Bronstein et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2020).

• Finally, the classical framework of parametric fitting is a very particular case,
in which some of the internal layers are related to the others by means of a
parametric explicit expression. In that case, v = H(u;λ) where the function
H is explicitly imposed, and the functional relationship depends on the value
of unknown parameters λ, that are variable TensorFlow scalars obtained, in
general, during the training process.

Sometimes it is useful to introduce other operators to enforce higher-order discreti-
sations, or to adapt the problem to other numerical methods. This is the case of
special filters for meshless approaches such as smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) (Gingold and Monaghan, 1977), diffuse element method (DEM) (Nayroles
et al., 1992) or natural element method (NEM) (Chinesta et al., 2013a; Sukumar
et al., 1998) among many others. Also, it is easy to adapt this framework to integral
formulations as in the finite element method (FEM). Indeed, FE integrals may be
expressed in terms of the nodal values, being this relationship dependent on the shape
function and the chosen numerical integrator, but otherwise fixed for a given degree of
approximation. For instance, a moving averaging filter applied to the nodes recovers
the framework of linear shape functions for a given element. Also, ANN methods
have been adapted for dealing with pseudo-spectral (collocation) methods (Rudd and
Ferrari, 2015). It is also possible to increase the order of the differential operators.
This relies on the fact that a higher-order differential operator can be expressed as
the subsequent application of lower-order ones, enriching the differentiation scheme.
For instance, if ∆+

h is the forward difference operator (∆+
h f

i = 1
h
(f i+1− f i)), of order

h, 1
h
(∆+

h − 1
2
(∆+

h )2) is a forward difference operator of order h2. Finally, another
useful possibility are stabilisation filters in time-dependent problems to ensure the
fulfilment of well-known stability criteria (Fischer and Mullen, 2001), or the filters
that are designed for obtaining high fidelity time integrations, such as Crank-Nicolson
integration or Runge-Kutta integrators (Raissi et al., 2019).
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(d) Hierarchical combination.

Figure 5.5: Illustration of the different structures associated with constitutive
equations. The different schemes are illustrative for one-dimensional problems. Note
that when convolutional layers are applied (local operators), values at the boundaries
may not be conveniently described.

5.2.4.3 Probes and quantities of interest

The last straightforward application of the TensorFlow framework to continuum
problems is probes and QoI. Probes provide values of the continuum fields at certain
prescribed points, and QoI are computed from the fields by a known functional Q.
The most common probe is the value of a tensor field evaluated at a point or a region.
Other common probes are tractions on a plane, strains along a direction and fluxes
over a certain surface at a certain time frame. These values may be expressed in terms
of tensor quantities. For probes, given a point x and a time frame t, P = Π (T (x, t)),
where Π is a linear map and, in many cases, a projection operator. For instance,
the normal stress to a plane defined by its outward normal vector n at a point x is
σn = (σ(x) · n) · n, the pressure at a point x and a time t is p = Tr (σ(x, t)), and
the y-displacement at a point x and time t is uy = u(x, t) · ey. The more general
case of a QoI is analogous but considering functionals instead of linear maps, that
is Q = Q(T ). For instance, the mass flow over a surface S is Qm =

∫
S ρv · ndS.

Therefore, probes and QoIs are treated at the TensorFlow framework as networks of
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variable complexity, Q. As, for that case, the operator is always known, it will be
denoted by Q∗.

Probes and QoIs may be evaluated for prediction purposes, for the model inter-
pretability, and also may be included in the loss function L when a measurement
feedback is possible.

Probes and QoI description. A probe or a QoI, Q, is represented by a (Tensor-
Flow) network architecture Q∗

Q∗ : Tu × Tv → R,

where Tu and Tv are the multiarray spaces associated with the fields u and v,
represented by the multiarrays u and v respectively.

5.3 Applications
We now apply the presented methodology to two SBES problems. The first one
is a simple although very illustrative problem coming from hydraulics. We will
dwell on many details and many declinations of the problem in order to illustrate
the methodology, trying to use it as a conductor example. The second one is an
illustration of how the method can be used for continuum problems formulated in
terms of PDEs.

5.3.1 Discrete problem

We consider several examples to illustrate the methodology and the different types
of applications and we present the two approaches described: prediction and charac-
terisation.

5.3.1.1 Problem statement

Let us consider a pipe segment of length L1, with a circular cross-section of diameter
D1, and a sudden change in its circular cross-section to another segment of length L2,
with the same shape but with a bigger diameter D2 (Fig. 5.6). The initial objective
is to compute the head pressure loss, ∆p, along the length of the whole pipe in the
steady-state regime, assuming fluid incompressibility. Using the Bernoulli equation,
along a streamline, the hydraulic head is defined as:

h =
v2

2g
+ z +

p

γ
, (5.54)

with γ = ρg, being ρ the density of the fluid, g the gravity acceleration, z the elevation,
so that ∆h is the hydraulic head loss due to eddy dissipation and wall friction that
corresponds to the state equation of the problem, so it has to be characterised by
means of:

• Additional assumptions, usually with poor accuracy.
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• Experimental tests with the corresponding fitted phenomenological equations.

• Simulations with complex fluid flow models.

Here, we shall assume that the hydraulic head loss is associated with two physical
phenomena:

1. Viscous dissipation distributed along the pipe.

2. Localised dissipation at the pipe expansion.

ξ

S1, κ1, L1

S2, κ2, L2

qq

∆P

Figure 5.6: Scheme of the illustrative example. Hydraulic head loss along a piecewise
cross-section pipe.

For the first physical phenomenon, we have distributed losses along a streamline,
so assuming the flow as one-dimensional and considering a horizontal pipe, we can
write:

d

dx

(
v2

2g
+

p

γ

)
=

dh

dx
= −i, (5.55)

with i the hydraulic head slope.

It is common to express the hydraulic head slope in terms of the fluid velocity by
using the Darcy-Weisbach expression (Weisbach, 1845):

i = fD
1

2g

v2

Φ
, (5.56)

where Φ is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe and fD the Darcy friction factor, an
empirical coefficient that, again, is determined by additional hypotheses or semi-
empirical expressions.

Another common empirical model is the Hazen-Williams expression for the hydraulic
head slope, that considers the fluid viscosity and the pipe roughness simultaneously
(Williams and Hazen, 1908):

i = λ
( q
κ

)α
Φβ, (5.57)
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with q = Sv the flow rate (S is the cross-section area), λ = 10.67, α = 1.8520,
β = −4.8704, κ the roughness parameter of the pipe wall and Φ its hydraulic
diameter.

If the pipe has the same properties along a certain distance L, the previous expression
can be immediately integrated, getting:

∆h =
dh

dx
L = −iL. (5.58)

If we now move to the second term of the energy loss, due to the sudden pipe
expansion, a typical approach is the so-called Borda-Carnot equation (Batchelor,
2000):

∆h = ξ
1

2g

(
1 − S1

S2

)2

v21, (5.59)

where S1 and v1 are the cross-section area and flow velocity before the expansion
and S2 is the cross-section area after expansion. ξ is, again, an empirical coefficient
accounting for the magnitude of the viscous eddy dissipation16.

Combining these two hydraulic head loss phenomena, we can finally write the
expressions for the head pressure losses, depending on the empirical model used:

• Darcy-Weisbach model:

(∆p)1 =
1

2
ρfD1

v21
Φ1

L1, (5.60a)

(∆p)e =
1

2
ρq2

[(
1

S2
2

− 1

S2
1

)
+ ξ

(
1

S1

− 1

S2

)2
]
, (5.60b)

(∆p)2 =
1

2
ρfD2

v22
Φ2

L2, (5.60c)

where we have to consider that fDi
is the Darcy friction factor that may depend,

in general, on the Reynolds number, Re, and on the pipe relative roughness
ε/Φ, where ε is the pipe’s effective roughness height. Some models have been
formulated for this dependence, being Colebrook-White equation (Colebrook
and White, 1937; Colebrook et al., 1939) the most common one.

• Hazen-Williams model:

(∆p)1 = λγ

(
q

κ1

)α

Φβ
1L1, (5.61a)

(∆p)e =
1

2
ρq2

[(
1

S2
2

− 1

S2
1

)
+ ξ

(
1

S1

− 1

S2

)2
]
, (5.61b)

(∆p)2 = λγ

(
q

κ2

)α

Φβ
2L2, (5.61c)

16Assuming an almost uniform flow velocity profile, which is the case for fully developed flows, it
is possible to derive, from the mass and momentum conservation equations, that ξ ≃ 1 (Batchelor,
2000).
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Eq. (5.60) or (5.61) describes the whole physics of the model when Darcy-Weisbach
and Borda-Carnot loss models or Hazen-Williams and Borda-Carnot models are
assumed, respectively. In addition to the empirical equation relating the energy
losses with the velocity, there is another underlying universal physics inherent to
the problem, although part of it has been already used even if it was masked: the
momentum conservation equation has been used in the derivation of the Bernoulli
equation while the energy conservation has been applied to get Eq (5.58). Another
universal equation is mass conservation (constant flow equation), which was used
only for obtaining Eq. (5.60b) or Eq. (5.61b) but will be used again later.

Let us now define the two different approaches, prediction or characterisation, to
solve this simple problem.

• Prediction problem:

The aim here is to predict a pressure drop ∆p from a given flow q through the
pipe. This problem is illustrative in the sense that we know a conserved quantity
of the problem (the mass) and we want to know the functional dependence
between another physical variable (pressure drop) and this conserved quantity
(equivalent to velocity). We can write Eq. (5.60) or Eq. (5.61) as:

(∆p)i = fi(q), (5.62)

where fi is a function to be learned.

This model may be seen as a physically-based mathematical relation, relating
one input, x = q to an output, y = ∆p variable, by a function y = Y (x;λ), that
includes many formal parameters λ obtained for each empirical model from the
problem data:

– The cross-section areas of the pipe: Si, i = 1, 2.

– The lengths of the different sections of the pipe: Li, i = 1, 2.

– Some physical parameters: density of the water ρ and gravitational accelera-
tion g.

In addition to the parameters related to the geometry and physical properties,
for the Darcy-Weisbach model, where fDi

= fDi
(Re, ε/Φ), we have to include:

– The different hydraulic diameters: Φi, i = 1, 2.

– The flow kinematic viscosity: ν.

– The effective roughness height of each pipe: εi, i = 1, 2.

Analogously, for the Hazen-Williams model, we have to include:

– The different hydraulic diameters: Φi, i = 1, 2.

– The roughness of the pipe wall: κi, i = 1, 2.

Finally, for the Borda-Carnot model, we have to include the parameter ξ. Taking

into account that for circular-based cylindrical pipes Φi =
√

4Si

π
, we can forget

about these parameters for all the models presented.

Hence, depending on the selected approach:
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1. We try to learn the relationship (∆p)i = Y(q), i = 1, 2, 3.

2. We learn the pressure drop from the velocities, (∆p)i = Y(v0, v1, v2), where
vi = q

Si
represents the velocity at the inlet (i = 0), before the transition

(i = 1) and at the outlet (i = 2). Note that for this problem v1 = v0. This
is a simple but illustrative example of defining a new state variable from the
input variable q.

3. We learn (∆p)i from the flow q but by means of local pressure gradients,
(∆p)i = wiLi, where wi = dp

dx

∣∣
i

is the local pressure drop gradient along
the segment i, and (∆p)e. Besides, we have to postulate the relation
(w1, w2, (∆p)e) = H(q).

4. A combination of the two previous ones. We try to learn (∆p)i from the flow
q but by means of local pressure gradients as before. Besides, we postulate
(w1, w2, (∆p)e) = H(v0, v1, v2), where we have defined a new set of internal
variables, vi, that must satisfy mass conservation equation, viSi = q.

5. We try to learn (∆p)i from the flow q as in the previous example. The only
difference is that, now, we define (w1, w2, (∆p)e) = H(v0, v1, v2;λ).

– For the Darcy-Weisbach model we have to consider Eqs. (5.60). Assum-
ing that the kinematic viscosity ν is known, the unknown parameters
are λ1 = ξ, λ2 = ε1 and λ3 = ε2. In the particular case of laminar
regime, we have fDi

(vi; ν, εi) = 64ν/(viΦi) so it is possible to define
λ2 = ν/Φ1 and λ3 = ν/Φ2 and ignore the effective roughness heights.
We will proceed this way, since there is no loss of generality and we do
not have to use the complex Colebrook-White dependencies.

– Analogously, for the Hazen-Williams model we have to consider Eqs.

(5.61). Now, we can establish as unknown parameters λ1 = ξ, λ2 =
λΦβ

1

κα
1

and λ3 =
λΦβ

2

κα
2

.

The two presented alternatives postulating that H(v0, v1, v2) = H(v0, v1, v2;λ)
are quite common, as they represent the fact that we do not know the rough-
ness of each pipe segment but we do know the model and the geometry. The
rest of the parameters act as multiplicative constants.

6. The same problem as before, except for the fact that, now, we have several
possible models and we want to select the best. For example, in our case, we
have to select between the Darcy-Weisbach model and the Hazen-Williams’
one.

• Characterisation problem:

Now, the aim is to characterise some of the parameters of the pipe segments for
a given set of values (q, p0, p1, p2). That is, the parameters of the constitutive
equation vary from one sample to another, and the final goal is to predict those
parameters defining the intrinsic behaviour of the system, assuming a given state
model structure. Let us suppose, for instance, that we want to characterise
the roughness of the pipe in terms of the two parameters κ1 and κ2 using the
Hazen-Williams model. For the sake of simplicity, let us fix a constant area
S1 = S2, equivalent to assuming ξ = 0 and ρ = 0 at Eqs. (5.60) and (5.61).
Note that this example is very illustrative in the sense that it characterises a
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spatially variable property of a given material. This may be extrapolated to
obtain the profile of a material parameter κ = κ(x) for heterogeneous materials,
when monitoring its behaviour under certain actions.

As we are in the heterogeneous case, for discovering the roughness parameters,
it is necessary to measure the pressure drop at the two segments, otherwise, the
problem would be undetermined. For the present problem, the relation to be
learned is (q, p0, p1, p2) → (κ1, κ2). Considering, for instance, the Hazen-Williams
model, the parameters κ1 and κ2 are related to the above variables by:

κi =
(
γλΦβ

i δi

)1/α
q (pi−1 − pi)

−1/α , (5.63)

that is κi = λ1,iq (pi−1 − pi)
−1/α, where λ1,i =

(
γλΦβ

i δi

)1/α
. Note that the

parameter dependence is κ1 = Y (p0, p1) and κ2 = Y (p2, p1). This is not the
general case, but could be exploited in the design of the state equation model
κ = H(p0, p1, p2), and will be discussed later. Here, a conventional MLP, H, will
be used to model the state equation.

In an analogous manner to the prediction problem, depending on the selected
approach, we would like:

1. To learn the relationship (κ1, κ2) = Y(q, p0, p1, p2).

2. To learn the variables κ1 and κ2 from the velocities and pressures, (κ1, κ2) =
Y(v1, v2, p0, p1, p2), with velocities satisfying the conservation equation, q =
Sivi.

3. To learn κ1 and κ2 from the pressures and flow velocities, (κ1, κ2) =
Y(v1, v2, w1, w2), where (w1, w2) = H(p0, p1, p2), with w1, w2 the head pres-
sure drops (related to viscous forces). R(w1, w2, p0, p1, p2) = (δ1w1 − (p1 −
p0), δ2w2 − (p2 − p1) comes from the momentum conservation.

5.3.1.2 The prediction problem

Let us first consider the problem of predicting directly the nonlinear relationship
q → ∆p without any additional constraint, which is a standard ANN approach. An
ANN is established to solve the single input - single output problem proposed. We
choose an ANN with only three hidden layers of n1 = 3, n2 = 15 and n3 = 15 neurons,
respectively. The network is illustrated in Fig. 5.7a.

The neural layers are mathematically defined as follows. Given x = y0 = q,
y = y4 = ∆p and:

y1 = ϕ(xW 1 + b1), (5.64a)

y2 = ϕ(y1W 2 + b2), (5.64b)

y3 = ϕ(y2W 3 + b3), (5.64c)

y4 = y3W 4 + b4, (5.64d)

with ϕ a ReLU function.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of unconstrained and constrained neural networks. The
constrained neural network (PGNNIV) is illustrated by its physically augmented
network, where constraints have been replaced by extra outputs.

Now we define an analogous ANN in which we impose mass conservation, that is,
constant flow in the three reference points of the pipe:

viSi = q, i = 0, 1, 2. (5.65)

The imposition of Eqs. (5.65) gives the hidden variables y1 a clear physical interpre-
tation: the flow velocities vi. Eq. (5.65) are imposed in the neural network system
via constraints between the values of the corresponding neurons following a penalty
approach. Fig. 5.7b illustrates the interpretation of this PGNNIV. The network
topology is identical to the one of the unconstrained network, but the objective
function includes now additional terms, accounting for the constraints associated
with the physics.

Solving the prediction problem

For the training process, the data input was randomly generated with a uniform
distribution, using the state model presented in Eq. (5.61) for q ∈ [1.0; 5.0] (m3/s),
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that is, the Hazen-Williams model. The physical parameters used for the data
generation are shown in Table 5.1.

Parameter S1 S1 ρ ξ g κ1 κ2 L1 L2

Value 1.0 m2 2.0 m2 1.0 kg/m3 1.0 9.81 m/s2 140 140 10 m 10 m

Table 5.1: Physical parameters for the problem with fixed geometry. These param-
eters are arbitrary but are reported for reproducibility purposes.

As the learning algorithm, a gradient descent optimiser was selected with learning
rate parameter β = 0.001. At each training step, n = 4 data points were selected,
enough for our purposes. For the constrained network, that is the PGNNIV, we
chose a penalty parameter p = 0.01 Pa2s2/m6. Ntest = 1000 samples were randomly
generated for the testing procedure.

Fig. 5.8 shows the value of the root mean square error (RMSE) and the penalty
(PEN) functions along with the training iterations. The effect of including the
penalty term (related to the physics of the problem) is clearly illustrated in Fig
5.8, which shows that the RMSE has a faster decay in the early learning steps.
Indeed, the error converges to the same value when the number of iterations increases.
Although there is not a general recipe for the model improvement and each benchmark
problem requires its own strategy, as discussed in the broad bibliography on ANN
(Nielsen, 2015), the fundamental conclusion here is that the constrained network
does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the model if they both have the same
network topology and metaparameters, but the introduction of physical constraints
does speed-up the network convergence. This speed-up is also explained by the
evolution of the penalty term value PEN (Fig. 5.8b) for both neural networks: for the
unconstrained one, this term is not included in the penalty function and therefore it is
non necessarily decreasing. Of course, since the unconstrained network does not force
its fulfilment and the error RMSE also goes to zero, it is clear that, with this network
topology, there is not a global minimum solution but many local minima. However,
the convergence to one of these minimal solutions is accelerated in the constrained
case and for, let’s say, N = 600 iterations, the behaviour of the unconstrained network
is suboptimal. Unless the whole underlying parametric model is assumed as known,
H = H(·,λ), what would place us in a case analogous to classical parametric fitting
via optimisation procedures, there is no simple way of defining a reduced enough
network to guarantee both the required abstraction capability (generalisation) and
global minimal requirements (specificity), reducing the computational cost.

Fig. 5.9 shows the accuracy of constrained and unconstrained neural networks after
N = 1000, 3000, 10000 iterations (marked with a dashed bar in Fig. 5.8) when
compared to the analytical solution. As explained before, the performance of both
networks, if we assume convergence, is similar and only the learning rate, not the
accuracy, is improved by the constrained network. The error included in Fig. 5.9
was computed as:

EL2 =

(∫ 10

0

(Ŷ(q) − Y (q))2 dq

) 1
2

, (5.66)
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(a) RMSE (RMSE =
√
MSE). (b) Penalty function (PEN).

Figure 5.8: RMSE and penalty function. Note that, as the topology and parameters
of the network between the v and ∆p layers are the same, the asymptotic trend of
both RMSE functions is the same. Only a modification in the network topology
associated with the model, that is, in H , would improve the accuracy of the method.
The main difference between the networks is the evolution of the value of the penalty
function: while for the unconstrained network no penalty term associated with the
fundamental physics is added to the loss function, for the constrained network, the
penalty term in the loss term (OF) ensures the fulfilment of the constraint, providing
physical meaning to the neurons of some internal layers.

where Ŷ(q) is the network-predicted pressure drop and Y (q) is the true solution using
the Hazen-Williams loss model. In addition to the convergence speed-up, the method
computes the true value of the internal variables v1, v2 and v3. We will come back to
this in more detail later.

Variable geometry

The problem may be enriched by taking into account some geometrical aspects. For
example, we can consider the two pipe lengths, L1 and L2 as extra input variables.
This adds a double benefit: it allows us to consider variable geometries and, if some
problem parameters are known, the neural network may be simply adapted and
simplified to include more physical knowledge. Indeed, for ξ = 0, we know that all
pressure drop is associated with the distributed head loss along the two stretches
of lengths L1 and L2 so that the hidden layer may be replaced by a layer with two
neurons, whose relationship with the output neuron will be ∆p = L1y3,1 + L2y3,2.
With these considerations, the third hidden layer also acquires physical meaning (the
local pressure drop per unit length at stretches 1 and 2).

It is important to note that the constraint in the first hidden layer is now crucial
because the input variables have different dimensions and the normalisation and the
ReLU activation function ϕ acting between the first and second layer are comple-
mented by the constraint indicating that the lengths L1 and L2 do not influence the
flow velocity.
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(a) N = 1000. (b) N = 3000.

(c) N = 10000.

Figure 5.9: Comparison of the network output with the true model. Both models
present a similar error. The effect of the constraints is not to improve the accuracy,
but to speed-up the convergence, besides giving physical interpretation to some of
the internal layers.

Neural layers are mathematically defined as follows. Given x = (q, L1, L2):

y1 = ϕ(xW 1 + b1), (5.67a)

y2 = ϕ(y1W 2 + b2), (5.67b)

y3 = ϕ(y2W 3 + b3), (5.67c)

y4 = y3,1L1 + y3,2L2 = ∆p. (5.67d)

The constrained network includes the same constraint as before, relating flow and
velocities. The physically-guided representation of this new constrained ANN is
illustrated in Fig. 5.10.

All physical and geometrical parameters are the same as in the preceding example,
except that ξ = 0, S1 = S2 = 1 m2, since the effect of the pipe expansion is not the
relevant phenomenon here, κ1 = 140 and κ2 = 100 in order to differentiate between
the two stretches. L1 and L2 were uniformly generated between 0 and 10. As before,
a gradient descent optimiser was selected with a learning rate parameter β = 0.003.
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Figure 5.10: Physically augmented neural network for the geometry-dependent
problem. The red lines illustrate the velocity definition in terms of flow, while the
blue lines represent the geometry inclusion by means of the momentum conservation
equation.

At each training step, n = 100 data points were selected. The same value for the
penalty parameter (p = 0.01 Pa2s2/m6) was selected and Ntest = 10000 samples were
randomly generated for the testing procedure.

As in the previous case, Fig. 5.11 shows the convergence curves for the RMSE and
penalty functions demonstrating good convergence and no overfitting. Fig. 5.12
shows the accuracy of the constrained and unconstrained neural networks after
N = 20000 iterations. In that case, in addition to the speed-up of the convergence,
the PGNNIV shows a better accuracy, as expected, because the topology of the
network was thought in a physical sense, with the last hidden layer having a physical
interpretation (the internal variable wi, i = 1, 2).

For comparison purposes, Table 5.2 shows the statistics of the absolute value of the
relative error, |εr|, with

εr =
Ŷ(q, L1, L2) − Y (q, L1, L2)

Y (q, L1, L2)
, (5.68)

obtained for both the unconstrained and constrained networks, when 100× 100× 100
values of q, L1 and L2 were sampled in [1; 5] × [0; 10] × [0; 10]. It is clear that the
effect of the constraints is to reduce the relative error together with its variability.

Network Minimum Q1 Q2 Q3 Maximum (Mean ± Std. error)

Unconstrained 2.0 × 10−6 2.3 × 10−1 5.0 × 10−1 8.2 × 10−1 2.8 × 102 (8.28 ± 0.03) × 10−1

Constrained 4.9 × 10−8 1.2 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 4.8 × 10−2 5.8 × 10−1 (4.433 ± 0.009) × 10−2

Table 5.2: Statistics of the absolute relative error |εr| for the two networks. The
PGNNIV improves ostensibly the prediction statistics.

Prediction of the internal variables and model identification

Besides the constraints associated with physical principles, we evaluate the effect
of adding model constraints to the network. We shall also discuss the explanatory
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(a) RMSE (RMSE =
√
MSE). (b) Penalty function (PEN).

Figure 5.11: RMSE and penalty function for the network including geometry.
The physical constraints give the hidden layers the correct physical interpretation,
since the integration constraint, ∆p = w1L1 + w2L2 is correctly formulated. This
is achieved thanks to the effect of the penalty term, which gives the PILs their
correct interpretation. As in Fig. 5.8, the difference between the constrained and the
unconstrained networks is the fulfilment of the constraints after training.

capacity of the presented method in learning the internal physical variables and, if it
is the case, the model parameters. As previously explained, there are two types of
equations used in the formulation of the hydraulic head loss in a pipe:

• Fundamental principles: Mass conservation (S1v1 = S2v2), linear momentum
conservation (∆p = w1L1 + (∆p)e + w2L2), and energy (hydraulic head) balance
(∆h = (∆h)1+(∆h)e+(∆h)2) (the subscripts indicate the corresponding segment
of the pipe).

• Constitutive equation: These equations relate the hydraulic head loss (which is
directly related to pressure drop by means of Bernoulli equation) to the fluid
velocity along the streamline. E.g. the Darcy-Weisbach or Hazen-Williams
equation for losses associated with the pipe roughness and Borda-Carnot’s for
the eddy energy dissipation due to the pipe expansion.

It is clear that there is no general need for including constraints related to the
constitutive equation, following the approach of the two previous examples. This is,
indeed, contraindicated if there is no knowledge about the underlying behaviour of
the fluid (physical nature, regime...). However, it might be interesting in at least two
circumstances:

1. Model selection: We want to select among many candidate models able to
capture, from a macroscopic point of view, the fluid behaviour. For instance,
in the present example, we shall choose between the Darcy-Weisbach and the
Hazen-Williams models for the hydraulic losses. Indirectly, this may give us
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(a) l1 = 5m, l2 = 5m. (b) l1 = 2m, l2 = 8m. (c) l1 = 7m, l2 = 3m.

Figure 5.12: Exact and predicted solution for different lengths of the segments.
The specified network topology and the introduction of the physical constraints are
responsible for the network convergence. Results are given for different segment
lengths.

information on the fluid regime, since the relationship between the Darcy factor
fD and the fluid velocity is fixed (fD = 64ν

vΦ
, for instance, for laminar regime).

2. Structure physical discovering: Usually, the model parameters are related to
some physical properties that give us insight into the nature, structure, or
geometry of the problem. In the present example, for the Hazen-Williams
model, κ1 and κ2 are related to the roughness of the pipe segments and in the
Borda-Carnot model, ξ is related to the gradualness of the expansion.

As the aim is to predict the state model, it is clear that now the output for each
data point must be a triplet of values ((∆p)1, (∆p)e, (∆p)2)) corresponding to the
pressure drop at segment 1, expansion and segment 2, respectively. Without this
multiple-output consideration, it would be impossible to distinguish between effects
in the whole pressure drop. In what follows, three neural networks (with and without
constraints) are compared:

1. Model-free approach: PGNNIV where the physics (fundamental laws) are
imposed via appropriate constraints in certain layers. This occurs when we add
the constraints by means of functions vi = Ei(q) = q

Si
, i = 1, 2.

2. Model-based approach: PGNNIV where both, physical and empirical (constitu-
tive/state equations) laws are imposed.

(a) Darcy-Weisbach model: This corresponds to the constraints given by Eqs.
(5.60). Note that in that case, for the laminar regime, fDi

= 64ν
viΦi

and fDi
are

constant, while they depend on the pipe roughness in the rough turbulent
regime.

(b) Hazen-Williams model: This corresponds to the constraints given by Eqs.
(5.61).
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In the model-free network, the network topology is prescribed as:

y1 = y0W 1 + b1, (5.69a)

y2 = ϕ(y1W 2 + b2), (5.69b)

y3 = ϕ(y2W 3 + b3), (5.69c)

y4 = y3W 4 + b4, (5.69d)

with y0 = x = q and y4 = y = ((∆p)1, (∆p)e, (∆p)2) and ϕ again a ReLU activation
function. As before, a PIL is prescribed for the variables y1, that will be identified
with v1 and v2 while the mass conservation is imposed via the constraint vi − q

Si
= 0.

Layers 2 and 3 are composed of n1 = n2 = 15 neurons.

Similarly, in the model-based network, we propose the following topology:

y1 = y0W 1 + b1, (5.70a)

y2 = H(y1;λ), (5.70b)

where H is the model equation, formulated in terms of the model parameters λ,
which are defined as λ1 = ξ, λ2 = Φβ

1/κ1 and λ3 = Φβ
2/κ2 for the Hazen-Williams

model and λ1 = ξ, λ2 = ν/Φ1 and λ3 = ν/Φ2 for the Darcy-Weisbach model (in the
laminar regime). Both neural networks are illustrated in Fig. 5.13.

For the training process, the data input was randomly generated with a uniform
distribution using the state model presented in equation (5.61) for q ∈ [1.0; 5.0] (m3/s),
that is, the Hazen-Williams model. The physical parameters used for the data
generation are shown in Table 5.1. As a learning algorithm, a gradient descent
optimiser was selected with a learning rate parameter β = 0.0001. At each training
step, n = 4 data points are selected. For the constrained network, we chose a penalty
parameter of p = 0.01 Pa2s2/m6. Ntest = 1000 samples were randomly generated for
the testing procedure.

To evaluate the performance of all neural networks, we illustrate in Table 5.3 the
statistics of the relative error of the predicted value (when compared to the analytical
one) for the different variables involved in the problem:

• Measurable variables (output variables), that is, the pressure drops (∆p)1, (∆p)e
and (∆p)2.

• Non-measurable variables (internal variables), that is, the flow velocity at each
segment, v1 and v2.

Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 illustrate the predictive capacity of the different networks in
estimating the internal and measurable variables respectively for different values of
q. Once the model-based network has converged, it is possible to extract the model
parameters, whose relative error is illustrated in Table 5.4 .

The conclusion drawn is clear and natural. If we want predictive capacity, a model-
free neural network is always preferred except if the underlying constitutive model
is perfectly known (what is, in general, a strong assumption). A wrong model
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(a)Model-free neural network.
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(b) Model-based neural network.

Figure 5.13: Model-free and model-based PGNNIV. The universal constraints are
illustrated using the red dashed boxes. Model-based constraints are illustrated using
blue lines.

assumption worsens the network accuracy with respect to a model-free one. There-
fore, model-based networks can help in model identification and can shed light on
the system’s physical and geometrical structure. The specification of an incorrect
underlying model affects both correctly specified variables ((∆p)e) and those that
are not ((∆p)i, i = 1, 2) as the error is distributed in all the predicted variables,
although the latter to a greater extent.

Performance evaluation

The first important property of the presented methodology, beyond its explana-
tory capacity, is the improvement of the performance with respect to other ANN
methods. As PGNNIVs have internal constraints between layers (or, equivalently,
a higher number of outputs with zero value) it is obvious that the search space
for the optimal solution will be smaller (see Fig. 5.3). This observation leads to
important consequences that are quantified next. We present the main features
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(a) v1. (b) v2.

Figure 5.14: Predictive capacity of each ANN in estimating the internal variables.
The constrained network is the only one able to predict accurately the internal
variables. Model specification improves the accuracy only when the model assumed
is the correct one.

Measurable variables Internal variables
(∆p)1 (∆p)e (∆p)2 v1 v2

MF Unc. −0.031 (±0.002) 0.030 (±0.002) −0.070 (±0.002) 1.405 (±0.001) 0.211 (±0.007)
Con. −0.049 (±0.003) 0.023 (±0.002) −0.03 (±0.02) 0.059 (±0.002) 0.096 (±0.003)

MB (HW) Unc. −1.000 (±0.000) 0.008 (±0.000) −1.000 (±0.000) 1.723 (±0.000) 1.666 (±0.004)
Con. 0.000 (±0.000) 0.000 (±0.000) 0.000 (±0.000) 0.000 (±0.000) 0.000 (±0.000)

MB (DW) Unc. −1.000 (±0.000) 0.003 (±0.000) −0.56 (±0.02) 1.764 (±0.000) 0.120 (±0.001)
Con.. −0.37 (±0.01) 0.021 (±0.001) −0.165 (±0.004) 0.097 (±0.002) 0.165 (±0.006)

Table 5.3: Statistics of the relative error εr for the different ANN analysed. Data
are presented as mean value (± Std. error). MF: Model-Free. MB (HW): Hazen-
Williams model-based. MB (DW): Darcy-Weisbach model-based. Errors below 1h
are not reported.

Parameter
λ1 λ2 λ3

MB (HW) Unc. 1.68 × 100 1.00 × 100 9.97 × 10−1

Con. 5.00 × 10−6 1.95 × 10−6 1.43 × 10−6

MB (DW) Unc. 1.75 × 100 1.00 × 100 5.90 × 10−1

Con. 4.20 × 10−1 2.80 × 10−1 6.50 × 10−1

Table 5.4: Relative error εr of the model parameters for the different model-based
networks. MB (HW): Hazen-Williams Model-Based. MB (DW): Darcy-Weisbach
Model-Based.

with some important figures showing our claims. For a more comprehensive analysis
showing some additional figures about the different variable prediction, the reader is
encouraged to consult the published version of this chapter in Ayensa-Jiménez et al.
(2021a).

• Convergence speed-up
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(a) (∆p)1. (b) (∆p)e.

(c) (∆p)2.

Figure 5.15: Predictive capacity of each neural network in estimating the measur-
able variables. The unconstrained and constrained networks have a similar capacity
in estimating the measurable variables. Model specification improves the accuracy
only when the model assumed is the correct one.

Fig 5.16 shows the effect of the constraints in the network convergence for
the different problems: the fundamental prediction problem (Fig. 5.16a), the
geometry inclusion (Fig. 5.16b) and the model inclusion (Fig. 5.16c). They show
the training process for both ANNs (constrained and unconstrained) in terms of
the RMSE.

• Data need decrease

Another way of seeing the speed-up capability of PGNNIV is to focus on data
need. In many engineering problems, especially in those related to material
sciences (solid and fluid mechanics, electromagnetism, optics, etc.), there is a
lack of experimental data due to technical or economic reasons (Small Data
framework), so, reducing the amount of training data required in the process is
essential. The effect of the constraints will be evaluated in terms of the amount
of data required, using the pipe flow prediction problem. For this purpose, the
learning curve is evaluated for a varying size of the data-set, M = 2, 10, 50. The
number of iterations was set as N = 3000 and the batch size is fixed to n = M
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(a) Prediction problem. (b) Problem with variable geometry.

(c) Problem with model inclusion.

Figure 5.16: Convergence comparison of constrained and unconstrained ANN.
Convergence curves are smoothed with a moving average filter (window W = 500) for
easier comparison. For all cases, the constrained neural network shows a convergence
speed-up since the search space is smaller. The accuracy is not necessarily improved
but the network convergence is accelerated. Adding constraints (see (c)) always
speeds-up the convergence, regardless of whether the accuracy is improved or not.
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(that is, the whole data-set is evaluated in each training step). The RMSE
convergence curves are depicted in Fig. 5.17.

Figure 5.17: Learning performance for the two networks and different data-set sizes.
Convergence curves are smoothed with a moving average filter (window W = 500)
for an easier comparison. For small data-sets, PGNNIV has an impact not only on
the convergence speed-up, but also on the network accuracy.

From Fig. 5.17, it is possible to make some particular conclusions:

– If both networks have the same final accuracy, given a fixed number of
iterations, the physically constrained network performance is better (lower
error) than the unconstrained one.

– The impact of the data-set size is more gradual in the constrained network.
Indeed, the curves associated with unconstrained networks are more step-like
(particularly for small data-sets), when compared to the constrained ones.
This is very important in order to detect network convergence stabilisation.

In brief, constrained neural networks accelerate the learning process in such a
way that they are able to discover important new features with less data (small
data problems), which is extremely important in a practical engineering context.

• Filtering capacity improvement

Here, the noise filtering capacity of the constrained network is explored. In the
prediction pipe flow problem, the data-set has been considered noise-free. That
is, a data-set was generated directly from the Eq. (5.61). Here, we compare
the performance of both neural networks when working with noisy data, a more
realistic situation in experimental problems and data acquired from sensors. To
show the noise impact in the learning process, let us assume a data-set with
added Gaussian noise, i.e. x = x̄ + Z with Z ∼ N (0, σ) for x = q,∆p and
σ = 0.01, 0.10, 1.00 kPa. The RMSE convergence curves are illustrated in Fig.
5.18a. The effect is even stronger if the constraint acts on the output layer. For
instance, let us consider the network with output ((∆p)1, (∆p)e, (∆p)2) and let us
add the constraint (∆p)1 + (∆p)e + (∆p)1 = ∆p, where ∆p is another measured
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variable (the total pressure drop). In addition to a noise of σ = 0.1 kPa, we
consider also the possibility of adding a systematic bias of −0.2 kPa to all the
measured variables. The results are shown in Fig. 5.18b.

(a) Effect of the noise level. (b) Effect of white noise and bias.

Figure 5.18: Effect on the learning performance of the data error. Convergence
curves are smoothed with a moving average filter (window W = 500) for easier
comparison. The noise has a much lower impact on the network convergence, both on
speed-up and accuracy. Bias is partially corrected and noise filtered in constrained
networks. Some level of noise may improve the network accuracy, as reported in the
literature (Grandvalet et al., 1997; Holmstrom and Koistinen, 1992; Skurichina et al.,
2000).

As main results:

– The performance and learning capacity of both networks decrease with noise.
This is in agreement with other works (Jim et al., 1996; Kalapanidas et al.,
2003; Rolnick et al., 2017).

– The impact of the noise is lower in the network convergence, as the RMSE
curves are closer for the PGNNIV networks.

– The noise has an impact not only on the network convergence rate, but also
on the network accuracy, as the curves associated with constrained networks
are strictly under the curves associated with the unconstrained ones for
σ = 0.01 kPa and σ = 1.00 kPa. In other words, the physical constraints are
able to partially filter the noise.

– Other systematic errors as bias may be partially corrected by the addition
of the constraints to the network. That is, PGNNIV presents bias correction
capability.

• Extrapolation capability

Let us consider the problem with the constitutive model for head loss estimations.
We evaluate the network performance in predicting values of the pressure drops
out of the learning data-set, that is, for q ≥ 5. Fig 5.19 shows the relative errors
statistics (mean and standard error bar) of the different variables (internal and
measurable variables) when extrapolating to the new values of q.
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Figure 5.19: Evaluation of the extrapolation capacity. PGNNIV always improve
the extrapolation capacity, when compared to standard ANNs. This improvement is
significant even for the measurable variables, although the internal variables are of
course better estimated. For model-based networks, the extrapolation capacity is
highly increased. The relative error is plotted as mean ± std. deviation.

We conclude:

– Even if PGNNIV are designed, among other purposes, for a good estimation
of the internal variables, their physically-based nature enables the estimation
of the measurable variables out of the learning data-set, which increases its
generalisation capacity.

– Model-based PGNNIV networks are, in a certain sense, similar to standard
parameter fitting algorithms so, if the model is assumed to be known, the
converged network has no error in predicting the values following the model
assumptions, even for data out of the training range. However, if we compare
PGNNIV to classical fitting procedures, the former has the advantage of
all specific hardware and software relative to ANN technology, as explained
before.
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Internal state discovering

Despite the characteristics that make PGNNIV faster, less data-demanding and more
robust than common ANN, these are not the main causes that justify its use in
scientific and engineering problems. Indeed, it is due to their physical explanatory
capacity. This can be exploited in two ways: i) accurate prediction of non-measurable
internal variables, such as velocities, fluxes or viscous losses and ii) discovery of the
hidden physics in an internal state equation such as the Hazen-Williams’.

For example, in the prediction problem, we have defined three PGNNIVs: a model-free
(MF) PGNNIV, a Hazen-Williams model-based (MB) PGNNIV and a Darcy-Weisbach
model-based (MB) PGNNIV. The presented methodology allows to discover the
internal state equation, and to select the best model among several ones. In Fig. 5.20,
we illustrate the relationship ∆p = H(v), exported from the network after reaching
convergence, for the three PGNNIVs and two data-sets, with data derived from Hazen-
Williams and Darcy-Weisbach models respectively. It is clear that MF-PGNNIV gives
good results for both models, although the two MB-PGNNIV are better suited for the
two specific cases. MF-PGNNIV have, therefore, more explanatory capacity, while
MB-PGNNIV have more predictive capacity for the specific considered cases. This is
another illustration of the trade-off between explanatory and predictive capacity.

(a) Hazen-Williams model. (b) Darcy-Weisbach model.

Figure 5.20: Model explanatory capacity for the prediction problem. MF-PGNNIV
has a better explanatory capacity as it is able to provide good results for data-sets
following different models and to discriminate between them. MB-PGNNIV give
perfect fit when the model is truly the expected one, but gives us worse results if not.
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5.3.1.3 The characterisation problem

Solving the characterisation problem

Recall that the aim is now to characterise some of the parameters of the pipe segments
for a given set of values (q, p0, p1, p2), that is, the relationship to be learned now is
(q, p0, p1, p2) → (κ1, κ2).

As Eq. (5.63) is complex and highly nonlinear, it is expected that the number of
hidden layers required will be large. Thus, we refer to this part of the network as a
DL box with its own internal number of layers, neurons and connectivity.

For the problem presented, the PGNNIV topology is shown in Fig. 5.21. The DL
Box is a MLP with 5 dense layers of 20, 40, 80, 40 and 20 neurons respectively,
with activation functions of ReLU type. The network performance is compared
to the same network in which the physical constraint has not been included. The
difference between the constrained and the unconstrained networks is that the penalty
parameter is set to zero for the unconstrained network.

The training data-set was created using the analytical model, with κ1 and κ2 randomly
generated between κ = 80 and κ = 140 (that are standard values of the roughness
parameter) and a flow q varying from 1 m3/s to 5 m3/s. For the training process,
we used batches of n = 300, a penalty parameter of p = 0.001 and a learning rate
parameter of β = 1 × 10−5 for the gradient descent optimiser. The input xi and
output yi values are normalised between their maximal and minimal value as:

x̂i =
xi − xmin

xmax − xmin

, (5.71a)

ŷi =
yi − ymin

ymax − ymin

, (5.71b)

where xmax and xmin are the maximal and minimal values for the input and ymax and
ymin the maximal and minimal values for the output, respectively. Ntest = 100 test
values are used to evaluate the performance.

As for the prediction problem, Fig. 5.22 shows the performance of both neural
networks for the characterisation one. As in the previous case, the constraints
accelerate the convergence of the network.

The accuracy is shown in Fig. 5.23 where the predicted values of κ1 and κ2 are
compared with the theoretical ones for Ntest = 100 test values. The figure shows a
good performance of the neural network although it decays close to the boundaries,
which is natural, since the neural network has been trained with data (roughness
coefficient) κ ∈ [80; 140].

Performance evaluation

As for the prediction problem, the constrained neural network improves the uncon-
strained one, having a faster convergence and fewer data requirements, a better
filtering capacity and a higher extrapolation capacity. With the intention of not
being repetitive, we illustrate only the first feature in Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.21: PGNNIV for the characterization problem. Red dashed rectangles
represent physical constraints on neurons. The relationship between flow and veloci-
ties is imposed in v1 and v2, vi = q

Σi
and the definition of the incremental pressure

drop is imposed in (∆p)1 and (∆p)2, (∆p)i = pi − pi−1.

Internal state discovering

The network explanatory capability may be further explored in system characterisa-
tion. First, under convergence assumptions, the PGNNIV may be used for predicting
the quantitative relation between the different internal variables. But also, the
network may provide major features of the structure of the empirical model, for
instance, structural dependence and separability. More in detail, the explanatory
capability may be also explored for accurately predicting the (q, p1, p2, p3) → (κ1, κ2)
relation and also for learning about the model separability. Fig. 5.25 shows both the
real and predicted values for κ1 and κ2 for q = 3 m3/s and different values of (∆p)1
and (∆p)2. As it may be seen in Fig. 5.25, the predicted values are close to the real
ones, but a more important fact is that the PGNNIV, thanks to its topology, is able
to separate the dependency between variables, that is κi = Hi((∆p)i) for i = 1, 2
instead of the general case κ = H(∆p). Thus, some features of the model become
explainable, in this case, the fact that the pipe roughness is related only with the
pressure loss at this stretch.
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(a) RMSE. (b) Penalty function (PEN).

Figure 5.22: RMSE and penalty function for the characterization problem. Even
if, in all cases, the Deep Learning Box has not enough power to capture the complex
nonlinear model perfectly (observe that RMSE does not converge to 0) the effect of
the penalty is to speed-up the network convergence.

Figure 5.23: Results predicted by the PGNNIV. Both predicted values κ1 and κ2

are compared to the theoretical ones. Line y = x identifies a perfect estimation. The
size of the dot is proportional to the value of the input flow: the model tends to give
worse results for smaller flows.
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Figure 5.24: Convergence comparison of constrained and unconstrained ANN for
the characterisation problem. Convergence curves are smoothed with a moving
average filter (window W = 500) for easier comparison. For all cases, the constrained
neural network shows a convergence speed-up since the search space is smaller. Again,
the accuracy is not necessarily improved but the network convergence is accelerated.
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(a) κ1 real. (b) κ2 real.

(c) κ1 predicted. (d) κ1 predicted.

Figure 5.25: Model explanatory capacity for the characterization problem. Values
of κ1 and κ2 predicted compared to the real ones for different values of (∆p)1 and
(∆p)2 and q = 3 m3/s.
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5.3.2 Stationary heat/diffusion equation

To illustrate the convenience of the presented methodology for continuum physics
problem, we deal with a simple although very illustrative example: the diffusion
equation.

5.3.2.1 Problem statement

The next example illustrates the use of PGNNIV in continuum physical problems
after discretisation. Let us suppose the following PDE corresponding to a diffusion
problem:

∇ · (K∇u) = f (5.72)

where u is the solution field and f is the source term. This problem is ubiquitous in
Physics and Engineering. For example, it is used, for instance, in stationary heat
transfer conduction problems with u the temperature, also in steady-state, water
seepage in soil mechanics, or in electrostatics, among others. Eq. (5.72) is the
combination of two different laws:

• A fundamental functional principle as it is energy conservation (heat transfer),
mass conservation (diffusion) or Gauss law (electrostatics), that states that
∇·q = f , where q is the flow vector (heat flow, mass flow or electric displacement
field) and f is the source term (heat source, mass source or electric charge
density).

• A constitutive functional equation as it is the Fourier law (heat transfer), Fick’s
law (diffusion) or dielectric behaviour (electrostatics), relating the flux variable
q that plays the role of internal state field (non-measurable if no additional
assumption is made, e.g. uniform distribution of the transported magnitude
through a certain area), with the essential field u. Commonly, this relationship is
formulated in tensor form as q = −K∇u, where K is the thermal conductivity
tensor, the diffusion tensor or the dielectric permittivity tensor, respectively,
depending on the particular physical problem considered. For general nonlinear
problems, the tensor K may be dependent (in a functional sense) on the field u as
well as on the point x as any other field. It is common, however, to particularise
this equation for linear (u-independent), homogeneous (x-independent) and
isotropic simplifications.

With these assumptions, Eq. (5.72) may be split in:

∇ · q = f (fundamental principle), (5.73a)

q = −K∇u (constitutive equation), (5.73b)

together with the appropriate boundary conditions.

Using the framework described above, Eq. (5.73a) is the universal law of the
problem, and Eq. (5.73b) is the internal state equation. Using any discretisation
technique, the values of u, q and K are replaced by the corresponding approximation
functions, which are expressed in terms of the interpolating (nodal) values or by the
approximation parameters, depending on the particular approach.
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For instance, for one-dimensional problems, using forward first-order finite differences,
the discretised version of Eq. (5.73) is:

qi+1 − qi
Li

= fi+1, i = 0, . . . , n, (5.74a)

qi = −ki
ui+1 − ui

Li

, i = 0, . . . , n, (5.74b)

where Li is an appropriate mesh size, ui are the field variables, qi are the internal
state variables and the functional relationship q = H(u) is now expressed in the
form of an algebraic equation q = H(u), with q = (q0, . . . , qn), u = (u0, . . . , un) and
f = (f1, . . . , fn). Of course, when solving Eq. (5.73), or its corresponding discrete
version Eq. (5.74), proper boundary conditions must be supplied. If the problem is
now formulated within the PGNNIV framework, and for most cases, these boundary
values, together with f , are the natural inputs of the problem, being u the output.
We have named this problem the prediction problem. In other cases, however, we
are interested in characterising a given material from its response to different stimuli.
In that case g, f and u become the input variables while K is the output one in
what we named the characterisation problem.

We focus now on predicting the fields u(x), q(x) and k(x), for given values of the
boundary conditions g and of the stimuli f . This will be possible by using the
approach stated in Section 5.2, such that the nodal values of u will be learned from
a sufficiently big and varied data-set of input-output values, but constrained by the
two following equations:

qi+1 − qi
L

= fi+1, i = 0, . . . , n, (5.75a)

qi = −ki(u1, . . . , un)
ui+1 − ui

L
, i = 0, . . . , n, (5.75b)

u0 = g1, un = g2. (5.75c)

Eqs. (5.75) are formulated so that the internal state variables verify the fundamental
principle of flow conservation, Eq. (5.75a), and the specific boundary conditions,
Eq. (5.75c). At this level, the main problem relies on the form of the function
ki = ki(u1, . . . , un), which is a multiple input-multiple output relationship that will
be learned using DL regression techniques. Further assumptions can be made on the
functional form of this relationship, which may be translated to the structure of the
deep subnetwork associated with the constitutive equation. For example:

• It is possible to assume a local relationship of order m between q and u, that
is, ki = F ((∆+)m(ui), (∆

+)m−1(ui), . . . , (∆
+)0(ui)), where ∆+ is the forward

difference operator and (∆+)0(ui) = ui. Furthermore, it is possible to extend the
methodology for non-local operators (Ciaurri et al., 2018), with the inconvenience
of additional numerical and computational complexity. In particular, a nonlinear
relationship may be reduced to a separable form involving the field u, the gradient
of the field u, and higher-order derivatives, or even non-local operators. Thus,
qi = Πk

j=1Fj ((∆+)rj(ui)
sj) where now Fj are the functions to be learned. This

functional form is ubiquitous in mathematical (Osserman, 2013), physical (Frank,
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2005; Ishizuka et al., 2008), engineering (Barenblatt et al., 1989; Caffarelli and
Vazquez, 2010) and financial (Ankudinova and Ehrhardt, 2008; Barles and Soner,
1998) problems. As a very particular but common case, a pointwise relationship
is expressed as ki = F0 ((∆+)0(ui)

1).

• It is also possible to assume a linear (possibly heterogeneous) relationship
between the gradient of u and the flow q. In that case, qi = ki∆

+ui, that
is, ki are constants. The homogeneous case is a particular one, provided that
ki = k, i = 1, . . . , n.

Finally, the function ki = ki(u1, . . . , un) may be parametrised using model parameters
λ with physical meaning. This approach recovers the classical parametric fitting when
a given constitutive model structure is assumed, and is either useful for prediction
problems and for model selection or validation.

For illustrative purposes let us consider the problem:

d

dx

(
k
du

dx

)
= 0, (5.76)

with boundary conditions:

u(x = 0) = g1, u(x = 1) = g2. (5.77)

Together with g1 and g2, q1 = q(x = 0) and q2 = q(x = 1) were considered as input
variables to ensure that the PGNNIV is associated with a well-posed problem: we
need at least one value of the flow, since the is flow constant and k undefined, meaning
that the conservation equation is fulfilled for any flow distribution up to an additive
constant value. With these considerations, (g1, g2, q1, q2) are the input variables and

u is the output variable. The error term is e2 = π2
0 =

∫ 1

0
(u(x)− û(x))2dx, that is, the

L2
2 norm error between the predicted and the measured fields, u and û respectively.

The penalty functions are associated with flow conservation, essential boundary
conditions and natural boundary conditions, respectively:

π2
1 =

∫ 1

0

[
d

dx

(
k
du

dx

)]2
dx, (5.78a)

π2
2 = (u(x = 0) − g1)

2 + (u(x = 1) − g2)
2, (5.78b)

π2
3 = (q(x = 0) − q1)

2 + (q(x = 1) − q2)
2. (5.78c)

To facilitate the discussion, we shall analyse separately the effect of including het-
erogeneity and nonlinearities, since each problem has its own particularities, even if
both problems may be simultaneously studied in one stroke.

5.3.2.2 Homogeneous vs heterogeneous problem

In this case, we seek for solutions to the problem in Eq. (5.76) and boundary
conditions in Eq. (5.77) when considering k = k(x). Let us consider for such
purposes two PGNNIVs whose topology and hyperparameters are presented next.
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Predictive network

Let us denote the tensor input as X (shape [N, 4]), such that X[j, 1] = gj1, X[j, 2] = gj2,
X[j, 3] = qj1 and X[j, 4] = qj2, while the tensor output is denoted as u (shape [N, n])
such that u[i, j] = uj

i . To predict the values ui we use standard ANN regression
techniques. In this work, we consider MLPs as the fundamental tool for building
predictive networks, although more sophisticated ANNs may be suitable for other
problems. In particular, we used a 4-layer network with two hidden layers, each with
15 neurons, such that Y = Y[X], with Y the nonlinear operator that identifies the
input-output relation in the neural network. Up to this point, there is no novelty
compared to a traditional ANN approach. With all these notations, the prediction
error is:

e = Y− u. (5.79)

Continuum explanatory network

We establish now a tensor operator D∗ associated with the first-order forward dif-
ferential operator ∆+ and we define dY = D∗[Y] (shape [N, n− 1]). Then, we set a
variable tensor, K, of shape [n−1, n−1]. The structure of the mathematical equation
implies that the tensor K is diagonal. Here we try two possibilities, resulting in two
different PGNNIV: a scalar-tensor (N1) and a general diagonal tensor (N2). The first
one is associated with a generic homogeneous problem and the second one with a
heterogeneous one. Now we define q = −dY · K (shape [N, n− 1]) and we concatenate
it with the two boundary flow values obtaining q̃ (shape [N, n + 1]). Finally, we
define f = D∗[q̃], ū = (Y[·, 0] − g1, Y[·, n] − g2) and q̄ = (q[·, 0] − q1, q[·, n − 1] − q2).
Consequently, the penalty terms involved in the problem are:

π1 = f, (5.80a)

π2 = ū, (5.80b)

π3 = q̄. (5.80c)

Cost function, learning algorithm and optimization parameters

Besides the cost function and a learning algorithm and its associated hyperparameters
as in the standard case, in the constrained ANN we also have to specify the weights
associated with the PILs related to the constraints or, equivalently, the penalty
coefficients that become, therefore, new hyperparameters. In this work, we consider
the MSE as the cost function, both for the error and penalty terms, and we selected
the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2014). The resulting cost function (CF) (or
loss function) of the optimisation procedure is, therefore:

CF = c0MSE(e) + c1MSE(π1) + c2MSE(π2) + c3MSE(π3). (5.81)

The optimisation parameters of the PGNNIV are summarised in Table 5.5.

To evaluate the network performance, we will consider the two cases k(x) = 1
(homogeneous problem, P1) and k(x) = x + 1 (heterogeneous problem, P2). The
analytical solutions of these two problems are summarised in Table 5.6.
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Parameter Value
Learning rate 0.0003
Error coefficients 107

Flow conservation 102

Penalty coefficients Essential boundary conditions 103

Natural boundary conditions 103

Table 5.5: PGNNIV optimisation parameters. We distinguish between the parame-
ters corresponding to any ANN approach and those inherent to PGNNIV (the penalty
coefficients).

Fields u(x) q(x) k(x)
P1 (g2 − g1)x + g1 g2 − g1 1
P2 u(x) = g2−g1

ln 2
ln(x + 1) + g1

g2−g1
ln 2

x + 1

Table 5.6: Analytical solutions associated with the two considered problems. The
solution u, flow q and diffusivity k fields are shown.

N profiles of u(x) were synthetically generated for different values of the boundary
conditions, independently and uniformly sampled on [0; 1]2, that is g1, g2 ∼ U [0; 1]
and independent. The values of the field u were particularised at n = 10 points,
xi = (i− 1)/(n− 1), i = 1, . . . , n so the output variables correspond therefore to the
nodal values ui = u(xi), i = 1, . . . , 10.

Network convergence

To evaluate the performance of the continuum-based PGNNIVs we generated N = 104

samples of input-output values for both P1 and P2 problems. We used 80% of the
generated values as training data and 20% as test data. At each iteration throughout
the optimisation process, the PGNNIV was fed with the whole training data-set. The
process was stopped after 105 iterations. The convergence of both neural networks
is shown in Fig. 5.26, where we plot the value of the cost function (including the
error and penalty terms), demonstrating that a low value of the cost function was
obtained in both cases for the homogeneous problem. Nonetheless, for this problem,
the homogeneous network showed a faster convergence as it includes fewer learning
parameters. However, only the heterogeneous network was able to reach similar low
values for the heterogeneous problem.

The inability of the homogeneous network to reach low error predictions in the
heterogeneous problem is explained by the impossibility of obtaining arbitrarily
small values for the penalties associated with the flow conservation constraint for
such a limited model. This is well illustrated in Fig. 5.27, which shows the value
of the different penalty terms during the optimisation process. The penalty terms
associated with the flow are unable to reach sufficiently low values because they are
incompatible with the assumption of homogeneous material.

Finally, it is interesting to compare the convergence of the network in terms of the
model network parameters. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.28. As for the homogeneous
problem, all model network parameters converge to the theoretical value (k = 1),
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Figure 5.26: Learning curve for the different networks and data-sets. CF values are
smoothed using a constant filter of bandwidth w = 1000 to avoid sharp oscillations
in the logarithmic scale.

both for the homogeneous and heterogeneous network, albeit the homogeneous one
converges faster. However, for the heterogeneous problem, each model parameter of
the heterogeneous network model converges to a value satisfying the nodal constitutive
relationship (that is, the nodal value ki), while the homogeneous network does
whatever is possible to reduce the CF, that is, the only model parameter converges
to an intermediate value of the diffusivity k, so it never achieves the same predictive
power as the heterogeneous network.

Predictive capacity

Once the network has converged, we can predict the values of the field u by simply
interpolating the obtained values for the nodes, ui, predicted by the network. Note
that this prediction for the whole space has a minimal cost (the one of a single
evaluation), as in any other neural network once trained, since it does not require
the inversion of any system of equations or iterative procedure. Moreover, the values
of the fields q and k are obtained as a byproduct of the network without any post-
process beyond the nodal interpolation. As a simple illustration, Fig. 5.29 shows the
neural network prediction of the essential and derivative fields for the heterogeneous
problem for one particular set of boundary conditions (g1 = 0.31, and g2 = 0.79).

Even if we show the field associated with one single value of the inputs, the perfor-
mance is general for the whole coverage of the input values. Indeed, the statistics of
the normalised L2 errors corresponding to the prediction of the different fields are
shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. This error is computed by using the estimate:

E2
r [f ] =

∫ 1

0
(f̂(x) − f(x))2 dx∫ 1

0
f(x)2 dx

, (5.82)
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(a) Homogeneous problem. (b) Heterogeneous problem.

Figure 5.27: Evolution of the loss term along the optimisation process. The different
loss terms are normalised by their maximal value for a simpler and more consistent
comparison. Curves associated with e and π2 overlap as they are both related with
the values of the solution field u.

where f̂ is the predicted value of the field and f is the true value given by the
analytical solution (see Table 5.6).

E2
r [u] E2

r [q]
min Q1 Q2 Q3 max min Q1 Q2 Q3 max

N1 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 2 × 10−4 4 × 10−1 2 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 1 × 10−3 2 × 10−3 1
N2 5 × 10−5 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 4 × 10−1 5 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 7 × 10−4 1 × 10−3 1

Table 5.7: Statistics of the error when predicting the output fields for the homo-
geneous problem. The two networks have an error of the same order of magnitude
when solving the homogeneous problem.

E2
r [u] E2

r [q]
min Q1 Q2 Q3 max min Q1 Q2 Q3 max

N1 7 × 10−6 7 × 10−4 1 × 10−3 1 × 10−3 4 × 10−1 2 × 10−1 2 × 10−1 2 × 10−1 2 × 10−1 1
N2 1 × 10−4 3 × 10−4 6 × 10−4 1 × 10−3 4 × 10−1 1 × 10−3 2 × 10−3 2 × 10−3 3 × 10−3 1

Table 5.8: Statistics of the error when predicting the output fields for the heteroge-
neous problem. The heterogeneous network outperforms the homogeneous network,
as expected.

As the output field k(x) does not depend on the value of the boundary conditions,
all quantile indicators collapse to a single error value, as shown in Table 5.9.

Note that, except for some very particular predictions, the error remains small if
the PGNNIV is able to learn the constitutive relation (less than 1% error for more
than 75% of the predictions). Only the homogeneous network fails when estimating
the values of the field q, which is the one associated with the constitutive model.
Consequently, the PGNNIV is not capable either of learning accurately the value of
k (error of the order 20%).
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(a) Homogeneous problem. (b) Heterogeneous problem.

Figure 5.28: Network model parameter convergence. The nodal values of k are
plotted until M = 2 × 104 iterations, where the model network has converged.

(a) Field u. (b) Field q. (c) Field k.

Figure 5.29: PGNNIV prediction of the output fields. Both neural networks are able
to predict the output field u for the heterogeneous problem but the heterogeneous
network outperforms the homogeneous one when predicting the fields q and k.

In Figs. 5.30 and 5.31 the error obtained is depicted as a function of the boundary
conditions for both neural networks and problems. As it may be seen, the error
remains always small, independently of the values of g1 and g2, when estimating
the field u for both problems and neural networks. The heterogeneous PGNNIV is
additionally able to accurately estimate the field q, except for values close to the
line g1 = g2, when of course q(x) = 0 and therefore E2

r [q] → ∞. Apart from this
singular case, the error is generally higher when getting closer to the boundaries of
the data-set coverage (g1 = 0, 1, and/or g2 = 0, 1), which is expected due to the
self-learning nature of the method presented.

5.3.2.3 Linears vs nonlinear problem

With the aim of getting now a nonlinear version of the problem (5.76) and boundary
conditions (5.77), we state k = k(u). Let us consider now three PGNNIVs described
next.

To evaluate the network performance, we shall consider three cases k(u) = 1 (constant
diffusivity, P1), k(u) = u (linear diffusivity, P2) and k(u) = exp(u) (exponential
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E2
r [k]

Homogeneous problem N1 7 × 10−6

N2 5 × 10−4

Heterogeneous problem N1 2 × 10−1

N2 7 × 10−3

Table 5.9: Statistics of the error when predicting the diffusivity field for both
problems. The heterogeneous network is the only one able to accurately predict the
diffusivity field.

diffusivity, P3). The analytical solutions of these three problems are summarised
again in Table 5.10.

Fields u(x) q(x) k(x)
P1 (g2 − g1)x + g1 g2 − g1 1

P3 u(x) =
√

(g22 − g21)x + g21
g22−g21

2

√
(g22 − g21)x + g21

P2 u(x) = ln ((exp(g2) − exp(g1))x + exp(g1)) exp(g2) − exp(g1) (exp(g2) − exp(g1))x + exp(g2)

Table 5.10: Analytical solutions associated with the problems considered. The
solution u, flow q and diffusivity field k are shown.

The input and output values that feed the neural network are generated analogously
to the previous example.

Predictive network

One of the advantages of this methodology is that the predictive neural network only
depends on the nature of the input and output variables. Therefore, the predictive
neural network for this nonlinear problem is exactly the same as in the previous
example and so it is for the prediction error. The nature of the hidden state equation
only affects the physical constraints associated with the PILs layers.

Continuum explanatory network

It is at this level where a supplementary effort has to be made. From the tensor
y, we obtain the derivative field using the tensorial operator D∗, dY = D∗[Y] (shape
[N, n−1]). However, we define additionally a new tensor k representing the diffusivity
associated with each element. Note that this field has a shape of [N, n − 1], as it
is defined in the elements rather than in the nodes, so we define an element field
um = M∗[u] (shape [N, n − 1]) obtained by averaging the nodal values of the field
associated with the considered element. This operator is formulated in terms of a
tensor operator, so a convolutional one-dimensional filter of size 2 with constant
kernel 1/2 was used. The next step is to define a neural network model relating the
tensors um and k. The point-wise character of this (unknown) relationship, that is, the
fact that k[N, j] = F(um[N, j]), is easily formulated in the deep learning TensorFlow
framework by defining a CNN that expands in higher dimensional spaces the content
of each neuron associated with each element.
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(a) Homogeneous network.

(b) Heterogeneous network.

Figure 5.30: Errors in the homogeneous problem for both neural networks. Both
neural networks are able to predict accurately the fields u and q (less than 1% error)
except for the case g1 = g2 when q(x) = 0.
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(a) Homogeneous network.

(b) Heterogeneous network.

Figure 5.31: Errors in the heterogeneous problem for both neural networks. u is
accurately predicted by the two neural networks, while only the heterogeneous neural
network is able to predict accurately the field q (less than 1% error, except for the
case g1 = g2 when q(x) = 0).
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For illustrative purposes we tried two possibilities, resulting in two different PGNNIVs:
a 2-layer CNN (no hidden layers) and a 3-layer CNN. For the first, no activation
function was used so the CNN is able to reproduce only linear relationships. For
the second one, we used sigmoid activation functions in the hidden layer. In all
layers, we considered bias terms before and after applying the activation function.
Another possibility, which was explored alternatively, was to prescribe a parametric
relationship between the two tensors um and k. Here we illustrate this possibility by
prescribing k(u) = α + βuγ where α, β and γ are model parameters.

As a summary, the tensorial flow at the model network is, for the three proposed
approaches:

um︸︷︷︸
[N,n−1]

→︸︷︷︸
[1,n−1,n−1]

k︸︷︷︸
[N,n−1]

um︸︷︷︸
[N,n−1]

→︸︷︷︸
[1,m,n−1,n−1]

h︸︷︷︸
[N,m,n−1]

→︸︷︷︸
[m,1,n−1,n−1]

k︸︷︷︸
[N,n−1]

um︸︷︷︸
[N,n−1]

→︸︷︷︸
[1,n−1,n−1]

k︸︷︷︸
[N,n−1]

where we indicate under each tensor or operation, the shape of the tensor or filter.
The penalty terms related to the PGNNIV are the same used in the previous example.
Note that with respect to the previous approach, there is an extra hyperparameter
related to the network topology, which is the size of the convolutional filter in the
second network, that is, m. For the following results obtained, we set a value of
m = 5. The impact of this parameter is analysed in Section 5.3.2.4.

Cost function, learning algorithm and hyperparameters

We used the same cost function, learning parameters and hyperparameters than in
the preceding example (see Table 5.5).

Network convergence

Convergence in terms of the CF and the different penalties presents the same trend
discussed before when analysing Fig. 5.26. However, it is interesting here to show
the evolution of the model parameters during the optimisation problem, which is
informative about the nature of the model k = k(u) (Fig. 5.32).

First, it is easy to observe that the parameters of both the 2L-CNN model and the
parametric CNN are easily interpreted in physical terms. Indeed, for the problem
k(u) = 1, the weight of the 2L-CNN converges to 0 and the bias converges to 1
because k(u) = 0 · u + 1. This also happens in the parametric network, where
α → 1 and β → 0 although there is a third spurious parameter, γ, that remains
undetermined and therefore its convergence is not guaranteed. The parameters
associated with the 3L-CNN, although not so easily interpretable, do converge, which
is indicative of the fact that the CNN network is able to find an optimal solution,
regardless of whether this solution is accurate or not.

For the linear diffusivity case, the interpretation is similar: the weight of the 2L-CNN
converges to 1 and the bias converges to 0, because k(u) = 1 · u + 0, while for
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the parametric network, α → 0.06, β → 0.97 and γ → 1.2. Note that even if
the underlying model is learned well enough, the numerical error intrinsic to the
network induces another error in the parameter estimation, which darkens the linear
k − u relationship. This may be dramatic when extrapolating, being this a well-
known drawback when using complex parametric models without paying attention
to overfitting. The 3L-CNN did not totally converge after M = 105 iterations
even if, as we will see later, yields good enough results. This is possibly due to an
excess of network parameters (excess of neurons) and/or to an insufficiently good
model learning approach that could be improved with longer runs or using different
optimisation algorithms (from the mathematical point of view, the problem is not
bounded or the search algorithm has not reached a local minimum).

Finally, in the exponential diffusivity problem, the 2L-CNN network and the para-
metric network reach convergence close to M = 3 × 104 iterations, while for the
parametric network we get α = 1.06, β = 1.60 and γ = 1.47. This may be interpreted
as the optimal least-squares solution for the parametric problem, when using the
CF considered. This solution may be also obtained by using another optimisation
approach different from backpropagation (for instance, the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (Levenberg, 1944) commonly used in parametric fitting). This latter family
of algorithms is usually resource-intensive and complex to use in large-scale problems.
The behaviour of the 3L-CNN performance is, in that case, similar to the one for the
linear diffusivity problem.

Predictive capacity

As in the previous example (homogeneous vs heterogeneous), the performance of
the presented methodology in predicting the value of the different fields is now
evaluated. There is, however, a difference with respect to that example that is
inherent to nonlinear problems: the value of the field k(x) depends now on the
boundary conditions, as k = k(u(x)) and u depends on the boundary conditions.
Fig. 5.33 shows the neural network prediction of all fields involved in the problem in
the hardest case analysed, that is, exponential diffusivity, for one particular set of
boundary conditions (g1 = 0.31 and g2 = 0.79).

More important than a particular prediction for one set of boundary conditions is
the statistics of the errors for the boundary conditions varying in the whole learning
space. This statistics is shown in Tables 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 for the fields u and q and
the three problems, respectively, while the one for the diffusion field k is presented
in Table 5.14.

E2
r [u] E2

r [q]
min Q1 Q2 Q3 max min Q1 Q2 Q3 max

2L-CNN 4 × 10−7 1 × 10−6 2 × 10−6 4 × 10−6 1 × 10−1 3 × 10−5 3 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 7 × 10−5 3 × 10−1

3L-CNN 9 × 10−7 5 × 10−6 9 × 10−6 2 × 10−5 2 × 10−1 4 × 10−5 8 × 10−5 1 × 10−4 2 × 10−4 4 × 10−1

Parametric 3 × 10−5 3 × 10−5 4 × 10−5 4 × 10−5 1 × 10−1 1 × 10−4 2 × 10−4 4 × 10−4 8 × 10−4 4 × 10−1

Table 5.11: Statistics of the error when predicting the output fields for the problem
with constant diffusivity. We obtain similar statistical results for all the neural
networks.
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E2
r [u] E2

r [q]
min Q1 Q2 Q3 max min Q1 Q2 Q3 max

2L-CNN 3 × 10−4 3 × 10−3 5 × 10−3 8 × 10−3 3 × 10−1 5 × 10−3 2 × 10−2 3 × 10−2 4 × 10−2 2 × 101

3L-CNN 2 × 10−4 3 × 10−3 5 × 10−3 8 × 10−3 3 × 10−1 4 × 10−3 2 × 10−3 3 × 10−3 5 × 10−2 2 × 101

Parametric 3 × 10−4 2 × 10−3 4 × 10−3 6 × 10−3 9 × 10−2 2 × 10−3 1 × 10−2 2 × 10−2 3 × 10−2 2 × 101

Table 5.12: Statistics of the error when predicting the output fields for the problem
with linear diffusivity. We obtain similar statistical results for all the neural networks.

E2
r [u] E2

r [q]
min Q1 Q2 Q3 max min Q1 Q2 Q3 max

2L-CNN 1 × 10−4 2 × 10−3 3 × 10−3 5 × 10−3 1 × 10−1 3 × 10−3 2 × 10−2 3 × 10−2 4 × 10−2 7 × 10−1

3L-CNN 1 × 10−4 2 × 10−3 3 × 10−3 5 × 10−3 2 × 10−1 4 × 10−3 2 × 10−2 3 × 10−2 5 × 10−2 7 × 10−1

Parametric 1 × 10−4 2 × 10−3 4 × 10−3 5 × 10−3 2 × 10−1 2 × 10−3 9 × 10−3 2 × 10−2 3 × 10−2 8 × 10−1

Table 5.13: Statistics of the error when predicting the output fields for the problem
with exponential diffusivity. We obtain similar statistical results for all the neural
networks.

E2
r [k]

min Q1 Q2 Q3 max
Constant diffusivity 2L-CNN 3 × 10−4 3 × 10−4 3 × 10−4 4 × 10−4 4 × 10−4

3L-CNN 7 × 10−7 4 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 2 × 10−3

Parametric 2 × 10−7 1 × 10−5 2 × 10−5 2 × 10−5 2 × 10−5

Linear diffusivity 2L-CNN 4 × 10−3 7 × 10−3 1 × 10−2 2 × 10−2 ∞
3L-CNN 1 × 10−3 9 × 10−3 1 × 10−2 2 × 10−2 ∞

Parametric 1 × 10−3 6 × 10−3 1 × 10−2 2 × 10−2 ∞
Exponential diffusivity 2L-CNN 6 × 10−4 2 × 10−2 3 × 10−2 3 × 10−2 8 × 10−2

3L-CNN 6 × 10−4 1 × 10−2 2 × 10−2 5 × 10−2 2 × 10−1

Parametric 6 × 10−4 4 × 10−3 7 × 10−3 1 × 10−2 7 × 10−2

Table 5.14: Statistics of the error when predicting the diffusivity field for the three
problems. We obtain similar statistical results for all the neural networks.
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(a) Constant diffusivity. (b) Linear diffusivity.

(c) Exponential diffusivity.

Figure 5.32: Network model parameter convergence. The values of all the network
parameters are displayed, but only those represented in continuous line have a direct
interpretation in terms of parameters in the relation k = k(u) .

In addition to the error associated with the fields u and q, it is possible to evaluate
the error of the field k for the different boundary conditions. Fig. 5.34 shows the
relative L2 error for the three tested networks and the three data-sets.

From the figures and tables presented, we can draw several important observations.
For the first problem, the three PGNNIVs have a good accuracy, though the 2L-CNN,
whose learning power is specific for linear models, provides the best results in terms of
errors. Besides, as the problem is linear, the error has a linear shape when visualised
in terms of the boundary conditions. The 3L-CNN and the parametric PGNNIV are
nonlinear models and so it is the error. For the second problem, the three PGNNIVs
estimate accurately the value of the field k except for some values close to the
boundaries of the sampling space. Therefore, the three networks are useful as model
learners. Finally, for the third problem, we observe that, although the error is low,
in general, for the three models, the 3L-CNN and the parametric network achieve
smaller values. That is because the first network has less predictive power than
the second for a general class of functions, while, for that case, a parametric model
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(a) Field u. (b) Field q. (c) Field k.

Figure 5.33: PGNNIV prediction of the output fields. The three neural networks
are able to predict the output field u for the exponential diffusivity problem but the
predictive capacity varies from one network to another for q and k.

of the form k(u) = α + βuγ is able to describe the underlying physics accurately
enough. Note that this, however, is particular to the problem in hands, that is,
k(u) = exp(u). For all cases, the highest errors always appear close to the boundaries
of the learning domain. If we compare only the second and third PGNNIV, the
third one reaches better predictions close to the boundaries. This is a consequence
of the multi-parametric nature of neural networks when used in regression problems:
certain overfitting is unavoidable to some extent and is glimpsed especially close to
the boundary values.

Explanatory capacity

As explained in Section 5.2, PGNNIVs have both predictive and explanatory capacity,
in the sense that they can unravel the hidden internal state equations. This has been
explored in the precedent example by reproducing the field k = k(x). This field is a
direct output of the problem, but when expressed in terms of the variable x may be
seen as an explanation (identification) of the heterogeneous constitutive model. For
nonlinear problems, however, the problem becomes richer. The interest here is to
learn the model k = k(u). One way is to sample the two output fields k(x) and u(x)
for each x and all boundary conditions. This leads however to a point cloud due to the
noise and discretisation errors. But there is one more elegant alternative that consists
in exporting the network related to the model. Its convolutional nature makes it
independent of the considered point x (that is, element independent). Fig. 5.35
shows the model predictions for the three data-sets and the three tested PGNNIV.
It is important to emphasise once again that the parametric network has a good
learning capacity since 1.06 + 1.60u1.47 is a good enough approximation of exp(u),
although this characteristic is specific to the problem in hands.

5.3.2.4 Numerical experiments

Next, we evaluate the performance of the methodology presented according to different
parameters, inherent to the presented methodology: the data-set size, the error in
the training data-set and the size of the hidden layers. The following discussion
corresponds to the more complex exponential diffusivity problem using the 3L-CNN
network.
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(a) Constant diffusivity.

(b) Linear diffusivity.

(c) Exponential diffusivity.

Figure 5.34: PGNNIV error in predicting the field k. All networks are able to
estimate the value of the field k for the constant and linear diffusivity problems.
Although the 2L-CNN network yields small enough errors for the exponential case,
the 3L-CNN and the parametric networks provide more accurate results.
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(a) Constant diffusivity. (b) Linear diffusivity. (c) Exponential diffusivity.

Figure 5.35: Unravelling capacity of the PGNNIVs. The three presented PGNNIVs
try to explain the constitutive model k = k(u). Data-set coverage leads to sampled
values of um in [0.13, 0.87] which explains the differences obtained beyond those
values.

Data-set size

Fig. 5.36 shows the E2
r errors when varying the data-set size, both considering the

predictive and unravelling capacity of the network. The main conclusion is that the
data-set size has an important impact on accuracy and precision, but not much on
the model learning capacity. This result is expected since for each sample of the
data-set, the model learning is performed at the nodal level, so the learning capacity
is amplified as a consequence of the discretisation. This is even more evident when
analysing the spatial error defined for a spatial field f as:

εr[f ](x) =

∣∣∣∣∣ f̂(x) − f(x)

f(x)

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.83)

This is illustrated in Fig. 5.37: even if for all fields, a larger data-set implies better
estimations, the field k demands fewer data to be learned.

Noise impact

To analyse the impact of the data noise on the results we added a white noise to the
training data. The noise level is evaluated by introducing a white noise, proportional
to the standard deviation of spatial profile. That is, un

i ∼ N (ui, s) where ui is
the noise-free nodal values, un

i is their noisy counterpart, and s = pσ, being σ the
standard deviation of {ui}i=1,...,n. First, we analyse the noise impact on the network
convergence. Fig. 5.38 shows the CF evolution as well as the different penalty terms
during the optimisation process. As the noise affects directly the output field u, the
differences in the convergence of the CF function are associated mainly with the
prediction error term associated with u, already in the 1000th iteration. However,
once the output field noise has been filtered by the PGNNIV, there is another error
source associated with the numerical discretisation, which plays an important role in
the last stage of convergence, around M = 2 × 104.
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Figure 5.36: Impact of the data-set size on the predictive and unravelling capacity
of the network. The relative E2

r is shown for different data-set sizes. As the
prediction of the fields depends on the boundary conditions, the error is shown with
its associated standard error bar.

Figure 5.37: Impact of the data-set size on the spatial field prediction. As the
different fields involved depend on the boundary conditions, the median of the relative
error is shown together with a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 5.38: Impact of the noise level on the network convergence. The CF plotted
at the left panel is the squared sum of the terms shown at the right panel.

We analyse now the impact of the noise in the E2
r errors, both for predictive and

unravelling capacity. The results are shown in Fig. 5.39, getting a similar interpreta-
tion to the one for the data-set impact. However, there is one subtlety: the fields
k and q are associated with the derivatives of the field u so, even if the filtering
capacity of the network is remarkable for the prediction of all fields, as it is common
when using PGNNIV methodology, the error in the prediction is higher for the
fields involving a derivative of the discretised function, as the error is amplified by
numerical discretisation. Fig. 5.37 shows the spatial errors, illustrating this fact
more clearly.

Figure 5.39: Impact of the noise level on the predictive and unravelling capacity of
the network. The relative E2

r is shown for different data-set sizes. As the prediction of
the fields depends on the boundary conditions, the error is shown with its associated
standard error bar.
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Figure 5.40: Impact of the noise level on the spatial field prediction. As the
different fields involved depend on boundary conditions, the median of the relative
error together with a 95% confidence interval is shown.

Effect of discretisation

Now, we explore the effect of increasing the discretisation (that is, to augment the
number of nodes or to reduce the mesh size). This is implemented by increasing the
number of output values ui and, consequently, the number of fluxes qi. the results are
shown in Fig. 5.41. As it can be seen, a rough increase of the discretisation does not
necessarily improve the prediction or explanatory capacity. This is a fundamental
difference between this methodology and the usual simulation approach (that is
merely predictive). The convergence with the mesh is a very critical aspect. Here
we point out the need of new research results in this line. In a certain sense, we
still suffer from the lack of mathematical results, playing the role that, for instance,
convergence theorems play in FE analysis.

Learning space size

Finally, we evaluate the effect of varying the learning space associated with the model.
The first comment corresponds to the convergence of the network, which is shown in
Fig. 5.42: the larger the learning space (i.e. the higher the number of neurons in the
network), the higher the converge cost.

The predictive and unravelling capacity of the network is shown in Fig. 5.43. As
it is common in the neural network framework, the learning power of the model
increases with the model parameters (number of neurons) until it reaches a stagnation
point, beyond which the accuracy does not improve. It is important, however, to
remark that an augmentation of the learning space is always related with an average
accuracy improvement, but not necessarily with a precision improvement for all
specific problems. Indeed, if the learning space is large, the model risks being
overfitted, resulting in poor predictions for some special cases. This may be seen
when comparing the error bar for the different predictions. To illustrate this fact, Fig.
5.44 plots the spatial distributions of the errors of fields q and k (the ones involved in
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Figure 5.41: Effect of the discretisation. Note that a mesh refinement is not
necessarily accompanied by an improvement in the results.

Figure 5.42: Impact of the learning space size on the network convergence. The
upper panel shows the value of the CF and the lower panel the value of the weights at
each iteration. CF values are smoothed using a constant filter of bandwidth w = 1000
for avoiding sharp oscillations in the visualization in the logarithmic scale. Note that
a sharp change in the value of the parameters is associated with a significant change
in the value of CF.
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the model learning). The results are in agreement with our conclusion: lower values
of median estimations and larger confidence intervals.

(a) Predictive capacity.

(b) Unravelling capacity.

Figure 5.43: Predictive and unravelling capacity of the PGNNIV. The unravelling
capacity is evaluated using the L2 error instead of the relative L2 error since it is
not reported in the same plot.

In summary, an increase in the number of neurons is a good starting point for
reaching good enough results, but it is a rude strategy when the goal is to fit the
model precisely and avoid overfitting. For these purposes, better and more suited
strategies are required (Hou et al., 2017).

5.4 Discussion
The presented framework introduces a new and singular way of combining physical
knowledge and the power of the most recent data science techniques to solve physical
problems. Although the presented illustrative problems are simple and academic,
they highlight all the ingredients and the main features of the methodology. We
summarise the following achievements:

• The capacity of dealing with arbitrary complex models, equations and struc-
tures. We have considered nonlinearities and different degrees of material
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(a) Field q. (b) Field k.

Figure 5.44: Spatial distribution of the error for q and k fields and 2L-CNN and
3L-CNN. As the different fields involved depend on boundary conditions, the median
of the relative error is shown together with a 95% confidence interval.

knowledge such as spatial symmetry. Also, locality has been implicitly con-
sidered when establishing a local relation between the flow and the essential
field.

• Flexibility to add some or the whole available physical knowledge to the
network. Several degrees of knowledge have been tested, involving symmetries,
the mathematical character of the constitutive operators and their explicit
parametric dependence. Also, selecting a model from among several candidates
is another possibility.

• The two-stage character of the methodology. In the first step, the predictive
and explanatory (or unravelling) capacities of the methods are clearly revealed.
This process is computationally expensive. However, nowadays, there are a lot of
resources to perform this task, such as scalability and parallelisation tools, cloud
and distributed computing and adapted hardware technologies such as GPUs
and, TPUs and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The second step is a
pure evaluation of the output for the desired input. Primary and derived fields
and parameters are obtained in one evaluation cost. Only, the post process is
related to the interpolation of the nodal values to get the different fields in the
whole domain. As an example, Fig. 5.44 was generated using a 100 × 100 grid,
so it includes the resolution of 104 nonlinear PDEs. It was, however, generated
in less than one second using a personal laptop as it involves only 104 network
evaluations for each model.

Nonetheless, there is an important limitation that arises from the present study. It
is crucial to correctly choose the best strategy when selecting what is known and
what is not in the problem to solve. If something is known, the best strategy is to
include it in the PGNNIV, explicitly if possible, or implicitly if not. In the limit case,
parametric models are the best ones and less expensive to train, so they are the ones
that provide the best results, when correctly assumed as it was illustrated with the
hydraulics example (see Fig. 5.14) and the homogeneous heat equation (see Tables
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5.7, 5.8 and 5.9). Indeed, centuries dedicated to establish models cannot be wrong.
This may drive to think that in that limit case nothing new has been presented, but
this is simplistic since the model learning and the predictive capacity are acquired in
one stroke and once for all and can be continuously improved by new sets of data
input, using dynamic data-driven application systems (DDDASs). It is, however,
important to note that obtaining high quality data may be more complicated than
initially thought, since there is not a simple way to guarantee that internal variables
have a pertinent coverage (see, for instance, Fig. 5.43) when the constitutive relation
is not a priori known).

In any case, once the model is trained, any prediction may be performed later
via offline calculation in one single evaluation. This is extremely advantageous for
optimisation, inverse problems or stochastic computations based on Montecarlo
strategies, among others. In particular, we may establish the whole constitutive
model, which is equivalent to build a response surface using ANN procedures or to
derive a reduced order model (ROM) using backpropagation, with the particularity
that the computational cost is reduced with respect to usual ANN procedures when
adding the physical constraints as explained when analysing the performance of
PGNNIV.
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5.5 Conclusions
We have presented a framework in which we use the technology and methods of ANN
for solving physically-based problems, including both discrete and continuum ones.
The key point is a cunning split of the equations of the problem into two sets, what
is known and what is not, and therefore you want it to be learned. The result is a
method that offers both predictive and explanatory capacity: it is possible to predict,
in a single evaluation, the state of the system for any prescribed value of the input
variable, and to learn about the mathematical structure of the constitutive state
equation of the problem in hands. Indeed, good results have been demonstrated for
some paradigmatic cases in science and engineering related to constitutive modelling:
heterogeneity, nonlinearity, local character, model identification and feature detection.

This approach allows us both to predict the evolution of a physical system and to
explain its structure in the language of Physics. Moreover, we have taken advantage
of the characteristics of the ANN language for a very general formulation of a broad
class of problems whose mathematical model is expressed by means of a system of
PDEs.

Of course, it suffers from the typical pros and cons of neural networks. As pros:

• Once the PGNNIV is trained, it allows us to make predictions in an evaluation
cost (that is, in real-time). No linear operator inversion, tangent-based operators
computation, or iterative procedure are necessary when predicting the state or
the evolution of a system.

• The network is trained offline in a very time-consuming process. However, ANN
is a mature and hot field in continuous development, and specific hardware
and software tools (parallel, cloud and distributed computation, GPUs and
TPUs software, mathematical optimisation algorithms, among other software
and hardware solutions) are accelerating more and more the training steps.

As main cons, we can mention the following:

• For DL models, the data used in the training process must be large and varied.
This explains why topics such as the internet of things (IoT) and the Big Data
paradigm are becoming so important in this context. Data quantity but also data
quality are required: large amounts of data are not enough, but they have also to
be well distributed and uncorrelated for the model to be accurately learned. This
is more complicated to be thought, since there is not a simple way to guarantee
that internal variables have a pertinent coverage.

• Defining successful neural network models requires a complex and time-consuming
process of network topology definition and hyperparameter tuning. Although
some efforts have been made in the last years for developing appropriate tools
Bardenet et al. (2013); J. Toal et al. (2008); Maclaurin et al. (2015); Snoek
et al. (2012), this remains a hard task that strongly depends on the researcher’s
knowledge, experience or intuition.
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• Even if the ANN converges, it is difficult to expect a prediction to be as accurate
as when using fully prescribed mathematical models. PGNNIV are therefore
strongly recommended for problems where qualitative explanations or major
trends are searched, without entering in fine quantitative details.

In addition to these general characteristics of ANN methods, the presented hybrid
formulation has shown extra advantages with respect to other existent methods:

• It allows working only with measurable variables. This is crucial as all the DD
approaches, such as the presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, in one way or
another, make hypotheses and assumptions about the relationships between
measurable and non-measurable (internal) variables.

• The presented method ranges from model-free to model-based approaches. In
this sense, we talk about model-guided methods.

• As this methodology is physically guided, it allows the explainability of the
different phenomena investigated, so it can be framed within the scope of XAI
Došilović et al. (2018); Samek et al. (2017).

• It allows obtaining the whole field of internal variables, without any post-
processing of the output variable. This is impossible in any other ANN method
without additional assumptions.

• As shown in the presented examples, PGNNIV has both predictive and explana-
tory capacity. Depending on the aim of the scientist, they can emphasise one
capability or the other, by easily adding/removing constraints, changing the
penalty parameters or modifying the network topology.

• Last, but not least, PGNNIV has shown better performance than ANNs in aspects
such as convergence speed-up, data needs, noise filtering, and extrapolation
capacity.

As future work, we point in two directions:

• The methodology is new and lacks of sound theoretical results that justify its
application for general classes of problems. Indeed, the performance of the
trained PGNNIV may be evaluated by analysing the value of the cost function
for the test data, or, even better, the value of each of the loss terms, as each
one is associated with one physical aspect of the problem in hands (e.g. mass,
momentum or energy conservation, etc.). Although the predictive capacity is
directly assessable by evaluating the corresponding loss term of the cost function,
it is not the case for the explanatory capacity: if input and output data are not
rich enough, or the physical content added is insufficient, the network may have
good predictive capacity while misleading the constitutive state model. Consider,
for example, the case of an elastic clamped beam subjected to axial load. If
the displacement is measured only at the loaded node, many possible stiffness
(K(x) = E(x)A(x)/L) distributions along the beam are possible resulting in
the same displacement associated with a given load. The problem is solved
by monitoring the whole displacement field or by explicitly imposing stiffness
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homogeneity. This fundamental problem, which we call the slack problem,
requires further research, as now its treatment is based on the modeller’s previous
knowledge and intuition on the problem.

• As the methodology is based on a TensorFlow reframing of mathematical prob-
lems, it is especially well suited for easy and structured mesh discretisations. For
continuum problems, an octree-based formulation is one of the common strategies
to face complex geometries, but this would, in principle, greatly increase the
input and output size of the problem. These problems also aggravate when going
to higher dimensions in what is called the curse of dimensionality (Poggio et al.,
2017). It is, therefore, important to think of strategies to bypass this difficulty.

PIDS have just emerged in the last years, but many researchers have come to the
conviction that it is the combination of physical knowledge and machine learning
tools the appropriate way to adapt the Big Data paradigm to SBESs, overcoming
the growing distrust of physical scientists with AI.

Several numerical experiments have been carried out to illustrate some of the charac-
teristics of the method, in particular, those related to the data-set size and noise,
its extrapolation capacity and the size of the model networks. The results show
trends and features that are common to ML techniques, in particular, the importance
of the data-set, the filtering capacity and the problem of overfitting. Nevertheless,
the numerical experiments and examples shown in this work should be reinforced
by further research exploring the mathematical structure of the PGNNIV problem,
depending on the particular selection of the topology for Y (predictive network) and
H (explanatory network), as well as the prescription of the known functions I, O and
R. In any case, PGNNIV are very promising for both predicting and explanatory
problems formulated in terms of discrete equations or PDEs, ubiquitous in sciences
and engineering.

Scientific outcomes
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• Ayensa-Jiménez J., Doweidar M. H., Sanz-Herrera J. A., Doblaré M. “Pre-
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Guided Neural Networks with meaningful internal layers”, Computer Meth-
ods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 2021.

• Ayensa-Jiménez J., Doweidar M. H., Sanz-Herrera J. A., Doblaré M. “On
the application of Physically-Guided Neural Networks with Internal Vari-
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6.1 Introduction
Although mathematical modelling has been demonstrated to be highly effective in
many fields in Physics, Chemistry and Engineering, its ability to accurately represent
reality in biological problems is still limited. The high dynamic complexity and
non-linearity of the relations involved, the many highly-coupled interactions among
different phenomena, the difficulty in identifying the initial state and the lack of data
both for quantifying parameters and validating results, make the available models
either too simple, or, on the contrary, too complex and cumbersome.

Indeed, in many cases, models incorporate too many parameters, sometimes with
unknown values or with a wide range of variation in literature (sometimes orders
of magnitude) and with important hidden correlations. The parameters are fitted
to the particular data available, leading many times to trivial conclusions, mostly
embedded in the model assumptions. This prevents the model from being useful
for the whole family of similar problems, and makes the conclusions, results and
parameters, difficult to generalise. Despite these strong limitations, in silico models,
grounded in new biological knowledge and driven by rigorous experimental and
clinical data, have become invaluable tools to integrate knowledge across different
biological scales, to perform quantitative analyses, and to test hypotheses in a cheap
and fast way.

In cancer modelling, in particular, several results have been derived from mathematical
approaches, quantifying, for example, the effect into tumour evolution of oxygen,
biochemical molecules, extracellular matrix (ECM) stiffness, or cell proliferation rate
(Altrock et al., 2015; Byrne, 2010; Deisboeck and Stamatakos, 2010). In this chapter,
we focus on glioblastoma (GBM), the most aggressive and lethal among the primary
glioma tumours, and also the most frequent, accounting for 17% of all primary brain
tumours (Brat, 2012). Survival of patients with this type of tumour who undergo
the first-line standard treatments (surgery followed by adjuvant chemotherapy and
local radiation) has a median of 14 months since diagnosis and the 5-year survival
rate is less than 10% (Oike et al., 2013).

GBM progression is characterised by fast cell proliferation around blood vessels,
eventually provoking their collapse, leading to hypoxia. Consequently, a necrotic core
is formed around the vessel and the surviving cells migrate towards more oxygenated
regions (Brat et al., 2004; Rong et al., 2006), restarting the process of proliferation
and creating waves of migrating tumour cells, which are known as pseudopalisades
(Brat et al., 2004) and appear in GBM histologies surrounding the necrotic core. This
process of successive local hypoxia and cell migration has been proposed as one of the
main driving forces of GBM invasion and aggressiveness (Brat and Van Meir, 2004).
There have been some attempts to build mathematical models to describe how these
tumours grow and respond to therapies, both for in vitro experiments, and for in vivo
models (Hatzikirou et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2016; Rejniak, 2016; Scribner et al., 2014;
Suarez et al., 2012; Swanson et al., 2011). In Rejniak (2016), significant aspects,
such as the importance of the hypoxic environment in the formation of cellular
pseudopalisades (Ayuso et al., 2017) and tumour vasculature (including angiogenesis
and vessel cooption), the role of biophysical and biomechanical properties of the ECM
in tumour cell invasion, or the role of microenvironmental niches and sanctuaries in
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the emergence of acquired drug resistance in tumours were reviewed. Other works
focus on analysing the effect of mechanical cues in GBM evolution (Huang and
Ingber, 2005; Nagelkerke et al., 2015).

Nevertheless, these models are mostly non-linear, involve highly-coupled multiphysic
interactions, and include many parameters. In many occasions, those parameters
are difficult to measure and have strong hidden correlations. Moreover, it is usual
to have a lack of data both for quantification and validation of the parameters
and results (Bearer et al., 2009). Our aim is, in addition to establishing a general
computational framework for GBM simulation in microfluidic devices, to present the
possibilities in this context offered by a probabilistic methodology that is able to
separate the correlated effects found in that study, and to get a more accurate and
reliable representation of the experimental results in the parametric space. With that
purpose, we approximate the multidimensional probability density function (PDF)
of the parameters by means of an appropriate copula. Copulae allow considering
separately the marginal distributions and the dependence between variables in
multivariate statistical problems, including those with high correlation. This permits
using general models for the marginal distributions, while the variable dependence
model can be different (Ang and Chen, 2002). Copulae are today used in a wide
range of areas in economic sciences and engineering. The most recent models have
been successfully applied in portfolio management and optimization (Boubaker and
Sghaier, 2013), actuarial analysis (McNeil and Frey, 2017), quantitative finance and
risk theory (Kole et al., 2007; Meucci, 2011). A particularly hot topic is the study
of climate-agent time series (Munkhammar and Widén, 2017; Solari and Losada,
2011), hydrology (Arya and Zhang, 2017; Laux et al., 2009) and weather and climate
research (Laux et al., 2011; Schoelzel and Friederichs, 2008). Some efforts have been
made in transportation research (Zou and Zhang, 2016) and traffic policy (Spissu
et al., 2009). Recently, copulae have been successfully applied in reliability analysis
in civil (Kilgore and Thompson, 2011), mechanical and structural (Bartoli et al.,
2011), offshore, (Dong et al., 2011) and software (Pham, 2003) engineering. In
biology, copulae have been used in the field of genetics (Kim et al., 2008) to model
gene dependencies. Copulae could be an adequate tool to improve the analysis of
highly-correlated multiparametric mathematical models such as those appearing in
biology, with the added value of providing key information for the optimal design of
new experiments with the highest information possible, thus reducing time and cost
not only in in vitro experiments but also in scarce and costly in vivo cases.

In this chapter, we present a new mathematical framework to model the behaviour
of cell processes in vitro using microfluidic devices, and we particularise it to model
the process of GBM progression. Section 6.2 describes the global mathematical
framework, with the different equations, parameters, and interactions between the
corresponding functions and variables. For the implementation using a finite elements
(FE) framework, the reader may consult Appendix B, where additionally the code is
validated and an illustrative 3D simulation is shown. Then, in Section 6.3 we address
the problem of parameter analysis in the mathematical modelling of nonlinear
and correlated multiparametric models, such as the in vitro (microfluidic) cell
processes, using nonlinear statistical techniques. This statistical approach, based on
the concept of copula allows for a greater understanding of the hidden structural
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correlations between parameters, statistical estimation of the model parameters
(including confidence regions) and reliable predictions of the experimental outcomes.
The whole approach is then particularised for the in vitro processes associated with
different stages of GBM evolution. We introduce the particular GBM model in which
the main cell processes involved (cell proliferation, differentiation, migration), are
related to the oxygen concentration. This leads to a model with a high number of
parameters. Then, an extensive analysis of these parameters is made, both, from
literature, and by correlating the associated in silico results with those derived from
a specific microfluidic at-home lab assay: the appearance of auto-induced necrotic
core far from the blood vessels in high-density cell regions (Ayuso et al., 2016). The
parametric analysis is performed using the statistical tools previously presented.
Finally, we also analyse two additional configurations: local hypoxia inducing an
oxygen gradient that forces GBM cells to migrate and proliferate with non symmetric
and symmetric configurations. These processes are likely the responsible for cell
fast migration from an occluded vessel and the subsequent pseudopalisade formation
around another vessel, producing a new occlusion (Ayuso et al., 2017; Brat and
Van Meir, 2004). These experiments model, therefore, important scenarios of brain
cancer evolution.

In summary, the objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the potential of mathe-
matical models, if a proper parametric analysis is conducted, to predict the evolution
of cell cultures in microfluidic devices, and in particular, of GBM, as well as to
identify the weaknesses and limitations of the parametric model presented when
using as a computational tool.

6.2 Mathematical framework for simulating cell cul-
tures in microfluidic devices

In this section, we describe the general mathematical framework for simulating
cell cultures in microfluidic devices. We define the different equations that control
the evolution of each phenotype cell concentration and the concentration of each
chemical substance present in the microfluidic device along time. In general, we
shall consider the possible interdependence between the different cell types and the
chemical species. Dead cells are considered here as a particular phenotype without
capacity for proliferation, migration, or differentiation, but that can be dragged
by the fluid flow. In general, we shall consider also the influence of temperature,
stiffness, strain, and electric potential, although we consider that this influence is
uncoupled with the rest of the equations. We assume that the mechanical variables
(fluid velocity, strain, and stiffness of the hydrogel) as well as temperature and electric
potential are known or have been computed previously by solving a mechanical,
thermal or electromagnetic problem. This framework can be extended by coupling
these latter variables with the cell number and species concentrations.

6.2.1 Balance equations for cell populations and species
Cell populations

Cell concentration (number of cells per unit volume), for each type of cell population,
is represented as continuous fields Ci(x, t), i = 1, . . . , n where n is the number
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of cell populations dependent on space x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rd and time t ∈ I ⊂ R, being
d the dimension of the problem (that is d = 1, d = 2, or d = 3). We note
as C(x, t) = (C1, · · · , Cn)⊺. The master equation that regulates cell population
evolution is the transport equation with source terms considering the possible three
standard reaction-convection-diffusion phenomena. For the i-th cellular phenotype
Ci, i = 1, . . . , n, this equation writes:

∂Ci

∂t
+(v ·∇)Ci+∇·qi = CiFi−

n∑
j=1
j ̸=i

CiFij+
n∑

j=1
j ̸=i

CjFji, i = 1, . . . , n, x ∈ Ω, (6.1)

where Ω ⊂ Rd represents the domain of study, v is the fluid velocity (convection
term), qi is the flux vector (number of cells at each point per unit surface and per
unit time) associated with the migration of phenotype i (diffusion and taxis terms),
Fi is the source-term corresponding to the population growth (number of new cells
per unit cell and per unit time), Fij is the source (reaction) term corresponding to
phenotype switching, that is, the number of cells that differentiates from phenotype
i to phenotype j per unit cell and time. All biological phenomena that influence cell
migration (different types of taxis) will be modelled by expressions affecting the flux
vector qi.

Boundary conditions are defined in the boundary of the domain Ω, ∂Ω = ΓDi
∪ ΓRi

,
where ΓDi

corresponds to the part of the boundary where the concentration Ci is
known (Dirichlet boundary part):

Ci = fi, i = 1, . . . , n, x ∈ ΓDi
, (6.2)

while ΓRi
corresponds to the Robin boundary region, where the following general

expression is fulfilled:

κiCi +
∂Ci

∂n
= gi, i = 1, . . . , n, x ∈ ΓRi

. (6.3)

Species concentrations

Similarly, the transport equation for the i-th chemical species C ′i, i = 1, . . . ,m,
including the reaction-convection-diffusion phenomena, writes:

∂C ′i
∂t

+ (v ·∇)C ′i + ∇ · q′i =
n∑

j=1

CjF
′
ij, i = 1, . . . ,m, x ∈ Ω. (6.4)

Again, v is the fluid velocity, q′i is the flux vector associated with chemical species i
and F ′ij the net source-term corresponding to production/consumption of species i
per unit cell of phenotype j. Chemical phenomena influencing species transport are
again modelled using flux vectors.

The boundary conditions are defined again in ∂Ω = ΓD′
i
∪ ΓR′

i
with C ′i satisfying in

the Dirichlet part, ΓD′
i
:

C ′i = f ′i , i = 1, . . . ,m, x ∈ ΓD′
i
, (6.5)

and in the Robin part, ΓR′
i
, C ′i:

κ′iC
′
i +

∂C ′i
∂n

= g′i, i = 1, . . . ,m, x ∈ ΓR′
i
. (6.6)
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6.2.2 Physical models for fluxes and sources
In order to close the system of partial differential equations (PDEs) given by Eqs.
(6.1) and (6.4), we need to model the biological transport phenomena, that is, to
make explicit the relations between the flux vector fields qi and q′i and other physical
variables that promote or inhibit cell migration (and/or substance diffusion), such
as temperature (thermotaxis), electric potential (electrotaxis), substrate stiffness
(durotaxis), strain (tensotaxis)17, or chemical species concentration (chemotaxis) as
well as cell concentrations themselves (cell pedesis, proper diffusion by random walk).

In addition to cell migration, growth, and differentiation of cellular phenotypes and
consumption and production of chemical species, that is, the reaction-terms, can be
also dependent on similar variables, so they have to be expressed in terms of the
same fields.

From now on, we will denote as C, C ′, p the set of cell phenotypes, chemical species
and mechanical parameters respectively, that is:

C =


C1

C2
...
Cn

 , (6.7)

C ′ =


C ′1
C ′2
...

C ′m

 , (6.8)

p =


p1
p2
...
pk

 . (6.9)

6.2.2.1 Source-terms in cell population equations

First, the source-terms in Eq. (6.1), which include proliferation Fi and differentiation
Fij, will be analysed

Proliferation

The proliferation of the i-th phenotype can be expressed using an equation of the
type:

Fi = Fi(C,C ′,p, θ), i = 1, . . . , n. (6.10)

Here, θ is the temperature field and p1, . . . , pk are mechanical parameters character-
ising the substrate (stiffness, anisotropy if required, strain, etc.). In Eq. (6.10) the
influence of features such as nutrient concentration or growth factors is included.

For instance, two very familiar proliferation models are:

17These two latter are usually included under the term mechanotaxis
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• The exponential growth model where Fi is written as

Fi(C,C ′,p, θ) = r(θ), (6.11)

being r the growth rate, depending only on the temperature, independent on
the current concentration, and leading therefore to an exponential growth of the
number of cells per unit volume.

• The logistic growth model, where Fi is written as

Fi(C,C ′,p, θ) = rmax(θ)

(
1 −

∑n
j=1 Cj

csat

)
, (6.12)

with rmax the maximum growth rate, depending also on the temperature, and
csat the saturation parameter.

Other common models are the Gompertz model (Gompertz, 1825) or its general-
isations, Weibull and Frechet models (Rocha and Aleixo, 2013), Richards model
(Richards, 1959), which is a generalisation of the logistic model, or the general family
of hyperbolastic models (Tabatabai et al., 2005). A brief comparison between the
general features of some of these models may be found in Jarrett et al. (2018).

Differentiation

The differentiation of the i-th phenotype to the j-th phenotype can be modelled
using a similar equation:

Fij = Fij(C,C ′,p, θ), i = 1, . . . , n. (6.13)

This very general expression is usually simplified to

Fij(C,C ′,p, θ) =
1

τ
Φ(hphys(C,C ′,p, θ)), (6.14)

where τ is a characteristic time, Φ is an activation function, for example, the
Heaviside function (Φ(x) = 0 if x ≤ 0 and H(x) = 1 if x > 0), or the sigmoid
function (Φ(x) = 1

2
(1 + tanh(x))), and hphys is a function defining the domain of

physiological behaviour of a cell, that is, if hphys(C,C ′,p, θ) ≤ 0, the cell is in its
physiological state without stressed or pathological behaviour.

For instance, we can use a p-norm threshold approach where:

hphys(C,C ′,p, θ) = ||X −Xth||p, (6.15)

where X = (C ′1, . . . , C
′
m, θ, p1, . . . , pk)⊺ and Xth is a vector of physiological thresholds.

A very simple example of these models is the one known as the threshold model
(selecting the maximum norm, p → ∞), where:

hphys(C,C ′,p, θ) = max{Xl −Xl,th, 1 ≤ l ≤ m + 1 + k}, (6.16)

Using this model, the switch occurs when at least one of the chemical species
influencing the metabolic behaviour of the cell falls below a certain threshold.
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6.2.2.2 Migration-terms in cell population equations

Now, migration-terms (biologically related transport) are defined. The flux vector qi

is postulated as a linear decomposition:

qi = qD,i + qM,i + qE,i + qT,i + qC,i, i = 1, . . . , n. (6.17)

where the flux vectors qD,i, qM,i, qE,i, qT,i and qC,i are associated with diffusion,
mechanotaxis, electrotaxis, thermotaxis and chemotaxis phenomena, respectively.

Random pedesis

We model cell random pedesis using a Fickean diffusion model, that is:

qD,i = −KD,i∇Ci, i = 1, . . . , n. (6.18)

Here, matrix KD,i is the diffusion matrix that can be expressed as:

KD,i = KD,i(C,C ′,p, θ), i = 1, . . . , n. (6.19)

Mechanotaxis

The mechanotaxis-term can be expressed in a similar manner, but using the mechan-
ical parameters as the responsible of the cell migration:

qM,i =
k∑

j=1

KM,i,j∇pj, i = 1, . . . , n. (6.20)

where KM,i,j is the mechanotactic motility matrix of cell phenotype i with respect
to mechanical parameter pj, expressed as:

KM,i,j = KM,i,j(C,p,∇p, θ), i = 1, . . . , n. (6.21)

Electrotaxis.

For electrotaxis, a similar expression can be written:

qE,i = KE,i∇V, i = 1, . . . , n. (6.22)

where KE,i is the electrostactic motility matrix and V is the electric potential. As
before:

KE,i = KE,i(C,p, θ, V,∇V ), i = 1, . . . , n. (6.23)

Thermotaxis.

Thermotaxis can be modelled using analogous equations:

qT,i = KT,i∇θ, i = 1, . . . , n. (6.24)

where KT,i is the thermotactic motility matrix:

KT,i = KT,i(C,p, θ,∇θ), i = 1, . . . , n. (6.25)
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Chemotaxis

The chemotaxis-term is expressed analogously

qC,i =
m∑
j=1

KD,i,j∇C ′j, i = 1, . . . , n. (6.26)

Here, KC,i,j is the chemotactic motility matrix with respect to the chemical species
j. As before, it is possible to express the matrix as:

KC,i,j = KC,i,j(C,C ′,∇C ′,p, θ), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, · · · ,m. (6.27)

It is common to use saturation models for chemotaxis (Kim et al., 2016), getting:

KC,i,j(C,C ′,∇C ′,p, θ) =
χiCi

σj + λj||∇C ′j||
(6.28)

where σj and λj are parameters depending on the chemical species j and χi is a
sensitivity parameter depending on the cellular phenotype i.

6.2.2.3 Source-terms and diffusion for chemical species

Source-terms in Eq. (6.4) include production and consumption of species. The net
production/consumption of the i-th chemical species by the j-th cell phenotype can
be modelled using an equation of the kind:

F ′ij = F ′ij(C,C ′, θ), i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n. (6.29)

The species are considered to be inert, so the only flux term considered is diffusion:

q′i = −K ′
D,i∇C ′i, i = 1, . . . ,m. (6.30)

Here, matrix K ′
D,i is the diffusion matrix that will be expressed as

K ′
D,i = K ′

D,i(C, θ,p), i = 1, . . . ,m. (6.31)

6.2.3 Extracellular matrix remodelling coupling
One last step in this global framework corresponds to regeneration considerations.
Mechanical parameters of the substrate p1, . . . , pk can be seen as constant parameters,
such as elastic parameters (Young modulus E, Poisson coefficient ν, hyperelastic
constants...) or may be thought as evolving parameters. In the latter situation, a
dynamic approach to the problem is adopted, being necessary to define an evolution
relationship:

ṗi = Ri(C,p, θ), i = 1, · · · , k. (6.32)

The PDE system given by Eqs. (6.1) and (6.4), together with the ordinary differential
equation (ODE) given by Eq. (6.32) is solved numerically using a FE approach. The
details about the implementation and a code validation may be found in Appendix
B.
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6.3 A stochastic approach for analysingparametricmod-
els using copulae

6.3.1 Rationale of the approach

Once we have defined a general mathematical model for cell evolution in microfluidic
devices, we have to define specific models for each individual phenomenon from the
described above, that is, cell growth and differentiation, cell pedesis, mechanotaxis,
electrotaxis, thermotaxis and chemotaxis, species diffusion and consumption and
ECM remodelling. These models will be described by specific parameters such as
the growth rate in the exponential growth model, the physiological thresholds in the
differentiation process, or the different motility matrices involved.

All this would lead to a parametric model characterised in terms of some mathematical
equations (represented by F ), some model parameters (represented by θ) and some
operation parameters (represented by λ). We are going to define a framework for
dealing with such situations.

6.3.1.1 Deterministic and stochastic models

Let us suppose that our problem may be represented by the following mathematical
relationship:

u = F (λ,θ), (6.33)

with

• u (an m-dimensional vector) the output variable, i.e. the outcome of the
experiments, that we measure.

• λ the variables which we can control when performing the experiments (such as
environmental variables, geometrical parameters, or boundary conditions).

• θ the model parameters, that we cannot control and whose values must be
determined (θ ∈ Ω, with Ω the parametric space of dimension n).

• F the mathematical model, that relates the experimental configuration λ with
the output variables u in terms of the set of parameters θ.

In relation to the accuracy and precision of the model, it is possible to define three
levels of analysis:

1. The model is perfect and the experimental measures are noise-free.

2. The model is perfect and the experimental measures are noisy.

3. The model is not perfect and the measurements are noisy.

Only the third case is, in general, realistic18 in complex problems as the one here
analysed. In addition, it is difficult to define universal values for the parameters in

18Recall the aphorism popularised by George E. P. Box: “All models are wrong, but some are
useful” (Box, 1979).
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biological problems, since they are highly-dependent on the particular experimental
context.

As a consequence of all the previous observations, it is more appropriate to consider
a stochastic approach, and reformulate Eq. (6.33) as:

U = F (λ,Θ) (6.34)

where U and Θ are now random vectors of dimensions m and n respectively.

The proposed approach is, therefore, suitable when the following conditions are
satisfied:

• Many coupled phenomena are present, being difficult to design experiments able
to isolate each of them (complexity).

• The measurement space is large and it is possible to perform a sufficiently big
number of experiments N (data availability).

From a mathematical point of view, these two statements may be reformulated as:

• The model F includes many parameters (n ≫ 1) and/or is non-separable.

The separability of a model is evaluated by the possibility of approximating F
as:

F (λ,θ) ≃ FM(λ,θ) =
M∑
i=1

n∏
j=1

Fi,j(λ, θj). (6.35)

The lower M , the easier to define a set of different experimental configurations
S = {λj}j=1,...,k to isolate each of the parameters θj by solving separately each
equation uj = FM(λ,θ). Although this separability definition is not very
rigorous, it is enlightening enough for our purposes.

• The dimension of the measurement space is high (m ≫ 1)19 and/or the sample
size is large enough (N ≫ 1).

6.3.1.2 Parametric models in computational biology

Previous research in computational biology has mainly focused on the value of the
parameters or, in the best case, on their (individual) uncertainty. However, in many
cases, the fitting process is very complex and the parameters are highly correlated
due to, at least, two facts:

• Sample variability: Different physical phenomena may have an inherent correla-
tion supported by physical considerations, being this correlation independent
of the experiments performed or the model used. For example, when working
with biological models, the parameters have always a high variability as they are
related to cell populations that may be from different patients, commercial lines
or that may have been subjected to different process for culture and preparation,
among many other causes of variability.

19Without loss of generality, we consider that m is, actually, the reduced dimensionality of the
space or, in other words, that all variables of the ambient space are independent.
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• Model complexity: The non-separability of the model and/or the experiments
does not allow to isolate the particular mechanisms. The mathematical pa-
rameters related to these phenomena (e.g. oxygen diffusion and cell oxygen
consumption coefficients) should present a strong correlation, although this
correlation does not have a physical meaning, being inherent to the model or to
the experimental set-up.

Thanks to the flexibility, portability, automation, integration and miniaturization of
the microfluidic experiments, a huge amount of data may be generated. Accordingly,
this type of experiments is a perfect domain of application for the framework presented
herein.

6.3.2 Copula-based parametric model analysis

6.3.2.1 Concept of copula

In probability and statistics, a copula is an n-multivariate probability distribution
function U whose marginals, Ui, are uniform distributions on [0, 1] (Jaworski et al.,
2010). They were introduced by Sklar (1959). As the marginal distributions are
known, a copula describing the structural dependence between variables is enough to
perfectly define the model.

As mentioned, a copula is a function C : In → I, where I = [0; 1] such that:

• For u1, . . . , un ∈ I, and if ui = 0 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

C(u1, . . . , un) = 0. (6.36)

• For uj ∈ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ n:

C(1, . . . , 1, uj, 1, . . . , 1) = uj. (6.37)

• C is n-non decreasing, i.e., for each B =
∏n

i=1[xi; yi] ⊂ In, the C-volume of B is
non-negative: ∫

B

dC(u) =
∑

z∈×n
i=1{xi;yi}

(−1)#{k:zk=xk}C(z) ≥ 0. (6.38)

We can distinguish between parametric and non-parametric copulae. Here, we use a
hybrid approach, as we fit the marginal distributions by means of kernel estimators
(Wand and Jones, 1994) of the PDFs and use a parametric copula. With this approach,
the required data-set grows as O(n) where n is the space dimension.
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6.3.2.2 Fitting and model validation

Let us suppose we have a data-set of values for different experiments, λi, characterised
in terms of a resultant mean value µi and a variance-covariance matrix Σi, i =
1, . . . , N , obtained from different measurements associated with the experimental
configuration i. As the assumed model F is known, it is possible, for each piece of
data i, to obtain the set of parameters θi which best fits it.

Once θi, i = 1, . . . , N are obtained, the next step is the adjustment of the marginal
distributions. The values θij, j = 1, . . . , n, are used for fitting the marginal random
variable Θj whose cumulative distribution is assumed to be Gj. Here, we can follow
either a parametric (that is, Gj(x) = Gj(x;αj)) or a non-parametric approach
(which is the one followed in this work). The values θij are therefore transformed into
uniformly distributed ones via the standard transformation yij = Gj(θ

i
j). As yi are

considered uniformly distributed with a joint dependence, it is possible to fit this
structural dependence using parametric copulae.

To summarise, the steps of the training process are:

1. Problem minimisation to obtain θi. We have to minimise the residual function
Ri:

Ri(θ) =
(
F (λi,θ) − µi

)⊺
(Σi)−1

(
F (λi,θ) − µi

)
(6.39)

where the Mahalanobis distance (De Maesschalck et al., 2000) has been used
to take into account the sample variability (see Chapter 3 for more details).

Assuming that Σi = σi2I, Eq. (6.39) can be rewritten as:

Ri(θ) =
1

σi2

∥∥F (λi,θ) − µi
∥∥2 . (6.40)

2. Kernel density estimation of the marginal distributions from the data θij.

3. Transformation into uniformly distributed values yij.

4. Copula fitting of the y data to capture the joint dependence.

The presented sequence of steps allows moving from a data-set D = {θi}i=1,...,N to a
probabilistic model for the random vector Θ: the marginal kernel densities and the
copula encoding the structural dependence.

To avoid overfitting, we follow a typical train-test approach: we divide the pairs λi -
ui (where ui includes µi and Σi) in two separate subsets, one used for training and
the other used for testing.

If we consider now the test data-set, the procedure is:

1. Problem minimisation to obtain θi, by minimising the residual given by Eq.
(6.39).

2. Tests of the statistical fitting:
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• Marginal fitting: q-q plots, histograms, empirical cumulative distribution
functions (ecdf), boxplots, parametric or non-parametric statistical tests
(Kottegoda and Rosso, 2008).

• Joint 2 vs 2 correlations: correlations, scatterplots, parametric statistical
tests for correlations (Kottegoda and Rosso, 2008).

• Whole joint structural dependence: multivariate parametric and non-parametric
statistical tests (Fan, 1997).

6.3.2.3 Model analysis and parameter estimation

Once the distribution of the random vector Θ is learned, the model is known from
a probabilistic point of view. The first straightforward application is parameter
estimation20. It is clear that a point estimate of the model parameters is given by:

θ̂ = P[Θ] (6.41)

where P is a central tendency operator, for example, the expectation operator E,
minimising the L2 squared norm dispersion (its minimum is the variance), or the
geometric median operator M, minimising the L2 norm dispersion (its minimum is
the mean absolute deviation).

However, it is more interesting to perform a confidence region estimation. As
suggested in Hyndman (1996), we use the so-called highest density regions (HDR) be-
cause of their easy interpretation, straightforward generalisation to multi-dimensional
spaces and direct computation. Recall that, under some distributional assumptions
(e.g. normality assumption), HDR computation is reduced to other standard confi-
dence region computation techniques (e.g. χ2 quantile tolerance ellipsoids). HDR
computation enables reliable parameter estimation since, given a significant level
threshold α, it is possible to define an HDR region in which the parameters are
located with a p = 1 − α probability. This may be performed for single parameters,
or, in general, k-tuples of parameters.

This methodology is also applicable to conditional distributions. Let us suppose that
we know the value of a certain subset of parameters θ∗ and let us define θ = (θ′,θ∗).
Knowing the distribution Θ, that is obtained after the fitting-validation procedure,
it is possible to define the conditioned distribution of Θ given Θ∗ = θ∗ by its density
f ′ defined in terms of the density f of θ:

f ′(θ′|θ∗) =
f(θ′,θ∗)∫
f(η,θ∗) dη

, (6.42)

so all HDR computations are now applied to the distribution of Θ given Θ∗ = θ∗ by
replacing f by f ′.

20It is important to emphasize that with “parameter estimation” we refer to the parameters
of the mathematical model, not to the parameters of the distributions used in the statistical
characterization (actually, the statistical characterization may be non-parametric), that may be
estimated via common statistical inference techniques.
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6.3.2.4 Design of experiments

The techniques within design of experiments (DoE) aim at maximising the information
obtained from each performed experiment, in order to reduce the number of them
required (Fisher, 1937a). In particular, in this work, we use the techniques within
the Bayesian experimental design (BED), based on the Bayesian interpretation of
probability.

BED aims at maximising the expected utility of the experiment outcome (Chaloner
and Verdinelli, 1995). The utility function expresses how useful is the information
provided by an experiment. Of course, the optimal experiment design depends on
the chosen utility criterion. In this work, the definition of the utility function is
based on the Shannon entropy or information entropy (Shannon, 1948).

Under these assumptions, the utility of an experiment λ is defined as the prior-
posterior gain in Shannon information. That is, the additional information that the
experimental configuration λ provides about our model parameters. The utility U(λ)
then writes:

U(λ) =

∫
U

∫
Ω

f(θ,u|λ) log f(u|θ,λ) dθdu−
∫
U
f(u|λ) log f(u|λ) du, (6.43)

where u ∈ U is the experimental observation and θ ∈ Ω is a vector of parameters
to be determined. f(u|θ,λ) is the PDF of obtaining an experimental outcome u
given the experimental configuration λ and the model parameters θ and f(θ,u|λ)
is obtained as follows, being f(θ) the prior PDF over the parameters θ:

f(θ,u|λ) = f(θ)f(u|θ,λ). (6.44)

If we assume that u has a multivariate normal distribution (what is indeed not
necessary but has been here considered for illustration purposes) with variance -
covariance matrix Σ = σ2I, and knowing that the entropy of a multivariate normal
distribution of dimension n is only dependent on the standard deviation σ (Ahmed
and Gokhale, 1989), we have the following expression for the utility:

U(λ) = −n

2
log
(
2πeσ2

)
−
∫
U
f(u|λ) log f(u|λ) du, (6.45)

where e is the Euler number.

As we work under the assumptions detailed above, Eq. (6.45), representing the utility
of an experimental configuration λ, may be computed via numerical integration.

6.4 Particularisation for the Glioblastoma model
The presented general framework for simulating cell cultures and for analysing
parametric models is sufficiently general to model a broad range of biological problems.
However, it is complex in terms of the solution of the equations (highly-nonlinear,
strongly-coupled, and very stiff equations), number of parameters involved (many
times unknown or difficult to measure) and very difficult to validate. This is why
this general framework will be next particularised and simplified for the problem
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of interest, that is the GBM evolution, keeping the most important influences and
discarding those that can be considered comparatively negligible.

Here, we shall see how to simplify it focusing the research only on the most relevant
aspects of our particular experiments. For example, as we will see, the dependence
on external variables H is not considered in our experiments, so these equations of
the general framework will not be used.

6.4.1 Experimental data
We refer to previous works in our group Ayuso et al. (2016, 2017) as well as the
published version of this chapter (Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2020b) for a further expla-
nation of the details of the experiments, that were not carried out by the author of
this thesis. Here we will include only the basics for a good understanding of the data
used when fitting the parameters.

In order to form a 3D structure, oxygen impermeable microfluidic devices (BEOnChip
Ltd.) consisting of a central chamber and two lateral microchannels were used (Fig.
6.1). They had different dimensions and were made of SU-8, polystyrene or cyclic
olefin polymer, using different fabrication processes (Ayuso et al., 2016, 2017). 3D
distribution of cells was achieved within the central chamber, using collagen hydrogel.

Figure 6.1: Description of the microdevice. A: Microfluidic devices. A1 - SU-8
device, A2 - polystyrene/COP device. B: Schematic view of the central region of the
polystyrene/COP microdevice and necrotic core formation. Modified from Ayuso
et al. (2016).

Laser confocal and fluorescence images were acquired at different focal planes within
each microdevice using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E C1 confocal microscope. Images
were analysed using Fiji software (http://fiji.sc/Fiji). Fluorescence intensity
across the central microchamber of the microdevice was quantified, in accordance
with the software instructions, by selecting a rectangular region across the central
microchamber after creating the projection image. In order to transform fluorescence
intensity into cell concentration, this latter is assumed to be proportional to the
fluorescence intensity. The constant of proportionality is calculated assuming that the
integral of the initial cell concentration along the chamber equals the total amount
of cells.

In order to produce the necrotic core formation, a high density of cells (40 ×
106 cells/mL) was embedded in the collagen hydrogel and injected within the central
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microchamber. Growth medium was refreshed every day and the culture was main-
tained for 6 days. Nutrients and oxygen are not able to reach the central part of the
device due to cell consumption close to the microchannels, thus causing cell death in
the central region and the appearance of an autoinduced necrotic core (Fig. 6.2),
mimicking the parts of the tumour far from functional blood vessels (Ayuso et al.,
2016). Visualisation of the necrotic core was performed by calcein/propidium iodide
staining.

Day 3Day 0 Day 6

Figure 6.2: Necrotic core formation. U-251 cells were seeded at the concentration of
40 × 106 cells/mL within the central microchamber. Growth medium was perfused
every day through the lateral channels. Viable cells were stained green with calcein
AM and dead cells were labelled red with propidium iodide (modified from previous
work (Ayuso et al., 2016)). Scale bar is 400µm.

To promote pseudopalisade formation, cells were seeded at a low density (4 ×
106 cells/mL) within the central microchamber and one lateral channel was blocked,
while constant medium flow was perfused through the other lateral channel. As the
region next to the sealed channel was hypoxic, cells migrated towards the perfused
channel, rich in nutrients and oxygen (Fig. 6.3). In the control device, both lateral
channels were left open and migration was not observed (Ayuso et al., 2017).

Finally, in the case of double pseudopalisade formation, cells were seeded again at
low density (4 × 106 cells/mL) within the central microchamber. In this case, the
medium was perfused through both lateral channels and refreshed every day during
21 days. Hypoxic conditions in the centre of the microchamber induced cell migration
towards the perfused channels and invasion of both of them (see Fig. 6.4).

6.4.2 Mathematical equations
6.4.2.1 General evolution equations

Transport equations

The mathematical model used here for modelling GBM evolution is presented,
following the general framework presented in Section 6.2. Due to the typology of the
experiments and for simplicity, the problem may be approximated as one-dimensional,
disregarding differences along the direction parallel to the lateral channels (see Fig.
6.5). We consider two cell phenotypes (dead cells and alive cells) interacting in the
microfluidic device with one chemical species, i.e. oxygen, acting as a regulator of
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Figure 6.3: Pseudopalisade formation. U-251 MG cells at 4 × 106 cells/mL were
cultured within the microdevice. To mimic thrombotic conditions, medium flow was
enabled to flow only through the right microchannel. Under unrestricted conditions,
medium was refreshed once a day, through both lateral microchannels (modified from
previous work (Ayuso et al., 2017)). Scale bar is 400µm.

cell processes. These assumptions come from previous experiments (Ayuso et al.,
2016) that showed that the distribution of other nutrients (glucose) is not responsible
for changes in the cells configuration, being oxygen the main (and almost unique)
stimulus for cell changes.

Even though some papers consider three (Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012) or four
(Ayuso et al., 2017) cell phenotypes, here, only two phenotype populations (alive and
dead cells) have been considered, thus disregarding possible changes in phenotype
along the duration of our experiments. This does not mean that all cells in the
chamber equally proceed in terms of proliferation, migration or oxygen consumption,
since all these processes depend as well on the particular conditions of the surrounding
environment, but that all cells respond equally when they are subjected to the same
local environmental conditions. We consider with this assumption that cell adaptation
requires longer periods under stressing conditions to modify permanently their internal
machinery. Another reason for this assumption is that, in absence of gene expression
techniques, it is impossible to distinguish between differentiation into a different
phenotype or a change in the cell behaviour as a reaction to environmental changes,
so, considering one single phenotype for alive cells results in fewer parameters and
a better understanding of the role of the different phenomena and parameters, an
easier calibration and less uncertainty.

The variable defining the number of cells for each population at each point and
time is their respective concentration ui = Ci (cells/mL), i = 1, 2, where i = 1 for
alive cells and i = 2 for dead cells. Similarly, we call u0 = O2 the continuum field
of oxygen concentration (in mmHg). Thus, we shall denote by u = (u0, u1, u2) the
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Figure 6.4: Double pseudopalisade formation. EGFP transduced U-251-MG
cells were embedded within the central microchamber at the concentration of
4 × 106 cells/mL. Growth medium was changed every day and the evolution of
the cell culture over time was observed. Scale bar is 400µm.
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(a) Scheme of the experimental configuration. (b) 1D approximation of the cell culture.

Figure 6.5: Typical experimental configuration for modelling cell cultures. Due
to the big length of the lateral channels with respect to the width of the chamber,
the geometry of the model is assumed one-dimensional with length the width of the
chamber, L. The cell and the oxygen concentrations are associated with continuum
fields Cn = Cn(x, t) and Cd = Cd(x, t) respectively. At the location of the lateral
channels, x = 0, L, boundary conditions for both fields have to be supplied. Created
with BioRender.com.

vector of field variables. The master equation that regulates each variable evolution
is the transport equation including source terms:

∂ui

∂t
+

∂fi
∂x

= si, i = 0, 1, 2, (6.46)

with fi the flow term that will include diffusion and chemotaxis for cells and diffusion
for oxygen and si the source term associated with production (proliferation) or loss
(death of cells and consumption of oxygen). Note that Eq. (6.46) is, in general,
nonlinear and should embed the coupling between the evolution of the different cell
populations regulated by the oxygen concentration that may influence proliferation,
migration and death, and oxygen consumption kinetics. In our microfluidic device,
with a controlled production of the hydrogel, we can assume that it is homogeneous
and remains with the same properties all along the experimental or, alternatively,
that the potential changes in those properties do not significantly affect the cell
properties or the oxygen diffusivity. For alive cells, migration is split in oxygen
mediated chemotaxis and pedesis. Dead cells are considered as an inert population.
Besides, growth and death rates are also assumed to be dependent on nutrients and
oxygen environment. More in detail, the biological hypotheses of the model are:

• Flow term associated with cells include random pedesis (diffusion) and oxygen-
mediated chemotaxis (towards zones with a higher oxygen concentration).

• Living cells follow the go-or-grow paradigm, that is, when the oxygen level is
low (hypoxia) its behaviour is mainly migratory and when the oxygen level is
high (normoxia) its behaviour is mainly proliferative.

• Both cell growth and migration are constrained to the space availability.

• The two main mechanisms causing living cells death are apoptosis (programmed
death to control cell development and/or growth) and necrosis (massive death that
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occurs when cells are exposed to extreme variations in physiological conditions).
In our case, necrosis will occur due to extremely low levels of oxygen (anoxia) so
oxygen is the only variable mediating the overall cell death.

• Dead cells are considered as an inert population so they do not move or disappear
throughout the duration of the experiment.

• Inside the microfluidic device, cells are embedded in a homogeneous ECM
(collagen hydrogel), whose mechanical properties, and temperature are kept
constant and, therefore, do not affect the different model parameters.

• Oxygen changes are due solely to consumption by the normoxic population
(cellular respiration), in addition to the one supplied by the lateral channels.

With all these assumptions, the flow terms may be written as:

f0 = −D0
∂u0

∂x
, (6.47a)

f1 = −D1
∂u1

∂x
+ K1ΠgoFgou1

∂u0

∂x
, (6.47b)

f2 = 0, (6.47c)

where D0 is the oxygen diffusion coefficient, D1 the normoxic phenotype diffusion
coefficient, K1 the chemotaxis coefficient for the normoxic population and Πgo =
Πgo(u0) and Fgo = Fgo(u1, u2) are nonlinear dimensionless corrections, accounting for
the effect of the oxygen and cell concentrations on cell migration itself, respectively,
that we will discuss later.

Regarding the source terms, we can write:

s0 = −α0Πcu1, (6.48a)

s1 = α1ΠgrFgru1 − α12Πdu1, (6.48b)

s2 = α12Πdu1, (6.48c)

where α0 is the oxygen consumption rate associated with the normoxic popula-
tion, α1 is the proliferation rate and α12 is the death rate. Again, Πgr = Πgr(u0),
Fgr = Fgr(u1, u2), Πd = Πd(u0) and Πc = Πc(u0) are nonlinear correction functions
modelling the effect of oxygen and cell concentrations on cell growth, cell death and
oxygen consumption, to which we will return later. Recall that the apoptotic or
necrotic processes are included here as specific differentiation types to the specific
phenotype of dead cells.

Boundary and initial conditions

Eq. (6.46) has to be complemented with the corresponding boundary conditions for
the oxygen and normoxic phenotype21. We assume here the general case of Robin-like
boundary conditions, that is:

Ii(x
∗, t) (ui − gi(x

∗, t)) + Ji(x
∗, t) (fi − hi(x

∗, t)) = 0. i = 0, 1. (6.49)

21Note that as the necrotic phenotype has no flux term, its equation reduces to an ODE
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In the previous equation, x∗ = 0, L, where L is the width of the chamber. Ii = Ii(x
∗, t)

and Ji = Ji(x
∗, t) are functions characterising the boundary permeability to cell

movement or oxygen flow through the boundary, and gi(x
∗, t) and hi(x

∗, t) functions
defining the controlled value of cell or oxygen concentration and flux at the boundaries.
Note that, if Ii = 1 and Ji = 0, we have Dirichlet boundary conditions (cell population
concentration prescribed at the boundary) and, if Ii = 0 and Ji = 1, we have Neumann
boundary conditions.

Finally, the initial conditions for oxygen and each cell population concentration have
to be defined:

ui(x, t = 0) = u0
i (x), i = 0, 1, 2, (6.50)

where u0
i (x) is a known function.

6.4.2.2 Nonlinear corrections

In order to particularise the general equations presented for modelling the population
and species evolution in the in vitro experiments made on GBM cells, it is necessary
to particularise the nonlinear corrections of the model, that is, Πgo, Πgr, Πd, Fgo, Fgr

and Πc in terms of the field variables u.

Functions Fgr and Fgo are corrections for cell growth and migration due to space
constraints, Πc is related to oxygen consumption kinetics and functions Πgo and Πgr

are used for modelling how the different cell mechanisms are activated depending on
oxygen levels, D0 = DO2 is the oxygen diffusion coefficient, D1 = Dn is the diffusion
of the normoxic cell population coefficient, χ = K1 is the normoxic cell population
chemotaxis coefficient, 1/α1 = τgr is the characteristic proliferation time, 1/α12 = τd
is the death characteristic time and α = α0 is the oxygen consumed per unit time
and cell.

Since cell populations adapt their behaviour to oxygen supply and space availability,
two major corrections should be considered in the migration term:

• Cellular motility is only possible when the surrounding tissue is not cell saturated
(Stramer and Mayor, 2017).

• Migration following the oxygen gradient happens only when the oxygen supply
is below a critical threshold, activating the cell motility mechanism (Carreau
et al., 2011; Lu and Kang, 2010).

According to these two major assumptions, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function was here used to take into account each of these two phenomena, so the
chemotaxis corrections may be written as:

Fgo(u1) = ϕ−(u1; csat),

Πgo(u0) = ϕ−(u0;O
H
2 ), (6.51)

with

ϕ−(x; θ) =


1 if x ≤ 0
1 − x

θ
if 0 ≤ x ≤ θ,

0 if x > θ
(6.52)
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where θ is a threshold parameter.

Here OH
2 is the hypoxia-induced migration activation threshold, representing the

oxygen level below which cell migration is activated and csat is the cell saturation
concentration.

The proposed model is in line with the go-or-grow dichotomy established in GBM
literature (Hatzikirou et al., 2012). Cell energetic resources are spent either in cell
migration or in cell proliferation. However, cell proliferation also depends on other
needs as nutrient supply or availability of space to grow and split. According to this,
we propose a model combining logistic growth and the go-or-grow paradigm based
on oxygen supply. We define the growth corrections as:

Fgr(C1, C2) = ρ(u1 + u2; csat),

Πgr(u0) = ϕ+(u0;O
H
2 ), (6.53)

with

ϕ+(x; θ) =


0 if x ≤ 0
x
θ

if 0 ≤ x ≤ θ,
1 if x > θ

(6.54)

and ρ is the logistic correction factor:

ρ(x; θ) = 1 − x

θ
. (6.55)

The function Πgr is responsible for the go-or-grow dichotomy and Fgr is the logistic
model for cell population growth.

Cell death is a natural process depending on many factors and agents and has an
inherent stochastic nature (Galluzzi et al., 2018). Anoxia is one fundamental cause
of cell death (Sendoel and Hengartner, 2014). Here, a two-parameter sigmoid model
is used, able to capture necrosis and apoptosis phenomena:

σ−(x; θ,∆θ) =
1

2

(
1 − tanh

(
x− θ

∆θ

))
, (6.56)

where θ is a threshold parameter and ∆θ is a sensitivity parameter. They can be
seen as a pair of location-spread parameters summarising the stochastic behaviour of
the considered phenomenon. With this notation:

Πd(u0) = σ−(u0;O
A
2 ,∆OA

2 ), (6.57)

with OA
2 and ∆OA

2 the location and spread parameters associated with the oxygen
concentration inducing cell death.

Finally, oxygen consumption is a complex phenomenon related to the oxidative
phosphorylation that occurs in the membrane of cellular mitochondria (Meister,
1956). Many authors have considered a zero-order consumption function, i.e. a
constant consumption rate independent of oxygen concentration O2 (Pogue et al.,
2001; Secomb et al., 1993; Tannock, 1972). A more realistic assumption is describing
the consumption function using the Michaelis-Menten model for enzyme kinetics
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(Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2001). This model is a correction of the
linear consumption and states that:

r(x;K) =
x

x + K
, (6.58)

where K is a model parameter. This type of equation was observed for the oxygen
consumption rate in the late 1920s and early 1930s (Tang, 1933). This equation
describes more accurately the consumption at low oxygen concentrations and is
compatible with previous constant consumption rate models, thus allowing the
possibility of comparison with previous studies.

Using this notation and the one introduced in our mathematical formulation, we can
write:

Πc(u0) = r(u0; km) (6.59)

where km is the oxygen concentration at which the reaction rate is half of the rate
in a fully oxygenated medium, therefore related to the oxidative phosphorylation
kinetics, and the cell structure and morphology (size and number of mitochondria,
etc.) and the diffusion process in the cytoplasm.

The different nonlinear correction functions are illustrated in Fig. 6.6.

(a) Go-or-grow corrections. (b)Migration saturation correction.

(c) Growth saturation correction. (d) Death correction.

(e) Oxygen consumption correction.

Figure 6.6: Nonlinear correction functions. The nonlinear correction functions are
shown, together with their shape parameters.
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6.4.2.3 Details about boundary and initial conditions

In the microfluidic device, the culture chamber is connected to the oxygen supplying
channels by means of small cavities. The volume and the number of these cavities
depend on the microfluidic device design and they are directly related to potential
cell losses during the experiment. Actually, when cell populations arrive to the
interface between these cavities, some of them may reach the channel and leave the
culture. To take into account this phenomenon, we have considered Robin boundary
conditions. In principle, since both sides have the same design (number and width of
the interface microcavities), there is no reason for considering differences in cell losses
(in percentage) between both sides. Therefore, as there is no cell supply through the
lateral channels the boundary condition writes:

u1(x
∗, t) + J1f1(x

∗, t) = 0, (6.60)

where x∗ = 0, L. With regard to the dead cell population, homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions are considered since this population does not migrate either by
diffusion or chemotaxis, so we have:

u2(x
∗, t) = 0. (6.61)

Regarding the oxygen supply, we shall consider two possibilities, associated with two
different conditions: when oxygen is supplied normally, Dirichlet boundary conditions
are considered, that is, we shall assume that the oxygen concentration at the channels
remains constant and known throughout the experiment:

u0(x
∗, t) = O∗2, (6.62)

where O∗2 is a known value.

On the other hand, when a channel is sealed, we assume that oxygen provision is
negligible, so Neumann boundary conditions are considered:

f0(x
∗, t) = 0. (6.63)

Finally, we assume that, at time t = 0, all cells are alive and the cell population
concentration is known throughout the whole culture chamber. That is, C1(x, t =
0) = C0

1(x) is known (measured experimentally) and C2(x, t = 0) = 0. Moreover,
the oxygen profile is assumed to be constant along the chamber and equal to the
concentration in the channels, due to the small characteristic time of oxygen diffusion
within the hydrogel compared to the characteristic time of cell processes:

u0(x, t = 0) = O∗2. (6.64)

6.4.2.4 Discretisation parameters

The differential equation (6.46) with boundary conditions (6.49) and initial conditions
(6.50) results in a nonlinear parabolic differential equation in time, with only one
space dimension. This equation was solved following the approach presented in
Appendix B. The domain length (associated with the microfluidic device) and mesh
size used for the simulation of each experiment are summarised in Table 6.1.
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Experiment Chamber length L [µm] Mesh size ∆x [µm]
Necrotic core formation 2000 3.0

Pseudopalisade formation 916 4.8
Double pseudopalisade formation 2897 12.0

Table 6.1: Domain and mesh size for the different simulations. The mesh is adapted
to the domain size and to the measurement resolution.

6.4.3 Model parameters
In this section, we discuss the values used in literature for each of the parameters
in our model. We found that many of them are essentially unknown or with high
ranges of variation. Our effort goes in the direction of discriminating which works
define some of these parameters in similar conditions trying to identify the most
likely values within the intervals identified in the literature.

6.4.3.1 Literature review

In the available literature, it is difficult to identify the precise values of such parame-
ters, due to the diversity of models and experimental conditions. Consequently, we
include this review clarifying the process for the parameters definition or calculation,
often after a reference-crossing process.

Cell diffusion coefficient (Dn).

The cell diffusion coefficient is a parameter related to the undriven cellular motility.
Cell motility is frequently evaluated in experimental works from a global point of
view, that is, including random motility and hypoxia-induced chemotaxis. In this
work, however, both phenomena are taken into account separately so diffusion acts
as a pure regularisation term while chemotaxis is the main driving force in cell
migration. Therefore, only diffusion coefficients associated with healthy tissues in
perfect oxygenation conditions will be taken into account.

According to Tjia and Moghe (2002), this parameter depends on the substrate
mechanical properties. For a standard collagen ECM, similar to the culture hydrogel
here used, a value of 1 × 10−9 cm2/s is proposed. Mart́ınez-González et al. (2012)
propose a value of 6.6 × 10−12 cm2/s, and in Mart́ınez-González et al. (2015) a value
of 5 × 10−10 cm2/s is assigned, one order of magnitude lower than the mean of the
values reported by Rockne et al. (2010) (5 × 10−9 cm2/s). Wang et al. (2009) discuss
this value for different locations in the brain, observing that glioma cells migrate
quicker in white matter than in grey matter, highlighting also the important variation
of this coefficient with the tumour stage and after chemotherapy and radiotherapy,
ranging all values from 3× 10−7 cm2/s to 5× 10−5 cm2/s (median of 3× 10−6 cm2/s).
Hathout et al. (2016), use values from 5 × 10−7 cm2/s to 2 × 10−6 cm2/s during the
tumour initial state.

Chemotaxis coefficient (χ).

This coefficient is difficult to estimate when considering chemotaxis as an isolated
phenomenon (Agosti et al., 2018a). Ford and Lauffenburger (1991) define χ = χ0f(O2)
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with χ0 ranging from 1.5× 10−5 cm2/s to 7.5× 10−4 cm2/s depending on the complex
affinity while several expressions are proposed for f . For example, a hyperbolic
tangent dependence is presented, based on a probabilistic mechanobiological model
for individual bacteria (Rivero et al., 1989).

Many other works define the chemotaxis coefficient with respect to the normalised
concentration O2

Ov
2

where Ov
2 is the vessel oxygen supply pressure. Agosti et al.

(2018a) assume a value of 1.5 × 10−4 cm2/(mM · s) for an oxygen concentration in
vessels Ov

2 of 0.07 mM (Vital-Lopez et al., 2011). Therefore, χ is of the order 2 ×
10−7 cm2/(mmHg · s) assuming an oxygen supply in vessels of 40−60 mmHg (Kimura
et al., 1996; Wilson, 2008). With the same conversion between oxygen concentration
and pressure, a value between 3×10−10cm2/(mmHg · s) and 1×10−9cm2/(mmHg · s)
is adopted by Agosti et al. (2018b). Finally, Bearer et al. (2009) propose a chemotaxis
coefficient of 105 µm2/d, which gives an equivalent value of 2× 10−10cm2/(mmHg · s).

Hypoxia-induced migration activation threshold (OH
2 ).

In our model, hypoxia induced cell migration is relevant only when the oxygen
pressure is under a certain threshold Oth

2 . According to previous works on GBM
simulation (Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012, 2015), cells are considered under hypoxia
conditions, when the oxygen pressure is under 7 mmHg (approximately 12 − 18%
of the blood vessel oxygen pressure). Agosti et al. (2018a) consider a threshold of
15 − 50% of blood vessel oxygen pressure and later (Agosti et al., 2018b) a threshold
of 30% is used. In the review paper Vaupel et al. (1989), a ratio of 12− 25% between
healthy and tumorous tissue oxygen pressure is considered.

Growth characteristic time (τgr).

This is also a very context-dependent parameter, since the cell metabolism highly
varies between cell types and individuals. In addition, our proposed logistic model
implies that the measured growth time in the particular experimental conditions
depends on the cell concentration, and therefore could vary with considered values
reported in literature. Nevertheless, some growth characteristic times reported in
literature for logistic, exponential or Gompertz growth models are here discussed.
Gerlee and Anderson (2007) consider a growth time of 16 h for a cell automaton
model, based on a previous work (Calabresi and Schein, 1993). Other authors propose
a value of 24 h (Frieboes et al., 2007; Swanson et al., 2000) using an exponential
model (so the growth characteristic time is underestimated). A logistic model is used
by Agosti et al. (2018a), with a characteristic time between 48 h and 2000 h, closer
to the values obtained by Wang et al. (2009) (with median 408 h) and by Rockne
et al. (2010) (mean of 450 h, using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques).
In Agosti et al. (2018b) a value of 300 h is proposed based on a Gompertz growth
model (Laird, 1964). Among the 36 tumours simulated by Hathout et al. (2016) a
range between 240 h and 1200 h was used. Finally, Mart́ınez-González et al. (2015)
propose values between 336 h and 576 h using a Fisher-Kolmogorov approximation,
and later Mart́ınez-González et al. (2012) consider values between 24 h and 48 h
based on experimental studies (Berens and Giese, 1999; Giese et al., 2003; Ke et al.,
2000).
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In our work, based on the go-or-growth assumption, the growth characteristic time
is infinite in absence of oxygen and decreases until the oxygen concentration exceeds
the hypoxia threshold. Thus, our model captures this variability from hypoxic to
normoxic media, where growth is accelerated and therefore characteristic times are
smaller.

Cell concentration saturation (csat).

An important variability is found in the literature when referring to this parameter,
with a range that covers several orders of magnitude. For example, Rockne et al.
(2010), propose a value of 1011 cell/cm3 whereas Hathout et al. (2016) use the value
of 108 cell/cm3 according to previous experimental works (Herculano-Houzel and
Lent, 2005).

This parameter depends on the mechanical and structural properties of the medium
and on nutrients supply so its variability is natural. In any case, it does not have a
major impact in simulations for cell concentrations much lower than the saturation
capacity.

Death characteristic time (τd).

Even in the case where no cell-concentration dependence is considered, death char-
acteristic time also varies between studies since it is directly measured, without
considering, for example, oxygenation conditions, as for the growth characteristic
time. In the automaton model from Gerlee and Anderson (2007), an average apop-
tosis probability of 0.18 is obtained, resulting in a death characteristic time of 72 h
as proposed by Frieboes et al. (2007). Agosti et al. (2018a) propose values between
160 h and 400 h, and in Agosti et al. (2018b) of 600 h. Finally, other works use
two different phenotypes to model the tumour population (normoxic and hypoxic),
but they assume that once the cell has arrived to hypoxic conditions, its death
characteristic time is fixed. It is assumed as 48 h in Mart́ınez-González et al. (2012)
or as 7 d in Mart́ınez-González et al. (2015).

We model death with a sigmoid function, which integrates both death causes: apop-
tosis, which is mainly stochastically mediated and necrosis, induced by oxygen lack.
This model explains better the variability found in literature, ranging from 72 h in
anoxia to 600 h in normoxia, via the two parameters regulating cell switch, discussed
below.

Anoxia-induced death location parameter (OA
2 ).

In many mathematical models it is assumed that the hypoxia threshold, inducing
migration or proliferation (and therefore the fundamental parameter explaining the
go-or-grow dichotomy), and the anoxia threshold (as an indicator of necrosis) are
the same (Agosti et al., 2018a,b); whereas other authors distinguish between both
phenomena. Mart́ınez-González et al. (2012, 2015) select a value of 0.7 mmHg for the
anoxia level, as explained in previous works (Brown and Wilson, 2004), corresponding
to approximately 1−2% of vessel oxygen concentration (40−60 mmHg). Vital-Lopez
et al. (2011) consider that with 15% of normal concentration (12 mmHg in brain
(Vaupel et al., 1989)), the death probability has a value of 50%, resulting in a value
of 1.8 mmHg.
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Anoxia-induced death spread parameter (∆OA
2 ).

This parameter illustrates the variability of the cell death phenomenon. High values
of ∆O2 are related to random death, that is, apoptosis mediated by other effects
not considered in this model, whereas low values of ∆OA

2 are related to death
dominated by necrosis, i.e. death only occurs when cells are under the anoxia
threshold. Mart́ınez-González et al. (2012, 2015) adopt a value of 0.1 mmHg while
Vital-Lopez et al. (2011) consider a dimensionless slenderness parameter of s = 200
which turns into 3 mmHg when considering our model, thus considering a higher
variability in cell death rate.

Oxygen diffusion coefficient (DO2).

The oxygen diffusion coefficient is classically known to be around 10−5 cm2/s at 37◦C.
Daşu et al. (2003) propose a value of 2 × 10−5 cm2/s according to previous studies
(Pogue et al., 2001; Tannock, 1972) that assign an intermediate value between oxygen
diffusion in water and muscle (Krogh, 1922). Gerlee and Anderson (2007); Grote
et al. (1977) use a value of 1.8 × 10−5 cm2/s. Recent computational patient-specific
studies (Agosti et al., 2018b) assume a value of 10−5 cm2/s. It is important to note
that, in the present work, hydrogels used in microfluidic devices try to reproduce
soft human tissue, so similar values can be used.

Oxygen consumption rate (α).

The maximum value of α is much debated (Dewhirst et al., 1994; Gullino et al., 1967;
Olive et al., 1992; Vaupel et al., 1989) ranging from 2µL/(min · g) (Vaupel et al.,
1989) to 55µL/(min · g) (Gullino et al., 1967). There are several possible explanations
for this large range of values reported as explained by Daşu et al. (2003), such as the
influence of the tissue metabolic characteristics in the consumption rate, the variations
of the temperature and pressure conditions when measuring the oxygen volume or
experimental reasons associated with the measuring method. The most often quoted
value is 15 mmHg/s for the maximum consumption rate in healthy tissue (Daşu et al.,
2003; Tannock, 1972; Thomlinson and Gray, 1955). This consumption rate gives a
maximum diffusion distance of 143µm (Thomlinson and Gray, 1955), for a blood
vessel with 40 mmHg. Assuming that a healthy tissue has a concentration of 0.2csat
(Mart́ınez-González et al., 2015), we obtain 7.5 × 10−7 (mmHg · cm3)/(cell · s). As-
suming the same ambient cell concentration, using the value proposed by Agosti et al.
(2018a,b) we obtain 2.5× 10−7 (mmHg · cm3)/(cell · s). The consumption selected for
the automaton presented by Gerlee and Anderson (2007), based on studies on GBM
spheroids (Freyer and Sutherland, 1986), is fixed to 2.3 × 10−16 mol/(cell · s), equiva-
lent to 1.4× 10−8 (mmHg · cm2)/(cell · s) assuming an oxygen background concentra-
tion of c0 = 1.7×10−8 mol/cm2. A value of 4×10−17 mol/(cell · s) is obtained from the
data analysed by Griguer et al. (2008) resulting in 2.5× 10−9 (mmHg · cm2)/(cell · s).

Michaelis-Menten constant (km).

According to Daşu et al. (2003), the km constant seems to have little influence on the
diffusion at high O2 concentrations and therefore we use a value of km = 2.5 mmHg,
equal to the hypoxic threshold often used in the Alper and Howard-Flanders equation
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describing the oxygen enhancement ratio (Alper and Howard-Flanders, 1956). This
value has been chosen in recent simulation models (Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012,
2015).

In Table 6.2 all numerical parameters of the mathematical model are shown with
their corresponding variation range extracted from the bibliography.

Minimal value Maximal value Units
Dn 6.6 × 10−12 (Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012) 5.0 × 10−5 (Wang et al., 2009)) cm2/s
csat 1.0 × 108 (Hathout et al., 2016) 1.0 × 1011 (Rockne et al., 2010) cell/mL
χ 2.0 × 10−10 (Bearer et al., 2009) 7.5 × 10−4 (Ford and Lauffenburger, 1991) cm2/mmHg · s
τgr 5.8 × 104 (Gerlee and Anderson, 2007) 7.2 × 106 (Agosti et al., 2018a)) s
τd 1.7 × 105 (Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012) 2.2 × 106 (Agosti et al., 2018b) s
DO2 1.0 × 10−5 (Agosti et al., 2018b) 2.0 × 10−5 (Daşu et al., 2003)) cm2/s
α 2.5 × 10−9 (Griguer et al., 2008) 7.5 × 10−7 (Mart́ınez-González et al., 2015) mmHg · mL/cell · s
OT

2 2.5 (Daşu et al., 2003) 2.5 (Daşu et al., 2003) mmHg
OH

2 7.0 (Vaupel et al., 1989) 30 (Agosti et al., 2018a) mmHg
OA

2 0.7 (Brown and Wilson, 2004) 1.8 (Vital-Lopez et al., 2011) mmHg
∆OA

2 0.1 (Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012) 3.0 (Vital-Lopez et al., 2011) mmHg

Table 6.2: Range of variability of the parameters in the bibliography. Note that in
some cases the range includes many orders of magnitude.

6.4.3.2 Model parameter fitting

The value of each parameter was initially chosen to stay within the ranges found
in the bibliography (Table 6.2). In order to calibrate the specific value for each
parameter, the formation of the necrotic core experiment was selected as case study.
Robin boundary conditions were chosen allowing alive cells to escape from the device.
In particular, for the boundary conditions given by Eq. (6.49), according to the
experimental results and the symmetry of the experiment, we select K1(x

∗ = 0, L, t) =
1, g1(x

∗ = 0, L, t) = h1(x
∗ = 0, L, t) = 0 and J1(x

∗ = 0, L, t) = 1.0 × 106 s/cm.

Only the parameter J1, explaining cell leakage at boundaries, was fitted to capture
the corresponding results. For dead cells, homogeneous Neumann conditions were
established, assuming no migration of dead cells through the boundaries, that is,
K2(x

∗ = 0, L, t) = 0, h2(x
∗ = 0, L, t) = 0 and J2(x

∗ = 0, L, t) = 1.0 s/cm. With
respect to oxygen concentration, Dirichlet boundary conditions were chosen, so
oxygen pressure in the channels was assumed to remain constant throughout the
whole experiment, since medium flow provision through the channels was sufficiently
frequent to keep that pressure without important variations despite oxygen diffusion
and cell uptake. With that, we write K0(x

∗ = 0, L, t) = 1, g0(x
∗ = 0, L, t) =

7.0 mmHg and J0(x
∗ = 0, L, t) = 0. Finally, as initial conditions, we assume that

the initial monitoring of the process starts after getting a uniform oxygen pressure
in the whole chamber, equivalent to the one present in the lateral channels, that is
O2(t = 0) = 7 mmHg.

A heuristic approach was followed to fit the simulated curves with the experimental
results, in order to determine the model parameters. This approach tried to get the
best fit of the necrotic core (central region) due to its biological relevance, giving
less importance to the fitting around the boundaries since the cell distribution here
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is not representative of the in vivo situation. To quantify the quality of this fitting
procedure, we defined two objective cost functions:

T =
1

csat

√√√√ 1

2L

2∑
j=1

5∑
i=2

∫ L

0

(
uj(x, ti) − ue

j(x, ti)
)2

dx, (6.65)

D =
1

csat
max
i=2,...,5

max
x∈[0;L]

|uj(x, ti) − ue
j(x, ti)|, (6.66)

where ue
j is the experimental measurement of the j phenotype (j = 1, alive cells,

j = 2, dead cells), uj the simulated one and L the chip length.

After the fitting process for the different results obtained in the necrotic core experi-
ment, we arrived to the value set for the parameters shown in Table 6.3, yielding
the results shown in Fig. 6.7. The fitting process provided values of T = 0.17
and D = 0.73, which reinforce the good agreement between the experimental and
simulation results.

Symbol Fitted value Units
Dn 6.6 × 10−10 cm2/s
csat 5.0 × 107* cell/mL
χ 7.5 × 10−9 cm2/mmHg · s
τgr 7.2 × 105 s
τd 1.7 × 105 s
DO2 1.0 × 10−5 cm2/s
α 1.0 × 10−9 mmHg · mL/cell · s
km 2.5 mmHg
OH

2 7 mmHg
OA

2 1.6 mmHg
∆OA

2 0.1 mmHg
J1 1.0 × 106 s/cm

Table 6.3: Final parameter ranges. A star means that the fitted value is out of the
range found in the literature. In the last line, we include the parameter J1, which is
not a model parameter, but a parameter related to experimental operation, since it
is also adjusted.

As it may be observed, the computed results are qualitatively equal and quantitatively
very similar to the experimental ones, although there are some significant discrepancies
in the alive cell profile, mainly at the centre of the chamber, and in the dead cell
profile at the boundaries. These differences are unavoidable due to the effects and
interactions missed in the model, such as the heterogeneous distribution of hydrogel,
cells and oxygen in the initial state and boundary conditions, and to the highly
non-linear character of the equations. As it can be seen in Table 6.2, the range of
variation of the parameters in the scientific literature is extremely wide in some cases,
being therefore tricky to tune the value of the parameters to obtain better numerical
results. All this makes it essential to perform a sensitivity analysis to understand
the quantitative impact of each parameter on the representative results and to assess
the mathematical model robustness with respect to the parameter fitting.
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Figure 6.7: Cell concentration profiles for the defined value set. Dead and alive
profiles (y-axis) along the length of the chip (x-axis) with the parameters shown in
Table 6.2. Sim: Simulated profiles. Exp: Experimental profiles. On day 0, both
profiles coincide.
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6.4.4 Stochastic parametric analysis

6.4.4.1 Model parameters

Our aim now is to particularise the presented framework to our GBM evolution
model described in Section 6.4.2. As we have discussed, one of the main problems
in mathematical modelling is the lack of reliable values for the many parameters
involved that forces many times to rely on values fitted from different situations,
leading sometimes to unreliable conclusions. Although our presented model enables
the simulation of different stages of GBM evolution under several experimental
conditions, showing robustness, while keeping a small uncertainty range in the results,
it is possible to better understand its weaknesses and strengths by performing a
deeper parametric analysis using the statistical and probabilistic tools described in
Section 6.3.

As our main interest is the go-or-grow switch, we will focus our analysis in three
model parameters:

• The chemotaxis coefficient χ.

• The growth rate α1 = 1/τgr.

• The hypoxic threshold OH
2 .

The rest of the parameters are considered as known and equal to their adjusted value
given in Table 6.3.

Besides, even if we could consider several experimental configurations, due to the
available data we consider only one, which is the necrotic core formation experiment.
Therefore we will have the particular case λi = λ where λ encodes all the parameters
(oxygen supply and initial cell concentration profile) associated with the necrotic
core experimental configuration.

In summary, using the framework presented in Section 6.3, we have defined:

• The model parameters, θ = (χ, α1, O
H
2 ) ∈ R3.

• The experimental variable, λ, that in our case is related to boundary and initial
conditions.

• The output variable u, that is the outcome of the experiment, that is, the
measurement of the cell concentrations profiles.

• The mathematical model F , formed by the evolution PDEs (6.46) with boundary
conditions (6.49) and initial conditions (6.50).

As said, we have restricted the analysis to three model parameters, being the rest of
them assumed to be known and constant for the sake of simplicity. For a more general
analysis, considering more parameters and different experimental configurations, the
reader is invited to consult Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2021b).
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6.4.4.2 Data generation

Since we have dispensed with a source of variability (the variation of the experimental
configuration), a set of M = 6000 simulations were performed varying the parameters
within their order of magnitude. Each parameter, say θ, was individually perturbed as
follows: if N (µ, σ) is a normal random variable with mean µ and standard deviation
σ, we generated M samples of Θ ∼ N (θ∗, θ∗/2) (that is, 50% of relative uncertainty).
The non-perturbed value of θ∗ corresponds to the value obtained after the fitting
procedure. The vector parameters that provide solutions with T < 0.18 were kept,
where T is defined by Eq. (6.65). In other words, our data-set is defined by:

D = {(χi, αi
1, (O

H
2 )i), i = 1, . . . ,M |T (χi, αi

1, (O
H
2 )i) ≤ 0.18}. (6.67)

In Fig. (6.8), the data-set D generated is illustrated together with the nominal value
obtained using the fitting procedure (that we will name as nominal value), that is
χ = 7.5 × 10−9 cm2/(mmHg · s), α1 = 1.4 × 10−6 s−1 and OH

2 = 7 mmHg.

The data-set D was split in a train data-set (Mtrain = 2244) and a test data-set
(Mtest = 440), D = Dtrain ⊔ Dtest.

6.4.4.3 Statistical fitting.

Marginal distributions.

First of all, we obtained the fitting of the univariate marginal distributions. Fig. 6.9
shows the kernel estimation of the marginal distribution of the different parameters.
We chose a Gaussian kernel for all the estimations with variable bandwidths (reported
in the figure). The values are generally concentrated around the nominal value,
although the distributions present a variable uncertainty, related to the model
complexity and its sensitivity.

Parametric copula structure.

The data were transformed into uniformly distributed values using the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) associated with this kernel estimation and a t-Student
copula is fitted by means of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The use of a
t-Student copula is justified as it allows a different structural dependence for each of
the variable pairs considered (Kole et al., 2007) and, besides, it outperforms Gaussian
copula when estimating the co-occurrence of extreme events Demarta and McNeil
(2005). We obtained a copula with ν = 1.5 × 107 degrees of freedom and a Pearson
correlation matrix of:

P =

1.00 0.07 0.03
0.07 1.00 −0.25
0.03 −0.25 1.00

 (6.68)

Note that the value obtained for ν is close to the Gaussian limit (ν → ∞), so the
Gaussian copula could have been used instead of a t-Student model.

6.4.4.4 Validation of the results using test data.

Overfitting is one of the main problems in any statistical or numerical parametric
fitting. In our methodology, this was avoided by using a sub-set of the data as test
data for validating the models.
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(a) Plane (α1, χ).

(b) Plane (α1, O
H
2 ).

(c) Plane (χ,OH
2 ).

Figure 6.8: Data-set used for the parametric analysis. Data-set generated and
nominal value are shown.
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(a) α1, (w = 1.5 × 10−7s−1)

(b) χ, (w = 6.7× 10−10 cm2/mmHg · s)

(c) OH
2 , (w = 4.6× 10−1mmHg)

Figure 6.9: Kernel density estimation of the marginal distributions. The bandwidths
used for kernel estimation are indicated for each density estimation.
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Marginal distributions.

Marginal distributions were validated as pointed out in Section 6.3.2.2. To do so,
new “experimental” data were compared to the data generated from the multivariate
model. It is important to note that the original data were not used, but, on the
contrary, a new data-set was strictly generated from the parametric copula and
marginal densities, using the same procedure described for the generation of the
original data. The histogram of data, the empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF) of the test data (with 95% confident interval) compared to the model data,
the boxplot of both test and model data and the Q-Q plot of the test data, when
compared to the model, are shown in Fig. 6.10 for α1, Fig. 6.11 for χ and Fig.
6.12 for OH

2 . The validation of the whole set of variables has been performed and
good agreement was found between the model and test data except, if at all, for the
extreme values, at the tail values of the distributions.

(a) Histogram. (b) ECDF.

(c) Boxplot. (d) Q-Q plot.

Figure 6.10: Comparison between train and test marginals for α1. The test data
show good agreement with the model marginals.
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(a) Histogram. (b) ECDF.

(c) Boxplot. (d) Q-Q plot.

Figure 6.11: Comparison between train and test marginals for χ. The test data
show good agreement with the model marginal, except, if at all, for the extreme
values, at the tail of the distributions.
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(a) Histogram. (b) ECDF.

(c) Boxplot. (d) Q-Q plot.

Figure 6.12: Comparison between train and test marginals for OH
2 . The test data

show good agreement with the model marginals.

Joint dependencies.

Testing the structural dependence between parameters is not trivial. First, we
evaluated merely the differences in the correlation coefficients between the model-
based and the test data. In Fig. 6.13, we represent the Kendall τ correlation
index between the variables for the model and test data. We observe again a good
agreement between the model values of the correlation coefficients (Fig. 6.13a) and
those obtained from the sample of the test data (Fig. 6.13b), even though the test
sample is finite, which can cause differences between the model and the statistical
values.

A deeper analysis may be done by using multivariate goodness of fit. For instance, for
checking the nonlinear structural dependence, we analysed the dependence between
the uniform variables U1 = Fα1(X1), U2 = Fχ(X2) and U3 = FOH

2
(X3)”

where Fα1 ,Fχ

and FOH
2

are the CDF of the parameters α1, χ and OH
2 respectively (that had been

already validated when testing for the marginals). Given a partition of the unit cube
in m3 regions, we define:

D =
m∑

i,j,k

(Oijk − Eijk − 0.5)2

Eijk

, (6.69)
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where Oijk and Eijk are the observed and expected values at the regions i− j − k.
The −0.5 in the numerator of Eq. (6.69) accounts for Yates correction (Adler, 1951).
If we choose a significant level α, we may reject the null hypothesis if D ≥ χ2

ν,1−α.
with χ2

ν,1−α the critical value of the χ2-distribution of ν = m3 degrees of freedom
corresponding to the α significance level. In our case, selecting m = 3, that is, a
3 × 3 × 3 grid, χ2

27,0.95 = 40 and D = 39, so we cannot reject the null hypothesis
(p-value of pval = 0.069).

(a) Kendall τ for the model data. (b) Kendall τ for the test data.

Figure 6.13: Comparison between train and test correlations. Kendall τ correlation
coefficient for each pair of variables for the training and test data is shown, illustrating
a good agreement.
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6.4.4.5 Complete probabilistic model and Bayesian a posteriori corrections.

In order to briefly analyse the aspect of the whole model, in Fig. 6.14 some isosurfaces
of the 3D PDF at the space (α1, χ, O

H
2 ) are shown.

Figure 6.14: Isosurfaces of the 3D probability density function. The isosurfaces
have been represented log-spaced between the maximal and minimal value of the
density at the represented region. The red dot is the nominal value of the parameters.

We illustrate the model flexibility in Fig (6.15). Fig. 6.15a represents the bivariate
joint distribution of (α1, χ). Knowing the whole joint distribution function allows us
to make a posteriori corrections using Bayesian theory and conditional probability as
explained in Section 6.3.2.3. If we are interested in the joint distribution of (α1, χ),
assuming that we know the value of OH

2 = 7 mmHg, the uncertainty of the parameter
estimation obviously changes, as can be seen in Fig. 6.15b. In order to compare
the impact of setting the rest of the parameters a posteriori, contour plots of both
distributions, absolute and conditional (normalised between 0 and 1 to compare them
more easily) are depicted in Fig. 6.15c.
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(a) Bivariate joint distribution of (α1, χ).

(b) Bivariate joint distribution of (α1, χ) assuming
OH

2 = 7mmHg.

(c) Comparison between the distribution shape of (a)
and (b).

Figure 6.15: Bivariate joint distribution functions of (α1, χ). We show the total
joint distribution, one possible conditional distribution and a comparison between
both of them.
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6.4.4.6 Parameter estimation

In Figs. 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18 we show the p-confident HDR for the model parameters,
when p = 0.90, p = 0.95 and p = 0.99. For illustration purposes, we have represented
the parameter predictions at each plane (α1, χ), (α1, O

H
2 ) and (χ,OH

2 ), showing the
effect of conditioning the distribution to the knowledge of the third model parameter.
The results are compared with the classical ellipsoid estimation, which is based on
the normality assumption. The differences, both in shape and size of the regions,
are clear and explained by the complex structural dependence between variables. It
is also important to note the high uncertainty related to the hypoxic threshold OH

2 :
with the available data, as the cell culture is always under hypoxic conditions, it is
difficult to estimate this threshold accurately. In order to achieve better predictions,
we would need experiments with higher oxygen levels or to deal with the go-or-grow
model more carefully.

(a) Total distribution. (b) Conditional distribution.

Figure 6.16: α1 - χ mean and HDR estimations. (N): Ellipsoid estimation using
normality assumption, (G): General estimation using the copula model, Mean: Mean
value estimation, Nominal: nominal value. Note that the normality assumption is
not always fulfilled and that conditioning has a significant effect.

6.4.4.7 Design of experiments

For the DoE, we assume that we have a microfluidic device of legth L = 1000µm,
and we measure the alive cell concentration at 5 given points: uk = u1(x = xk), k =
1, . . . , 5, where x1 = 0.015 cm, x2 = 0.035 cm, x3 = 0.050 cm, x4 = 0.065 cm, x5 =
0.085 cm. We work under the homoscedasticity and independence assumptions so
that, each concentration measurement is assumed to be normally distributed with
µi = ui and σi = σ, i = 1, . . . , 5. Additionally, the uncertainty associated with the
measurement of the cell concentration is assumed to be σ = 1 × 106 cell/mL.

As we work under the assumptions detailed above, it is possible to use Eq. (6.45) for
estimating the utility of an experimental configuration λ via numerical integration.
For that case we consider as the parameters of the experimental design the oxygen
level at the right and left chamber, that is λ = (Oleft

2 , Oright
2 ), where Oleft

2 plays the role
of O∗2 at x∗ = 0 and Oright

2 plays the role of O∗2 at x∗ = L in Eq. (6.62). A convergence
analysis was performed, justifying the use of a value of Nθ = 10 (number of sampling
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(a) Total distribution. (b) Conditional distribution.

Figure 6.17: α1 - OH
2 mean and HDR estimations. (N): Ellipsoid estimation using

normality assumption, (G): General estimation using the copula model, Mean: Mean
value estimation, Nominal: nominal value. Note that the normality assumption is
not always fulfilled and that in that case, conditioning has not a very significant
effect.

points for the model parameters) and Nu = 18 (number of sampling points for the
experimental outcome) for each computation in the numerical integration process22.

The simulations were performed for ten different oxygen levels at each side of the
chip, Oleft

2 and Oright
2 (from 0 to 9 mmHg) and C0 = 10 × 106 cell/mL. For a richer

approach involving more design parameters, the reader may consult Ayensa-Jiménez
et al. (2021b). In order to avoid numerical problems, in all simulations, the uniform
distributions of the parameters were sampled from ϵ = 0.01 to 1 − ϵ = 0.99.

The aim is to determine the experimental configuration with the highest utility, that
is, to choose both right and left oxygen flow levels to get the maximum possible
information from the new experiment. We focus here on the effect of coupling
between parameters and how it affects the utility interpretation and model parameter
estimation. For instance, first, let us consider that we want to determine the value of
hypoxic threshold OH

2 . In Fig. 6.19 the utility contour plots for different situations
are shown, including:

• None of the parameters is known.

• We know the value of the parameter α1 = 1.4 × 10−6s−1.

• We know the value of the parameter χ = 7.5 × 10−9cm2/(mmHg · s).

• We know the value of the pair of parameters α1 = 1.4 × 10−6s−1 and χ =
7.5 × 10−9cm2/(mmHg · s).

In Fig. 6.20 we repeat the analysis but focusing on the characterisation of the pair
of parameters (α1, χ). In that case, the two possible situations are:

22It is important to note that, with these computations, we do not pretend to compute the exact
utility value, but a value that allows comparing the different utility values in a relative way
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(a) Total distribution. (b) Conditional distribution.

Figure 6.18: χ - OH
2 mean and HDR estimations. (N): Ellipsoid estimation using

normality assumption, (G): General estimation using the copula model, Mean: Mean
value estimation, Nominal: nominal value. Note that the normality assumption is not
always fulfilled and that the (nonlinear) correlation between parameters is significant.

• None of the parameters is known.

• We know the value of the parameter OH
2 = 7 mmHg.

Finally, in Fig. 6.21 we consider the characterisation of the whole triplet (α1, χ, O
H
2 ).

Note that each of the considered situations corresponds to the partial knowledge
of some of the relevant biological features of the cell culture, which may have been
determined by other experimental set-ups or test types.

In these figures, we can see the most useful experiments (those configurations
corresponding to the highest utility values) and those that lead to a poor adjustment
of the model parameters.

This analysis may be performed for different parameter combinations, and for
different degrees of knowledge. Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 summarise all possibilities
when exploring the go-or-grow behaviour. The cases illustrated in this chapter are
reported in the third column.

6.4.5 In silico replication of the in vitro experiments

We analyse the performance of the parametric model presented when using the set of
parameters given in Table 6.3, applied to the three experiments described in Section
6.4.1: formation of a necrotic core in high concentrated cultures, pseudopalisade
formation due to oxygen gradient and double pseudopalisade formation in a symmetric
configuration. Note that only the necrotic core experiment was used for parameter
fitting, so this test is essential to evaluate the ability of the model to generalise. As in
our stochastic approach, there is an inherent uncertainty in parameter identification,
so a run of N = 100 Montecarlo simulations was performed for varying values of the
model parameters according to the variability and structural dependence discussed
in the previous section.
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Parameters to be estimated Known parameters Figure
α1 None -
α1 OH

2 -
α1 χ -
α1 χ, OH

2 -
χ None -
χ α1 -
χ OH

2 -
χ α1, O

H
2 -

OH
2 None 6.19a

OH
2 α1 6.19b

OH
2 χ 6.19c

OH
2 α1, χ 6.19d

Table 6.4: Possibilities for characterising one parameter. The figures corresponding
to the 4 cases computed are indicated.

Parameters to be estimated Known parameters Figure
α1, χ None 6.20a
α1, χ OH

2 6.20b
α1, O

H
2 None -

α1, O
H
2 χ -

χ, OH
2 None -

χ, OH
2 α1 -

Table 6.5: Possibilities for characterising two parameters. The figures corresponding
to the 2 cases computed are indicated.

Parameters to be estimated Known parameters Figure
χ, α1, O

H
2 None 6.21

Table 6.6: Possibilities for characterising the three parameters. The figure corre-
sponding to the case computed is indicated.
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(a) OH
2 . (b) OH

2 knowing α1.

(c) OH
2 knowing χ. (d) OH

2 knowing α1 and χ.

Figure 6.19: Utility for fitting OH
2 . The degree of knowledge about the system

greatly determines which experiment gives maximal information. Note that the
utility has a relative meaning, so the value of the utility cannot be compared between
different plots.

The cells boundary conditions remained the same in all experiments except for the
value of J , which depends on the cell leakage observed for each microfluidic device. In
the necrotic core experiment, J = 1.0 × 106 s/cm; in the pseudopalisade experiment,
J = 1.0×109 s/cm, and in the double pseudopalisade experiment, J = 1.2×107 s/cm.
These three values have been adjusted for obtaining good agreement between the
experimental curves and the simulations, without modifying the value of the model
parameters.

Regarding the oxygen boundary conditions, they were adapted to each experimental
configuration: in the formation of the double pseudopalisade they were identical to
those already explained for the necrotic core formation; whereas in the pseudopalisade
formation, impermeability condition (no flux) was imposed at the sealed channel,
while, again, the Dirichlet condition was imposed at the right channel. The value
of the oxygen pressure, both at the right side and at the initial time for the whole
chamber, was fixed to O∗2 = 2 mmHg instead of O∗2 = 7 mmHg as in the other
experiments. This is justified by the fact that in this experiment the medium was
not renewed as in the previous cases, so the oxygenation was assumed to be lower.
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(a) (α1, χ). (b) (α1, χ) knowing O2.

Figure 6.20: Utility for fitting (α1, χ). The degree of knowledge about the system
greatly determines which experiment gives maximal information. Note that the
utility has a relative meaning, so the value of the utility cannot be compared between
different plots.

The differences in boundary conditions for the three experiments are summarised in
Table 6.7

Experiment J [s/cm] O∗2 [mmHg]
Necrotic core formation 1.0 × 106 7

Pseudopalisade formation 1.0 × 109 2
Double pseudopalisade formation 1.2 × 107 7

Table 6.7: Parameters related to boundary conditions.

The obtained results for each experiment together with the median and the 90%
confident band (between 5th and 95th percentile) of the simulations are shown in
Figs. 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24.

These figures show good agreement between the experimental and simulated results,
which will be further explained in the Discussion section. Moreover, considering the
parameter variability improves in some cases the estimation of the cell profiles (see
Fig. 6.22 and 6.24). The main differences are:

• Our model tends to overestimate the cell concentration at the central region for
the necrotic core experiment. This may be caused by an overestimation of the
oxygen level in this region.

• There is a discrepancy between the cell concentration at the boundaries (both
for alive and dead cells) for the predicted and experimental profiles.

We will discuss these differences in the Discussion section.
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Figure 6.21: Utility for fitting (α1, χ, O
H
2 ). The degree of knowledge about the

system greatly determines which experiment gives maximal information, although
there are some general common trends. Note that the utility has a relative meaning,
so the value of the utility cannot be compared between different plots.
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(a) Day 3.

(b) Day 6.

Figure 6.22: Necrotic core formation. Confidence band for the simulated profiles
and experimental results (y-axis) along the length of the chip (x-axis) for the necrotic
core formation experiment. A: Alive cells. D: Dead cells.
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(a) Day 3.

(b) Day 6.

Figure 6.23: Pseudopalisade formation. Confidence band for the simulated profiles
and experimental results (y-axis) along the length of the chip (x-axis) for the
pseudopalisade formation experiment. A: Alive cells. D: Dead cells.
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(a) Day 7. (b) Day 11.

(c) Day 17.
(d) Day 21.

Figure 6.24: Double pseudopalisade formation. Confidence band for the simulated
profiles and experimental results (y-axis) along the length of the chip (x-axis) for
the low cell concentration experiment. A: Alive cells. D: Dead cells.
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6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 Biological discussion

6.5.1.1 Biological evidences enforced by the computational model

GBM is one of the deadliest tumour types, as it is very heterogeneous and resistant
to therapy (Aum et al., 2014; Ramirez et al., 2013; Shergalis et al., 2018). Most
research studies have been performed in 2D models, on Petri dishes, but these are
not able to represent the real situation. Many 3D culture models are now being
developed, such as spheroids, organoids, different scaffold-based models, etc., which
better mimic cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions (Hoarau-Véchot et al., 2018; Manini
et al., 2018). With the development of microfluidics for biological applications, apart
from including different components of the tumour micro-environment (TME), we
are also able to control the physico-chemical conditions, so microfluidic models are
considered the most biomimetical in vitro models nowadays (Logun et al., 2018;
Paguirigan and Beebe, 2008). Special devices have been developed for GBM research
to study the behaviour of GBM cells and therapy response within a biomimetic and
controlled microenvironment. With them, realistic behavioural patterns have been
obtained, similar to the ones observed in patients (Ayuso et al., 2016; Cui et al.,
2020; Xiao et al., 2019; Yi et al., 2019).

In our case, we were able to reproduce autoinduced necrotic core and pseudopalisade
formation (Ayuso et al., 2016, 2017), some of the most important characteristics
of GBM, in agreement with the GBM formation model of Brat (2012), which
identifies blood vessel occlusion and subsequent hypoxia-induced migration towards
the functional blood vessel, following oxygen and nutrients gradient, as one of the
main drivers of GBM invasion. From our in vitro models of pseudopalisades and
necrotic core formation in GBM, we set the following phenomena in the model
mathematical equations:

• GBM cells migrate in an O2 pressure gradient following a chemotactic cue from
lower to higher pressure values, and with a migration speed that depends on the
specific local O2 pressure value.

• Very high cell concentrations prevent the arrival of sufficient oxygen to regions
far from oxygen provision sources, due to the oxygen uptake in the transition
zones, thus resulting in an auto-induced necrotic core in those far regions. Lee
et al. (2018) explained the importance of shortage of oxygen and nutrients in
necrotic core formation. Also, a similar process was observed in spheroid cultures
(Däster et al., 2017; Riffle and Hegde, 2017), where the gradient depends on the
spheroid diameter, observing the appearance of necrotic core in spheroids bigger
than 500µm.

• Regarding the parameters of the model, we have shown that:

– Due to the difficulties in defining an in silico model able to deal with all the
complex phenomena at the TME level, the range of the model parameters
in the literature is very wide. Moreover, the go-or-grow behaviour requires
a special attention, as there is still much to decipher about the metabolic
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pathways involved in this transition. Thereby, the parameters related to
cell migration, both random or oxygen mediated, and with cell proliferation,
that is, Dn, χ, OH

2 , α1 = τgr present an important variability.

– We have obtained a parameter set within the range of the literature except
for the saturation concentration csat that, as explained, is very dependent
on the experimental operation.

– Keeping constant the random pedesis parameter, Dn, and all the parameters
related to the oxygen evolution (DO2 , α and km), we have seen that the
dynamics is determined by the triplet ( 1

τgr
, α, OH

2 ) which is for us, and for

the moment, our way of encoding the go-or-grow metabolic switch.

– For a sensitivity analysis involving other parameters, such as the related
to oxygen evolution, the reader may consult the published version of this
chapter in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2020b).

• Cell adaptation may also have an important role in problems like the one
described here but has not been considered so far in our work. This will be
part of future developments, although it will require new and specific sets of
experiments to capture the corresponding mathematical features and parameters.

Since the model parameters fitting was established under a heuristic basis according
to our research experience, the values selected should be interpreted qualitatively
as the ones which better describe the most relevant phenomena that take place
in GBM evolution in vitro, such as necrotic core and pseudopalisade formation.
It is important to remark that a preliminary fitting approach based on a formal
mathematical optimisation did not provide the best fit in the evolution of the necrotic
core (data not shown), demonstrating the difficulty of the problem.

Anyway, despite the parameter uncertainty, it has been possible to reproduce three
different experiments with one single set of parameters (see Figs. 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24,
profiles corresponding to the fitted value). Therefore, it seems possible to extract
fundamental biological conclusions, for instance:

• The initial cell density has a crucial influence on the necrotic core formation.
The simulation results (and the experimental curves) related to the necrotic
core and the double pseudopalisade experiments are essentially identical except
for the fact that the former was obtained with an initial concentration of C0 =
40× 107 cells/mL and the latter with C0 = 4× 106 cells/mL. The corresponding
results are however qualitatively very different: the necrotic core only appears
when having very high cell concentrations. This conclusion may have important
biological and therapeutic consequences.

• Cell migration strongly depends on the oxygen level and gradient. Suitable oxy-
genation conditions do not induce cell migration even for high oxygen gradients.
Conversely, under a certain oxygenation level, the oxygen gradient is the main
driving agent of cell migration. It has been shown (Kaur et al., 2005; Monteiro
et al., 2017) that hypoxic conditions lead to stabilisation of hypoxia-inducible
factor (HIF) which regulates many important pathways important for tumour
progression, such as invasion and angiogenesis.
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The presented mathematical model is, therefore, able to capture some of the main
features of some essential phenomena occurring during GBM invasion. Moreover,
except for the saturation parameter csat (which is obviously very dependent on the
experimental conditions), the parameter variability is in agreement with that found in
the scientific literature. Also, most of the general features observed are similar to the
ones obtained in previous experimental (Ayuso et al., 2016, 2017) and computational
(Ayuso et al., 2017; Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012, 2015; Swanson et al., 2011;
Vital-Lopez et al., 2011) works.

6.5.1.2 Model limitations to explain the experimental data

The model also presents some limitations, some of the most important are the
following:

• Small discrepancies between the experimental and computational results were
found. One possible explanation is that the accumulation of cells at the bound-
aries may obstruct the oxygen diffusion, provoking a non-homogeneous O2

diffusion coefficient. This results in an over-estimation of the oxygen level in the
central area of the chamber, which could explain the over-estimation of alive
cells, faster cell migration to the boundaries and over-estimation of dead cells.

• Also, there are differences in cell concentration at the boundaries. One possible
explanation is that the cells at the boundaries are in a 2D ambient (instead
of 3D) so cell proliferation is accelerated, which leads to inaccuracies, as our
model was thought for 3D environments and the parameter values are fitted for
obtaining accurate results far from the boundaries.

• There is, in general, but mainly in the results associated with the necrotic
core experiment, a certain lag between the computational and the experimental
responses of cells to oxygen variations. It seems that changes in the oxygen
concentration are felt earlier in the simulations. This may be associated with
a certain cell memory: the cell may need to accumulate some “stress” before
undergoing significant changes in its behaviour. Our GBM model is not able to
capture this kind of phenomena. Nonetheless, we have presented a framework
where this limitation can be overcome if more phenotypes are considered as in
other works (Ayuso et al., 2017; Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012, 2015). This
strategy requires, however, a sound classification of the cell phenotypes, based
on biological evidence, in a sufficient number of classes, which is difficult and
would considerably increase the number of parameters.

6.5.2 Intrinsic model strengths and limitations
6.5.2.1 Benefits of the statistical approach

The train-test methodology based on copulae followed in the fitting process has
shown that it is possible to establish a gradation in the strength of the parameter
dependencies and some uncertainty bounds for the parameters. Once the probabilistic
statistical model is adjusted, predicting the actual value of the model parameters
is easily carried out. As it is observed in Figs. 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18, the normal-
ity assumption for the confidence region estimation is not always a good starting
hypothesis at least for two reasons:
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• First, it does not take into account the complexity of the relationship between
the model parameters (i.e. physical phenomena) and may lead to unrealiable
values (meaningless physical magnitudes, such as negative values for the hypoxic
threshold or chemotaxis coefficient, as in Fig. 6.16a).

• Secondly, it may mislead with respect to the uncertainty that we actually have
for different significance levels.

In any case, the confident region estimation using HDR and a proper probabilistic
analysis are very informative about the degree of reliability of the mathematical
model used for a biological explanation. These two observations become even more
evident when the uncertainty of the model depends on the knowledge about the
values of some of the model parameters, as it can be seen when comparing total
with conditional distributions. In addition, HDR may inform about the difficulties
in estimating the value of a certain parameter, for instance, the hypoxic threshold in
our case. Indeed, as the cell culture is in hypoxic conditions it is difficult to specify
the exact value of this threshold, because we are able to obtain good agreement
between the experimental data and simulations for a broad range of values of this
parameter.

Additionally, the knowledge of the model parameters variability (from a probabilistic
point of view) allows to predict the outcome of a given experiment and its uncer-
tainty. This can be used not only for model calibration and validation, but also for
experimental planning (deciding the appropriate material, equipment or accuracy of
the measuring devices and techniques to be used). For example, in Fig. 6.2, it may be
seen that the necrotic core experiment requires less accuracy in the measurement of
the cell profile in the central part of the chamber for parameter estimation, while the
pseudopalisade experiment requires a measurement technique able to detect low alive
cell concentrations. It can also be observed that the appearance of significant alive
and dead cells at the right side of the chamber in the necrotic core experiment would
not be explained by the model parameter variability, but rather by a model limitation.
Moreover, the probabilistic knowledge of the model can be further exploited in exper-
imental planning and design by using BED theory. In the analysis performed in this
work, there is an important aspect to remark: the knowledge about the system may
determine the best experiment (in the sense of information theory) to characterise
the model parameters. We have seen that, for determining the parameters related
to the go-or-grow metabolic switch, moderate gradient experimental settings are
generally preferred, but the best operation conditions depend on the knowledge about
the different biological aspects. Indeed, Figs. 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 show how the
structural dependence between the model parameters affects the optimal experiment
for characterising the go-or-grow from the parametric point of view. A summary of
the analysis is presented in Table 6.8, where the best experimental configuration is
presented for each of the parameters’ calibration, together with the maximum utility
value.

6.5.2.2 Model limitations

The presented statistical methodology, even if it exceeds the performance of standard
deterministic parameter analysis, shows the difficulties of working with such kind of
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Parameters to
be estimated

Upper O2

concentration
Lower O2

concentration
Maximum
utility value

O2 9 mmHg 5 mmHg 1.9
O2 knowing α1 5 mmHg 2 mmHg 1.6
OH

2 knowing χ 9 mmHg 6 mmHg 2.7
OH

2 knowing α1, χ 9 mmHg 4 mmHg 2.2
α1, χ 9 mmHg 5 mmHg 3.5
α1, χ knowing OH

2 9 mmHg 3 mmHg 2.7
α1, χ, OH

2 9 mmHg 5 mmHg 3.5

Table 6.8: Most useful experimental configuration for each of the parameters’
evaluation. The values are orientative.

parametric models in biology. For instance, Fig. 6.13 illustrates the strength of the
correlation relationships, showing that there are some phenomena difficult to isolate
from the experimental and/or computational points of view. Thus, it is impossible to
characterise their individual effect on cell behaviour if we have limited measurements
available on the cell profiles or a poor model. It is then only possible to evaluate
their combined resultant effect.

This analysis may be done for each model parameter couple, justifying the approach
adopted in this work even if here we have focused on the go-or-grow metabolic switch.
This dependence is illustrated in the way that each parameter estimation may depend
on the knowledge about the value of the rest of the parameters.

Indeed, for the GBM progression model, the two sources of variability and structural
correlations are:

• Cell inherent variability: Cell motility is induced by the random motion inherent
to any cell and several taxis effects driven by external physical or chemical
stimuli. Mathematical parameters related to these phenomena (e.g. diffusion
and chemotaxis coefficients) appearing in the model equations will present,
therefore, a correlation in the different experimental samples. Besides, energetic
resources consumed by the cell are finite, so an increase in the migratory activity
would probably decrease the proliferative activity and vice-versa, showing another
clear correlation between the model parameters. Another subtlety resides in the
fact that, due to epigenetic changes, the cell may have previously adapted its
metabolism to oxygen changes and therefore may react in a different manner to
the same external stimuli (Joseph et al., 2015; Musah-Eroje and Watson, 2019),
introducing an extra degree of variability.

• Difficulty to isolate parameters: With the presented GBM model, and due to
the nature of the measurements, it is very difficult to isolate different effects and
phenomena. As explained before, it is difficult to ensure if the lack of oxygen is
due to a poor diffusion or high consumption, or if the increase in the cell profile
close to the boundaries is due to a fast proliferation or a fast migration towards
the boundary. Even if we consider that this is due to migration, we would have
to ask ourselves if this is because we have a high hypoxic threshold OH

2 or a high
chemotaxis coefficient χ.
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Hence, to overcome the inherent difficulties of the parametric models, we need
different approaches that are capable of decoupling the uncertainty due to the
inherent variability to the one related to the parametric fitting. Indeed, only the
approaches having this feature would effectively give us information about the
problem biological insigth, as they will not be corseted to bias-inducing parametric
structures.

6.6 Conclusions
Mathematical modelling of complex cell processes is very challenging due to its intrin-
sic non-linearity, highly-coupled multiphysic interactions, and the many correlated
parameters which are difficult to measure or simply unknown. These parameters
are most times obtained for a particular problem under specific conditions, leading
in many cases to conclusions directly derived from the modelling assumptions and
therefore providing little new information. Also, they are difficult to generalise.

As a result, a proper and extensive parametric analysis is mandatory. This should
include an extensive and detailed study of the values reported in the bibliography, a
careful sensitivity analysis and a sufficient number of different experiments, not only
for calibration but also for validation, avoiding parameter overfitting.

This analysis, although it allows the identification of the optimal set of parameters,
is most times difficult to extend to other problems with reasonable accuracy and
therefore with a certain validation of its actual physical character and its value range.
It is also difficult to discriminate between correlated parameters associated with
mechanisms that cannot be isolated in the experiments. Hence, we need additional
information both to get a better discrimination between them, and to identify the
optimal conditions for additional experiments to provide the maximum information
possible in order to get such discrimination.

From the results and discussion presented above, we enumerate the main findings
and conclusions of our work:

1. Mathematical modelling and the corresponding computer simulation of the
complex cell processes involved, incorporating several interactions, chemical
and physical cues, require an extensive literature review and analysis of the
fundamental properties of the mathematical equations in simplified conditions,
and an in-depth analysis of the model parameters, in order to understand
the individual and combined effect of each combination of parameters, both
qualitative and quantitatively, in the resulting variables. In that sense, we have
proved here that copulae are a simple and powerful tool to detect and improve
highly-correlated multiparametric mathematical models such as those appearing
in Biology, with the added value of providing key information for the optimal
design of new experiments with the highest information possible for the problem
in hands, thus reducing time and cost not only in our in vitro experiments but
also in scarce and costly in vivo cases.

2. One single type of experiment is not enough to guarantee a proper quantification
and understanding of the effect of each model parameter. Some families of
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experiments have to be used to fit the parameters, while other families are
required to validate and discard spurious parametric solutions. This strategy is
fundamental to avoid overfitting and to prevent model-induced effects, result of
the fitting procedures.

3. There is a huge variation in the range of many of the parameters found in the
literature, sometimes with intervals covering several orders of magnitude, which
makes it very difficult to get a reasonable accuracy when modelling experimental
tests using only values from bibliography. This can be a result of the high
heterogeneity of GBM, the intrinsic variability to which biological problems
are subjected when treated using imperfect models, and of the high adaptive
capacity of these cells (Dirkse et al., 2019; Friedmann-Morvinski, 2014). The
need of suitable methods taking into account parameter variability and their
structural dependencies (that is, correlation) is, therefore, compulsory.

4. With a proper parameter identification and analysis, if all the main mechanisms
involved are properly considered, it is possible to get an accurate reproduction
of experimental tests, provided the experiment is well controlled, the associated
variables are accurately measured and the results are correctly interpreted.
However, this capacity for reproducing experimental outcomes may not be
directly related to a real understanding of the different processes involved or to
the identification of which is the dominant one, due to the intrinsic limitations
of parametric models.

5. Adopting the presented model as a starting point, there is still room for future
development. For instance, the measurement of the oxygen profile would allow
us to improve the oxygen diffusion model, taking into account, for example, the
oxygen flow obstruction that may be induced by high cell densities. Another
important improvement, related to the methodological approach, is to be able
to escape from the rigidity of parametric models, that suffer from an a priori
modelling bias that obscures the acquisition of true knowledge about biological
processes.

To summarise, the presented framework is general and allows the analysis of many
coupled and highly non-linear physical mechanisms. The effort made in the para-
metric analysis allows drawing conclusions both qualitative (e.g. pseudopalisade
and necrotic core formation) and quantitative (e.g. time scale for necrosis or speed
of migration structures). This task is fundamental when working with complex
multiparametric models. Nonetheless, this analysis is always conditioned by the
choice of the mathematical approach, so the intrinsic model uncertainty is, to some
extent, unavoidable. Working with models with so many parameters requires always
enough experimental data in sufficiently varied conditions. Here, we have been able
to work with three different families of experiments resulting in cell profiles along
space and time. This extensive amount of information gives value to our work, which
could lay the foundations for future works in the topic, including the incorporation
of artificial intelligence (AI) and, in particular, machine learning (ML) tools.

Finally, we can conclude that, even with all this, we are still far from getting sufficient
knowledge of all the mechanisms involved in complex biological processes, as well as
the interactions and quantification of the corresponding phenomenological parameters.
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Only in very specific and well-controlled conditions, and after an extensive analysis of
the tests, model and associated parameters, it is possible to expect accurate results
if the initial conditions are well-measured and the main mechanisms and interactions
are mathematically represented. Despite these drawbacks, mathematical models are
today invaluable tools to better understand underlying mechanisms and interactions,
to establish trends, to test new hypotheses and to check “what if” situations that
are many times impossible to test experimentally due to the impossibility to isolate
single effects, measure particular variables or simply because of ethical reasons.
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7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6 we have developed a mathematical model incorporating the go-or-grow
hypothesis, which allowed us to reproduce the glioblastoma (GBM) evolution under
different experimental configurations also in vitro (Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2020b), and
to derive, from cell culture images, information on the cell behaviour (Pérez-Aliacar
et al., 2021).

However, parametric models are corseted by the mathematical relations that describe
the a priori assumed biological hypotheses, so they present an obvious modelling
bias. Besides, in our experiments, we try to understand the intrinsic mechanisms that
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control these biological processes; a knowledge that goes further than the numerical
value of a specific parameter and is generally related to concepts with biological
meaning, such as whether the metabolic change is sharp or smooth, localized or
distributed, or presents one or many different levels of transition.

In Chapter 5, we have presented a new promising family of neural networks, named
physically-guided neural networks with internal variables (PGNNIV) as a tool to
identify, evaluate and derive constitutive models from observable measurements
(Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2020a, 2021a). The fundamental idea is to incorporate the
physical knowledge on the system into the network and to concentrate the learning
power of artificial neural networks (ANNs) in the intrinsic physical mechanisms that
are intended to be found out. Very recently, a similar approach combining neural
networks and physical equations (physics-informed neural network (PINN) (Raissi
et al., 2019)) has been proposed in Lagergren et al. (2020) as a way to discover
hidden mechanistic relationships, using the Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovsky–Piskunov
equation as a benchmark problem, a concept that has been coined as biologically-
informed neural networks (BINN). All the same, PGNNIV offer greater flexibility in
the definition of the internal variables of interest, including the non-measurable ones.
Thus, they are able to unravel more complex metabolic mechanisms. Additionally,
they may deal with problems involving variable external stimuli, that is, different
source terms and boundary conditions, something that PINNs cannot afford.

In this chapter, we demonstrate how PGNNIV allow unravelling the mathematical
structure that identifies the intrinsic metabolic mechanisms associated with cell
changes due to the variation of some measurable fields, as the oxygen concentration
around the cell that can be measured in microfluidic devices. This identification of
the detailed go-or-grow mechanism related to hypoxia allows to accurately predict
the cell evolution under highly variable external stimuli, including normoxic, gradient
and hypoxic configurations, without the requirement of any initially prescribed
parametric relation. This methodology does not only permit the identification of
complex metabolic changes but also improving the prediction accuracy of parametric
models.

This chapter is structured as follows. The Materials and Methods section describes
the formulation here presented. First, the mathematical model for GBM evolution
is briefly revised, emphasising how the role of hypoxia is commonly taken into
account for modelling the go-or-grow paradigm. Then, the model under the PGNNIV
framework is presented, detailing the data generation and the network training
process. In the Results section, the main results are presented: the unravelling of
the metabolic behaviour and the ability to predict the cell evolution under different
oxygenation conditions. Finally, in the Discussion section, the present and future
of this methodology are discussed, while in the Conclusions, the main results and
conclusions are summarised.

7.2 Materials and methods
Our typical experimental configuration for the tests here analysed is the same
presented in Chapter 6, as was illustrated in Fig. 6.5. Here, the geometry of
the model (assumed as one-dimensional, as the length of the lateral channels is
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much larger than the width of the chamber), and the different field variables are
represented. Provided that the length scale is large enough, it is possible to identify
the cell concentration with a continuum field u1 = u1(x, t). Besides, the oxygen
concentration is associated with a field u2 = u2(x, t). The oxygen is supplied to the
cell culture via the lateral channels. In response to this stimulus, cells will undergo
migration and/or proliferation along the width of the chamber of length l.

7.2.1 Mathematical model of Glioblastoma cell culture evolution

7.2.1.1 Governing equations

Our starting point is a nonlinear reaction-diffusion system of partial differential
equations (PDEs) that governs the evolution of GBM cells and the concentration of
oxygen in a microfluidic device, very similar to the one presented in Chapter 6 and
published in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2020b). In particular, the equations of the fields’
evolution are:

∂u1

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
D1

∂u1
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)
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The first term of the R. H. S. of Eq. (7.1a) represents the flow term associated
with cell culture migration and has two contributions: the non-oriented motility
term D1

∂u1

∂x
(modelled here as a random diffusion process) and the chemotaxis term

−χΠgou1
∂u2

∂x
, where cell motility is induced by the oxygen gradient. Πgo is a correction

factor that will be discussed later. The second term corresponds to the reaction term
and is associated with logistic growth (Tsoularis and Wallace, 2002), except for the
correction term Πgr that will be also explained later.

With respect to the oxygen evolution equation, Eq. (7.1b), the first term of the R.
H. S. is again the flow term, consisting solely of oxygen diffusion, and the second
corresponds to the oxygen consumption by cells. The correction between brackets in
the second term is the Michaelis-Menten kinetic model (Cornish-Bowden, 2013) and
accounts for the kinetics of oxidative phosphorylation that occurs in the membrane
of cellular mitochondria (Tang, 1933).

With respect to the model detailed in Chapter 6, we have introduced two minor
modifications23:

1. We have neglected the necrotic phenotype and also the death term in the
normoxic population (that now is the only cell population considered). This
does not affect the methodology presented and is done merely for reducing the
number of parameters (death characteristic time, anoxia-induced dead location
parameter and anoxia-induced death spread parameter) and the number of fields
involved, for the sake of simplicity.

23The designation of some parameters is different from the used in Chapter 6, to adapt them to
the vectorial framework, D1 = Dn, D2 = DO2

, α2 = α, α1 = 1/τgr.
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2. We have considered that the chemotaxis correction due to space limitation has
no effect and therefore may be considered as equal to the unity, to focus on the
phenomenon we are interested in, that is the go-or-grow behaviour. As in the
previous case, this does not affect the approach as it may be adapted to any
system of PDEs.

Eqs. (7.1a) and (7.1b) must be complemented with appropriate boundary and
initial conditions. The initial condition is a known cell profile that is seeded in
the microfluidic device at the beginning of the experiment (normally constant in
the whole chamber). Note that we will refer to this time as t = 0 even if it is not
necessarily the experiment starting time, identifying the instant when the cell culture
profile is measured and the microfluidic device is fully oxygenated:

u1(x, t = 0) = c(x), (7.2a)

u2(x, t = 0) = O∗2(x), (7.2b)

with c(x) a given known function and O∗2(x) the ambient oxygen level. The cell
culture is subjected to a fixed oxygen concentration at the lateral channels. Besides,
we assume that the walls of the culture chamber at the microfluidic devices are
impermeable to cells, so only oxygen flow is allowed through them. In that case, the
boundary conditions are:

∂f1
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0, (7.3a)

∂f1
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=l

= 0, (7.3b)

u2(x = 0, t) = OL
2 (t), (7.3c)

u2(x = l, t) = OR
2 (t), (7.3d)

where we have defined f1 = D1
∂u1

∂x
− χΠgou1

∂u2

∂x
as the cell flow, l is the length of the

culture chamber and OL
2 (t) and OR

2 (t) are known functions defining the oxygen levels
at the two lateral channels on the sides of the the chamber.

At this point, the presented framework has seven model parameters, D1, D2, χ, α1,
α2, csat and km. Some of them have a well-identified value in the scientific literature.
For example:

• The oxygen diffusion, D2 = 1 × 10−5 cm2 · s−1 has been reported in many works
(Daşu et al., 2003; Tannock, 1972).

• The Michaelis-Menten constant, km = 2.5 mmHg, is very particular of the specific
kinetics of the reaction in hands (Alper and Howard-Flanders, 1956; Daşu et al.,
2003).

All other parameters can be easily determined in specific well-controlled experiments.
For example:
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• The parameters related to the logistic cell growth, α1 and csat, can be determined
in cell growth experiments under fully oxygenated conditions and in absence of
oxygen gradient, both in microfluidic devices (Lei et al., 2014; Tao et al., 2015)
or using cell spheroids (Vinci et al., 2012).

• The oxygen consumption rate, α2 is easily obtained by measuring the oxygen
pressure at the ambient in an isolated system with a controlled cell culture
population and for high oxygenation levels, such that the Michaelis-Menten
correction, between brackets in Eq. (7.1b), may be considered as 1. It is
even possible to determine both km and α2 from the oxygen pressure using an
Eadie–Hofstee diagram (Hofstee, 1959) or a Lineweaver–Burk plot (Lineweaver
and Burk, 1934).

• The non-oxygen-mediated pedesis constant, D1, is more complicated to determine
as spatial cell cultures are necessary. However, spheroid cultures (Ayuso et al.,
2015) and microfluidic devices (Ayuso et al., 2016) offer a great opportunity
for cell migration evaluation. If full oxygenation is guaranteed in the whole
culture, no oxygen gradient is formed so non-oxygen mediated pedesis is easily
computed, for instance, once given α1, D1 can be determined by evaluating the
cell migration radial velocity V and using the Fisher’s model (Fisher, 1937b),
V = 2

√
D1α1.

• The value of χ is substantially more difficult to determine. Indeed, as the cell
migration depends on the oxygen level (and not only on the oxygen gradient), it
is difficult to estimate this value from one single experiment or measurement.
However, we can measure the cell culture migration under an oxygen gradient in
a very localized region where the oxygen level may be considered almost constant
(Funamoto et al., 2012). Nevertheless, as it will be discussed later, we are rather
interested in the overall value χΠgo. In this relation, χ is a reference value and
Πgo is a correction term incorporating the effect of hypoxia in the migration.

Fig. 7.1 illustrates some schematic experiments that can be implemented to determine
the model parameters appearing in Eq. (7.1) using conventional cell culture techniques
and microfluidic devices.

In addition to the model parameters, the evolution of the GBM cell culture is also
influenced by the boundary and initial conditions, in terms of the functions c(x), O∗2,
x ∈ [0; l], OL

2 (t) and OR
2 (t), t ∈ R+, which play the role of problem data. That is, for

the problem to be perfectly defined, we need to specify the functions c, OL
2 and OR

2

together with the ambient oxygen pressure O∗2.

7.2.1.2 Go-or-grow activation functions

The metabolic behaviour of the GBM cells, in particular, its response to changes
in the oxygen pressure, is mathematically encoded in the functional form of Πgo

and Πgr. These two functions regulate the activation/deactivation of both processes:
migration and proliferation. There is sound evidence in the scientific literature that
the switch between the proliferative and migratory activity in a cell population is
hypoxia-mediated (Carreau et al., 2011; Lu and Kang, 2010), that is Πgo = Πgo(u2)
and Πgr = Πgr(u2). However, there is not much knowledge about the details of this
metabolic change. For instance, some questions about the process are:
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(a) Determining α1 and csat. (b) Determining α2 and km.

(c) Determining D1. (d) Determining χ.

Figure 7.1: Scheme of the different experiments that can be performed to obtain the
model parameters. Obtaining the source term parameters does not require a spatial
cell distribution, although this is necessary for characterising the cell parameters
associated with migration. Created with BioRender.com.

• Are migration and proliferation simultaneous or not?

• Is the transition between them smooth?

• Is the transition strictly monotonic?

• Is the transition restricted to a narrow interval in the oxygen concentration
region?

In Chapter 6, this transition was modelled by using piecewise linear functions of the
rectified linear unit (ReLU) kind, that is:

Πgo(u2) =


1 if u2 ≤ 0
1 − u2

θgo
if 0 < u2 ≤ θgo,

0 if θgo < u2

(7.4)

and

Πgr(u2) =


0 if u2 ≤ 0
u2

θgr
if 0 < u2 ≤ θgr,

1 if θgr < u2

(7.5)

Here, θgo and θgr play the role of oxygen thresholds. Additionally, it has been assumed
that θgo = θgr, so this model implicitly assumes that Πgo(u2) + Πgr(u2) = 1, even if
this consideration should, in principle, be modified to rely on a deeper understanding
of the cell metabolism and in particular of the cell energy consumption.
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The parameter values associated with Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) provided reasonably
accurate results in the characterisation of certain cell cultures. In particular, GBM
culture evolution of the cell line U251-MG in microfluidic devices has been well
described, even for different experimental configurations using these expressions
(Ayensa-Jiménez et al., 2020b). Similar results were obtained now using machine
learning (ML) tools (in particular, using convolutional neural network (CNN)), also
revealing some limitations of the parametric model (Pérez-Aliacar et al., 2021).

However, the go-or-grow model may differ from one GBM cell line to another. Besides,
the model should be adapted for other tumour families or different frameworks.
Therefore, since the functional relation u2 7→ (Πgo,Πgr) encodes the cell metabolic
changes in response to changes in the oxygen stimulus, its accurate characterisation
is crucial for a complete understanding of the evolution of cell cultures, as it describes
the changes that take place in the cell population behaviour and consequently, in the
tumour progression (Ayuso et al., 2017; Monteiro et al., 2017). If Π = (Πgo,Πgr),
the go-or-grow relation, may be written as:

Π = Π(u2), (7.6)

where Π : R+ → R is the unknown functional relation to be learned. Unravelling
the one input-two output relation Π is therefore a key aspect in an in silico model
able to capture tumour progression in an oxygenated medium. However, one main
problem arises: as Πgo and Πgr are mathematical artefacts that only make sense when
considered in Eq. (7.1), they are non-measurable variables, so there is no experimental
set-up that permits to measure them directly. Furthermore, the measurement of the
oxygen pressure in cell culture is usually difficult due to technical considerations,
even if possible under some particular conditions (Lam et al., 2018; Zirath et al.,
2018). This adds an extra difficulty when defining or calibrating the model Π.

7.2.2 Physically-Guided Neural Network with Internal Variables

7.2.2.1 Concept of PGNNIV

The concept of PGNNIV was widely explained in Chapter 5, and may be seen as a
generalisation of the former concept of PINN (Raissi et al., 2019). In this latter, the
physics of the problem informs the network via the output variables: the physical
equations constrain the values of the output variables to belong to a certain physical
manifold. For instance, to ensure that they satisfy a given PDE. In other words, the
loss function is directly defined in terms of the problem physics. PGNNIV go one
step further, as in this case, the physical equations constrain the values reached by
an arbitrary number of neurons in some intermediate layers. As a consequence, it is
possible to interpret some hidden features and some relationships between internal
variables of the problem that now acquire a physical interpretation (Ayensa-Jiménez
et al., 2020a, 2021a). The physics does not constrain, but only guides the network
learning capacity, as the measured data may be supplied to endow the network with
explanatory capacity.
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Going into the details, and following the notations of this thesis, a PGNNIV is a
problem formulated in the following archetypal way. Let us consider a system of
PDEs that is split into:

F(u, v, f) = 0, in Ω,

G(u, v, g) = g, in ∂Ω,

H(u) = v, in Ω,

(7.7)

where u and v are the unknown scalar fields of the problem, F and H are functionals
representing the known and unknown physical equations of the problem in hands. G
is a functional that specifies the boundary conditions, and f and g are known fields.
Once discretised, Eq. (7.7) has an analogous representation in finite-dimensional
spaces in terms of vectorial functions F , G and H and nodal values u, v, f and g.
The physically-guided problem is therefore formulated as:

y = Y(x); v = H(u),

s. t. x = I(u,f , g),

y = O(u,f , g),

R(u,v,f , g) = 0,

(7.8)

where:

• R are the physical constraints, related to the relationships given by F and G.

• I and O are functions specifying the input and the output of the problem, that
is, the data used as starting point to make predictions and the data that we
want to predict.

• Y and H are models. Y is the predictive model, whose aim is to infer accurate
values for the output variables for a certain input set and H is the explanatory
model, whose objective is to unravel the hidden physics of the relation u 7→ v.

A PGNNIV is built when the problem (7.8) is formulated in the language of ANNs,
with an appropriate structure and topology for Y and H.

7.2.2.2 Discretised model

Spatial discretisation.

Let us first discretise the Eqs. (7.1). This may be done by using finite differences
(FD) or finite elements (FE) as it is usual when working with PDEs (Ganesan and
Lingeshwaran, 2017). The one-dimensional character and simple geometry of the cell
culture in microfluidic devices under oxygen gradients (Ayuso et al., 2016) allow us to
use FD to discretise the governing equations. Then, we define the nodal values of the
fields u1 and u2 using the vectors u1 and u2, that is, uij = ui(xj) where xj = j∆x,
j = 0, . . . , n, is the spatial coordinate associated with a given discretisation of the
domain [0; l], ∆x = l

n
. The spatial derivatives may be computed using any FD

scheme, resulting in a linear operator Dx Then, Eq. (7.1) results in:

u̇1 = Dx (D1Dxu1 − χΠgo ⊙ u1 ⊙Dxu2) + α1Πgr ⊙ u1 ⊙
(

1 − u1

csat

)
, (7.9a)

u̇2 = Dx (D2Dxu2) − α2 (u2 ⊘ (u2 + km)) ⊙ u1. (7.9b)
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We have used the symbols ⊙ and ⊘ for indicating pointwise multiplication and
division respectively. It is important to note that Πgo and Πgr are here vector
functions. The framework presented permits considering functional relationships,
that is, the value of Π at a point x could depend on the value of the field u2 at
the whole computational domain. However, the underlying nature of the go-or-grow
framework allows us to consider Π(x) = Π(u2(x)), x ∈ [0; l], or equivalently, for
the vector Π, Πj = F (u2j), permitting to work with sparse graphs for the network
topology, according to the considerations discussed in Chapter 5. Consequently, we
obtain sparse tensors and operators. In order to adapt the problem to our notations,
let us describe Eq. (7.9) as:

u̇ = F (u,Π),

Π = H(u). (7.10)

Temporal discretisation.

With respect to the time integration, many options are possible. Multistep and
Runge-Kutta methods (Lambert, 1991) are some of the most efficient, although they
are also computationally expensive. For our purposes, it is enough to consider a
two-point scheme. Given the ordinary differential equation (ODE) ẏ = f(y), we
discretise it using the generalised mid-point rule, that is, approximating y(t + ∆t) −
y(t) ≃ ∆tf (βy(t) + (1 − β)y(t + ∆t)), β ∈ [0; 1]. This approximation leads to the
discretisation:

yn+1 = yn + (∆t)f
(
βyn + (1 − β)yn+1

)
. (7.11)

With this notation, taking β = 1 we recover the forward Euler method and with
β = 0 we recover the backward Euler approach.

Applying Eq. (7.11) to Eq. (7.10) we obtain:

un+1 = un + (∆t)F
(
βun + (1 − β)un+1,Π

)
,

Π = H(βun + (1 − β)un+1). (7.12)

Finally, we may define the residual R as:

R(un,un+1) = un+1 − un − (∆t)F
(
βun + (1 − β)un+1,Π(un+1,un)

)
. (7.13)

The presented framework is generalisable to multistep and Runge-Kutta integrators.
For instance, for the latter:

un+1 = un + (∆t)
s∑

i=1

biki, (7.14)

with

ki = F

(
un + (∆t)

s∑
j=1

aijkj,Π

)
i = 1, ..., s,

Π = H

(
un + (∆t)

s∑
j=1

aijkj

)
, (7.15)
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where aij , bi and ci, i = 1, . . . , s are the particular coefficients of the selected numerical
scheme.

In that case, the residual R may be written as:

R(un,un+1) = un+1 − un − (∆t)
s∑

i=1

biki, (7.16)

where ki is given by Eq. (7.15).

7.2.2.3 The Physically-Guided Neural Network

The crucial part of building the PGNNIV is the definition of the network topology,
as well as of the input and output layers. As explained when defining the biological
problem, there is no way of straightforwardly measuring the variables Πgr and Πgo,
so these will be our internal variables, v = Π, while u = (u1,u2). The measured
variables will be the cell and oxygen profiles at two consecutive time steps, that is:

I(u,v) = un, (7.17a)

O(u,v) = un+1. (7.17b)

The reason for defining the input and output variables this way is to achieve accurate
predictive capacity, besides the required explanatory capacity. Indeed, once the
model has been trained, it is possible to predict the outcome, that is, the cell and
oxygen profiles at time t + ∆t, from the ones given at time t. Note that the cell
profiles (the output) at time t + ∆t are obtained in real-time, as there is no need for
solving any differential equation (we only need a network evaluation). The predictive
and explanatory subnetworks are, therefore:

un+1 = Y(un), (7.18a)

Π = H(u2). (7.18b)

The PGNNIV graph and flow are illustrated in Fig. 7.2. It is important to note
that, although the explanatory subnetwork is the juxtaposition of two multilayer
perceptrons, it is applied at each nodal value, so it acts as a convolutional network
moving through the different collocation points in space. Note that if β = 1, as it is
the case for this work, the input solely corresponds to the field values at time step n.

In a PGNNIV, the network loss function is the combination of a physics-associated
term and a data-associated term. However, given the topology of the presented
network, illustrated in Fig. 7.2, all known physics of the problem is introduced
explicitly in the network by means of the topology. Thus, the loss term is directly
computed as:

L =

Ndata∑
n=1

2∑
i=1

∥ûn+1
i (un) − un+1

i ∥2. (7.19)

Recall that, observing the expression of the residual given by Eq. (7.13), Eq. (7.19)
may be written as:

L =

Ndata∑
n=1

∥R(un,un+1)∥2. (7.20)
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u1

f(x) = x⊙
(
1− x

csat

)
f(x) = D1Dxx

D1Dxu1

f(x,y) = x+ y

χΠgo ⊙ u1 ⊙Dxu2

f(x,y, z) = x⊙ y ⊙ z

u1 ⊙
(
1− x

csat

)
Dx(D1Dxu1 + χΠgo ⊙ u1 ⊙Dxu2)

f(x) = Dxx

D1Dxu1 + χΠgo ⊙ u1 ⊙Dxu2

f(x,y) = x+ y) α1Πgr ⊙ u1 ⊙
(
1− x

csat

)
f(x,y) = α1x⊙ y

Dx(D1Dxu1 + χΠgo ⊙ u1 ⊙Dxu2) + α1Πgr ⊙ u1 ⊙
(
1− x

csat

)
F n

1

Πgr

Πgo

Π(x) = (Πgr(x),Πgo(x))

u2

f(x) = x⊘ (x+ km)

f(x) = Dxx

f(x,y) = α2x⊙ y

u2 ⊘ (u2 + km)

Dxu2 f(x) = D2Dxx D2D
2
xx

f(x,y) = x+ y

α2u1 ⊙ u2 ⊘ (u2 + km)

D2D
2
xx+ α2u1 ⊙ u2 ⊘ (u2 + km)

F n
2

(a) Model subnetwork.
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1
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2

un+2
2

f(x,y) = βx+ (1− β)y βun
1 + (1− β)un+1

1

f(x,y) = βx+ (1− β)y βun
2 + (1− β)un+1

2

f(x,y) = (F 1(x,y),F 2(x,y))
F 1

F 2

f(x,y) = x+ (∆t)y un
1 + (∆t)F 1

f(x,y) = x+ (∆t)y un
2 + (∆t)F 2

ûn+1
1

ûn+1
2

(c) Integration network.

Figure 7.2: Structure of the PGNNIV. Network topology and the different operators. The measurable (independent) variables, which
are treated as the input variables, are represented in green while the predicted (dependent) variables, which are treated as the output of
the network, are represented in magenta. The known operators are represented in blue, the unknown operators are represented in yellow
and the hybrid operators are represented in orange.
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7.2.3 Data generation and training process
7.2.3.1 Data for model validation

Here, we describe the data that will be used to feed the network. It is important to
note that here the data-set is generated synthetically for validation purposes, but in
real-life applications, this data-set would be the result of experimental measurements.

Benchmark models.

In order to evaluate the performance of the method let us suppose four different
true functional relationships for the metabolic model Π = Π(u2) that are described
in Table 7.1. For illustration purposes, we assume for the different models that
Πgr(x) = 1 − Πgo(x), although the PGNNIV may unravel the metabolic behaviour
for true models not satisfying this relationship.

Chemotaxis activation function Growth activation function Parameters Model name

Πgo(x) = I[0;θ](x) Πgr(x) = I[θ;+∞)(x) θ Heaviside, Binary step

Πgo(x) =
(
1 − x

θ

)
I[0;θ](x) Πgr(x) = x

θ
I[0;θ](x) θ Piecewise linear, ReLU

Πgo(x) = k
x+k

Πgr(x) = x
x+k

k Michaelis-Menten

Πgo(x) = 1
2

(
1 + tanh

(
x−θ
∆θ

))
Πgr(x) = 1

2

(
1 − tanh

(
x−θ
∆θ

))
θ,∆θ Sigmoid, Logistic

Table 7.1: Different functional relationships defined for the validation procedure.
The different functions include features such as different smoothness and nonlineari-
ties.

We claim that our PGNNIV based on the governing equation (7.1), encoding the
known physics of the problem, is able to discover the actual biological metabolic
model among the four presented in Table 7.1. This is possible due to the universal
learning capabilities of neural networks (Cybenko, 1989; Hornik, 1991).

Profile generation.

The data were generated by simulating cell profiles using Eq. (7.1) with the boundary
conditions (7.3). The model was first written using a dimensionless version, obtained
by defining t = Tτ, x = Lξ, u1 = U1υ1 and u2 = U2υ2, where T is a characteristic
time, L a characteristic length and U1 and U2 are characteristic cell and oxygen
concentrations, obtaining:

∂υ1
∂τ

=
∂

∂ξ

(
D̄1

∂υ1
∂ξ

− χ̄Πgoυ1
∂υ2
∂ξ

)
+ ᾱ1Πgrυ1

(
1 − υ1

c̄s

)
, (7.21a)

∂υ2
∂τ

=
∂

∂ξ

(
D̄2

∂υ2
∂ξ

)
− ᾱ2

(
υ2

υ2 + k̄m

)
υ1, (7.21b)

with boundary and initial conditions:

υ1(ξ, τ = 0) = c̄(x), (7.22a)

υ2(ξ, τ = 0) = Ō∗2(x), (7.22b)
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∂υ1
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξ=0

= 0, (7.23a)

∂υ1
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξ=l̄

= 0, (7.23b)

υ2(ξ = 0, τ) = ŌL
2 (τ), (7.23c)

υ2(ξ = l̄, τ) = ŌR
2 (τ), (7.23d)

where the dimensionless parameters and functions are:

D̄1 =
D1T

L2
, χ̄ =

χTU2

L2
, ᾱ1 = α1T,

c̄s =
csat
U1

, D̄2 =
D2T

L2
, ᾱ2 =

α2TU1

U2

,

k̄m =
km
U2

, c̄(ξ) =
c(x)

U1

, Ō∗2(ξ) =
O∗2(x)

U2

,

ŌL
2 =

OL
2

U2

, ŌR
2 =

OR
2

U2

, l̄ =
l

L
. (7.24)

In addition to the model parameters in Eq. (7.24), we have to consider the ones
related to the different go-or-grow models described in Table 7.1:

θ̄ =
θ

U2

, ∆θ̄ =
∆θ

U2

, k̄ =
k

U2

. (7.25)

All parameters stated in Eqs. (7.24) and (7.25) should have a precise biological
meaning and depend on the problem physics. The values of the different parameters
are reported in Table 7.2. Here, their value is only illustrative as they are used only
for data generation, trying to make relevant all the biological phenomena.

Parameter Value
D̄1 1
χ̄ 1
ᾱ1 0.5
c̄s 10
D̄2 1
ᾱ2 0.05
k̄m 2
l̄ 50
θ̄ 2

∆θ̄ 2
k̄ 2

Table 7.2: Dimensionless model parameters used for data generation. The values
are selected to make relevant all biological phenomena.

The different cell and oxygen profiles were generated by using the method described
in Skeel and Berzins (1990), especially suitable for parabolic PDEs. Additional
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details may be found in Chapter 6 or in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2020b). A mesh size
of ∆ξ = 1.0 and a time step of ∆τ = 0.01 were used. As initial conditions, we set

a value of c̄(ξ) = 2 and Ō∗2(ξ) = ŌL
2 +

ŌR
2 −ŌL

2

l̄
ξ. The duration of the experiment is

τ ∗ = 10. Therefore, once the temporal series of the fields (cell and oxygen profile)
are generated, the output of each simulation is an array of size [nt, nx, nu] with
nt = τ ∗/∆τ + 1 = 1001, nx = l̄/∆ξ + 1 = 51 and nu = 2.

Feeding the network.

In order to recreate in silico different GBM On-Chip experiments, we created different
cell profiles by varying the boundary conditions, that is, the oxygen levels ŌL

2 and
ŌR

2 . Two families of configurations were simulated: symmetrical and with oxygen
gradient. The eleven in silico experiments performed are reported in Table 7.3.
Each experiment is treated, from the PGNNIV point of view, as a batch of data
as illustrated in Fig. 7.2, panel (c): the batch k, k = 1, . . . ,M , with M = 11,
is therefore obtained by considering the k-th experimental configuration and the
network is fed using each pair (un

1 ,u
n
2 ) as input data and each pair (un+1

1 ,un+1
2 )

as output, n = 0, . . . , nt − 1. Each batch is therefore formed by an input of size
[nt− 1, nx, nu] (from values n = 0 to n = nt− 2) and an output of size [nt− 1, nx, nu]
(from values n = 1 to n = nt − 1). The objective is then to learn the underlying
go-or-grow model for a particular experimental condition.

Configuration (k) ŌL
2 ŌR

2

1 0 0
2 0 1
3 1 1
4 2 0
5 2 2
6 3 0
7 3 3
8 4 0
9 4 4
10 5 0
11 5 5

Table 7.3: Experimental configurations used for data generation. The different
configurations recreate both symmetric and gradient configurations in low, medium
and high oxygenated conditions (these values have to be compared with the model-
associated ones, Eqs. (7.25)).

7.2.3.2 Training process

The neural network is trained using N = 103 epochs. At each epoch, all batches
associated with the experimental configurations described in Table 7.3 are used for
the network feeding. p = 80% of data at each batch is used for training purposes and
1 − p = 20% for testing the network. In total, N ×M iterations of the network are
considered until reaching convergence. The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
is selected with a learning rate r = 0.001 and an exponential decay rate of β1 = 0.8
for the first moment and β2 = 0.8 for the second moment are selected.
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7.3 Results
As in all problems involving PGNNIV, the neural network has both predictive and
explanatory capacity. To illustrate both concepts, we will discuss first the explanatory
capacity of the network, which is particular to this method. For comparative purposes,
we will compare the learned relationship, H in Eq. (7.8) or Π in Fig. 7.2 with
standard parametric learning, where we postulate the model described by Eqs. (7.4)
and (7.5), also assuming θgo = θgr.

Then, we will comment on the predictive capacity of the network. As this capacity
is not particular to the presented method but common to all regression techniques,
we will compare our results to those obtained with standard parametric fitting.

7.3.1 Unravelling themetabolic changes of the glioblastoma cells

In Fig. 7.3, we depict the learned relationship Π for the four ground truth models
proposed in Table 7.1. In all cases, a good agreement is shown between the real and
the predicted models. Only when the parametric family for the go-or-grow model is
adequately selected, the parametric learning (that is a particular PGNNIV where
the function Π is parametrised) outperforms model-free PGNNIV, as it has been
discussed in Chapter 5 and in Ayensa-Jiménez et al. (2020a, 2021a). Note that when
no explicit knowledge is assumed about cell metabolism, it is difficult to either derive
or postulate parametric relations such as those in Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5), which are
solely used as a mere instrumental tool.
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(a) Heaviside model.

(b) ReLU model.
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(c)Michaelis-Menten model.

(d) Logistic model.

Figure 7.3: Unravelling capacity of the PGNNIV. For all models in Table 7.1,
presenting different nonlinearities, smoothness and scales, the ground truth model is
recovered correctly, especially in relation to the growth metabolic behaviour.
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Figure 7.4: Error E2
Π between the predicted and the real model. The error of the

prediction is robust over the different transition functions tested and outperforms
any parametric fitting.

Fig. 7.4 shows the errors when unravelling the metabolic behaviour Π. Denoting by
Π̂ the model learned by the network, the error is defined as:

E2
Π =

∫ 5

0

(Π̂(x) − Π(x))
2
dx. (7.26)

These errors are computed for both Πgo and Πgr. Except in the aforementioned
case when the parametric family assumed includes the true model, the PGNNIV
prediction clearly outperforms standard parametric approaches and keep the errors
reduced for a broad family of families.

7.3.2 Predicting cell culture evolution

The aim now is to explore the predictive capacity of the neural network. Once the
model Π has been learned, it is represented by the multilayer perceptron (MLP)
topology together with all the network parameters (weights and biases). Therefore
it may be encapsulated as a one input - two output black-box and inserted in any
numerical integration scheme. For instance, we can consider any Runge-Kutta
integrator of the form given by Eq. (7.14) for the spatially-discretised equations,
that is, to follow the approach for data generation described in Section 7.2.3.1 except
for the fact that we use the learned model Π instead of any other of those presented
in Table 7.1.

For illustrative purposes, let us compare the cell and oxygen profiles for three
different boundary conditions: a normoxic configuration where ŌL

2 = ŌR
2 = 4, a

hypoxic configuration where ŌL
2 = ŌR

2 = 0 and a gradient configuration where
ŌL

2 = 0 and ŌR
2 = 4. Our aim is to predict the cell profile after τ = 20. The

results are shown in Fig. (7.5), where we have represented for each cell profile
the real one (the derived when using directly the function in Table 7.1), the one
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predicted after fitting the parametric model described by Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) and
the one predicted by PGNNIV. For all the models tested, a good agreement is shown
between the predicted and the real profiles, and PGNNIV always outperforms the
prediction of the parametric models, except, as it was explained before, for the ReLU
case. The improvement of the prediction is particularly significant for the gradient
configurations (Fig. 7.5, panel (b)). Indeed, the specific features of the model have
a greater impact for oxygen levels in the transition between normoxic and hypoxic
behaviour since it is in this case when the differences between the different models
influence more the cell evolution.

In order to explore quantitatively the improvement, we define the error associated
with the cell prediction as:

E2
cell =

∫ 50

0

(υ̂1(ξ, τ = τ ∗) − υ1(ξ, τ = τ ∗))2 dξ. (7.27)

In Fig. 7.6, we compare the error of the cell prediction given by Eq. (7.27) when
estimating the cell profile using the parametric approach and the one based on
PGNNIV.

It is important to note that the training data-set was used for simulations for τ ≤ τ ∗

with τ ∗ = 10, so we explore here the prediction capacity of the network out of the
region defined by the training data-set.
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(a) Hypoxic configuration.

(b) Gradient configuration.

(c) Normoxic configuration.

Figure 7.5: Prediction of the cell profile at τ ∗ = 10 for the different models tested
and different experimental configurations. PGNNIV improves the prediction (when
compared to the parametric model) of all cell profiles, slightly for the normoxic
configuration and significantly for the gradient configuration.
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Figure 7.6: Prediction error: The non-parametric model built using the PGNNIV
approach is able to correctly estimate the cell profile evolution for any arbitrary
model better than specific parametric ones. The predictions are more accurate (lower
error) and more precise (lower variability) along with the different tested boundary
conditions.
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7.4 Discussion and open possibilities

7.4.1 The present: characterisation of complex biological cell pro-
cesses

Discovery of hidden cell metabolisms is a major concern in biology. Indeed, unravelling
the changes of the cell behaviour when exposed to different stimuli can put us on the
track of mechanisms driving the different cell signalling paths (Laplante and Sabatini,
2009; Lavrik et al., 2005). As a result, parameters as the hypoxic threshold (Ayensa-
Jiménez et al., 2020b) are replaced by richer behaviours, as the ones illustrated in
Fig. 7.7.

Parametric approach Non-parametric approach

What is the value

of the hypoxic threshold?

Is the transition produced in

one or many oxygen stretches?

Is the transition smooth or sharp?

What is the characteristic value

of the oxygen threshold?

Is it a go-or-grow framework or a

go-and-grow framework?

Is the behaviour change localised or

distributed?

Figure 7.7: Parametric vs Non-parametric approaches: The degree of information
about the cell metabolism is richer in the non-parametric approach.

Moreover, from a mechanistic perspective, different metabolic paths and schemes
may be tested in silico using computational approaches (Kholodenko, 2006), in
order to decide whether a path candidate is compatible with the metabolic changes
discovered by means of the PGNNIV. Therefore, this knowledge on the macroscopic
cell metabolic behaviour at the population level is important not only from an
epistemic point of view, for modelling purposes, but also as a promising tool for
molecular biologists, in their attempt to isolate and define the different signalling
pathways, thus providing a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms.

Sometimes, there are some energetic constraints (the more fundamental ones are
those given by the first and second principles of thermodynamics) that restrict
the accessible states in a biological system (Benzinger, 1971; Dill and Bromberg,
2010; Haynie, 2001). These constraints are translated into macroscopic ones in a
continuum population model. For instance, one possible constraint is the former
hypothesis that Πgr + Πgo = 1. However, this is a special case of the more general
constraint G(Πgr,Πgo) = 0, which could be founded on an energetic argument about
the resources available for the cell to grow or proliferate. All these extra constraints
may be incorporated in the PGNNIV framework in a direct and straightforward
fashion either by expressing some relational equations between variables explicitly,
or by adding appropriate penalty terms in the loss function obliging to fulfil a
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mathematical constraint, such as p∥G(Πgr,Πgo)∥2, with p a penalty parameter, as
discussed in Chapter 5.

A last remark is that PGNNIV, as any method inspired in ANN, can be used as
a universal approximator of the hidden interaction mechanisms between different
cell populations, thus incorporating the ingredients of population sociology in sys-
tems biology (Ganesh et al., 2020). For instance, if many cell populations are
considered, C1, . . . , Cn, one may establish many ad-hoc interrelation mechanisms,
λ = λ(C1, . . . , Cn), where λ is any model functional parameter, describing for instance
migration or proliferation. The crosstalk between different cell populations has been
demonstrated to be important in many cellular processes such as those presented
here (Chen et al., 2020a; Oliveira et al., 2017). Of course, this interrelation will be
properly learned if:

• The known physics and biology of the system are well enough described in terms
of specific mathematical equations. That is, all known mechanisms are explicitly
stated, but only them. This enables the PGNNIV to concentrate its unravelling
power in the unknown interrelations.

• The available data is large enough to capture the prescribed dependency (as
in the problem presented in this work). This is commonly difficult in many
experimental sciences, particularly in biology, but new tools and trends such as
microfluidics are promising in this regard.

As in any ML approach, care must be taken when interpreting the results and deriving
conclusions, as the learning methods suffer from overfitting. A suitable strategy
(train and test approaches, cross-validation, validation trials...) is therefore crucial
for drawing generalisable conclusions.

7.4.2 The future: towards in silico personalised medicine
This work presents a method for going from cell expression at the tissue level, that is,
the formation of cellular structures such as pseudopalisades in GBM invasion, to cell
behaviour at the population level in response to the ambient stimuli. In one sense, it
presents a link between clinicians and molecular biologists. A tumour biopsy may be
extracted from one patient, cultivated and monitored in microfluidic devices where
it may be exposed to different stimuli. The microfluidic devices have demonstrated
to be capable of in silico reproducing histological features such as necrotic cores
and pseudopalisades (Ayuso et al., 2016, 2017), which can be captured using image
and video techniques. PGNNIV is a tool able to infer, from the culture response to
several stimuli, the intrinsic model of the cell reaction to such stimuli. This ability to
integrate the knowledge of the response to different stimuli is a particular capability
of PGNNIV, which puts them one step ahead of other methods such as BINNs in
the metabolic unravelling.

Once the intrinsic model is learned, its generalisation capability is much wider than
the one offered by the histological features, as the latter is the response to very
specific conditions (in mathematical terms, to very specific boundary conditions). In
a sense, this strategy is the same as parametric fitting, except for the fact that there
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is no need for making any assumption about the model functional structure, provided
that we know the internal variables we want to relate. This last issue is not minor,
but is, indeed, the main objective of biology research: to make scientific conclusions
about the effect and association of chemical factors with biological response.

This extra generalisation capability, when combined with appropriate mathematical
models, offers new possibilities in in silico drug and treatment design. Once the cell
response to the different stimuli is unravelled, we may variate the different stimuli
levels and the different conditions. Again, in mathematical terms, this is represented
by boundary conditions, initial conditions and source terms of the associated PDEs.
Consequently, we can evaluate, again from a tissue perspective, more than from a
cell population point of view, the general histological features that happen in the
cell virtual tissue, which is called a Virtual Digital Twin. These histological features
are responsible of key factors in cancer progression such as vessel occlusion (Weis
et al., 2004), intravasation, extravasation and metastasis (Chiang et al., 2016; Weis
et al., 2004), necrosis and activation of inflammatory response and/or angiogenesis
(Carmeliet and Jain, 2000; Greten and Grivennikov, 2019), in particular for GBM
(Rong et al., 2006). Therefore, in silico tests will accelerate the design of new drugs
and therapies as they allow to test the hypotheses in a more flexible, faster and
cheaper way.

It is important to note that all the here described sequence of steps relies on one single
patient-specific biopsy, thus turning all this approach fully patient-specific, grounding
this approach within the global framework of personalised in silico medicine (Cirillo
and Valencia, 2019). From a specific patient, we infer specific histological and cellular
features and, therefore, the different in silico trials are adapted to their particular
disease, running away from parametric models, whose universality is corseted by
their particular functional form.

The whole process is illustrated in Fig. 7.8, where all the steps are summarised both
in conceptual terms and using the particular example illustrated in this work. To
conclude, PGNNIV is a tool for transferring the knowledge on the tissue response to
knowledge on the cell gene expression. This knowledge is the one that enables to
work on the cell expression level and to generalise both to arbitrary conditions and
individual patients.
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Figure 7.8: Summary of the described framework. Starting from the clinical patient,
we recreate histological features associated with the tumoural tissue in the microfluidic
devices, extract the cell response to stimuli using PGNNIV and use it to evaluate
different therapies and drug candidates. Created with BioRender.com.
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7.5 Conclusions
The emerging technology of microfluidics has brought to the field of cell culture
not only the possibilities of biotechnology research in more realistic biomimetic
environments but also the chance of incorporating data-intensive tools such as
artificial intelligence (AI) and ML. The term coined for this framework is Intelligent
Microfluidics.

Here, we have illustrated how PGNNIV may be a valuable tool to infer the cell
response at the population level from the cell response at the tumour microenviron-
ment level in response to external stimuli. Unlike other physically-informed data
science (PIDS) methods, in PGNNIV the physics does not constrain, but only guides
the network learning capacity, as the measured data may be supplied to endow the
network with explanatory capacity. PGNNIV have demonstrated their unravelling
capacity for different benchmark tested models, thus allowing us to work in model-free
and non-parametric frameworks. Indeed, PGNNIV based simulations outperform
the explanatory ability of any parametric model, except, at most, if the selected
model belongs to the selected parametric family, which is, in practice, a strong and
unrealistic assumption.

In addition, this explanatory ability is directly translated into an improvement of
the prediction for different ambient conditions. The predictive ability does not only
improve the one associated with classical parametric fitting but is also independent of
the underlying model, thus making unnecessary the assumption of extra hypotheses,
for example about cell metabolism. This improvement is achieved regardless of the
environmental conditions, even if these ones are not used during the training process.
In a certain sense, the ability of PGNNIV to predict out of the range of the training
data-set is exploited here at its best.

The flexibility of PGNNIV allows that any information about biological systems may
be incorporated totally or partially into the computations. This includes cell-cell
interactions or cell-substrate interaction among other cues. In an opposite way, it is
possible to focus the learning power on any relationship between fields of interest
(biological, chemical, mechanical...) that is intended to be learned or quantified, both
for theoretical (learn about the molecular metabolic processes) or for experimental
(describe the main features of the process) purposes.

The presented methodology let us glimpse some steps in the direction of personalised
medicine, as it is model-free, it allows to work with tissues extracted from different
patients without the need of the specification of any particular model that would ruin
out the method generalisation ability. Once characterised, the tumoural population
may be in silico subjected to different stimuli and conditions, corresponding to
different exploratory treatments. The response may be analysed from a clinician
point of view, that is, at the tissue level, in order to evaluate the treatment success
or failure. This strategy of in silico test-evaluation is quick and cheap and can
strongly reduce animal experimentation, therefore facilitating research in areas such
as biotechnology and biomedical engineering.
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8.1 Introduction
As we have seen in previous chapters, when modelling the enormous variety and
complexity of the phenomena that interact in the tumour micro-environment (TME),
the resulting differential equations are highly non-linear and strongly coupled (Bearer
et al., 2009; Eils and Kriete, 2013; Kitano, 2002). The numerical resolution of the
equations, especially in the era of high performance computing, has helped a lot in
the simulation of scenarios, the recreation of “what if” conditions and the study of
effects and hypotheses individually, something that is often impossible to do with in
vivo and in vitro models (Byrne et al., 2006; Katt et al., 2016). This new paradigm
has established what is known as in silico experiments, which are more and more
used in the early stages of designing drugs and therapies against tumours.

Nevertheless, the complexity of the equations to be solved often makes the use
of numerical simulations impractical to address these problems, due to the high
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computational cost, especially in the resolution of inverse problems, the design of
experiments, model structural analysis or uncertainty quantification (UQ).

Although many modern techniques as reduced order model (ROM) and metamodels
using artificial intelligence (AI) have been developed in recent years (Pérez-Aliacar
et al., 2021), the existence of analytical solutions, although approximate, provides
key information to understand problems and allow initial predictions of quantity of
interests (QoIs) such as travelling wave fronts, equilibrium or ranges of variation of
the solution and sensitivities, among others. Indeed, some works in the last years have
focused on the use of these techniques for analysing glioblastoma (GBM) progression
(Gerlee and Nelander, 2016; Pérez-Garćıa et al., 2011; Stepien et al., 2018).

In this chapter, we explore the dynamics of cell populations under gradients of a
chemotactic agent. This general class of problems allows treating a wide variety of
situations related to the evolution of tumours. In particular, the evolution of GBM,
the most common and most aggressive primary brain tumour, is very much controlled
by the local oxygen concentration and gradient. A mathematical description of the
evolution of GBM was presented in Chapter 6, while in Chapter 7 we described a
physically-informed data science (PIDS) method for accurately characterising the
go-or-grow transition switch, using the functions Πgo and Πgr.

The analysis of the system of partial differential equations (PDEs) that describes
this problem makes it possible to quantify some histopathological characteristics,
such as the spread of pseudopalisades, the population level near the vessel, or the
response of the population to oscillatory stimuli. This knowledge can be used for the
design of experiments, to speed up the characterisation processes of cell populations
or to validate or rule out possible models.

First, we describe the structure of the mathematical problem considered and the
general assumptions and hypotheses about the different involved phenomena. We
derive some features about the solution field. For instance, we unveil the existence of
migratory structures and a transition zone. We are able to estimate the wave front
evolution and the shape of the solution profile far from the transition zone. Also,
we compute an analytical solution for some specific cases, associated with particular
relevant experimental situations. Next, we apply the general results to the GBM
evolution problem, which has been analysed in the previous chapters, and now is
faced from a purely mathematical point of view.

8.2 The general problem
Our aim in this chapter is to study the solutions of a broad class of problems that
are related to the evolution of a cell culture under a chemotactic agent, when the
concentration of the agent can be computed or measured. The equation to be
analysed is:

ut + (α(x, t)u)x = Duxx + β(x, t)u(1 − u), (8.1)

with no flux boundary conditions:

Dux − α(x, t)u|x=0 = 0, (8.2a)

Dux − α(x, t)u|x=L = 0, (8.2b)
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and initial conditions:

u(x, t = 0) = u0. (8.3)

In the precedent equation, u is the field variable, usually related to a cell population
concentration, α and β are functions related to the migrative and proliferative activity
of the cell population and D ∈ R+ is a small parameter related to the cell random
pedesis. Eq. (8.1) may be seen as the study of a cell population under heterogeneous
chemotaxis and growth (such as when it depends on the concentration of an external
agent). In later sections, we will apply the analysis to particular situations related
to GBM populations.

8.2.1 Computation of the general solution for small diffusion

The main hypothesis, which is usually true for biological problems, is that D ≪ 1,
that is, random pedesis is neglected when compared to growth and agent-driven
migration. In that case, Eq. (8.1) may be approximated by:

ut + (α(x, t)u)x = β(x, t)u(1 − u), (8.4)

The previous equation is a first-order hyperbolic PDE that may be faced using the
method of characteristics. The method is briefly explained next.

8.2.1.1 Brief overview of the method of characteristics

The method of characteristics (Zachmanoglou and Thoe, 1986) is a technique for
solving PDEs. It is commonly used to solve first-order equations, as the one given
by Eq. (8.4), although it may be used for any hyperbolic PDE. The idea of the
method is to transform a PDE into a family of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
along which the solution can be integrated from some initial data given on a suitable
hypersurface. Even if the integration is not fully possible, this analysis may shed
some light on the mathematical structure and nature of the solutions and help gain
some qualitative insight (Debnath, 2011).

This method is applied to solve Eq. (8.4), which may be rewritten as:

P (t, x)ut + Q(t, x)ux = R(t, x, u), (8.5)

with P (t, x) = 1, Q(t, x) = α(x, t) and R(t, x, u) = u (β(x, t)(1 − u) − αx(x, t)).
We can look for the solution u = f(t, x) as the one given by the implicit surface
Σ(x, t, u) := u − f(t, x) = 0, which we will call the solution surface. The idea of
the solving method is to generate Σ. The normal vector to the surface is given by
n = ∇Σ = (−ft,−fx, 1). Defining the vector field t = (P,Q,R), then we have,
according to Eq. (8.5):

t · n = −Pft −Qfx + R = −Put −Qux + R = 0. (8.6)

Therefore, our aim is to look for integral curves of t, parametrised in terms of a
given parameter τ . These are the so-called characteristic curves. As we have one
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characteristic curve for each point of the initial condition, u0(x), we will need two
parameters in order to fully describe parametrically the surface Σ:

t = t(τ, s), (8.7a)

x = x(τ, s), (8.7b)

u = u(τ, s). (8.7c)

The equations of the characteristic curves are, therefore:

dt

dτ
= P (t, x), (8.8a)

dx

dτ
= Q(t, x), (8.8b)

du

dτ
= R(t, x, u). (8.8c)

It is possible to prove (Zachmanoglou and Thoe, 1986), at least under some regularity
conditions24, that the characteristic equations (Eqs. 8.8) define a family of curves Γ
that lies entirely on Σ if they start from a point in Σ. Besides, the characteristic
curves can only meet at critical points (where P and Q are both equal to 0).

8.2.1.2 Solution to the problem using the method of characteristics

If we know the initial data u(0, x) = u0(x), we need to define the initial value
(t(0), x(0), u(0)) in order to ensure that each characteristic line belongs to the solution
surface Σ, that is, for t = 0, τ = 0 and x = s, we have (t(0), x(0), u(0)) = (0, s, u0(s)).
Also, there is another family of characteristic lines, emerging from the (t, x) points
where x = 0 and t > 0. These points are related to the no flux boundary condition,
Eq. (8.2). Assuming that α(0, t) ̸= 0, we conclude that u = 0. Therefore, for this
family, t = s, x = 0 and u = 0. In other words, (t(0), x(0), u(0)) = (s, 0, 0). At t = 0
and x = 0 there is an emerging singular characteristic that splits the domain in two
regions. The geometric interpretation of the method of characteristics is shown in
Fig. 8.1, which shows the projection of the characteristic curves onto the plane (t, x).

We have, therefore, two families of characteristic curves. For the first one:

dt

dτ
= 1, t(0) = 0, (8.9a)

dx

dτ
= α(x, t), x(0) = s, (8.9b)

du

dτ
= u (β(x, t)(1 − u) − kαx(x, t)) , u(0) = u0, (8.9c)

and for the second:

dt

dτ
= 1, t(0) = s, (8.10a)

dx

dτ
= α(x, t), x(0) = 0, (8.10b)

du

dτ
= u (β(x, t)(1 − u) − kαx(x, t)) , u(0) = 0. (8.10c)

24We need to assume that P (t, x) and Q(t, x) are Lipschitz continuous in t and x and R(y, x, u)
is continuous and Lipschitz continuous in u.
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Figure 8.1: Projection of the characteristic curves. The two families of characteristic
curves are shown in blue and red.

The second family of characteristic curves, given by Eqs. (8.10), has the trivial
solution u(x, t) = 0. However, the solution to the first family, given by Eqs. (8.9),
is more complex. We cannot do much more without extra assumptions, so we shall
assume that α is separable in space and time, that is, we write α(x, t) = f(x)g(t).
Then, Eqs. (8.9a) and (8.9b) may be integrated to obtain:

t = τ, (8.11)∫ x

s

dz

f(z)
=

∫ τ

0

g(u) du. (8.12)

Eq. (8.12), although a little bit convoluted, is tractable for a broad family of solutions,
as we will see later, and allows to express x = F (t, s). This is not a minor observation,
as x∗ = F (t, 0) is the location of the transition at time t, which is very informative
about the general trend of the solution. With respect to Eq. (8.9c), we proceed using
the change of variable v = 1/u, we obtain the ODE in terms of the τ = t variable:

v′(τ) + (β(x(τ ; s), τ) − f ′(x(τ ; s))g(τ)) v = β(x(τ ; s), τ). (8.13)

This equation is of the form v′+p(τ)v = q(τ) for p(τ) = β(x(τ ; s), τ)−f ′(x(τ ; s))g(t)
and q(τ) = β(x(τ ; s), τ), so a general expression exists even if it is expressed by
quadrature:

v(τ, s) = exp

(
−
∫ τ

0

p(u, s) du

)[
1

u0

+

∫ τ

0

q(u, s) exp

(∫ v

0

p(v, s) dv

)
du

]
. (8.14)

Recapping, suppose that Eq. (8.12) may be inverted to obtain x = F (t, s) and
s = G(t, x). Then, plugging this expression into Eq. (8.14), we obtain a general
expression for v and therefore for u = u(x, t):

u(x, t) =
u0 exp

(∫ t

0
p(u, s) du

)
1 + u0

∫ t

0
q(u, s) exp

(∫ u

0
p(v, s) dv

)
du

, (8.15)
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where:

p(u, s) = β(F (u; s), u) − f ′(F (u; s))g(u),

q(v, s) = β(F (v; s), v),

s = G(t, x).

Consequently, it is enough to build a function that computes (8.15) for a given f , g,
β, F and G. An example is given next using Matlab language:

1

2 function u = CompSol(x,t,u0,G,F,fp,g,BETA)

3

4

5 %%%% u = CompSol(x,t,u0,G,F,fp,g,BETA)

6 %

7 % Function that computes the solution u at a time t

8 % and a point x given the initial value u0.

9 %

10 % INPUT:

11 % - x: Space coordinate.

12 % - t: Time coordinate.

13 % - G: Inverse function relating the space x and parameter s.

14 % - F: Function relating the space x and parameter s.

15 % - fp: Derivative of the f function w.r.t. x.

16 % - g: Function incorporating the time dependence in alpha.

17 % - BETA: Beta function.

18 %

19 % OUTPUT:

20 % - u: Solution field.

21 %

22

23 N = 1e2; % For integration

24

25 % Parameter s

26 tau = t;

27 s = G(tau ,x);

28 fun_P = @(tau) BETA(F(tau ,s),tau) - fp(F(tau ,s))g(tau);

29 fun_Q = @(tau) BETA(F(tau ,s),tau);

30

31

32 uu = linspace(0,t,N);

33 FUN_Q = zeros(size(uu));

34 AUXILIAR = zeros(size(uu));

35 for i=1: length(uu)

36 FUN_Q(i) = fun_Q(uu(i));

37 AUXILIAR(i) = auxiliar(uu(i));

38 end

39 yy = FUN_Q.*exp(AUXILIAR);

40 T1 = trapz(uu,yy);

41 T2 = exp(auxiliar(tau));

42

43 u = u0*T2/(1+T1*u0);

44

45 function Fu = auxiliar(u)

46 vv = linspace(0,u,N);

47 yy = fun_P(vv);
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48 Fu = trapz(vv,yy);

49 end

50

51 end

List of Code Listings 8.1: Matlab function for the computation of the solution field.

8.2.2 Some particular cases of interest

The solution given by Eq. (8.15) is general up to the physical (D ≪ 1) and
mathematical (α separable) conditions specified. However, the evaluation of this
equation involves one problematic step, namely the inversion of the characteristic
equation given by Eq. (8.12) to obtain both functions F and G. The rest of the
processes involving the solution computation are not difficult, except for cases where
the integrals may have singularities. However, we are going to show that, for some
relevant cases, it is possible to obtain a semi-analytical solution for u25.

For instance, we may consider the following different cases:

• Cell culture is under a constant chemical gradient and the chemotaxis coefficient
depends linearly on the value of the chemotactic agent itself. This is, for
instance, the case of the GBM model discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 assuming
Πgr ≃ Πgo ≃ 1. For that case, α is constant. In that case we have:

α(x, t) = ax + b. (8.16)

• The chemotaxis coefficient does not depend on the value of the chemotactic agent
itself and the chemical source is localised. In that case, the chemical profile at
the stationary state is exponential and we have:

α(x, t) = a exp(−λx). (8.17)

• Cell culture is under an oscillating chemical gradient and the chemotaxis coeffi-
cient does not depend on the value of the chemotactic agent itself. Therefore:

α(x, t) = (ax + b) cos(ωt). (8.18)

8.2.2.1 Linear chemotaxis correction

We first consider a function of the type:

α(x, t) = ax + b. (8.19)

Then, we have f(x) = ax + b and g(t) = 1. Eq. (8.12) writes:

ln

(
ax + b

as + b

)
= aτ, (8.20)

25With the word semi-analitical we mean that the solution may be expressed by means of
quadratures
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so:

F (t, s) =
1

a

[
(as + b)eat − b

]
,

G(t, x) =
1

a

[
(ax + b)e−at − b

]
.

Hence, the transition is located at:

x∗(t) =
b

a

(
1 − eat

)
. (8.22)

Fig. 8.2 shows a comparison between the numerical results with D = 1 × 10−2 and
the analytical solution for three different expressions of α(x), with β(x, t) = 1. In
Fig. 8.3, the transition x∗ = x∗(t) and the value estimated for the value of the
concentration at the front u∗ = u(x = x∗, t) are shown.

Figure 8.2: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions for α linear. The
analytical and simulated profiles are compared at different times, considering a = 2
and b = 1.

8.2.2.2 Polynomial chemotaxis correction

Now, we consider a function of the type:

α(x, t) = ax2 + bx + c. (8.23)

Then, we have f(x) = ax2 + bx + c and g(t) = 1.
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(a) Transition location x∗ = x∗(t). (b) Cell concentration at u∗ = u∗(t).

Figure 8.3: Location of the transition and cell concentration at the transition for α
linear. The evolution of the cell concentration and of the transition depends on the
values of a and b.

• If ∆ = b2 − 4ac = 0, Eq. (8.12) writes:

1

2as + b
− 1

2ax + b
=

1

2
τ, (8.24)

so:

F (t, s) =
4as + 2abst + b2t

4a− 2bat− 4a2ts
, (8.25a)

G(t, x) =
4ax− 2abtx− b2t

4a2tx + 2abt + 4a
. (8.25b)

The transition is located at:

x∗(t) =
b2t

4a− 2bat
. (8.26)

• If ∆ = b2 − 4ac < 0, Eq. (8.12) writes:(
arctan

(
2ax + b√

∆

)
− arctan

(
2as + b√

∆

))
=

1

2

√
∆τ, (8.27)

so:

F (t, s) =
1

2a

[√
−∆ tan

(
1

2

√
−∆t + arctan

2as + b√
−∆

)
− b

]
, (8.28a)

G(t, x) =
1

2a

[√
−∆ tan

(
−1

2

√
−∆t + arctan

2ax + b√
−∆

)
− b

]
. (8.28b)
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The transition is located at:

x∗(t) =
1

2a

[√
−∆ tan

(
1

2

√
−∆t + arctan

b√
−∆

)
− b

]
. (8.29)

• If ∆ = b2 − 4ac > 0, Eq. (8.12) writes:

ln

(
2ax + b−

√
∆

2ax + b +
√

∆

)
− ln

(
2as + b−

√
∆

2as + b +
√

∆

)
=

√
∆τ, (8.30)

so:

F (t, s) =
1

2a

[
γ+(2as + γ−) exp(1

2

√
∆t) − γ−(2as + γ+) exp(−1

2

√
∆t)

γ+ exp(−1
2

√
∆t) − γ− exp(1

2

√
∆t)

]
,

(8.31a)

G(t, x) =
1

2a

[
γ+(2as + γ−) exp(−1

2

√
∆t) − γ−(2as + γ+) exp(1

2

√
∆t)

(γ+) exp(1
2

√
∆t) − γ−) exp(−1

2

√
∆t)

]
,

(8.31b)

where we have defined γ+ = b+
√

∆ and γ− = b−
√

∆. The transition is located
at:

x∗(t) = 2c

[
exp(1

2

√
∆t) − exp(−1

2

√
∆t)

γ+ exp(1
2

√
∆t) − γ− exp(−1

2

√
∆t)

]
. (8.32)

Fig. 8.4 shows a comparison between the numerical results with D = 1 × 10−2 and
the analytical solution for three different expressions of α(x) and β(x, t) = 1. In Fig.
8.5, the transition x∗ = x∗(t) and the value estimated for the concentration at the
front u∗ = u(x = x∗, t) are shown.

8.2.2.3 Exponential chemotaxis correction

We consider now a function of the type:

α(x, t) = a exp(−λx). (8.33)

Then, we have f(x) = a exp(−λx) and g(t) = 1. Eq. (8.12) writes now:

exp(λx) − exp(λs) = aλτ, (8.34)

so:

F (t, s) =
1

λ
ln(aλt + eλs), (8.35a)

G(t, x) =
1

λ
ln(−aλt + eλx). (8.35b)

The transition is located at:

x∗(t) =
1

λ
ln(1 + λat). (8.36)

Fig. 8.6 shows the comparison between the numerical results with D = 1 × 10−3 and
the analytical solution and β(x, t) = 1. Fig. 8.7 shows the transition x∗ = x∗(t) and
the value estimated for the concentration at the front u∗ = u(x = x∗, t).
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(a) a = 1, b = 2, c = 1 (∆ < 0).

(b) a = 2, b = 2, c = 2 (∆ = 0).

(c) a = 1, b = 4, c = 1 (∆ > 0).

Figure 8.4: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions for α polynomic. The
analytical and simulated profiles at different times are compared for three different α
expressions.
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(a) Transition location x∗ = x∗(t). (b) Cell concentration at u∗ = u∗(t).

Figure 8.5: Location of the transition and cell concentration at the transition for α
polynomic. The evolution of the cell concentration and of the transition depends
strongly on the values of a, b and c.

Figure 8.6: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions for α exponential.
The analytical and simulated profiles are compared at different times, considering
a = 2 and λ = 1.
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(a) Transition location x∗ = x∗(t). (b) Cell concentration at u∗ = u∗(t).

Figure 8.7: Location of the transition and cell concentration at the transition for α
exponential. The evolution of the cell concentration and of the transition depends
on the values of a and λ.

8.2.2.4 Oscillating linear chemotaxis correction

Now, we consider a function of the type:

α(x, t) = (ax + b) cos(ωt). (8.37)

Then, we have f(x) = ax + b and g(t) = cos(ωt). Eq. (8.12) writes now:

ln(ax + b) − ln(as + b) =
a

ω
sin(ωt), (8.38)

so:

F (t, s) =
(as + b) exp

(
a
ω

sin(ωt)
)
− b

a
,

G(t, x) =
(ax + b) exp

(
− a

ω
sin(ωt)

)
− b

a
. (8.39a)

The transition is located at:

x∗(t) =
b

a

[
exp

( a
ω

sin(ωt)
)
− 1
]
. (8.40)

Note that, if in Eqs. (8.39) and (8.40) we use that sin(x) ∼ x for x ∼ 0, we recover
Eqs. (8.21) and (8.22). Fig. 8.8 shows the comparison between the numerical results
with D = 1 × 10−2 and the analytical solution, with β(x, t) = 1. Fig. 8.9 shows
the transition x∗ = x∗(t) and the value estimated for the concentration at the front
u∗ = u(x = x∗, t).
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions for α oscillating
gradient. The analytical and simulated profiles at different times are compared,
considering a = 1, b = 3, ω = 10. Note that only the wave propagating from left to
right is taken into account, although the propagating wave from right to left may be
derived analogously.

(a) Transition location x∗ = x∗(t). (b) Cell concentration at u∗ = u∗(t).

Figure 8.9: Location of the transition and cell concentration at the transition for α
oscillating gradient. The evolution of the cell concentration and of the transition
depends on the values of a and b and ω.
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The oscillating gradient case is very interesting as it corresponds to the case where
the oxygenation feed between the two channels at the microfluidic device switches,
so we shall explore it in more detail. We have obtained the general solution:

u(x, t) =
u0 exp

(∫ t

0
p(u, s) du

)
1 + u0

∫ t

0
q(u, s) exp

(∫ u

0
p(v, s) dv

)
du

, (8.41)

where, for the oscillating gradient case:

p(u, s) = β(F (u; s), u) − a cos(ωu),

q(v, s) = β(F (v; s), v),

s = G(t, x),

and F and G are given by the expressions Eqs. (8.39). For some specific regimes, it
is possible to derive approximate solutions to Eq. (8.43), that is, more manageable
expressions than Eq. (8.41), which is expressed by a quadrature and therefore may
be somewhat complex, for example, in inverse problems.

We observe that, for this case, Eq. (8.13) is:

v′ + (β(x(t; s), t) − a cos(ωt)) v = β(x(t; s), t), v(0) = v∗. (8.42)

The variable u is next obtained using the fact that u = 1/v. A slight simplification is
to consider β(x, t), that is, the growth term is independent of x and t, so Eq. (8.42)
writes now:

v′ + (β − a cos(ωt)) v = β, v(0) = v∗. (8.43)

Next, we explore four different regimes:

• Slow variations of the gradients, ω ≪ 1.

• Fast variations of the gradients, ω ≫ 1.

• Dominant chemotaxis, β ≪ a.

• Dominant growth, a ≪ β.

Slow variations of the gradients, ω ≪ 1.

Let T = ωt and let us assume that v(t) = f(ωt) + w. Then, Eq. (8.43) becomes:

ωf ′(ωt) +
dw

dt
+ (β − a cos(ωt)) f(ωt) + (β − a cos(ωt))u = β. (8.44)

Besides, let ωf ′(ωt) + (β − a cos(ωt)) f(ωt) = β, so we have:

ωf ′(T ) + (β − a cos(T )) f(T ) = β. (8.45)

Since ω ≪ 1, we can approximate the solution of Eq. (8.45) to:

f(T ) =
β

β − a cos(T )
+ O(ω). (8.46)
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Then, Eq. (8.44) writes:

dw

dt
+ (β − a cos(ωt))w = 0, (8.47)

and the initial condition is:

w∗ = w(t = 0) = v(t = 0) − f(0) = v∗ − β

β − a
. (8.48)

As we have a slow modulation of the frequency/decay rate, we invoke the Wentzel-
Kramers-Brillouin-Jeffreys (WKBJ) method (Olver, 1997). In terms of T = ωt, Eq.
(8.47) becomes:

ω
dw

dT
+ (β − a cos(T ))w = 0, w(0) = w∗. (8.49)

The WKBJ approximation is expressed here as:

w = p exp

(
ϕ(T )

ω

)
J(T ), J(T ) = J0 + ωJ1 + O(ω2). (8.50)

Plugging Eq. (8.50) into Eq. (8.47) and operating we obtain:

p exp

(
ϕ(T )

ω

)[
ω

(
ϕ̇

ω
J + J̇

)
+ (β − a cosT )J

]
= 0. (8.51)

Therefore, ω
(

ϕ̇
ω
J + J̇

)
+ (β − a cosT )J = 0, so:

ϕ̇ (J0 + ωJ1 + . . .)+ω
(
J̇0 + ωJ̇1 + . . .

)
+(β − a cosT ) (J0 + ωJ1 + . . .) = 0. (8.52)

The O(1) corresponding equation is:

J0

(
ϕ̇ + (β − a cosT )

)
= 0, (8.53)

and solving it for ϕ:
ϕ(T ) = ϕ∗ − βT + a sinT. (8.54)

The O(ω) corresponding equation is:

J1

(
ϕ̇ + (β − a cosT )

)
+ J̇0 = 0, (8.55)

so, as ϕ̇ + (β − a cosT ) = 0, we obtain J0 = J∗0 (constant).

Consequently, Eq. (8.50) becomes:

w = K exp

(
−βT + a sinT

ω

)
, (8.56)
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for K = p exp(ϕ∗

ω
)J0 constant. Using that T = ωt and the initial value w(0) = w∗,

we obtain the approximation:

w =

(
v∗ − β

β − a

)
exp

(
−βt +

a

ω
sin(ωt)

)
. (8.57)

Finally, as u = w + f(ωt):

v ∼ β

β − a cos(ωt)
+

(
v∗ − β

β − a

)
exp

(
−βt +

a

ω
sin(ωt)

)
. (8.58)

Fig. 8.11 shows the comparison between the approximation computed using the
WKBJ method and the numerical solution obtained using a standard Runge-Kutta
solver.

Figure 8.10: Solution for ω ≪ 1. The numerical solution is compared with the
analytical solution obtained using WKBJ approximation, when a = 2, β = 3 and
ω = 0.1.

Fast variations of the gradients, ω ≫ 1.

We solve now the problem using the method of multiple scales. Let us assume that
v(t) = v(T1, T2), where T1 = t and T2 = ωt. Then:

dv

dt
=

∂v

∂T1

∂T1

∂t
+

∂v

∂T2

∂T2

∂t
=

∂v

∂T1

+ ω
∂v

∂T2

. (8.59)
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If ε = 1
ω
≪ 1, Eq. (8.43) writes:

ε

(
∂v

∂T1

+
∂v

∂T2

)
+ ε (β − a cos(T2)) v = εβ. (8.60)

If we use an asymptotic expansion of v, v = v0 + εv1 we obtain:

ε

(
∂v0
∂T1

+ ε
∂v1
∂T1

)
+

∂v0
∂T2

+ ε
∂v1
∂T2

+ ε (β − a cos(T2)) (v0 + εv1) +O(ε2) = εβ. (8.61)

Solving the equation obtained collecting the O(1) terms, we arrive to:

v0 = f(T1); f(0) = v∗. (8.62)

Now, for the equation obtained collecting the O(ε) terms, we arrive to:

f ′(T1) +
∂v1
∂T2

+ (β − a cos(T2))f(T1) = β. (8.63)

As v1 is a periodic correction, integrating Eq. (8.63) in [0; 2π] we obtain:

2πf ′(T1) + 2πβf(T1) = 2πβ, (8.64)

so, solving for f :

f(T1) = v∗e−βT1 + (1 − e−βT1). (8.65)

The leading order approximation is:

v(t) ∼ v∗e−βt + (1 − e−βt). (8.66)

Now, for the O(ε) equation we have:

∂v1
∂T2

= a cos(T2)v0(T1). (8.67)

Since v1(T1, T2 = 0) = 0,

v1(T1, T2) = a sin(T2)v0(T1). (8.68)

and therefore the first order correction is, v0 + εv1, that is:

v(t) ∼
(
v∗e−βt + (1 − e−βt)

) (
1 +

a

ω
sin(ωt)

)
. (8.69)

Fig. 8.11 shows the comparison between the leading order approximation (order
0), the first order correction (order 1) and the numerical solution obtained using a
standard Runge-Kutta solver.
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Figure 8.11: Solution for ω ≫ 1. The numerical solution is compared with the
analytical solution obtained using the method of multiple scales (order 0 and order 1
terms), when a = 2, β = 3 and ω = 20.

Dominant chemotaxis, β ≪ a.

We solve now the problem using the standard asymptotic expansion method. We set
ε = β

a
≪ 1. Then, Eq. (8.43) writes:

v′ + a (ε− cos(ωt)) v = aε. (8.70)

The leading order solution is obtained immediately as it is the solution to the
homogeneous linear differential equation:

v′0 − a cos(ωt)v0 = 0. (8.71)

The solution becomes:

v0 = v∗e
1
ω
a sin(ωt). (8.72)

Then, the leading order approximation is:

v ∼ v∗e
1
ω
a sin(ωt). (8.73)

Fig. 8.12 shows the comparison between the leading order approximation (order 0)
and the numerical solution obtained using a standard Runge-Kutta solver. Note that
this solution is only valid for t small. When t ≫ 1 extra correction terms are needed.
However, these extra terms do not have a straightforward analytical expression.
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Figure 8.12: Solution for β ≪ a. The numerical solution is compared with the
leading order term of the asymptotic expansion, when a = 1, β = 0.001 and ω = 1.

Dominant growth, a ≪ β.

Again, we solve the problem using the standard asymptotic expansion method. Now,
we set ε = A

β
≪ 1. Then, Eq. (8.43) writes:

v′ + β (1 − ε cos(ωt)) v = β. (8.74)

The leading order solution is obtained immediately as it is the solution to the
inhomogeneous linear differential equation:

v′0 + βv0 = β. (8.75)

The solution is:
v0 = v∗e−βt +

(
1 − e−βt

)
. (8.76)

So, the leading order approximation is:

v ∼ v∗e−βt +
(
1 − e−βt

)
. (8.77)

With respect to the correction term, an asymptotic expansion of v of the form
v = v0 + εv1 leads to the inhomogeneous first order differential equation:

v′1 + βv1 = β cos(ωt)v0. (8.78)

The solution to this ODE with initial condition v1(0) = 0 is:

v1(t) =
β
[
(v∗ − 1)γ2 sin(ωt) + ω2eβt sin(ωt) + ωβeβt cos(ωt)

]
ωγ2eβt

− β2

γ2
e−βt, (8.79)
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where we have defined γ2 = β2 + ω2. Hence the first order correction is v0 + εv1,
which yields:

v(t) ∼ 1 +
(v∗ − 1)γ2ω − A

[(
γ2v∗ − γ + ω2eβt

)
sin(ωt) + ωβeβt cos(ωt) − βω

]
ωγ2eβt

.

(8.80)

Fig. 8.13 shows the comparison between the leading order approximation (order 0),
the first order approximation (order 1) and the numerical solution obtained using a
standard Runge-Kutta solver.

Figure 8.13: Solution for a ≪ β. The numerical solution is compared with the
leading order term of the asymptotic expansion, when a = 0.01, β = 1 and ω = 1.
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8.3 Application: glioblastoma culture under hypoxic
conditions

Let us now consider the parametric model of GBM evolution presented in Chapters
6 and 7 that we reproduce here with a slightly different notation:

∂Cn

∂T
=

∂

∂X

(
D1

∂Cn

∂X
− χΠgo(O2)Fgo(Cn, Cd)Cn

∂O2

∂X

)
+

+ α1Πgr(O2)Fgr(Cn, Cd)Cn − α12Πd(O2)Cn, (8.81a)

∂Cd

∂T
= α12Fd(O2)Cn, (8.81b)

∂O2

∂T
=

∂

∂X

(
D2

∂O2

∂X

)
− α2Πc(O2)Cn. (8.81c)

where Cn and Cd are respectively the alive and dead cell concentrations, Fgo and Fgr

are functions accounting for the saturation effect on the migration and growth, Πd is
the function accounting for the effect of the oxygen in cell death, Πgr and Πgr are
the go-or-grow correction functions and Πc is the nonlinear correction of the oxygen
consumption. The boundary conditions considered are:

∂fn
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0, (8.82a)

∂fn
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

= 0, (8.82b)

O2(x = 0, t) = OL
2 , (8.82c)

O2(x = L, t) = OR
2 , (8.82d)

with OL
2 = 0 and OR

2 = O∗2 the oxygen at the left and right channel and fn =
D1

∂Cn

∂X
− χFgo(Cn, Cd)Πgo(O2)Cn

∂O2

∂X
the alive cell flow.

In order to make the problem affordable from the analytical point of view, we neglect
the dead cell population, which is equivalent to consider α12 ≃ 0. Besides, we make
the following assumptions about the nonlinear correction functions:

• Saturation: We assume Fgo(Cn, Cd) = 1 and Fgr(Cn, Cd) = 1 − Cn

csat
.

• Oxygen consumption: We consider the Michaelis-Menten consumption model so
Πc(O2) = O2

O2+km
.

Therefore, the full model here analysed is:

∂Cn

∂T
=

∂

∂X

(
D1

∂Cn

∂X
− χΠgo(O2)Cn

∂O2

∂X

)
+ α1Πgr(O2)Cn

(
1 − Cn

csat

)
, (8.83a)

∂O2

∂T
=

∂

∂X

(
D2

∂O2

∂X

)
− α2

(
O2

O2 + km

)
Cn. (8.83b)

Note that the two functions related with the go-or-grow behaviour, Πgo and Πgo,
may have been assumed as known, determined by standard parametric fitting, or
using the data-driven (DD) non-parametric procedures described in Chapter 7.
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8.3.1 Dimensionless model
In order to evaluate the relevance of the different phenomena, we define the dimen-
sionless variables:

Cn = csatu, (8.84a)

O2 = O∗2v, (8.84b)

X = Lx, (8.84c)

T =
t

α1

, (8.84d)

so Eqs. (8.83) become:

∂u

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
Π1

∂u

∂x
− Π2Πgo(v)u

∂v

∂x

)
+ Πgr(v)u (1 − u) , (8.85a)

∂v

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
Π3

∂v

∂x

)
− Π4

(
v

v + Π5

)
u, (8.85b)

where:

Π1 =
D1

α1L2
, (8.86a)

Π2 =
χO∗2
α1L2

, (8.86b)

Π3 =
D2

α1L2
, (8.86c)

Π4 =
α2csat
α1O∗2

, (8.86d)

Π5 =
km
O∗2

. (8.86e)

The new boundary conditions are:

∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0, (8.87a)

∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

= 0, (8.87b)

v(x = 0, t) = 0, (8.87c)

v(x = 1, t) = 1, (8.87d)

where now f = Π1
∂u
∂x

− Π2Πgo(v)u ∂v
∂x

. In what follows, we will use ut and ux as a
shortcut for ∂u

∂t
and ∂u

∂x
.

8.3.2 Parameter reduction
Our starting point is the model described in Eqs. (8.85), which may be reformulated
as:

ut = Π1uxx − Π2 (Πgo(v)vxu)x + Πgr(v)u (1 − u) , (8.88a)

vt = Π3vxx − Π4
v

v + Π5

u. (8.88b)
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The parameters used for the GBM evolution are the ones presented in Chapter 6,
except for the cell pedesis coefficient, which has been considered to be of the order
D1 = 1 × 10−11 instead of D1 = 5 × 10−10 according to the values reported in the
literature26 (see the exhaustive analysis done in Chapter 6, Section 6.4.3.1). Also,
we have conserved one single significant figure, due to the analysis that follows. For
completeness, the parameters are listed in Table 8.1.

Parameter Value
D1 1 × 10−11 cm · s−1

D2 1 × 10−5 cm · s−1

cs 5 × 107 cell · mL−1

α1 1 × 10−6 s−1

α2 2 × 10−9 mmHg · mL · cell−1 · s−1

L 2 × 10−1 cm
O2
∗ 7 mmHg

km 3 mmHg
χ 1 × 10−8 cm2 · mmHg−1 · s−1

Table 8.1: Physical parameters of the GBM model. The values are reported with
one significant digit.

From the parameters in Table 8.1, we can obtain the following dimensionless param-
eters:

Π1 ∼ 2 × 10−4, (8.89a)

Π2 ∼ 1, (8.89b)

Π3 ∼ 2 × 102, (8.89c)

Π4 ∼ 103, (8.89d)

Π5 ∼ 4 × 10−1. (8.89e)

Therefore, we may consider Π1 ≪ 1 and Π3,Π4 ≫ 1, and Eqs. (8.88) become:

ut + k (Πgo(v)vxu)x = Πgr(v)u (1 − u) , (8.90a)

Dvxx =
v

v + v0
u, (8.90b)

where k = Π2, D = Π3

Π4
and v0 = Π5.

The boundary conditions are the ones given by Eqs. (8.87), except for the fact that,
now, as Π2 ≪ 1 we neglect the diffusion term and f = Πgo(v)vxu.

Eqs. (8.90) are strongly coupled and highly nonlinear, so they represent a hard
problem to be analytically addressed. In what follows we shall use two different
approaches:

26This assumption is justified from the scientific point of view, and will improve substantially the
accuracy of the asymptotic analysis at the low diffusion regime.
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1. Strong assumption. We assume that the cell concentration is small, that is,
u ∼ 0 so that Eq. (8.90b) may be approximated by vxx = 0 and hence the oxygen
profile is easily integrated to v(x) = x. This is a strong assumption but will lead
to analytical solutions, valid for spaces and times where this approximation is
reasonable.

2. Slightly more general assumption. We assume that the oxygen profile is known,
for instance, if it can be measured experimentally or kept fixed as external data.

In both cases, observing that it is possible to write kΠgo(v)vx = α(x, t) and Πgr(v) =
β(x, t), the equation governing the cell profile evolution is:

ut + (α(x, t)u)x = β(x, t)u(1 − u), (8.91)

with appropriate functions α and β.

The problem corresponding to the second approach has been solved for a general
class of functions α and β. Next, we shall obtain an approximation of the solution
for low cell concentrations.

8.3.3 Solution for low cell concentration
Let us first assume that u ≃ 0, so that we can approximate Eqs. (8.90b) by:

vxx = 0. (8.92)

As the boundary conditions are v(x = 0) = 0 and v(x = 1) = 1, the solution is
v(x) = x, that is, a constant oxygen gradient. We assume that the two go-or-grow
functions are the ones specified in Chapter 6, that is:

Πgo(O2) =


1 if O2 ≤ 0
1 − O2

OH
2

if 0 ≤ O2 ≤ OH
2

0 if O2 > OH
2

, (8.93a)

Πgr(O2) =


0 if O2 ≤ 0
O2

OH
2

if 0 ≤ O2 ≤ OH
2

1 if O2 > OH
2

. (8.93b)

Also, as at the whole domain O2 ≤ O2
H = 7 mmHg, the two go-or-grow functions,

in terms of the dimensionless variable v are:

Πgo(v) = 1 − v, (8.94a)

Πgr(v) = v. (8.94b)

As we have seen, it is possible to express the (dimensionless) oxygen profile as
v(x) = x, resulting in:

α(x, t) = kΠgo(v)vx = k(1 − x), (8.95a)

β(x, t) = Πgo(v) = x, (8.95b)

while Eq. (8.91) may be writen as:

ut + k(1 − x)ux = u (x− ux + 1) , (8.96)

that is, for the method of characteristics, Q(t, x) = k(1 − x) and R(t, x, u) =
u (x− ux + k). Also, the cell flow is given by:

f = −k(1 − x)u. (8.97)
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8.3.3.1 Computation of the solution

Let us suppose a constant initial condition, u0(x) = u0. In this problem, we are
interested in the characteristic equations given by Eqs. (8.8). The problem is the one
corresponding to an oscillating gradient with α(x) = (ax + b) cos(ωt) with a = −k,
b = k and ω = 0 and β(x, t) = x. Therefore, from Eqs. (8.21) we obtain:

F (t, s) = 1 − (1 − s)e−kt,

G(t, x) = 1 − (1 − x)ekt. (8.98)

The transition is located at:

x∗(t) = F (t, 0) = 1 − e−kt. (8.99)

The solution at the right domain has already been derived and is given by Eq. (8.41),
where for the particular case in hands:

p(u, s) = 1 − (1 − s)e−ku + k,

q(v, s) = 1 − (1 − s)e−kv,

s = 1 − (1 − x)ekt.

Note that q(u, s) + k = p(u, s). The solution given by Eq. (8.41) may be expressed
as:

v(t) = exp

(
−
∫ t

0

p(u) du

)[
1

u0

+

∫ t

0

q(u) exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du

]
. (8.100)

We have: ∫ t

0

q(u) exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du

=

∫ t

0

(p(u) − k) exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du,

=

∫ t

0

p(u) exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du− k

∫ t

0

exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du,

=

∫ t

0

d

du

[
exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)]
du− k

∫ t

0

exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du,

=

[
exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)]t
0

− k

∫ t

0

exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du,

= exp

(∫ t

0

p(u) du

)
− 1 − k

∫ t

0

exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du.

Defining a(t, s) :=
∫ t

0
p(u) du and b(t, s) :=

∫ t

0
exp

(∫ u

0
p(v) dv

)
du:

v(t, s) =
1

u0

exp(−a(t, s)) + 1 − exp(−a(t, s)) − kb(t, s) exp(−a(t, s)). (8.101)
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and, therefore:

u(t, s) =
u0 exp(a(t, s))

1 + u0 [exp(a(t, s)) − 1 − kb(t, s)]
. (8.102)

Now, we compute the integrals of a(t, s) and b(t, s):

• Computation of a(t, s):

∫ t

0

p(u) du = (1 + k)t +
1

k
(1 − s)

(
e−kt − 1

)
. (8.103)

• Computation of b(t, s):

∫ t

0

exp

(∫ u

0

p(v) dv

)
du =

∫ t

0

exp

(
(1 + k)u +

1

k
(1 − s)

(
e−ku − 1

))
du

(8.104)

= e−
1
k
(1−s)

∫ t

0

exp

(
(1 + k)u +

1

k
(1 − s)e−ku

)
du

(8.105)

= e−
1
k
(1−s)

∫ et

1

wk exp

(
1 − s

k
w−k

)
dw. (8.106)

By defining A(s, t; k) =
∫ et

1
wk exp

(
1−s
k
w−k

)
dw, we have;

b(t, s) = e−
1
k
(1−s)A(s, t; k). (8.107)

Now, we have 1 − s = (1 − x) exp(kt) so:

u(x, t) =
u0 exp(a(x, t))

1 + u0 [exp(a(x, t)) − 1 − kb(x, t)]
, (8.108)

where:

a(x, t) = (1 + k)t +
1 − x

k

(
1 − ekt

)
, (8.109)

b(x, t) = exp

(
−1

k
(1 − x)ekt

)
B(t, x; k), (8.110)

with B(x, t; k) =
∫ et

1
wk exp

(
ekt

k
(1 − x)w−k

)
dw.

Finally:

u(x, t) =

{
0, if x < 1 − e−kt

u0 exp(a(x,t))
1+u0[exp(a(x,t))−1−kb(x,t)] , if x > 1 − e−kt

(8.111)
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8.3.3.2 Numerical comparisons

We now explore the agreement between the numerical solution of Eqs. (8.83) and the
analytical expression given by Eq. (8.111). For reproducibility purposes, the exact
value of the parameters is shown in Table 8.2. The results are shown in Fig. (8.14)
for different values of the initial conditions, corresponding to u0 = 10−4, 10−3, 10−2

(recall that u = Cn/csat, so these values correspond to 0.01%, 0.1% and 1% of the
cell saturation capacity of the device).

Parameter Value
D1 1 × 10−11 cm · s−1

D2 1 × 10−5 cm · s−1

csat 5 × 107 cell · mL−1

α1 1.43 × 10−6 s−1

α2 1 × 10−9 mmHg · mL · cell−1 · s−1

L 2 × 10−1 cm
O2
∗ 7 mmHg

km 2.5 mmHg
χ 7.5 × 10−9 cm2 · mmHg−1 · s−1

Table 8.2: Physical parameters of the GBM model used for the numerical simula-
tions. These are the values used in the whole model for obtaining the dimensionless
cell profiles in Fig. 8.14.

As it is observed, there is a perfect match between the theoretical and the numerical
solution for low cell concentrations, whereas the analytical estimation is not so
accurate when increasing the value of the initial condition u0, as expected.

The agreement between the analytical solution and the numerical one justifies the
use of the analytical solution for some relevant biological estimations. For instance, it
is possible to estimate the time for the cell propagating front to reach the oxygenated
boundary. From Eq. (8.99), the time T for the cell front to reach x = 1/2 is:

t∗ =
ln 2

k
, (8.112)

and, using dimensional variables, the time for the cell front to reach the middle L/2
of the chamber is:

T ∗ =
L2 ln 2

χO2
∗ . (8.113)

Using the values of Table 8.2, this corresponds to a value of:

T = 6 days, (8.114)

This last value is indeed of the order of the time reported in experiments to observe
the migrating structures, as is described in Chapter 6, even if many simplifications
have been considered. The expression given by Eq. (8.113) is very useful from the
experimental point of view, as it allows the design of experiments, provided we are
under the main hypothesis of this study, that is, O2

∗ ≤ OH
2 , α12 ≃ 0 and the initial

cell profile Cn(x, t = 0) = C0
n satisfies C0

n ≪ csat.
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(a) u0 = 1× 10−4.

(b) u0 = 1× 10−3.

(c) u0 = 1× 10−2.

Figure 8.14: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions. The theoretical
and simulated profiles at different times are compared for three different initial cell
profiles. The agreement between the numerical and analytical solutions is excellent
for low cell concentrations, whereas it gets worse when the number of initial cells
seeded increases. The estimation of the transition between the two solution zones,
that is, the front of the cell profile is also good.
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8.4 Discussion and conclusions
The method of characteristics has been demonstrated to be a valuable tool for
analysing one-dimensional cell cultures under heterogeneous growth and chemotaxis.
We have analysed a class of problems that may be represented by the equation:

∂u

∂t
= D

∂2u

∂x2
−

∂x
(α(x, t)ux) + β(x, t)u(1 − u), (8.115)

under the hypothesis D ≪ 1, α ∼ β ∼ 1. We have shown that, this is the evolution
equation of cell cultures in one-dimensional microfluidic devices, once formulated in
a dimensionless form.

The dynamics of the system is characterised by means of the two functions α and β,
associated with the migratory and proliferative activity of cells, respectively. The
nature and property of these two functions have an impact on global features such as
the speed of the propagating structures (or travelling waves), the value of the solution
at the wave front or far from the wave front, the existence of periodic solutions or
the existence of equilibrium points.

We have been able to derive semi-analytical solutions under the assumption of the
α separability. This hypothesis, even if somewhat restrictive, is very common in
practical situation, particularly in a broad range of problems related to the diffusion
of a chemical species. If it is not the case, one may always evaluate the separability
by doing a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) of the function α(x, t), that is,
to compute the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matix Aij = α(xi, tj),
where xi and tj are spatial points and time frames and to take the dominant mode,
as a first approximation. Finally, and in the worst case scenario, the system of ODEs
given by Eqs. (8.9) and (8.9) may be solved numerically, avoiding the discretisation
step and thus alleviating the computational requirements.

As a final remark, it is important to note that the semi-analytical solutions derived
are not only important for making predictions about some culture features, such as
the propagation of pseudopalisades, but also as a reference solution for detecting
departures from the model or wrong assumption hypotheses. Indeed, in this work we
have paid special attention to oscillatory solutions. The comparison of this solution
trends with real experimental data can shed some light on some hidden phenomena.
For instance, we exposed in Chapter 6 how a possible model improvement is to
include the effect of the history on the current state of the cell, that is, epigenetics
changes (Jaenisch and Bird, 2003), such as resistance or adaptative mechanisms.
The comparison between the obtained reference solution under oscillating gradients,
that is periodic for many situations, and the actual measurement cell concentrations,
would help us to detect the existence of epigenetic changes. This would help us to
propose new epigenetic mechanisms, or a least, to prove using statistical tools the
existence of such hidden mechanisms.
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9. Conclusions

9.1 Concluding remarks

9.1.1 Summary of the dissertation

Surely, one of the possible answers that a researcher can give to the question “what
is your goal?” would be to find a cure for cancer. It would be pretentious to say that
progress has been made in this thesis for such purposes, but I have settled some very
humble steps in that direction, to understand and fight cancer. I have focused on
one particular cancer, glioblastoma (GBM), the most common and aggressive among
primary brain tumours.

Throughout this dissertation, I have proposed new physically-informed data science
(PIDS) methods and I have adapted some existing ones to more general frameworks.
The first method proposed extended the work by Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016a) to
deal with noisy data, in what was called the reliability-based data-driven (RBDD)
solver27. I derived some mathematical and statistical properties, performed some
illustrative numerical tests and applied the method to concrete modelling for data
coming from different tests.

Next, I extended the method to cope with incomplete data. Standard statistical
imputation methods were not suitable for PIDS methods as they do not conserve
the physical structure of the data. By establishing a novel unsupervised completion
technique, I have transformed imputation weaknesses, such as their biased character
and uncertainty reduction, into their strengths. Indeed, we do want the physics to
reduce uncertainty and bias the data towards more physically sound data. I have
demonstrated that this method improves standard Data Science predictions and is able
to reduce systematic biases. Additionally, I have applied it to biomechanical problems,
both as an instrumental procedure for running data-driven (DD) simulations and as
a tool for accelerating multiscale computations.

27In parallel, Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2017) have proposed other solutions for dealing with noisy
data-sets.
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After these two contributions for DD problems, I changed the approach to the use
of artificial neural networks (ANNs). Despite the huge amount of works in the last
years merging partial differential equations (PDEs) and ANNs, as seen in Chapter 2,
the singularity of the present work is that it is able to work with non-measurable
variables, circumventing the need for data at the state space that may be considered
only under very specific hypotheses, as explained in Chapter 3. This difficulty has
been overcome only very recently, in very successful papers (Flaschel et al., 2021;
Huang et al., 2020). I have demonstrated that our method has both predictive and
explanatory capacity, and that it improves ANNs in aspects such as data needs, noise
filtering and extrapolation capacity.

Next, I moved to the application of the proposed methods. First, I have built an
initial parametric model for analysing and simulating cell cultures, and in particular
GBM, in microfluidic devices. I have proposed a mathematical model composed of
a system of PDEs modelling the evolution of different cell populations and species.
Although there are other existing models in the literature, (Ayuso et al., 2017;
Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012), I have demonstrated to be able to predict the
outcome of experiments under different experimental configurations for the first time.
Despite its predictive power, I have demonstrated, using a novel stochastic approach
for analysing parametric models, that the model presented some lacks in relation to
its explanatory power, as it failed to perfectly characterise one of the main processes
leading to the fast invasion of brain tissues: the go-or-grow switch.

As a response to this problem, I have used the new PIDS methods proposed in com-
bination with the parametric model, but relaxing the rigidity of standard parametric
fitting and replacing it with the flexibility of neural networks. I have been able
to unravel, from a non-parametric perspective, the go-or-grow behaviour, reducing
the errors both for the model explanations and for the model predictions, when
compared to standard parametric fitting. Also, I can make predictions for different
boundary conditions, something that other methods, such as biologically-informed
neural networkss (BINNs) (Lagergren et al., 2020), cannot afford. I suggest that this
approach lays the first stones towards personalised medicine.

Finally, I closed the dissertation with a mathematical analysis of cell cultures under
heterogeneous migration and proliferation mechanisms. From the computational
point of view, the derivation of global features such as migrating structures or trends
of the solution is much less expensive and may offer insights about GBM evolution
without the need for detailed field computations. I have demonstrated to be able to
predict accurately the formation of pseudopalisades, and to accurately estimate their
speed. Also, I have derived many analytical solutions for interesting cases, that may
be used as a ground solution for novelty detection, as might be the one derived from
epigenetic considerations.

9.1.2 Specific remarks
Throughout this dissertation, I have used different approaches to analyse cell cultures
in microfluidic devices, ranging from conventional parametric models, to modern
approaches under the scope of PIDS methods. The degree of knowledge about the
cell culture evolution process and the data availability has been exploited in different
levels, as illustrated in Fig. 9.1:
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Figure 9.1: Situation of the work under the prism of Physically-Informed Data
Science methods. The approaches proposed in each chapter use in a different manner
the data availability and the existing knowledge.

1. In Chapter 6, I used this knowledge to define a set of PDEs modelling GBM
evolution, reducing the ignorance about the model to the value of some model
parameters.

2. In Chapter 7, I relaxed this knowledge by allowing a non-parametric dependence
for the go-or-grow switch, at the cost of needing more data for characterising
accurately this transition.

3. In Chapter 8, the model is assumed as perfectly defined and is reduced to the
value of some dimensionless parameters, that are assumed as known, so no extra
data is needed in order to make predictions.

Chapters 3 and 4 may be viewed as more instrumental ones. The method and
techniques proposed there have not been applied to the GBM problem. However,
this is because when facing the GBM parametric model limitations, I detected that a
crucial point would be to work under a framework able to incorporate non-measurable
variables, as are the two nonlinear corrections related to the go-or-grow behaviour,
Πgo and Πgr, as explained in the discussion of Chapter 6. The only way to incorporate
this information using a PIDS was to slightly change the approach. The use of ANN
methods and machinery was of course another argument for justifying this decision.

9.1.3 General remarks and outlook

One of the main objectives of this thesis was to develop new PIDS strategies without
losing contact with real bioengineering problems. This is the reason for, whenever
possible, using the methods and strategies proposed in real bioengineering problems
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and with real experimental data. Therefore, and despite the strong methodological
character of this dissertation, we have applied the method in at least three problems
using real data:

1. The RBDD solver used for concrete modelling was used in combination with
real measurements from uniaxial tests.

2. A DD solver has been used in combination with the filling data procedures
described for the analysis of cortical bone mechanics and structure in multiscale
computations. The data used for this work were obtained from real digital image
correlation (DIC) tests.

3. The parametric model for GBM evolution in microfluidic devices was fitted
using real data obtained from microfluidic devices, from previous and ongoing
experiments in the TMELab group28.

Actually, the broad literature about PIDS is mainly focused on the methods, and
usually uses in silico data for validating the approaches, as it is also frequently done
thoughout this dissertation. There are, indeed, very few works that incorporate real
data to computations in the PIDS workflow, using data acquisition techniques (see,
for instance, Bad́ıas et al. (2020); Moya et al. (2020a)). Here, this has been possible
thanks to the use of microfluidic platforms29 in combination with specific biomarkers,
thus opening the door to the use of machine learning (ML) techniques in cell culture
monitoring (Galan et al., 2020). There is no other work, at least up to my knowledge,
that combines these three fundamental pillars: ML and artificial intelligence (AI)
tools, real bioengineering or biomedical data obtained from a recent technology and
the incorporation of the physics in a consistent manner.

To be fair, I must specify that the final goal to be achieved is the use of the methods
presented in Chapter 5 and particularised to the GBM evolution problem in Chapter
7 to real data obtained from cell cultures in microfludic devices. However, this
requires experimental control and automation image adcquisition techniques that
are not yet available (but will be soon, hopefully) in our lab capacities. We should
highlight two main limitations:

• The capacity of measuring quantitatively and accurately the oxygen concentration
at the devices, extensively, and not only in specific locations.

• The capacity of capturing and processing the cell evolution (or, rather, the
biomarkers signals) in real time and without affecting the culture conditions.
Indeed, some biomarkers used for fluorescence signalling change the cell state
and can be used only at the end of the experiment30.

In any case, the DD methods developed, particularly the physically-consistent impu-
tation method for incomplete data, would help us in this direction.

28Link to the group page: https://tmelab.unizar.es/
29During the exposition, I have also used real data coming from DIC tests, but I put them aside

for a moment as they are not the core of this dissertation.
30As a curiosity, this is a paradigmatic case where the measurement/observation of a certain

variable affects the experiment, without the need of invoking quantum mechanics and go to atomic
length scales.

https://tmelab.unizar.es/
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9.2 Thesis contributions
The fundamental contribution of this thesis is the development of PIDS specific
tools for the analysis of the GBM evolution in microfluidic devices. This is the first
work that has addressed this goal with at least the following ingredients, in a single
framework:

• The approach combines the physical knowledge about a system with an intensive
use of experimental data, obtained from singular platforms as the microfluidic
devices. The methods here presented are therefore adapted for a new paradigm in
biological sciences and bioengineering, which had not been previously exploited
due to the lack of such data generation techniques.

• The focus on the go-or-grow switch in hypoxic cells has required a unique
approach, making use of the concept of internal variables. Before this thesis,
there were no methods able to deal with internal non-measurable variables in a
robust and flexible way for analysing PDEs, such as the ones modelling GBM
evolution.

Next, we describe other technical contributions related in a way or another to the
former, belonging to the two main directions of the thesis: the methodological one,
related to the design of new PIDS tools, and the applied one, related to GBM
evolution models. This enumeration does not coincide strictly with the two parts of
the thesis exposition.

9.2.1 Methodological contributions

From the methodological point of view, the following contributions may be enumer-
ated:

1. I have formulated PIDS in a general and abstract framework, where each of the
discussed methods has its own representation.

2. I have adapted some existing PIDS methods to “real world” problems with
imperfect data:

• I have extended the DD solver to the RBDD solver, which is able to incor-
porate the data uncertainty and to run appropriately in contexts with noisy
data.

• I have defined a new PIDS statistical imputation method. It allows to fill
gaps in data-sets in a physically-consistent manner and may be combined
with DD schemes.

3. I have established a new family of PIDS methods, the so-called physically-guided
neural networks with internal variabless (PGNNIVs), that are able to incorporate,
with flexibility, the problem physics (universal laws, constitutive equations or
both) under the framework of field theories, which are formulated using internal
non-measurable state variables.
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4. I have built a computational framework for simulating cell cultures in microfluidic
devices. This framework includes:

• A mathematical model for modelling cell growth, death and differentiation,
cell random pedesis, chemotaxis, mechanotaxis, thermotaxis and electrotaxis
and tissue remodelling, as well as the associated nonlinearities.

• A 3D computer software, based on finite element method (FEM), able to
simulate all the aforementioned phenomena.

• A 1D software, based on an already existing Matlab package, for simu-
lating GBM progression in microfluidic devices under the one-dimensional
hypothesis in competitive times.

5. I have proposed an original stochastic framework based on copulae to study
non-explicit parametric models (such as the ones that are the result of numerical
simulation), able to incorporate parameter uncertainty and structural dependence.
This method is also able to detect model limitations in relation with the available
data and the design of new experiments or experimental campaigns.

6. I have exploited the method of characteristics as a suitable method for analysing
cell cultures in microfluidics under the one-dimensional assumption, and to be
able to analyse some features such as the formation of migrating structures
(pseudopalisades).

9.2.2 Applications
From the point of view of results and applications, we may enumerate the following
contributions:

1. I have applied the RBDD solver to different problems, some of them with real
world data, such as concrete modelling and bone biomechanics.

2. I have demonstrated that the filling data procedure may be combined with the
DIC method for accelerating the multiscale computations, in the context of
tissue engineering.

3. I have demonstrated that PGNNIVs improve standard ANN methods with respect
to data needs, noise filtering, convergence rate and extrapolation capacity. What
is more, they are the only ones that have explanatory capacity (ability to unravel
constitutive equations), in addition to predictive capacity (ability to predict the
state of the system at a point that is not part of the data-set).

4. I have defined a parametric model able to recreate the evolution of GBM under
hypoxic conditions in microfluidic devices. This model is a parametric system of
PDEs, that includes 11 model parameters. This model has demonstrated to be
able to reproduce the experimental results of different experimental configurations,
such as the single and double pseudopalisade (one or two oxygenated channels
respectively) formation and the necrotic core formation (high cell concentration).

5. I have detected the GBM evolution model limitations, particularly with regard to
the go-or-grow metabolic switch. This has been possible thanks to the presented
stochastic approach.
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6. I have applied PGNNIV to the GBM evolution problem, being able to capture
different go-or-grow switch state model candidates, in a non-parametric way and
outperforming standard parametric fitting both in predictive and explanatory
performance, and for different boundary conditions.

7. I have estimated accurately the formation of pseudopalisades and the time for
them to reach a distant oxygenated structure, the lateral chamber, that plays
the role of an oxygenated vessel.

9.3 Scientific and technological outcomes
Here, I summarise the scientific and technological outcomes of this thesis. A detailed
list of publications, works published and congress participations may be found later.

9.3.1 Software developed

During the thesis, I have developed many scientific codes and software packages.

1. A FEM based software for simulating cell cultures in microfluidic devices, im-
plemented from scratch in Matlab and accounting for nonlinearities, coupling
between the different field variables and tissue remodelling. This software has
been validated for a broad class of problems.

2. Some software packages and routines, in Matlab, related to the RBDD solver
and the missing data strategy. Some of them are used for solving the one-
dimensional problem exposed in Chapter 3 and the 3D problem of concrete under
the assumptions established. Also, a code for solving the filling data procedure in
the linear case was developed. Finally, a code for the data completion technique
for the biomechanical macroscopic problem and a routine for the matching scales
procedures at the multiscale approach.

3. Some software packages and routines for the analysis of parametric models using
copulae, including model analysis, probabilistic predictions and experimental
utility computations. These codes have been developed in collaboration with
another Ph.D. student (Marina Pérez Aliacar).

4. Some software packages and routines, in TensorFlow@Python, for solving the
different PGNNIV problems exposed. These include the hydraulic prediction and
characterisation problem, the diffusion equation (heterogeneous and nonlinear),
the GBM evolution problem, and some codes related to solid mechanics that are
at the core of future published work.

9.3.2 Validated models

As a by-product of this thesis, we can declare a parametric model for GBM evolution in
microfluidic devices, consisting of a system of PDEs with 11 model parameters. This
model has been fitted to experimental data and validated using different experimental
configurations.
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9.3.3 Summary of the published work

During the thesis, I have published in scientific journals and with scientific publishers.

1. Five (5) journal articles as the first author in first quartile journals.

2. Two (2) journal articles as participating author, in first and second quartile
journals, that are applications of the methodology developed in this Thesis and
in which I had a leading role.

3. One (1) book chapter, as the first author, from Elsevier publisher.

In addition, I have the following papers in progress:

1. One (1) journal article as the first author under review in a first quartile journal
PLoS Computational Biology.

2. One (1) journal article as the first author available in a public repository (arXiv)
pending to be submitted.

3. One (1) journal article in preparation for Bulletin of Mathematical Biology.

4. One (1) journal article planned on the application of PGNNIV to solid mechanics.

Finally, I have participated in many national and international conferences (as the
first author and speaker):

1. One (1) co-chair of a special session in an international conference.

2. Nine (9) oral communications in international conferences.

3. Two (2) poster communications in international conferences.

4. One (1) chair of a parallel session in national conferences.

5. Seven (7) oral communications in local or national events.

6. Four (4) poster communications in local or national events.
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9.4 Thesis conclusions
In summary, the main conclusions of this dissertation are the following:

Thesis main conclusions

• It is possible to adapt the methods of data-driven simulation-based engi-
neering and sciences (DDSBES) to contexts with data that are noisy or
incomplete.

• For physical problems with internal and non-measurable variables, PGN-
NIVs have demonstrated to be a PIDS method with both predictive and
explanatory capacity.

• GBM evolution in microfluidic devices can be modelled by means of a
parametric model. This model is able to recreate culture evolution under
different experimental configurations, but fails to completely explain the
go-or-grow switch.

• The use of PGNNIV in combination with the GBM evolution problem
is able to alleviate the parametric model lacks and to explain general
go-or-grow metabolic switches.

Other conclusions of each chapter are:

• Chapter 3:

– DD solvers are more robust than regression or interpolation techniques in
nonlinear contexts.

– The RBDD solver is robust in contexts with data uncertainty, allows for
uncertainty propagation and may be applied to data from different experi-
ments.

Chapter 4:

– A novel unsupervised learning technique presented for data completion im-
proves some statistical imputation techniques and may correct non-physical
biases of the data.

– This technique can be used in multiscale contexts to accelerate the compu-
tations without losing the access to microstructural data.

Chapter 5:

– PGNNIV outperform classical ANNs in aspects such as convergence speed,
data needs, noise filtering capacity and extrapolation capacity.

– PGNNIV may incorporate the most common features of linear and nonlinear
operators in Continuum Physics.

Chapter 6:

– A general computational framework is possible for modelling cell cultures in
microfluidic devices.
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– Common biological and biomedical parametric models are complex and need
a nonlinear statistical approach for analysing the spread and correlation of
the model parameters.

Chapter 7:

– PGNNIVs applied to the GBM evolution problem outperform standard
parametric fitting in both predictive and explanatory capacity.

– As PGNNIV work correctly for variable boundary conditions, the presented
approach let us glimpse the first steps towards personalised medicine.

Chapter 8:

– It is possible to recreate GBM histological features such as migrating pseu-
dopalisades and vessel occlusion without the need for numerical simulations.

9.5 Future work
Paraphrasing the engineer Fred Brooks31: “Dissertations are not finished, they are
abandoned”, so there is still room for improvement and future investigations. In
order to clarify the exposition, I include the different future work lines associated
with the different chapters of this dissertation, and after that, I present some more
general aspects.

9.5.1 Future lines corresponding to specific tasks
Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, I proposed a new RBDD solver able to incorporate the uncertainty of
the data into the computations. There are many possible future directions:

• One possible work was to extend the RBDD methodology to more complex
situations, such as dynamics, inelasticity, fracture mechanics... However, and
simultaneously to the development of this thesis, M. Ortiz and co-workers have
covered each and every one of these aspects (see Chapter 2 for the details).

• Another future line is to develop sampling strategies based on the RBDD error
estimation. As the RBDD solver provides an error estimate (the final distance
between the physical manifold and the closest point belonging to the data-set),
it is possible to use it for evaluating data coverage and therefore sample new
data points, that will, in turn, feed the solver and improve its performance.

• As the RBDD solver (like the DD one) strongly depends on the data sampled
at the state space, it is very important to lay out complete and high-quality
databases. This is not an easy task since, as illustrated for the concrete ap-
plication, the sample coverage increases strongly with the material complexity,
and if no reliable hypotheses are assumed (isotropy, symmetries, homogeneity),
the problem becomes intractable from the DD point of view. Building lower
dimension manifolds from the sample data could be an interesting solution to be
explored.

31Frederick P. Brook is Professor Emeritus at the University of North Carolina of Chapel Hill,
https://cs.unc.edu/person/frederick-p-brooks-jr/

https://cs.unc.edu/person/frederick-p-brooks-jr/
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Chapter 4

In Chapter 4, I proposed a new statistical imputation aware of the problem physics.
This method is sensitive to the data structure and external physical constraints.
Some possible future lines are:

• I have presented a filling data procedure that solves the problem in one stroke
for data with linear structure and I have presented a heuristic algorithm for
nonlinear structures, based on the combination of linear projections and the
use of the exponential map for returning to the nonlinear manifolds. This
algorithm is expensive and its performance is context dependent, as it relies
on some desirable properties such as smoothness, regularity and convexity of
the functions and manifolds involved. There is an obvious need for establishing
sound mathematical results for sufficient convergence conditions, error estimates
and convergence rate under specific conditions.

• The proposed filling data procedure assumes that all the physical equations of
the system are known. For instance, when applied to multiscale problems, it
assumes a certain stress-strain relation at the microscale, as only strains are
measurable at this level (using DIC techniques). Stresses at the microscopic level
have to be derived from a given constitutive equation, if desired. A future work
direction would be to relax this assumption and to adapt the DD procedures to
this demanding situation.

Chapter 5

In Chapter 5, I defined the concept of PGNNIV, which has demonstrated to be very
useful as a PIDS method able to work with internal non-measurable variables. As it
has been seen on the state of the art review in 2, combining ANNs with physical
information is a glowing hot spot in research nowadays (some examples are physics-
informed neural networks (PINNs), structure preserving neural networks (SPNNs),
thermodynamic-aware ANNs, among many others). Some possible directions of
future work are:

• The adaptation of the methodology to continuum problems has demonstrated
to be both effective and challenging. The discretisation of the problem has to
be carefully performed, as it has been demonstrated for the diffusion equation,
where increasing the number of nodes does not improve the accuracy of the
predictions. In that sense, there is here also a need for theoretical mathematical
works exploring convergence sufficient or necessary conditions. In a way, the
results about ANNs as universal approximators have to be reframed under the
scope of PDEs. The theoretical results obtained for PINNs can be adapted for
establishing analogous results for PGNNIVs.

• Another challenging problem of continuum PGNNIV is the curse of dimensionality.
As they are formulated, PGNNIV have as many output variables as degrees of
freedom has the problem. For instance, for the prediction of a displacement
field in a 3D problem with a mesh of 100 × 100 × 100 nodes, we need a network
having N = 3 × 106 outputs, what is unapproachable from the computational
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point of view. Fortunately, we are more interested in capturing global features
than independent single output values, so this can be bypassed by the definition
of appropriate quantity of interests (QoIs). Another approach to this problem, is
to use spectral techniques. Defining the outputs of the PGNNIV as the spectral
coefficients of the solution would turn the problem in a more manageable one
and would circumvent the curse of dimensionality.

• Finally, variable or irregular domain geometries are also a challenging problem,
due to the intrinsic structure nature of PGNNIV. A variable geometry problem
has been solved for the hydraulic problem in Chapter 5, but the task is harder
when the geometry is associated with a mesh, and no simple parametrisation
is possible. Besides, standard interpolations fail to predict accurately the value
of a given field when no Euclidean structure is present on the data (as it is
the case for structured meshes represented by pixels and voxels). Indeed, the
interpolation has to be performed at the latent reduced space and next the
results have to be projected into the original space. As it has been presented in
the state of the art of Chapter 2, there is considerable progress in that direction,
in what is called geometric deep learning (DL) with the appearance in particular
of graph neural networks.

Chapter 6

In Chapter 6, I have defined a computational framework for analysing cell culture
evolution in microfluidic devices and I have particularised it to GBM. Also, I have
fitted a parametric model from experimental data, and using a stochastic approach,
I have performed sensitivity and structural analyses. In addition to the intrinsic
limitations of the model, that have been surpassed in Chapter 7, I present here some
possible future lines:

• From the modelling point of view, I have detected some limitations to reproduce
experimental results. First, I have detected a mismatch between predicted
and experimental results close to the lateral channels and an overestimation of
alive cell population at the centre of the chamber for high cell concentration
experiments. These errors could be explored by including the oxygen flow
obstruction effect that may be the result of high density cultures. This may
be done by including a nonlinear correction at the flux term associated with
the oxygen evolution. However, for making these extra modelling tasks, it
would surely be necessary to include raw measurements of the oxygen level,
something that is not so straightforward from the experimental point of view.
Another model improvement would be to include the effect of the history on
the cell metabolic behaviour. The study of the (reversible or not) changes
suffered by a cell due to the action of the external stimuli, changing the cell
gene expression (phenotype) and not affecting a change in the genetic content
of the ADN is known as epigenetics (Jaenisch and Bird, 2003) and is a hot
spot of current research. To include epigenetics in the GBM model will correct
some of the discrepancies found in short term measurements and could explain
complex mechanisms such as cell conditioning to hypoxia, cell adaptation and
cell resistance to therapies.
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• From the computational point of view, there is an intrinsic limitation of the
presented framework due to a multiscale physical problem. The characteristic
time of oxygen diffusion is much lower than the characteristic time of cell pedesis.
Indeed, the ratio between the two time scales is ρ =

τO2

τcell
= Dn

DO2
= 5 × 10−5. The

computer software, based on a FEM implementation needs a lot of iterations to
solve the overall problem, especially for the first time steps where the oxygen
level has not reached a stationary profile. This monolithic approach is expensive
and makes the problem unaffordable due to the computational cost. Possible
solutions are to adopt a staggered approach, where the oxygen profile is assumed
as stationary or to build a response surface relating the low time scale and the
high time scale.

• Another problem related to computational cost is the Bayesian approach of
design of experiments (DoE). As the measurement space in microfluidic devices
is large (the cell concentration at each measurement point) the utility computa-
tions are very expensive as they require the computation of multiple integrals
in high dimensional spaces. The use of suitable integration methods as Markov
chain Montecarlo method (MCMCM) would alleviate these computational re-
quirements.

Chapter 7

In Chapter 7, I have applied the concept of PGNNIV to the problem of GBM
evolution, in particular, to the study of the go-or-grow behaviour.

• I have proposed a method for unravelling in a non-parametric fashion the go-or-
grow switch behaviour. As the method is intrinsically non-parametric, we need
to define new tools for uncertainty incorporation. Probabilistic Bayesian neural
networks (BNNs) are certainly a tool that should be explored in order to establish
a way for incorporating this uncertainty to the fitted network parameters and to
propagate it to the state equation unveiling. Another possible approach is to
use a statistical second order characterisation of the output layer (for instance
using Mahalanobis distance) and to propagate quadratic statistics to the internal
layers of the network. This work is indeed in process.

• Of course, this method has to be used with real experimental data, rather than
in silico generated data. The approach followed was justified by the fact that
our aim was to evaluate whether the method is able to unravel the go-or-grow
switch for many different functional dependencies. But it is for unravelling the
real cell culture behaviour when this method will really add value to scientific
research. Once the non-parametric dependence is learned, a cross-over between
the derived model and many available candidates associated with different
metabolic pathways is possible, thus unveiling the real mechanistic and molecular
phenomena driving this behaviour change, and shedding light on the biological
processes involved in GBM evolution.

• As suggested earlier, the GBM evolution model may be enriched by taking into
account epigenetics and, therefore, the history dependence of cells. This, under
the scope of PGNNIV, may be faced by using recurrent neural network (RNN),
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that were precisely designed for dealing with historical data and time series
analysis.

Chapter 8

In Chapter 8, I have applied the method of characteristics for deriving some global
features about the solution. Although important features, such as travelling waves,
having their counterpart in histological features (pseudopalisades), were derived,
there is still room for improvement.

• I have derived the outer region solution using the method of characteristics,
but the solution at the transition region (inner solution) and at the boundaries
(boundary layer) may also be explored using conventional mathematical tech-
niques (asymptotic theory). However, this is not an easy task as the strong
nonlinearities of the problem complicate the use of mathematical tools for deriving
analytical solutions.

• The approach followed in this chapter was focused on one-dimensional problems.
An evident future work possibility is to extend the results to 2D and 3D ones
(such as the one of the GBM progression in the brain tissue). This direction will
tremendously enrich the analysis, as some features such as domain heterogeneity
and its effect on the shape of the travelling front surfaces might be explored.

9.5.2 Future lines corresponding to general tasks

In addition to the specific future lines associated with the different works at each
chapter, other more general future lines are:

• To use the built GBM evolution model to explore therapeutic treatment strategies
and drug design. For instance, we can explore how the action over oxygenated
tissues and oxygenation structures (such as blood vessels), or the use of drugs
promoting localised hypoxia, may affect GBM evolution. This is a very ambitious
goal but there is no doubt that this is one of the final goals of biomedical
engineering.

• To incorporate to the GBM evolution model the effect of the substrate mechanics.
Even if this has been considered in the general framework established in Chapter
6, there are two important things that have to be pointed out. First, I have
considered a two-way mechanical coupling but with simple assumptions: some
mechanical parameters influence the cell progression (by affecting the different
coefficients or by defining mechanical gradients, such as stiffness gradients or
pressure gradients), which in turn may modify the value of these parameters,
that are indeed treated as spatial fields (mechanical remodelling). However,
this mechanical remodelling is set a priori using ad-hoc remodelling relations,
for instance, how the cell concentrations affect the tissue stresses. A more
appropriate analysis of the problem would be to consider also the mechanical
problem and to solve it completely. Indeed, what cells really do is produce
substances or proteins, such as collagen fibers, affecting the extracellular matrix
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(ECM) structure and therefore changing its stiffness. This stiffness change
would be transferred (at the same strain level) to a change of the stress state,
which would be obtained by completely solving the mechanical problem. This is
also applicable to more complex phenomena involving viscous effects, or using
poroelastic or poroviscoelastic approaches.

• The use of the PGNNIV framework has been applied here to illustrative, although
conceptually simple problems. One future line is to apply this framework to
more complex problems, especially from the area of computational mechanics
(CM), and in particular to the elastic and inelastic problem in finite strains,
where constitutive modelling has also been a bottleneck due to the experimental
limitations. Although the last decades have been very fruitful in constitutive
modelling of inelastic solids and soft tissues, this modelling step may be by-passed
thanks to the use of PGNNIV, avoiding an a priori selection.





10. Conclusiones

10.1 Observaciones finales

10.1.1 Resumen de la disertación

Al preguntar a un investigador cuál es su objetivo, seguramente una de las respuestas
posibles sea “encontrar una cura para el cáncer”. Seŕıa pretencioso decir que en esta
tesis se ha avanzado hacia ese fin, pero śı he dado algunos humildes pasos en la
dirección de entender mejor el cáncer y luchar contra él. En concreto, el trabajo se
centra en un tipo de cáncer, el glioblastoma (GBM), el más común y letal de entre
los tumores primarios que afectan al sistema nervioso central.

A lo largo de la disertación, he propuesto nuevos métodos de Ciencia de Datos
Informada por la F́ısica (PIDS por sus siglas en inglés) y he adaptado algunos
métodos existentes a marcos más generales. El primer método propuesto parte del
trabajo de Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2016a) y lo ampĺıa para trabajar con datos con
ruido, en lo que se ha llamado solver RBDD32. He deducido algunas propiedades
matemáticas y estad́ısticas, realizado simulaciones numéricas ilustrativas y, finalmente,
el método ha sido aplicado al modelado del hormigón, a partir de datos experimentales
provenientes de distintos ensayos.

Seguidamente, extend́ı el método para poder tratar con datos incompletos. Los
métodos estándar de imputación estad́ıstica no son apropiados para los métodos de
PIDS, ya que no conservan la estructura f́ısica de los datos. Al establecer una nueva
técnica de completado no supervisada, las debilidades de la imputación estad́ıstica,
como su carácter sesgado y la reducción de la incertidumbre, se transforman en
fortalezas. Aśı, queremos que la f́ısica reduzca la incertidumbre y el sesgo de los
datos, dando lugar a datos f́ısicamente más robustos. He demostrado que este método
mejora las predicciones estándar de la Ciencia de Datos y que es capaz de reducir
sesgos sistemáticos. Además, lo he aplicado a problemas biomecánicos, tanto de forma

32En paralelo, Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz (2017) han propuesto otras soluciones para tratar con
conjuntos de datos que tienen ruido.
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instrumental para realizar simulaciones guiadas por datos como como herramienta
para acelerar cálculos en simulaciones multiescala.

Tras estas dos contribuciones, enfocadas a problemas guiados por datos (DD por sus
siglas en inglés), reenfoqué el trabajo hacia las Redes Neuronales Artificiales (ANN
por sus siglas en inglés). Se ha visto en el Caṕıtulo 2 que, en los ultimos años, se
han desarrollado multitud de trabajos fusionando ANNs y Ecuaciones en Derivadas
Parciales (PDE por sus siglas en inglés). Frente a ellos, la singularidad de este trabajo
es que es capaz de trabajar con variables no medibles, eliminando aśı la necesidad
de datos en el espacio de estados que solo pueden ser considerados bajo ciertas
hipótesis muy concretas, como se ha explicado en el Caṕıtulo 2. Esta dificultad ha
sido superada muy recientemente, en art́ıculos de mucho éxito (Flaschel et al., 2021;
Huang et al., 2020). Hemos demostrado que nuestro método tiene capacidad tanto
predictiva como explicativa, y que mejora las ANNs en aspectos como la cantidad de
datos que requieren, el filtrado de ruido y la capacidad de extrapolación.

Seguidamente, pasé a la aplicación de los métodos propuestos. En primer lugar, he
definido un modelo paramétrico para analizar y simular cultivos celulares, en partic-
ular de GBM, en dispositivos microflúıdicos. He propuesto un modelo matemático
compuesto por un sistema de PDEs capaz de modelar la evolución de distintas
poblaciones celulares y especies qúımicas. Aunque hay otros modelos existentes en
la literatura (Ayuso et al., 2017; Mart́ınez-González et al., 2012), el modelo aqúı
propuesto es capaz de predecir, por primera vez, el resultado de experimentos en dis-
tintas condiciones experimentales. A pesar de este poder predictivo, he demostrado,
utilizando un nuevo marco estad́ıstico para analizar modelos paramétricos, que el
modelo tiene algunas carencias en cuanto a su poder explicativo, ya que no es capaz
de caracterizar del todo uno de los principales procesos que resulta en la rápida
invasión de los tejidos cerebrales por parte del GBM: el go-or-grow 33.

En respuesta a este problema, he utilizado el nuevo método de PIDS propuesto (lo que
he llamado Redes Neuronales Guiadas por la F́ısica con Variables Internas o PGNNIV
por sus siglas en inglés) con el modelo paramétrico, relajando la rigidez del ajuste
paramétrico y reemplazándola por la flexibilidad de las redes neuronales. He sido
capaz de desentrañar, desde un punto de vista no paramétrico, el comportamiento
go-or-grow, reduciendo los errores obtenidos para la predicción y explicación del
modelo respecto de los ajustes paramétricos tradicionales. Además, se pueden hacer
predicciones para distintas condiciones de contorno, algo que otros métodos como las
Redes Neuronales Gúıadas por la Bioloǵıa (BINNs por sus siglás en inglés) no son
capaces de conseguir (Lagergren et al., 2020). Aśı, sugiero que el enfoque propuesto
da los primeros pasos hacia la medicina personalizada.

Finalmente, cierro la disertación con un análisis matemático de cultivos celulares
sujetos a mecanismos de migración y proliferación heterogéneos. Desde el punto
de vista computacional, la derivación de caracteŕısticas globales, como estructuras
migratorias, o de tendencias en la solución, es mucho menos costosa y puede ofrecer

33Este paradigma se caracteriza por considerar dos comportamientos diferenciados para las células
de GBM. Por un lado, las células muestran un comportamiento fundamentalmente migratorio
cuando se encuentran privadas de ox́ıgeno (go), mientras que cuando tienen condiciones de ox́ıgeno
suficiente su comportamiento es proliferativo (grow).
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Figure 10.1: Situación del trabajo bajo el prisma de la Ciencia de Datos Guiada
por la F́ısica. Las aproximaciones propuestas en cada caṕıtulo utilizan de una forma
distinta los datos disponibles y el conocimiento existente.

información sobre la evolución del GBM sin la necesidad de calcular los campos
completos. Asi, se ha predicho la formación de pseudoempalizadas, aśı como de
estimar su velocidad. Además, he derivado varias soluciones anaĺıticas para casos
interesantes, que pueden ser usadas como soluciones de base para detectar novedades,
como por ejemplo la consideración de la epigenética.

10.1.2 Observaciones específicas

A lo largo de esta disertación he usado diferentes aproximaciones para analizar cultivos
celulares en dispositivos microflúıdicos, que van desde modelos paramétricos hasta
enfoques más modernos al amparo de los métodos PIDS. El grado de conocimiento
sobre el proceso de evolución del cultivo celular, aśı como la disponibilidad de datos,
se han explotado en diferentes niveles, como se ilustra en la Figura 10.1:

1. En el Caṕıtulo 6, se ha usado este conocimiento para definir un sistema de PDEs
que define la evolución del GBM, reduciendo el desconocimiento del modelo al
valor de sus parámetros.

2. En el Caṕıtulo 7, se ha relajado el grado de conocimiento permitiendo que las
dependencias que conforman el go-or-grow sean no paramétricas, a costa de
necesitar más datos para caracterizar con precisión estas transiciones.

3. En el Caṕıtulo 8, se supone que el modelo está perfectamente definido y se
reduce al valor de algunos parámetros adimensionales que también se suponen
conocidos, aśı que no se requieren datos adicionales para hacer predicciones.
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Los Caṕıtulos 3 y 4 son, de alguna forma, los más instrumentales. Los métodos y
técnicas ah́ı propuestos no se han aplicado al problema del GBM. Esto se debe a
que, al estudiar las limitaciones del modelo paramétrico de GBM, detecté que es
crucial trabajar en un marco capaz de incorporar variables no medibles, como las
dos correcciones que comprenden el comportamiento go-or-grow, Πgo y Πgr, como
se ha expuesto en la discusión del Caṕıtulo 6. La única forma de incorporar esta
información utilizando PIDS era cambiar ligeramente el enfoque. El uso de métodos
y técnicas basados en ANNs fue por supuesto otro argumento que justifica esta
decisión.

10.1.3 Comentarios generales y perspectivas

Uno de los principales objetivos de esta tesis era desarrollar nuevas estrategias de
PIDS sin perder el contacto con los problemas reales de bioingeneŕıa. Esta es la razón
que nos ha llevado a, cuando fuera posible, utilizar los datos y estrategias propios de
los problemas de bioingenieŕıa, aśı como a utilizar datos experimentales reales. En
consecuencia, y a pesar del marcado carácter metodológico de esta disertación, los
métodos se han aplicado hasta en tres ocasiones a datos reales:

1. El solver RBDD para el modelado de hormigón se utilizó con resultados reales
de ensayos uniaxiales.

2. Un solver guiado por datos se ha utilizado, combinado con los procedimientos
descritos para completar datos, para el análisis mecánico y estructural del huesco
cortical en un problema multiescala. Los datos utilizados se obtuvieron a partir
de correlación digital de imágenes (DIC por sus siglas en inglés).

3. El modelo parámetrico de evolución del GBM en dispositivos microflúıdicos se
ajustó utilizando datos realez obtenidos de dispositivos microflúıdicos, tanto de
experimentos en curso como realizados anteriormente en el grupo TMELab34.

La extensa literatura sobre PIDS está principalmente centrada en los métodos, y
habitualmente utiliza datos in silico para validar las aproximaciones propuestas,
como también se hace frecuentemente a lo largo de esta disertación. En efecto, hay
muy pocos trabajos que incorporen datos reales a los calculos en PIDS utilizando
técnicas de adquisición de datos (consultar, por ejemplo, Bad́ıas et al. (2020); Moya
et al. (2020a)). En este trabajo, la adquisición de datos ha sido posible gracias a la
utilización de la tecnoloǵıa microflúıdica35 combinada con biomarcadores espećıficos,
abriendo la puerta al uso de técnicas de Aprendizaje Automático (ML por sus siglas
en inglés) para la monitorización de cultivo celular (Galan et al., 2020). Hasta
donde llega mi conocimiento, no hay otro trabajo que combine estos tres pilares
fundamentales: herramientas de ML o de Inteligencia Artificial (AI por sus siglas en
inglés), datos reales en el área de la biomedicina o bioingenieŕıa obtenidos a partir
de una tecnoloǵıa reciente y novedosa, y la incorporación de la f́ısica de una forma
consistente.

34Enlace a la página web del grupo: https://tmelab.unizar.es/
35Durante la tesis, también se han utilizado datos obtenidos de ensayos DIC, pero no los

consideramos en este momento ya que no son el núcleo de la tesis.

https://tmelab.unizar.es/
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Para ser justo, debo especificar que el objetivo último que se desea alcanzar es la
utilización de los métodos presentados en el Caṕıtulo 5 y particularizados para el
problema de evolución del GBM en el Caṕıtulo 7 a datos reales obtenidos de cultivos
celulares en dispositivos microflúıdicos. Sin embargo, esto requiere de un control
experimental y técnicas automatizadas de adquisición de imágenes que aún no están
disponibles (pero se espera que lo estén pronto) en nuestro laboratorio. Habŕıan de
señalarse dos limitaciones principales:

• La capacidad de medir cuantitativamente y con precisión la concentración de
ox́ıgeno en los dispositivos, extensivamente y no solo en puntos espećıficos de los
mismos.

• La capacidad de capturar y procesar la evolución celular (o, mejor dicho, las
señales de los biomarcadores) en tiempo real y sin afectar a las condiciones del
cultivo. Algunos marcadores utilizados para la señalización por fluorescencia
cambian el estado de las células y por tanto solo se pueden utilizar al final del
experimento36.

En cualquier caso, los métodos guiados por datos desarrollados, particularmente el
método de imputación para datos incompletos consistente con la f́ısica, pueden ser
de ayuda en este sentido.

10.2 Contribuciones de la tesis
La contribución fundamental de la tesis es el desarrollo de herramientas espećıficas
de PIDS para el análisis de la evolución del GBM en dispositivos microflúıdicos.
Este es el primer trabajo que ha abordado esta tarea con, al menos, los siguientes
ingredientes, en un único marco:

• El enfoque combina el conocimiento f́ısico sobre un sistema con un uso intensivo
de datos experimentales, obtenido de plataformas singulares como los dispositivos
microflúıdicos. Los métodos que se presentan aqúı están por tanto adaptados
para un nuevo paradigma en las ciencias biológicas y la bioingenieŕıa, los cuales
no han sido explotados previamente debido a la falta de técnicas de generación
de datos.

• Poner el foco en el comportamiento go-or-grow en células hipóxicas ha requerido
de una aproximación única, utilizando el concepto de variables internas. Antes
de esta tesis, no exist́ıan métodos capaces de tratar con variables internas no
medibles de forma robusta y flexible, para analizar PDEs, como las utilizadas
para modelar la evolución del GBM.

A continuación, se describen otras contribuciones técnicas relacionadas de alguna
forma con lo anterior, perteneciendo a las dos direcciones principales de esta tesis:
la metodológica, relacionada con el diseño de nuevas herramientas de PIDS, y la
aplicada, relacionada con modelos de evolución del GBM. Esta enumeración no
coincide estrictamente con las dos partes en las que se divide la exposición de la tesis.

36Como curiosidad, este es un caso paradigmático donde la medida/observación de una determi-
nada variable afecta al experimento, sin necesidad de hablar de mecánica cuántica y acudir hasta la
escala de longitud de los átomos.
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10.2.1 Contribuciones metodológicas

Desde el punto de vista metodológico, se pueden enumerar las siguientes contribu-
ciones:

1. He formulado un marco general y abstracto para PIDS, donde se pueden situar
cada uno de los métodos mencionados.

2. He adaptado algunos de los métodos de PIDS existentes para problemas del
“mundo real” con datos imperfectos:

• He extendido los solvers guiados por datos dando lugar al solver RBDD, ca-
paz de incorporar la incertidumbre en los datos y de trabajar adecuadamente
en contextos con datos con ruido.

• He definido un nuevo método PIDS de imputación estad́ıstica. Este método
permite completar huecos en conjuntos de datos de forma consistente con la
f́ısica y se puede combinar con otros esquemas guiados por datos.

3. He establecido una nueva familia de métodos PIDS, las llamadas PGNNIVs,
capaces de incorporar, de forma flexible, la f́ısica del problema (leyes universales,
ecuaciones constitutivas, o ambas) bajo el prisma de las teoŕıas de campo, que
se formulan utilizando variables de estado no medibles.

4. He construido un marco computacional para simular cultivos celulares en dispos-
itivos microflúıdicos. Este marco incluye:

• Un modelo matemático para modelar el crecimiento, muerte y diferenciación
celular, aśı como el movimiento aleatorio de las células, la quimiotaxis,
mecanotaxis, termotaxis y electrotaxis, la remodelación celular y las no
linealidades asociadas a todos estos fenómenos.

• Un software tridimensional, basado en el Método de los Elementos Fini-
tos (FEM por sus siglas en inglés), capaz de simular todos los fenómenos
mencionados en el punto anterior.

• Un software unidimensional, basado en una libreŕıa existente en Matlab,
para simular la progresión del GBM en dispositivos microflúıdicos bajo la
hipótesis unidimensional en tiempos de simulación razonables.

5. He propuesto una metodoloǵıa estocástica original, basada en cópulas, para
estudiar modelos paramétricos no expĺıcitos (como los que son resultados de
simulación numérica), capaces de incorporar la incertidumbre de los parámetros
y su dependencia estructural. Este método también es capaz de detectar limita-
ciones del modelo relacionadas con los datos disponibles, aśı como de orientar en
el diseño de nuevos experimentos y capañas experimentales.

6. He explotado el método de caracteŕısticas como un método apropiado para
analizar cultivos celulares en dispositivos microflúıdicos bajo la aproximación uni-
dimensional, consiguiendo analizar algunos rasgos del modelo como la formación
de estructuras migratorias (pseudoempalizadas).
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10.2.2 Aplicaciones

Desde el punto de vista de los resultados y aplicaciones, podemos enumerar las
siguientes contribuciones:

1. He aplicado el solver RBDD a diferentes problemas, incluyendo algunos con
datos reales, como el modelado del hormigón y la biomecánica del hueso.

2. He demostrado que el procedimiento de llenado de huecos puede combinarse
con el métido DIC para acelerar los cálculos multiescala, en el contexto de la
ingenieŕıa de tejidos.

3. He demostrado que las PGNNIVs mejoran los métodos basados en ANNs estándar
respecto a los datos requeridos, el filtrado de ruido, la convergencia y la capacidad
de extrapolación. Es más, son los únicos que tienen capacidad explicativa
(capacidad de descifrar ecuaciones constitutivas), además de capacidad predictiva
(capacidad de predecir el estado del sistema en un punto que no forma parte del
conjunto de datos).

4. He definido un modelo paramétrico capaz de recrear la evolución del GBM en
condiciones hipóxicas en dispositivos microflúıdicos. Este modelo paramétrico
es un sistema de PDEs, que incluye 11 parámetros. El modelo es capaz de
reproducir resultados experimentales en distintas configuraciones, como forma-
ción de pseudoempalizadas o doble pseudoempalizadas, (con uno y dos canales
oxigenados respectivamente) y la formación de núcleos necróticos (con altas
concentraciones celulares).

5. He detectado las limitaciones del modelo propuesto para la evolución del GBM,
en particular en relación con el cambio metabólico en el go-or-grow. Esto ha
sido posible gracias a la metodoloǵıa estocástica presentada.

6. He aplicado las PGNNIV al problema de evolución del GBM, siendo capaz
de capturar distintos modelos de transiciones candidatos para el go-or-grow,
de forma no paramétrica y mejorando los ajustes paramétricos tradicionales
tanto en capacidad predictiva como explicativa, además de hacerlo para distintas
condiciones de contorno.

7. He estimado con precisión la formación de pseudoempalizadas y el tiempo que
les cuesta alcanzar una estructura oxigenada distante, el canal lateral, que hace
el papel de vaso oxigenado.

10.3 Resultados científicos y tecnológicos
Resumimos aqúı los resultados cient́ıficos y tecnológicos de esta tesis. La lista
detallada de publicaciones, trabajos publicados y participaciones en congresos se
puede encontrar más adelante.

10.3.1 Software desarrollado

Durante la tesis, he desarrollado varios códigos cient́ıficos y paquetes de software:
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1. Un software basado en FEM para la simulación de cultivos celulares en disposi-
tivos microflúıdicos, implementado desde cero en Matlab y que tiene en cuenta
las no linealidades, el acoplamiento entre las diferentes variables de campo y la
remodelación de tejidos. Este software ha sido validado para una amplia clase
de problemas.

2. Varios paquetes de software y rutinas, en Matlab, relacionados con el solver
RBDD y el tratamiento de datos incompletos. Algunos de ellos se utilizan para
resolver el problema unidimensional expuesto en el Caṕıtulo 3 y el problema
3D del hormigón bajo las hipótesis establecidas. Además, se ha desarrollado
un código para resolver el procedimiento de llenado de huecos en el caso li-
neal. Finalmente, un código para la técnica de completado de datos para el
problema biomecánico macroscópico y una rutina para los procedimientos de
emparejamiento de escalas en el enfoque multiescala.

3. Distintos paquetes de software y rutinas para el análisis de modelos paramétricos
usando cópulas, incluyendo análisis de modelos, predicciones probabiĺısticas
y cálculos de utilidad experimental. Estos códigos han sido desarrollados en
colaboración con otra estudiante de doctorado (Marina Pérez Aliacar).

4. Algunos paquetes de software y rutinas, en TensorFlow@Python, para resolver
los diferentes problemas de PGNNIV expuestos. Estos incluyen el problema de
predicción y caracterización hidráulica, la ecuación de difusión (heterogénea y
no lineal), el problema de evolución de GBM y varios códigos relacionados con
la mecánica de sólidos que constituirán el núcleo de futuras publicaciones.

10.3.2 Modelos validados

Como subproducto de esta tesis, se puede considerar un modelo paramétrico para
la evolución de GBM en dispositivos microflúıdicos, que consiste en un sistema de
PDEs con 11 parámetros. Este modelo ha sido ajustado a datos experimentales y
validado usando diferentes configuraciones experimentales.

10.3.3 Resumen de publicaciones

Durante la tesis, he publicado en revistas y editoriales cient́ıficas.

1. Cinco (5) art́ıculos de revista como primer autor en revistas cient́ıficas en el
primer quartil.

2. Dos (2) art́ıculos de revista como uno de los autores participante, en revistas de
primer y segundo cuartil, que presentan distintas aplicaciones de los métodos
desarrollados en esta tesis.

3. Un (1) caṕıtulo de libro, como primer autor, de la editorial Elsevier.

Además, tenemos los siguientes art́ıculos en proceso:

1. Un (1) art́ıculo de revista como primer autor en revisión en una revista del
primer cuartil PLoS Computational Biology.
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2. Un (1) art́ıculo de revista como primer autor disponible en un repositorio público
(arXiv), pendiente de env́ıo.

3. Un (1) art́ıculo de revista en preparación para Bulletin of Mathematical Biology.

4. Un (1) art́ıculo de revista planificado sobre la aplicación de PGNNIV en mecánica
de sólidos.

Finalmente, he participado en multitud de congresos nacionales e internacionales
(como primer autor y ponente):

1. Una (1) participación como uno de los moderadores de una sesión especial en un
congreso internacional.

2. Nueve (9) comunicaciones orales en congresos internacionales.

3. Dos (2) comunicaciones en formato póster en congresos internacionales.

4. Una (1) participación como moderador de una sesión paralela en un congreso
nacional.

5. Siete (7) comunicaciones orales en eventos locales o nacionales.

6. Cuatro (4) comunicaciones en formato póster en congresos locales o nacionales.

10.4 Conclusiones de la tesis
En resumen, las principales conclusiones de esta disertación son las siguientes:

Principales conclusiones de la tesis

• Es posible adaptar los métodos de Simulación Basada en Datos en In-
genieŕıa y Ciencias (DDSBES por sus siglas en inglés) a situaciones o
contextos de datos con ruido o incompletos.

• Para problemas f́ısicos con variables internas y/o no medibles, las PGNNIVs
han demostrado ser un método PIDS con capacidad tanto predictiva como
explicativa.

• La evolución del GBM en dispositivos microflúıdicos puede modelarse con
un modelo paramétrico. Este modelo es capaz de recrear la evolución de
cultivos celulares en tres configuraciones experimentales diferentes, pero
no es capaz de explicar completamente la transición de go-or-grow.

• El uso de PGNNIV combinadas con el problema de evolución del GBM
es capaz de paliar las carencias del modelo paramétrico y de explicar los
cambios metabólicos como el go-or-grow.

Otras conclusiones de cada caṕıtulo son:

• Caṕıtulo 3:

– Los métodos de resolución guiados por datos son mucho más robustos en
contextos no lineales que las técnicas de regresión o interpolación.
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– El RBDD solver es robusto en contextos con incertibumbre en los datos,
permite propagar dicha incertidumbre y puede ser aplicado a datos de
diferentes experimentos.

Caṕıtulo 4:

– La nueva técnica de aprendizaje no supervisado presentada para completar
datos mejora algunas técnicas de imputación estad́ıstica y puede corregir
sesgos no f́ısicos de los datos.

– Esta técnica puede ser usada en contextos multiescala para acelerar los
cálculos sin perder el acceso a los datos microestructurales.

Caṕıtulo 5:

– Las PGNNIV superan a las clásicas ANNs en aspectos como la velocidad de
convergencia, los datos requeridos, el filtrado del ruido y la capacidad de
extrapolación.

– Las PGNNIV pueden incorporar las caracteŕısticas más comunes de los
operadores de f́ısica del continuo tanto lineales como no lineales.

Caṕıtulo 6:

– Es posible desarrollar un marco computacional general para modelar cultivos
celulares en dispositivos microflúıdicos.

– Los modelos paramétricos biológicos y biomédicos son complejos y necesitan
de un marco estad́ıstico no lineal para analizar la dispersión y la correlación
de los parámetros del modelo.

Caṕıtulo 7:

– Las PGNNIVs aplicadas al problema de evolución del GBM superan a los
ajustes paramétricos estándar tanto en capacidad predictiva como explica-
tiva.

– Como las PGNNIV son capaces de trabajar correctamente con condiciones
de contorno variables, el enfoque presentado es un primer paso hacia la
medicina personalizada.

Caṕıtulo 8:

– Es posible recrear las caracteŕısticas histológicas del GBM, como las pseu-
doempalizadas y las oclusiones de vasos sin la necesidad de simulaciones
numéricas.

10.5 Trabajo futuro
Parafraseando al ingeniero Fred Brooks37: “Las tesis no se acaban, se abandonan”, aśı
que hay margen de mejora para futuras investigaciones. Para clarificar la exposición

37Frederick P. Brook es Profesor Emérito en la Universidad de Carolina del Norte de Chapel Hill,
https://cs.unc.edu/person/frederick-p-brooks-jr/

https://cs.unc.edu/person/frederick-p-brooks-jr/
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de esta sección, se incluyen las diferentes ĺıneas futuras asociadas con los caṕıtulos
correspondientes de la disertación, y a continuación se presentan algunos aspectos
más generales.

10.5.1 Líneas futuras correspondientes a tareas específicas
Capítulo 3

En el Caṕıtulo 3, propusimos el RBDD solver, capaz de incorporar la incertidumbre
de los datos a los cálculos. Hay varias posibles direcciones futuras:

• Un posible trabajo era extender la metodoloǵıa RBDD a situaciones más com-
plejas, como dinámica, inelasticidad, mecánica de la fractura... Sin embargo, y
de forma simultánea al desarrollo de esta tesis, M. Ortiz y sus colaboradores
han cubierto todos y cada uno de estos aspectos (ver el Caṕıtulo 2 para más
detalles).

• Otra ĺınea futura es desarrollar estrategias de muestreo a partir de una estimación
del error, basadas en fiabilidad y guiada por datos (RBDD). Como el solver
RBDD proporciona una estimación del error (la distancia final entre la variedad
f́ısica y el punto más cercano que pertenece al conjunto de datos), es posible usarla
para evaluar el espacio cubierto por los datos y, por lo tanto, para muestrear
nuevos puntos que a su vez alimentarán el solver y mejoren su rendimiento.

• Como el solver RBDD (al igual que el guiado por datos o DD) depende en gran
medida de los datos muestreados en el espacio de estados, es muy importante
diseñar bases de datos completas y de alta calidad. Ésta no es una tarea fácil ya
que, como se ilustra para la aplicación concreta estudiada, el espacio cubierto
por la muestra aumenta notablemente con la complejidad del material, y si
no se suponen hipótesis fiables (como isotroṕıa, simetŕıas u homogeneidad), el
problema se vuelve intratable desde una perspectiva DD. Una solución interesante
para explotar en el futuro seŕıa construir variedades de menor dimensión a partir
de los datos de la muestra.

Capítulo 4

En el Caṕıtulo 4, propusimos una nueva imputación estad́ıstica teniendo en cuenta
el problema f́ısico. Este método es sensible a la estructura de los datos y a las
restricciones f́ısicas externas. Algunas posibles ĺıneas futuras son:

• Hemos presentado una metodoloǵıa de llenado de huecos que resuelve el problema
en una sola iteración para datos con una estructura lineal, y hemos presentado
un algoritmo heuŕıstico para estructuras no lineales, basado en la combinación
de proyecciones lineales y el uso de la aplicación exponencial para regresar a las
variedades no lineales. Este algoritmo es costoso y su rendimiento depende del
contexto, ya que se basa en algunas propiedades deseables de las funciones y
variedades involucradas, como la suavidad, la regularidad y la convexidad. Existe
una necesidad obvia de establecer resultados matemáticos sólidos para condiciones
de convergencia suficientes, estimaciones de error y tasas de convergencia en
condiciones espećıficas.
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• El método de llenado de huecos propuesto supone que se conocen todas las
ecuaciones f́ısicas del sistema. Por ejemplo, cuando se aplica a un problema mul-
tiescala, supone una determinada relación tensión-deformación en la microescala,
dado que únicamente las deformaciones son medibles (utilizando técnicas PIDS).
Si se desean conocer las tensiones a nivel microscópico, se deben derivar a partir
de una ecuación constitutiva dada. Una dirección de trabajo futuro seŕıa relajar
esta suposición y adaptar los procedimientos DD a esta situación exigente.

Capítulo 5

En el Caṕıtulo 5, definimos el concepto de PGNNIV, que ha demostrado ser muy
útil como método PIDS capaz de trabajar con variables internas no medibles. Como
se ha visto en la revisión del estado del arte en el Caṕıtulo 2, combinar ANNs con
información f́ısica es un punto candente en la investigación hoy en d́ıa (algunos
ejemplos son PINNs, SPNNs, ANNs conscientes de la termodinámica, entre muchos
otros). Algunas posibles direcciones de trabajo futuro son:

• La adaptación de la metodoloǵıa a problemas continuos ha demostrado ser a
la vez efectiva y desafiante. La discretización del problema debe realizarse con
cuidado, como se ha demostrado para la ecuación de difusión, donde aumentar el
número de nodos no mejora necesariamente la precisión de las predicciones. En
ese sentido, aqúı también hay una necesidad de trabajos matemáticos teóricos
que exploren las condiciones suficientes o necesarias de la convergencia. En cierto
modo, los resultados sobre las ANNs como aproximadores universales deben
replantearse bajo el prisma de las PDEs. Los resultados teóricos obtenidos para
PINNs pueden adaptarse para establecer resultados análogos para PGNNIVs.

• Otro desaf́ıo en la aplicación de PGNNIV al continuo es la maldición de la
dimensión. Tal como están formuladas, las PGNNIVs tienen tantas variables
de salida como grados de libertad tenga el problema. Por ejemplo, para la
predicción de un campo de desplazamientos en un problema tridimensional con
una malla de 100 × 100 × 100 nodos, necesitamos una red N = 3 × 106 salidas,
lo cual es inabordable desde el punto de vista computacional. Afortunadamente,
estamos más interesados en capturar caracteŕısticas y tendencias globales que
en valores de salida concretos, aśı que esto puede ser evitado con una definición
apropiada de las Cantidades De Interés (QoIs por sus siglas en inglés). Otra
aproximación para este problema es utilizar técnicas espectrales. Definir las
salidas de la PGNNIV como coeficientes espectrales convertiŕıa el problema en
uno más manejable evitando aśı la maldición de la dimensión.

• Por último, las geometŕıas variables o irregulares representan también un ver-
dadero reto, debido a la estructura intŕınseca de las PGNNIV. Se ha resuelto
un problema de geometŕıa variable para el problema hidráulico en el Caṕıtulo 5,
pero la tarea es más dif́ıcil cuando la geometŕıa está asociada con una malla, y
no es posible una parametrización simple. Además, las interpolaciones estándar
no logran predecir con precisión el valor de un campo determinado cuando no
hay una estructura eucĺıdea presente en los datos (como es el caso de las mallas
estructuradas representadas por ṕıxeles y vóxeles). De hecho, la interpolación
debe realizarse en el espacio reducido latente y, a continuación, los resultados
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deben proyectarse en el espacio original. Como se ha presentado en el estado
del arte del Caṕıtulo 2, hay muchos avances en esa dirección, en lo que se llama
aprendizaje profundo (DL por sus siglas en inglés) geométrico, destacando la
aparición de las redes neuronales basadas en grafos.

Capítulo 6

En el Caṕıtulo 6 se ha definido un marco computacional para analizar la evolución de
cultivos celulares en dispositivos microflúıdicos, que ha sido después particularizado
para la evolución del GBM. Además, hemos ajustado un modelo paramétrico a partir
de datos experimentales y, utilizando un enfoque estocástico, hemos realizado análisis
de sensibilidad y estructurales. Además de las limitaciones intŕınsecas del modelo,
que han sido superadas en el Caṕıtulo 7, aqúı hay algunas posibles ĺıneas futuras:

• Desde el punto de vista del modelado, se han detectado algunas limitaciones
para reproducir los resultados experimentales. En primer lugar, hemos detectado
un desajuste entre los resultados experimentales y los predichos por el modelo,
en particular cerca de los canales laterales, aśı como una sobrestimación de la
población de células vivas en el centro de la cámara en experimentos con altas
concentraciones celulares. Estos errores podŕıan ser explorados en más detalle
incluyendo el efecto de la obstrucción en el flujo de ox́ıgeno que puede producirse
en cultivos con altas concentraciones de células. Esto podŕıa hacerse incluyendo
una corrección no lineal en el término flujo, asociada con la evolución del ox́ıgeno.
En cualquier caso, para realizar estas modificaciones en el modelo, seŕıa con
seguridad necesario incluir medidas del nivel de ox́ıgeno, algo que no es tan
sencillo desde el punto de vista experimental. Otra mejora del modelo seŕıa
incluir el efecto de la historia sobre el comportamiento metabólico celular. El
estudio de los cambios (reversibles o no) que sufre una célula por la acción de
los est́ımulos externos, cambiando la expresión génica (fenotipo) pero sin afectar
a la secuencia de ADN, se conoce como epigenética (Jaenisch and Bird, 2003)
y es un punto muy proĺıfico en la investigación hoy en d́ıa. La inclusión de la
epigenética en el modelo corregiŕıa algunas de las discrepancias observadas en
las medidas en el corto plazo, y podŕıa explicar mecanismos complejos como el
precondicionamiento causado por la hipoxia, la adaptación celular y la resistencia
a terapias.

• Desde el punto de vista computacional, hay una limitación intŕınseca del modelo
debido a un problema f́ısico de multiescala. El tiempo caracteŕıstico de la difusión
del ox́ıgeno es mucho menor que el tiempo caracteŕıstico de la pedesis celular. En
concreto, la razón entre las dos escalas temporales es ρ =

τO2

τcell
= Dn

DO2
= 5 × 10−5.

El software desarrollado, basado en FEM requiere de muchas iteraciones para
resolver el problema completo, especialmente para los primeros pasos de tiempo
en los que el nivel de ox́ıgeno aún no ha alcanzado el régimen estacionario. Este
enfoque monoĺıtico es costoso y hace que el problema sea inabarcable debido al
coste computacional. Algunas posibles soluciones incluyen adoptar un enfoque
escalonado para la resolución del problema o construir una superficie de respuesta
relacionando ambas escalas temporales.
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• Otro problema relacionado con el coste computacional es el enfoque Bayesiano
del Diseño de Experimentos (DoE por sus siglas en inglés). Como el espacio
de medida en los dispositivos microflúıdicos es grande (la concentración celular
en cada punto de medida), los cálculos de la utilidad son muy costosos ya que
requieren el cálculo de integrales múltiples en espacios de alta dimensionalidad.
El uso de técnicas de integración apropiadas como el Método de Monte Carlo
basado en cadenas de Markov (MCMCM) aligeraŕıa los costes.

Capítulo 7

En el Caṕıtulo 7 hemos aplicado el concepto de PGNNIV al problema de la evolución
de GBM, en particular, al estudio del comportamiento go-or-grow.

• Hemos propuesto un método para desentrañar de forma no paramétrica el
comportamiento go-or-grow. Como el método es intŕınsecamente no paramétrico,
es necesario definir nuevas herramientas para la incorporación de la incertidumbre.
Las Redes Neuronales Bayesianas (BNNs por sus siglas en inglés) probabiĺısticas
son sin duda una herramienta que debe explorarse para establecer una forma
de incorporar esta incertidumbre a los parámetros de la red y propagarla al
descubrimiento de la ecuación de estado. Otro enfoque posible seŕıa utilizar una
caracterización estad́ıstica de segundo orden de la capa de salida (por ejemplo,
utilizando la distancia de Mahalanobis) y propagar estad́ısticas cuadráticas a las
capas internas de la red. De hecho, este útlimo trabajo está en proceso.

• Por supuesto, este método está concebido para ser utilizado con datos exper-
imentales reales, en lugar de con datos generados sintéticamente. El enfoque
seguido está justificado por el hecho de que nuestro objetivo era evaluar si el
método es capaz de desentrañar las transiciones del go-or-grow para diferentes
dependencias funcionales. Sin embargo, será con su aplicación para desentrañar
el comportamiento real de las células cuando este método aportará valor añadido
a la investigación. Una vez que se aprende la dependencia no paramétrica, es
posible establecer una transición entre el modelo propuesto y muchos candidatos
asociados a distintas v́ıas metabólicas, desentrañando aśı los fenómenos mecańıs-
ticos y moleculares que impulsan este cambio de comportamiento, y arrojando
luz sobre los procesos biológicos implicados en la evolución del GBM.

• Como se ha mencionado anteriormente, el modelo de evolución de GBM podŕıa
enriquecerse teniendo en cuenta la epigenética y, por lo tanto, la dependencia
del comportamiento con la historia de las células. Esto, en el ámbito de las
PGNNIV, puede ser planteado usando Redes Neuronales Recurrentes (RNN
por sus siglas en inglés), que fueron diseñadas precisamente para tratar series
históricas y análisis de series temporales.

Capítulo 8

En el Caṕıtulo 8 hemos aplicado el método de las caracteŕısticas para derivar
algunas caracteŕısticas globales de la solución. Aunque se derivaron caracteŕısticas
importantes como las ondas viajeras, que tienen su contraparte en las caracteŕısticas
histológicas (pseudopalisades), todav́ıa hay margen de mejora en este campo.
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• Hemos obtenido la solución en la región externa utilizando el método de caracteŕıs-
ticas, pero se podŕıa explorar también en la región de transición (solución interior)
y en los ĺımites (capa ĺımite), utilizando técnicas matemáticas convencionales
(teoŕıa asintótica). Sin embargo, ésta no es una tarea fácil ya que las fuertes no
linealidades del problema complican el uso de herramientas matemáticas para
derivar soluciones anaĺıticas.

• El enfoque seguido en este caṕıtulo está centrado en problemas unidimensionales.
Una posibilidad evidente de trabajo futuro es extender los resultados a 2D y
3D (como el de la progresión del GBM en el tejido cerebral). Esto enriquecerá
enormemente el análisis, ya que se podŕıan explorar algunas caracteŕısticas como
la heterogeneidad del dominio y su efecto sobre la forma de las superficies de
frente de onda.

10.5.2 Líneas futuras correspondientes a tareas generales

Además de las ĺıneas futuras espećıficas asociadas con los distintos caṕıtulos, otras
direcciones de trabajo más generales son:

• Utilizar el modelo de evolución del GBM para explorar nuevas estrategias de
tratamiento y diseño de fármacos. Por ejemplo, se puede investigar cómo
actuar sobre tejidos oxigenados y estructuras de oxigenación (como los vasos
sangúıneos), o utilizar fármacos que promuevan la hipoxia localizada, puede
afectar a la evolución del GBM. Esta es una meta ambiciosa, pero sin duda es
uno de los objetivos últimos de la ingenieŕıa biomédica.

• Incorporar al modelo de evolución de GBM el efecto de la mecánica del sustrato.
Aunque esto se ha considerado en el marco general establecido en el Caṕıtulo 6,
hay dos cosas importantes que deben señalarse. En primer lugar, hemos con-
siderado un acoplamiento mecánico bidireccional pero con suposiciones simples:
algunos parámetros mecánicos influyen en la progresión de la célula (afectando a
los diferentes coeficientes o definiendo gradientes mecánicos, como los gradientes
de rigidez o los gradientes de presión), que a su vez pueden modificar el valor de
estos parámetros, que son además tratados como campos espaciales (remodela-
ción mecánica). Sin embargo, esta remodelación mecánica se establece a priori
usando relaciones de remodelación ad-hoc, por ejemplo, cómo las concentraciones
celulares afectan las tensiones del tejido. Un análisis más apropiado del problema
seŕıa considerar también el problema mecánico y resolverlo por completo. De
hecho, lo que realmente hacen las células es producir sustancias o protéınas,
como fibras de colágeno, que afectan la estructura de la Matriz Extracelular
(ECM por sus siglas en inglés) y, por lo tanto, cambian su rigidez. Este cambio
de rigidez se trasladaŕıa (al mismo nivel de deformación) a un cambio de estado
tensional, que se obtendŕıa resolviendo completamente el problema mecánico.
Esto también es aplicable a fenómenos más complejos que involucran efectos
viscosos, o que utilizan enfoques poroelásticos o poroviscoelásticos.

• El uso del marco PGNNIV se ha aplicado aqúı a problemas ilustrativos, aunque
conceptualmente simples. Una ĺınea futura es aplicar este marco a problemas más
complejos, especialmente del área de la Mecánica Computacional (CM por sus
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siglas en inglés), y en particular al problema elástico e inelástico en deformaciones
finitas, donde el modelado constitutivo también ha sido históricamente un cuello
de botella debido a las limitaciones experimentales. Aunque las últimas décadas
han sido muy fruct́ıferas en el modelado constitutivo de sólidos inelásticos y
tejidos blandos, este paso de modelado puede ser evitado gracias al uso de
PGNNIV, evitando una selección de modelos a priori.
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A. Mathematical concepts and proofs

A.1 Euclidean spaces and orthogonal projections

A.1.1 Mean Square Error function

First, we introduce the mean square error (MSE) function.

Definition A.1: Mean square error function

Let xj ∈ Rn and wj ∈ R+, j = 1, . . . , N . The Mean Square Error function
of the points {xj}j=1,...,N with associated weights {wj}j=1,...,N is the function
MSE : Rn → R+ defined by:

MSE(x) =
N∑
j=1

wj∥x− xj∥. (A.1)

Next, we introduce two familiar sample estimators of the position and spread of a
set of points {xj}j=1,...,N .

Definition A.2: Sample mean

Given xj ∈ Rn and wj ∈ R+, j = 1, . . . , N . The sample weighted mean of
the points {xj}j=1,...,N with associated weights {wj}j=1,...,N is:

x̄ =

∑N
j=1wjxj∑N
j=1wj

. (A.2)
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Definition A.3: Sample variance - covariance matrix

Given xj ∈ Rn and wj ∈ R+, j = 1, . . . , N . The sample variance - covari-
ance matrix of the points {xj}j=1,...,N with associated weights {wj}j=1,...,N

is:

S =

∑N
j=1 wj(xj − x̄)(xj − x̄)⊺∑N

j=1wj

. (A.3)

A classical result from probability theory (Papoulis, 1990) states the following:

Theorem A.1: Mean, variance and MSE minimization

The function MSE is minimised when x = x̄ and the value of this minimum
is Tr(S) where x̄ is the weighted mean value of the data and S their variance-
covariance matrix given by Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) respectively.

A.1.2 Orthogonal projection and properties

Definition A.4: Linear projection

Let E be a vector space and F ⊂ E a vector subspace and G a supplementary
subspace of F , that is, E = F ⊕G. Therefore, ∀x ∈ E, ∃!(x′,x′′) ∈ F ×H such
that:

x = x′ + x′′. (A.4)

The linear projection of F onto G is the linear map π : E → E, x 7→ x′.

The linear projection satisfies the following properties (Galántai, 2013):

• Any linear projection is an idempotent operator, π2 = π.

• We have F = Im(π), G = Ker(π), that is, E = Im(π) ⊕ Ker(π).

• Any idempotent linear endomorphism p, p2 = p, is a linear projection, Indeed, it
is the linear projection of Im(p) onto Ker(p).

• If π is the projection of F onto G, therefore I − π is the projection of G onto F ,
where I is the identity map.

Definition A.5: Orthogonal projection

Let E be a vector space and F ⊂ E a vector subspace and G a supplementary
subspace of F , that is, E = F ⊕G. A linear projection π is said orthogonal if
Ker(π) = Im(π)⊥.

We have the following result, which suggests an alternative but common definition
for orthogonal projections:
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Proposition A.1: Equivalent definition of orthogonal projections

A projection π defined in the vector space E is an orthogonal projection if and
only if π is self adjoint.

Proof. Necessity. Let π be an orthogonal projection. If x,y ∈ Im(π), then
x · π(y) = π(x) · π(y) = π(x) · y. If x,y ∈ Ker(π), then x · π(y) = 0 = π(x) · y.
The general case is obtained using that E = Im(π) ⊕ Ker(π).

Sufficiency. If p∗ is the adjoint of the linear map p, then Ker(π∗) = Im(π)⊥ so, if
p∗ = p, Ker(p) = Im(p)⊥.

Orthogonal projections are important as they provide useful solutions for problems
involving norm minimisation. Our aim is to solve the following problem: given a
vector space E, a subspace F ⊂ E and a vector v ∈ E, find the vector u ∈ F , which
is closest to v. First, let us clarify what closest means. The tool to measure distance
in a Banach space is the norm, so we want ∥v − u∥ to be as small as possible. That
is, we want to find a vector u ∈ F such that ∥v − u∥ ≤ ∥v −w∥, all w ∈ F . We
have the following very important result:

Proposition A.2: Characterisation of the orthogonal projection (I)

Let E a Hilbert space, F ⊂ E and v ∈ E. Then:

∥v − πF (v)∥ ≤ ∥v − u∥, ∀u ∈ F. (A.5)

Furthermore, equality holds if and only if u = πF (v).

Proof. Let u ∈ E. Then, as v−πF (v) ∈ F⊥ and πF(v)−u ∈ F , using Pythagoras
theorem:

∥v − u)∥2 = ∥v − πF (v)∥2 + ∥πF (v) − u∥,
≥ ∥v − πF (v)∥2.

Furthermore, equality holds only if ∥πF (v) − u∥ = 0, which is equivalent to
πF (v) = u.

Proposition A.3: Characterisation of the orthogonal projection (II)

Let xj ∈ Rn, j = 1, · · · , N , such as x̄ and S are the sample mean and variance
- covariance matrix of the vectors. Let V ⊂ Rn be a linear manifold, then, the
solution to the constrained minimisation problem:

min
x∈V

MSE(x), (A.6)

is given by:
x∗ = πV(x̄). (A.7)
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Moreover, if s2 = MSE(x∗), then:

s2 =
N∑
j=1

wj(xj − πV(xj))
2 +

N∑
j=1

wj(πV(xj) − x∗)2. (A.8)

Proof. The proof is again based on the Pythagoras theorem. So, we can get:

MSE(x) =
N∑
j=1

wj(xj − x)2

=
N∑
j=1

wj

[
(xj − πV(xj))

2 + (πV(xj) − x)2
]

=
N∑
j=1

wj(xj − πV(xj))
2 +

N∑
j=1

wj(πV(xj) − x)2.

(A.9)

If we analyse this last expression, the only term depending on x, is∑N
j=1 wj(πV(xj) − x)2, then the minimum is achieved for x∗ = πV(xj) = πV(x̄),

where, in the last expression, we have used the linearity of the projection operator.
Additionally, using Eq. (A.9), and s2 = MSE(x∗), we obtain:

s2 = MSE(x∗) =
N∑
j=1

wj(xj − πV(xj))
2 +

N∑
j=1

wj(πV(xj) − x∗)2. (A.10)
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A.2 Results from probability theory
A.2.1 Stochastic quadratic forms
Now introduce stochastic quadratic forms (SQFs) and their fundamental properties:

Definition A.6: Stochastic quadratic form

Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn) be a random vector and M a symmetric positive-definite
matrix.
The Stochastic Quadratic Form QM (X) is the random variable defined as:

QM (X) = X⊺MX. (A.11)

Lemma A.1: Moments associated with SQF

Let QA(X) and QB(X) be two SQF, and let {ek}k=1,...,n the standard basis in
Rn, then:

E[QA(X)] = AijΩij, (A.12)

E[QA(X)X] = AijΛijkek, (A.13)

E[QA(X)QB(X)] = AijBklΥijkl, (A.14)

Cov(QA(X), QB(X)) = AijBkl (Υijkl(X) − Ωij(X)Ωkl(X)) , (A.15)

where Ωij = E[XiXj], Λijk = E[XiXjXk] and Υijkl = E[XiXjXkXl], are the
second, third and fourth moment tensors associated with the random vector X.

Proof. Using index notation QA(X) = AijXiXj, and therefore:

E[QA(X)] = E[AijXiXj],

= AijE[XiXj],

= AijΩij(X),

E[QA(X)X] = E[AijXiXjXkek],

= AijekE[XiXjXk],

= AijΛijk(X)ek,

E[QA(X)QB(X)] = E[AijXiXjBklXkXl],

= AijBklE[XiXjXkXl],

= AijBklΥijkl(X).

Finally:

Cov(QA(X), QB(X))

= E [(AijXiXj − AijE[XiXj])(BklXkXl −BklE[XkXl])]

= AijBklE [XiXjXkXl − E[XiXj]XkXl −XiXjE[XkXl] + E[XiXj]E[XkXl]]

= AijBkl (E[XiXjXkXl] − 2E[XiXj]E[XkXl] + E[XiXj]E[XkXl])

= AijBkl (Υijkl(X) − Ωij(X)Ωkl(X)) .
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Proposition A.4: Expectation of a SQF

Let QA(X) be a SQF and let µ = E[X] be the expected value of X and
Σ = Cov(X) the variance - covariance matrix of X. Then:

E[QA(X)] = Tr(AΣ) + µ⊺Aµ. (A.16)

Proof. Following Lemma A.1, E[QA(X)] = MijΩij . Furthermore, Ωij = Σij + µiµj ,
and then:

E[QA(X)] = Aij(Σij + µiµj),

= AijΣij + Aijµiµj,

= Tr(AΣ) + µ⊺Aµ.

In the last equality, we have used Tr(AB) = A : B.

Proposition A.5: Variance of a SQF and covariance of two SQF

Let QA(X) and QB(X) be two SQF and let µ = E[X] be the expected value of
X, Σ = Cov(X) the variance - covariance matrix of X and Υ = M4(X) the
fourth order moment tensor of X. Then:

Cov(QA(X), QB(X)) = A : Υ : B − (Tr(AΣ) + µ⊺Aµ) (Tr(BΣ) + µ⊺Bµ) .
(A.17)

In particular, if A = B:

Var(QA(X)) = A : Υ : A− (Tr(AΣ) + µ⊺Aµ)2. (A.18)

Proof. Following Lemma A.1, Cov(QA(X), QA(X)) = AijBklΥijkl + AijBklΩijΩkl.
However, Ωij = Σij + µiµj, and therefore:

Cov(QA(X), QA(X)) = AijBklΥijkl + AijBkl(Σij + µiµj)(Σkl + µkµl),

= AijBklΥijkl + (AijΣij + Aijµiµj)(BklΣkl + Bklµkµl),

= A : Υ : B − (A : Σ + µ⊺Aµ)(B : Σ + µ⊺Bµ).

The final result is obtained noting that Tr(AB) = A : B.

Let’s now assume normality. The following result may be found in Isserlis (1918):

Proposition A.6: Fourth ordermoments of centeredmultivariate normal dis-
tribution

Let Z ∼ N (0,Σ) be an n-dimensional multivariate normally distributed random
vector whose expected value is zero and whose variance - covariance matrix is Σ.
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If µ = M1(Z), Ω = M2(Z), Λ = M3(Z) and Υ = M4(Z) are the first, second,
third and fourth order moments, then, ∀i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , n:

µi = 0, (A.19)

Ωij = Σij, (A.20)

Λijk = 0, (A.21)

and
Υijkl = ΣijΣkl + ΣikΣjl + ΣjkΣil. (A.22)

Lemma A.2: Moments of a SQF under normality

Let Z ∼ N (0,Σ) be an n-dimensional multivariate normally distributed random
vector with expected value µ = 0 and variance - covariance matrix Σ. Then, for
symmetric matrices A and B:

E[QA(Z)] = Tr(AΣ) (A.23)

E[QA(Z)QB(Z)] = Tr(AΣ)Tr(BΣ) + 2Tr(AΣBΣ) (A.24)

E[QA(Z)Z] = 0 (A.25)

Proof. The first equation is obtained directly from Proposition A.4 and the fact
that µ = 0. For the second, note that, following Lemma A.1, E[QA(Z)QB(Z)] =
AijBklΥijkl, but, by virtue of Proposition A.6, Υijkl = ΣijΣkl + ΣikΣjl + ΣjkΣil

and then, using Σ symmetry:

E[QA(Z)QB(Z)] = AijΣijBklΣkl + AijΣkiBklΣlj + AijΣjkBklΣli,

= Tr(AΣ)Tr(BΣ) + 2Tr(AΣBΣ).

Finally, for the third one, following again Lemma A.1, E[QA(Z)Z] = AijΛijkek,
and then, using Proposition A.6 we obtain that E[QA(Z)Z] = 0.

We can now prove the following result:

Proposition A.7: Variance of a SQF and covariance of two SQF under nor-
mallity

Let Z ∼ N (µ,Σ) be an n-dimensional multivariate normally distributed random
vector with expected value µ and variance - covariance matrix Σ.
Then, if A and B are symmetric:

Cov(QA(X), QB(X)) = 2Tr(AΣBΣ) + 4µ⊺AΣBµ. (A.26)

In particular:

Var(QA(X)) = 2Tr(AΣAΣ) + 4µ⊺AΣAµ. (A.27)
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Proof. We use the expression:

Cov(X, Y ) = E[XY ] − E[X]E[Y ],

with X = QA(X) and Y = QB(X). The first term in the right-hand side may be
developed in terms of Z = X − µ using symmetry of matrices A and B as:

E[QA(X)QB(X)],

= E[(Z⊺AZ + Z⊺Aµ + µ⊺AZ + µ⊺Aµ)(Z⊺BZ + Z⊺Bµ + µ⊺BZ + µ⊺Bµ)],

= E[Z⊺AZZ⊺BZ] + 2µ⊺BE[Z⊺AZZ] + 2µ⊺AE[Z⊺BZZ] + 4µ⊺AE[ZZ⊺]Bµ

+ E[Z⊺AZ]µ⊺Bµ + E[Z⊺BZ]µ⊺Aµ + 2µ⊺AE[Z] + 2µ⊺BE[Z] + µ⊺Aµµ⊺Bµ,

= E[QA(Z)QB(Z)] + 2µ⊺E[QA(Z)Z] + 2µ⊺E[QB(Z)Z] + 4µ⊺AΣBµ

+ E[QA(Z)]µ⊺Bµ + E[QB(Z)]µ⊺Aµ + µ⊺Aµµ⊺Bµ,

= Tr(AΣ)Tr(BΣ) + 2Tr(AΣBΣ) + Tr(AΣ)µ⊺Bµ + Tr(BΣ)µ⊺Aµ

+ 4µ⊺AΣBµ + µ⊺Aµµ⊺Bµ,

where, in the last equality, we have used Lemma A.2. The second term in the
right-hand side is obtained analogously:

E[QA(X)]E[QB(X)],

= E[Z⊺AZ + Z⊺Aµ + µ⊺AZ + µ⊺Aµ]E[Z⊺BZ + Z⊺Bµ + µ⊺BZ + µ⊺Bµ],

= (E[Z⊺AZ] + 2µ⊺AE[Z] + µ⊺Aµ)(E[Z⊺BZ] + 2µ⊺BE[Z] + µ⊺Bµ),

= (E[QA(Z)] + µ⊺Aµ)(E[QB(Z)] + µ⊺Bµ),

= (Tr(AΣ) + µ⊺Aµ)(Tr(BΣ) + µ⊺Bµ),

= Tr(AΣ)Tr(BΣ) + µ⊺Aµµ⊺Bµ + Tr(AΣ)µ⊺Bµ + µ⊺AµTr(BΣ).

Again, in the last equality, we have used Lemma A.2. Therefore, we have:

E[QA(X)QB(X)] − E[QA(X)]E[QB(X)] = 2Tr(AΣBΣ) + 4µ⊺AΣBµ.

A.2.2 Stochastic distances
Proposition A.8: Expected value of the squared distance

Let V be a linear manifold and let πV be the orthogonal projection on V , p ∈ Rn,
X ∈ V a random vector and D = d(p,X). Let us suppose that µ = E[X] and
Σ = Cov(X) are finite. Then:

E[D2] = ∥p− πV(p)||2 + ||πV(p) − µ∥2 + Tr(Σ). (A.28)

Proof. Using Pythagoras theorem we have:

D2 = ∥p−X∥2,
= ∥p− πV(p)∥2 + ∥πV(p) −X∥2. (A.29)
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Therefore:

E[D2] = E
[
∥p− πV(p)∥2 + ∥πV(p) −X∥2

]
,

= ∥p− πV(p)∥2 + E
[
∥πV(p) −X∥2

]
. (A.30)

If we define the random vector X ′ = πV(p) −X, whose expected value is E[X ′] =
πV(p) − µ and whose variance - covariance matrix is Cov(X ′) = Σ, then it is
possible to define an SQF QI(X ′) = ∥πV(p) −X∥2. Then, using Proposition A.4
we conclude:

E
[
∥πV(p) −X∥2

]
= Tr(Σ) + ||πV(p) − µ∥2. (A.31)

Combining Eqs. (A.30) and (A.31) we obtain the result.

An analogous result for the variance of D2 can be derived.

Proposition A.9: Variance of the squared distance

Let V be a linear manifold and let πV the orthogonal projection on V, p ∈ Rn,
X ∈ V a random vector and D = d(p,X). Let us suppose that µ = E[X],
Σ = Cov(X) and Υ = M4(X − πV(p)) the πV(p)-centered fourth order moment
tensor of X are finite. Then:

Var(D2) = I : Υ : I −
[
Tr(Σ) + ∥πV(p) − µ∥2

]2
. (A.32)

Proof. We have seen in the previous proof that:

D2 = ∥p− πV(p)∥2 + ∥πV(p) −X∥2. (A.33)

Then:

Var(D2) = Var
(
∥p− πV(p)∥2 + ∥πV(p) −X∥2

)
,

= Var
(
∥πV(p) −X∥2

)
. (A.34)

If we define the random vector X ′ = πV(p) −X, whose expected value is E[X ′] =
πV(p) − µ, whose variance - covariance matrix is Cov(X ′) = Σ and whose fourth
order moment tensor is Υ, then, it is possible to define an SQF QI(X ′) =
∥πV(p) −X∥2. Then, using Proposition A.5 we conclude:

Var
(
∥πV(p) −X∥2

)
= I : Υ : I −

(
Tr(Σ) + ∥πV(p) − µ∥2

)2
. (A.35)

Combining Eqs. (A.34) and Eqs. (A.35) we obtain the result.

Under normality conditions, we have the following result:
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Proposition A.10: Variance of the squared distance under normality

Let V be a linear manifold and let πV the orthogonal projection on V, p ∈ Rn,
X ∈ V a random vector and D = d(p,X). Let us suppose that X ∼ N (µ,Σ) is
a d-dimensional multivariate distributed random vector with expected value µ
and variance - covariance matrix Σ. Then:

Var(D2) = 2Tr(Σ2) + 4 (πV(p) − µ)⊺Σ (πV(p) − µ) . (A.36)

Proof. We have seen in the previous proof that:

Var(D2) = Var
(
∥πV(p) −X∥2

)
. (A.37)

If we define the random vector X ′ = πV(p) − X, then X ′ ∼ N (πV(p) − µ,Σ)
being then possible to define an SQF QI(X ′) = ∥πV(p) −X∥2. Therefore, using
Proposition A.7 we conclude:

Var
(
∥πV(p) −X∥2

)
= 2Tr(Σ2) + 4 (πV(p) − µ)⊺ Σ (πV(p) − µ) . (A.38)

Combining Eqs. (A.37) and (A.38) we obtain the result.

Proposition A.11: Squared distance distributional properties

Let V be a linear manifold and let πV be the orthogonal projection on V , p ∈ Rn,
X ∈ V a random vector and D = d(p,X). Let us assume that X follows a
multivariate normal distribution X ∼ N (µ,Σ). Let χ2 = (p−X)⊺(Σ)−1(p−X).
Then χ2 follows a non-central χ2 distribution with k = dim(V) degrees of freedom
and non-centrality parameter λ = (πV(p) − µ)⊺(Σ)−1(πV(p) − µ).

Proof. Let X ′ = p − X. X ′ follow a multivariate normal distribution X ′ ∼
N (p − µ,Σ). Then, Σ−1/2X ′ ∼ N (Σ−1/2(p − µ), I). Using the non-central χ2

distribution definition:

χ2 = X ′⊺Σ−1X ′ = (Σ−1/2X ′)⊺(Σ−1/2X ′) ∼ χ2(k, λ), (A.39)

where k = rang(Σ) = dim(V) and λ = (Σ−1/2(p − µ))⊺(Σ−1/2(p − µ)) = (p −
µ)⊺Σ−1(p−µ)). But we have, p−µ = (p−πV(p))+(πV(p))−µ). As p−πV(p) ∈
ker(Σ−1), and then (p− µ)⊺Σ−1(p− µ) = (πV(p) − µ)⊺Σ−1(πV(p) − µ).



B. Finite Element implementation of
cell culture evolution in
microfluidic devices

B.1 3D Finite Element implementation
Our starting point is the system of partial differential equations (PDEs) given by
Eqs. (6.1) and (6.4), defined in Chapter 6, which we reproduce here.

∂Ci

∂t
+ (v ·∇)Ci + ∇ · qi = CiFi −

n∑
j=1
j ̸=i

CiFij +
n∑

j=1
j ̸=i

CjFji, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.1a)

∂C ′i
∂t

+ (v ·∇)C ′i + ∇ · q′i =
n∑

j=1

CjF
′
ij, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.1b)

where, from Eqs. (6.17) and (6.30), we have:

qi = qD,i + qM,i + qE,i + qT,i + qC,i, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.2a)

q′i = q′D,i, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.2b)

where, from Eqs. (6.18), (6.20), (6.22), (6.24) and (6.26):

qD,i = −KD,i∇Ci, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.3a)

qM,i =
k∑

j=1

KM,i,j∇pj, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.3b)

qE,i = KE,i∇V, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.3c)

qT,i = KT,i∇θ, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.3d)

qC,i =
m∑
j=1

KD,i,j∇C ′j, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.3e)

q′i = −K ′
D,i∇C ′i, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.3f)
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In order to abbreviate the notations, let us define:

Ai = Civ + qi, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.4a)

A′i = C ′iv + q′i, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.4b)

ai = CiFi +
n∑

j=1
j ̸=i

(CjFji − CiFij) i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.4c)

a′i =
m∑
j=1

Cj(F
′
ji − F ′ij), i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.4d)

Assuming incompressible flow (∇ · v = 0), we obtain:

∇ ·Ai = ∇Ci · vCi∇ + v + ∇ · qi = v ·∇Ci + ∇ · qi, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.5a)

∇ ·A′i = ∇C ′i · vC ′i∇ + v + ∇ · q′i = v ·∇C ′i + ∇ · q′i, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.5b)

Therefore, Eqs. (B.1) writes:

∂Ci

∂t
+ ∇ ·Ai = ai, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.6a)

∂C ′i
∂t

+ ∇ ·A′i = a′i, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.6b)

The boundary conditions associated with these equations are Eqs. (6.2), (6.3), (6.5)
and (6.5), that are:

Ci = fi, i = 1, . . . , n, in ΓDi
, (B.7a)

C ′i = f ′i , i = 1, . . . ,m, in ΓD′
i
, (B.7b)

κiCi +
∂Ci

∂n
= gi, i = 1, . . . , n, in ΓRi

, (B.8a)

κ′iC
′
i +

∂Ci

∂n
= g′i, i = 1, . . . ,m, in ΓR′

i
. (B.8b)

B.1.1 Weak form
Evolution equation

Now, the weak form of Eqs. (B.1) is derived. Let ϕ ∈ H1
0(Ω), being H1

0(Ω) the
closure in H1(Ω) (H1(Ω) = W 1,2(Ω), the Sobolev space with respect to L2 norm
of differentiable functions (in the weak sense) of order 1 of infinitely differentiable
functions compactly supported in Ω), or, equivalently, the space of functions in H1(Ω)
that vanish at the boundary ∂Ω. Eqs. (B.6) can be multiplied by a test function
ϕ ∈ H1

0(Ω) and integrated in Ω to obtain:∫
Ω

ϕ
∂Ci

∂t
+ ϕ∇ ·Ai dΩ =

∫
Ω

aiϕ dΩ, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.9)
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Integrating by parts Eq. (B.9), splitting the boundary ∂Ω = ΓDi
∪ ΓRi

where
respectively Dirichlet or Robin-Neumann boundary conditions are applied, and using
that ϕ vanishes at the boundary, the equation results in:∫

Ω

(
ϕ
∂Ci

∂t
−∇ϕ ·Ai

)
dΩ =

∫
Ω

ϕai dΩ −
∫
ΓRi

ϕ
∂Ci

∂n
dΓ, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.10)

We obtain an analogous expression for the chemical species:∫
Ω

(
ϕ
∂C ′i
∂t

−∇ϕ ·A′i
)

dΩ =

∫
Ω

ϕa′i dΩ −
∫
ΓR′

i

ϕ
∂C ′i
∂n

dΓ, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.11)

Boundary conditions

Multiplying Eq. (B.7) by a test function ϕ and integrating in ΓDi
, we arrive to∫

ΓDi

ϕCi dΓ =

∫
ΓDi

ϕfi dΓ, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.12)

Repeating the process with Eq. (B.8) and integrating in ΓRi
, we obtain:∫

ΓRi

κiϕCi dΓ +

∫
ΓRi

ϕ
∂Ci

∂n
dΓ =

∫
ΓRi

ϕgi dΓ, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.13)

The analogous expressions for the species equations are:∫
ΓDi

ϕC ′i dΓ =

∫
ΓD′

i

ϕf ′i dΓ, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.14)

∫
ΓR′

i

κiϕC
′
i dΓ +

∫
ΓR′

i

ϕ
∂C ′i
∂n

dΓ =

∫
ΓR′

i

ϕg′i dΓ, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.15)

B.1.2 Spatial discretisation
All scalar and vectorial fields involved in the problem are discretised using a finite
basis of dimension N , B = {ϕr, r = 1, . . . , N}, that is:

Ci(x, t) =
N∑
r=1

Cr
i (t)ϕr(x), i = 1, . . . , n. (B.16a)

C ′i(x, t) =
N∑
r=1

C
′r
i (t)ϕr(x), i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.16b)

θ(x, t) =
N∑
r=1

θr(t)ϕr(x), (B.16c)

V (x, t) =
N∑
r=1

V r(t)ϕr(x), (B.16d)

pk(x, t) =
N∑
r=1

prk(t)ϕr(x), i = 1, . . . , k, (B.16e)

v =
N∑
r=1

vr(t)ϕr(x), (B.16f)
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Note that all fields are approximated using the same basis and a separation repre-
sentation in space-time is postulated. Even if it is not the most general approach,
the fact that Eqs. (B.10) involve up to first order derivatives is consistent with this
finite elements (FE) approximation.

B.1.2.1 Cell populations.

Evolution equations

Plugging Eq. (B.16) into Eq. (B.10), we obtain:∫
Ω

(
ϕ

N∑
r=1

∂Cr
i

∂t
ϕr dΩ −

∫
Ω

∇ϕ ·Ai

)
dΩ =

∫
Ω

ϕai dΩ−
∫
ΓRi

ϕ
∂Ci

∂n
dΓ, i = 1, . . . , n.

(B.17)
Using linear properties of ∇ operator, Eqs. (B.3) may be written as:

qD,i = −
N∑
r=1

(Cr
i KD,i)∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.18a)

qM,i =
N∑
r=1

(
k∑

j=1

prjKM,i,j

)
∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.18b)

qE,i =
N∑
r=1

(θrKE,i)∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.18c)

qT,i =
N∑
r=1

(V rKT,i)∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.18d)

qC,i =
N∑
r=1

(
n∑

j=1

C
′r
j KC,i,j

)
∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.18e)

So, as Ai = Civ + qi, we obtain:

Ai = (
N∑
r=1

Cr
i ϕr)v

+
N∑
r=1

(
−Cr

i KD,i +
k∑

j=1

prjKM,i,j +
m∑
j=1

C
′r
j KC,i,j + θrKE,i + V rKT,i

)
∇ϕr,

(B.19a)

and ∇ϕ ·Ai writes:

∇ϕ ·Ai =
N∑
r=1

Cr
i (∇ϕi · ϕrv −∇ϕi · (KD,i∇ϕr))

+
N∑
r=1

∇ϕ ·

(
k∑

j=1

prjKm,i,j +
m∑
j=1

C
′r
j Ks,i,j + V rKi,E + θrKi,T

)
∇ϕr.

(B.20a)
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Besides, as Cr
i = Cr

i (t), ϕ∂Ci

∂t
writes:

ϕ
∂Cr

i

∂t
= ϕ

N∑
r=1

Ċr
i ϕr, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.21)

choosing ϕ = ϕs, s = 1, . . . , N (Galerkin method) and reorganising terms in Eq.
(B.20), we may write:

∇ϕs ·Ai =
N∑
r=1

K̂(i)
srC

r
i +

m∑
j=1

N∑
r=1

K̂(ij)
sr C

′r
j + F̂

(i)

s , i = 1, . . . , n. (B.22)

with:

K̂(i)
sr = (∇ϕs · (ϕrv) −∇ϕs · (KD,i∇ϕr)) , i = 1, . . . , n, (B.23a)

K̂(ij) = ∇ϕs ·KC,i,j∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.23b)

F̂(i)
s = ∇ϕs ·

[
N∑
r=1

(
(

k∑
j=1

prj)KM,i,j + V rKE,i + θrKT,i

)
∇ϕr

]
, i = 1, . . . , n,

(B.23c)

and Eq. (B.21) becomes:

ϕs
∂Ci

∂t
=

N∑
r=1

M̂srC
r
i , i = 1, . . . , n, (B.24)

where we have defined:
M̂(i)

sr = ϕsϕr. (B.25)

Boundary conditions

Finally, Eq. (B.12), with ϕ = ϕs, Ci =
∑N

r=1 C
r
i ϕr and fi =

∑N
r=1 f

r
i ϕr, becomes:

Cr
i = f r

i , i = 1, . . . , n. (B.26)

and Eq. (B.13), with ϕ = ϕs and Ci =
∑N

r=1C
r
i ϕr:

N∑
r=1

(

∫
ΓRi

κiϕsϕr dΓ)Cr
i +

∫
ΓRi

ϕs
∂Ci

∂n
dΓ =

∫
ΓRi

ϕsgi dΓ, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.27)

B.1.2.2 Chemical species

Evolution equation

In the same way as above, plugging now Eq. (B.16) into the analogue of Eq. (B.10)
for species, we obtain:∫

Ω

(
ϕ

N∑
r=1

∂C
′r
i

∂t
ϕr dΩ −

∫
Ω

∇ϕ ·A′i

)
dΩ =

∫
Ω

ϕa′i dΩ−
∫
ΓR′

i

ϕ
∂Ci

∂n
dΓ, i = 1, . . . ,m.

(B.28)
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Using again the linear properties of ∇ operator, Eq. (B.3) writes:

q′i = −
N∑
r=1

(
C

′r
i K

′
D,i

)
∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.29)

So, as A′i = C ′iv + q′i, it is obtained:

Ai = (
N∑
r=1

C
′r
i ϕr)v −

N∑
r=1

(
C

′r
i K

′
D,i

)
∇ϕr, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.30)

Consequently, ∇ϕ ·A′i writes:

∇ϕ ·A′i =
N∑
r=1

C
′r
i

(
∇ϕ · ϕrv −∇ϕ · (K ′

D,i∇ϕr

)
, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.31)

Besides, as C
′r
i = C

′r
i (t), ϕ

∂C′
i

∂t
writes

ϕ
∂Ci

∂t
ϕr = ϕ

N∑
r=1

Ċ
′r
i ϕr, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.32)

Choosing, as done before, ϕ = ϕs, s = 1, . . . , N , and reorganising terms in Eq. (B.31),
we may write:

∇ϕs ·Ai =
N∑
r=1

K̂′(i)sr C
′r
i , i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.33)

where we have defined:

K̂
′(i)
sr =

(
∇ϕs · (ϕrv) −∇ϕs ·K ′

D,i∇ϕr

)
, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.34)

and Eq. (B.32) becomes:

ϕs

N∑
r=1

∂C
′r
i

∂t
ϕr =

N∑
r=1

M̂(i)
srC

′r
i , i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.35)

Boundary conditions

Finally, Eq. (B.14), with ϕ = ϕs, Ci =
∑N

r=1 C
′r
i ϕr and f ′i =

∑N
r=1 f

′r
i ϕr, becomes:

C
′r
i = f

′r
i , i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.36)

and Eq. (B.15), with ϕ = ϕs and Si =
∑N

r=1C
′r
i ϕr:

N∑
r=1

(

∫
ΓR′

i

κ′iϕsϕr dΓ)C
′r
i +

∫
ΓR′

i

ϕs
∂Ci

∂n
dΓ =

∫
ΓR′

i

ϕsg
′
i dΓ, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.37)
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B.1.3 Compact form.
For notation purposes, we define the vectors Ci = (C1

i , . . . , C
N
i ), C′i = (C

′1
i , . . . , C

′N
i ),

θ = (θ1, . . . , θN), V = (V 1, . . . , V N), W = (v1, . . . ,vN) and Pk = (p1k, . . . , p
N
k ).

With these notations, Eq. (B.17), with ϕ = ϕs and using Eq. (B.27), becomes:

M(i)Ċi + K(i)Ci +
m∑
j=1

K(ij)C′j = F(i), i = 1, . . . , n. (B.38)

with:

K(i)
sr =

∫
Ω

K̂(i)
sr dΩ +

∫
ΓRi

κiϕsϕr dΓ, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.39a)

K(ij)
sr =

∫
Ω

K̂(ij)
sr dΩ +

∫
ΓRj

κjϕsϕr dΓ, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.39b)

M(i)
sr =

∫
Ω

M̂sr dΩ, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.39c)

F(i)
s =

∫
Ω

fiϕs dΩ +

∫
ΓRi

ϕsgi dΓ −
∫
Ω

F̂(i)
s dΩ, i = 1, . . . , n. (B.39d)

Defining C = (C1, . . . ,Cn)⊺, C′ = (C′1, . . . ,C
′
m)⊺, P = (P1, . . . ,Pk)

⊺, M =⊕n
i=1M

(i),

KC =


K(1) 0 . . . 0
0 K(2) . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . K(nn)

 , (B.40)

KCS =


K(11) K(12) . . . K(1m)

K(21) K(22) . . . K(2m)

. . . . . . . . . . . .
K(n1) K(n2) . . . K(nm)

 , (B.41)

and FC = (F(1); . . . ,F(n)), Eq. (B.38) for i = 1, . . . , n can be expressed in a compact
form as:

MCĊ + KCC + +KCSS = FC . (B.42)

Using the same vectorial notations, Eq. (B.28) becomes:

M′(i)Ṡi + K′(i)C′i = F′(i), i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.43)

where we have denoted:

K′(i)sr =

∫
Ω

K̂′(i)sr dΩ +

∫
ΓR′

i

κ′iϕsϕr dΓ, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.44a)

M′(i)
sr =

∫
Ω

M̂sr dΩ, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.44b)

F′(i)s =

∫
Ω

F̂′(i)s dΩ +

∫
ΓR′

i

ϕsg
′
i dΓ, i = 1, . . . ,m. (B.44c)
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Defining M′ =
⊕m

i=1 M′(i), KS =
⊕m

i=1K′(i), and FS = (F′(1); . . . ,F′(m)), Eq. (B.43)
for i = 1, . . . ,m can be expressed in a compact form as:

MSṠ + KSS = FS. (B.45)

Besides, using again vectorial notation, the regeneration term may be stated as:

Ṗ = R(P,C,θ). (B.46)

Eqs. (B.42) and (B.45) may be combined if we define U = (C,C′), H = (W,V,θ),
M = M⊕M′, F = (F,F′), and

K =

[
KC KCS

0 KS

]
, (B.47)

arriving finally to the equations:

MU̇ + KU = F, (B.48a)

Ṗ = R. (B.48b)

Note that these equations are nonlinear, so if we explicitly state the functional
dependencies, it is possible to write:

MU̇ + K(U,P,H)U = F(U,P,H), (B.49a)

Ṗ = R(U,P,H). (B.49b)

Eq. (B.48) may be combined with Dirichlet boundary conditions, given in Eqs.
(B.26) and (B.36). For the former, Ci = fi(t) is known at nodes belonging to ΓDi

while for the latter, C′i = f ′i(t) is known at nodes belonging to ΓD′
i
. If Ū = Ū(t) are

the known values, Eq. (B.48a) may be split symbolically in free and constrained
variables:

MfU̇f + Mc
˙̄U + KfUf + KcŪ = F. (B.50)

So, we finally obtain:

M∗U̇∗ + K∗U∗ = F∗. (B.51)

where M∗ = Mf , K∗ = Kf , F∗ = F−Mc
˙̄U−KcŪ and U∗ = Uf are the unknowns

of the problem.

The final system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to be solved is, therefore:

M∗U̇∗ + K∗(U∗,P,H(t))U∗ = F(U∗,P,H(t), Ū(t), ˙̄U(t)), (B.52a)

Ṗ = R(U∗,H(t), Ū(t)). (B.52b)
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B.1.4 Time integration
In order to solve Eq. (B.52), that is, to compute U∗ = U∗(t) and P = P(t), for
t ∈ [0;T ], it is necessary to define the initial conditions U∗0 = U∗(t = 0) and
P0 = P(t = 0) and to specify H = H(t) (physical stimuli, including electrical,
thermal, and flow stimuli) and Ū = Ū(t), (boundary conditions) for t ∈ [0;T ].

This problem may be expressed in a standard form using the symbolic notation:

x = (U∗,P), (B.53)

Λ = (H, Ū, ˙̄U), (B.54)

f(x, t) =

[
M−1 (F∗(U∗,P,Λ(t)) −K∗(U∗,P,Λ(t)))

R(U∗,Λ(t))

]
, (B.55)

x0 = (U∗0,P0), (B.56)

where x = x(t) are the evolution variables, Λ = Λ(t) are the external excitations,
f = f(x,Λ) = f(x, t) is the dynamic flow, and x0 the initial state.

Thereby, the equations to solve are:

dx

dt
= f(x, t), (B.57a)

x(t = 0) = x0. (B.57b)

Eq. (B.57) is a nonlinear ODE system that may be solved using different numerical
schemes, accounting for the high nonlinearity, coupling between variables and stiff
behaviour of the differential equation. Many numerical integrators have been imple-
mented, including forward Euler, backward Euler, Midpoint, Adams-Bashforth, or
adaptative Runge-Kutta solvers, such as the Dormand-Prince scheme (Dormand and
Prince, 1980) or the Bogacki-Shampine scheme (Bogacki and Shampine, 1989).

Forward Euler method.

Forward Euler is the simplest numerical integrator. Using forward Euler integration,
Eq. (B.57) writes:

xt+1 = xt + ft∆t, (B.58)

where xt = x(t), xt+1 = x(t + ∆t), and ft = f(xt, t). Eq. (B.58) implies just an
evaluation because it has an explicit nature. However, it is known that forward Euler
method can also be numerically unstable, especially for stiff equations, requiring very
small time-steps for obtaining accurate results.

Backward Euler combined with Broyden method.

Backward Euler method is a numerical integrator that may work for greater time-
steps than forward Euler, due to its implicit nature. However, because of this, at
each time-step, a multidimensional nonlinear equation must be solved. Eq. (B.57)
discretised by means of backward Euler method writes:

xt+1 = xt + ft+1∆t, (B.59)
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where xt = x(t), xt+1 = x(t+ ∆t) and ft+1 = f(xt+1, t+ ∆t). Eq. (B.59) is nonlinear
in general and has to be solved iteratively. Computation of the tangent operator, ∂f

∂x

is computationally expensive and hard to derive from the expression of the function
f . Instead of using the classical Newton method, based on the tangent operator, the
multidimensional generalisation of the secant method, the Broyden method (Broyden,
1965), is going to be used. At each iteration, a secant operator, Jn, is computed and
an update of the variables is performed as xt+1,n+1 = xt+1,n − J−1n rt+1,n, where we
have defined the residual at iteration n:

rt+1,n = xt+1,n − xt,n − ft+1,n∆t, (B.60)

and the secant operator is defined such as satisfying

Jn∆xt+1,n = ∆ft+1,n, (B.61)

where ∆xt+1,n = xt+1,n+1 − xt+1,n, and ∆ft+1,n = ft+1,n+1 − ft+1,n.

Of course, if the dimensions of x and f are greater than one, Eq. (B.61) is undeter-
mined and further conditions shall be supplied. A possibility is to use the current
estimate of the secant operator Jn−1 and improving upon it by taking the solution to
the secant equation that is a minimal modification to Jn−1 in terms of the Frobenius
norm, that is, ||Jn − Jn−1||F is minimal. Thus:

Jn = Jn−1 +
∆fn − Jn−1∆xn

||∆xn||2
∆x⊺

n. (B.62)

Using the Sherman-Morrison formula (Sherman and Morrison, 1950), the inverse of
the secant operator may be updated from Eq. (B.62) as follows:

J−1n = J−1n−1 +
∆xn − J−1n−1∆fn

∆x⊺
nJ
−1
n−1∆fn

∆x⊺
nJ
−1
n−1. (B.63)

Finally, at each iteration, the residual given by Eq. (B.60) is evaluated, where

rt+1,n = xt+1,n − xt,n − ft+1,n∆t. (B.64)

The iteration step stops when ||rt+1,n|| < TOL. Note that with this approach, at each
iteration, we have an evaluation of function fn, that is, a construction of operators
M, K, and f .

B.2 1D Finite Element implementation
B.2.1 One-dimensional equations
B.2.1.1 Evolution equations

Differential Eqs. (B.1) with boundary conditions (B.7) and (B.7) may be easily
expressed for one-dimensional problems. Let us define:

ui = Ci, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.65a)

un+i = C ′i, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.65b)

un+m+i = pi, i = 1, . . . , k, (B.65c)
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and u = (u0, . . . , un+m+k)⊺.

Also, let us define:38

fi = −Ai, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.66a)

fn+i = −A′i, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.66b)

fn+m+i = 0, i = 1, . . . , k, (B.66c)

and f = (f1, . . . , fn+m+k)⊺.

Finally, let us define:

si = ai, i = 1, . . . , n, (B.67a)

sn+i = a′i, i = 1, . . . ,m, (B.67b)

sn+m+i = ri, i = 1, . . . , k, (B.67c)

and s = (s1, . . . , sn+m+k)
⊺. With these notations, it is possible to summarise the

governing equations as:
∂u

∂t
=

∂f

∂x
+ s, (B.68)

where f = f(x, t,u, ∂u
∂x

) and s = s(x, t,u).

B.2.1.2 Boundary and initial conditions

Eq. (B.68) has sense if and only if we define suitable boundary conditions and initial
conditions. Boundary conditions are for each variable ui, i = 1, . . . , n+m given by Eqs.
(B.7) or (B.8) except for the fact that we replace directional derivatives ∂

∂n
by partial

derivatives ∂
∂x

(with the proper orientation). For the terms ui, i = n+m, . . . , n+m+k,
we have merely a system of ODEs as no flux terms are involved in their variations.

Finally, initial conditions are:
u = u0(x), (B.69)

where u0
i = u0

i for i = 1, . . . , n, u0
n+i = C

′0
i for i = 1, . . . ,m and u0

n+m+i = p0i for
i = 1, . . . , k.

B.2.2 Weak form

The PDEs (B.68) with boundary conditions (B.7) and (B.8) and initial conditions
(B.69) is a nonlinear parabolic PDE in time and one space variable. We solve
numerically this equation using a method based on a simple piecewise nonlinear
Galerkin second-order method accurate in space (Skeel and Berzins, 1990), which
is compatible with this kind of nonlinear equations and boundary conditions39.
Multiplying the PDE by a test function ϕ ∈ H1

0([α; β]) and integrating by parts in
[α; β], we arrive to:

ϕ(β)f(β) − ϕ(α)f(α) −
∫ β

α

∂ϕ

∂x
f dx =

∫ β

α

ϕQ dx, (B.70)

38Note that, as the problem is one-dimensional, the flux term is now a scalar function.
39This is true for moderately low fluxes and convection terms.
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where Q = Q(x, t,u, ∂u
∂t

) = ∂u
∂t

− s(x, t,u). As test function we select:

ϕα(x) =
β − x

β − α
,

ϕβ(x) =
x− α

β − α
.

When using ϕα, Eq. (B.70) becomes:

−
∫ β

α

f
∂ϕα

∂x
dx = f(α) +

∫ β

α

Qϕα dx, (B.71)

and when using ϕβ, we get:∫ β

α

f
∂ϕβ

∂x
dx = −f(β) +

∫ β

α

Qϕβ dx. (B.72)

B.2.3 Numerical solution
B.2.3.1 Spatial discretisation

After numerical quadrature we get, for ξ ∈ [α; β]:

− f(ξ,u(ξ),
∂u

∂x
(ξ))

∫ β

α

∂ϕα

∂x
dx = f(α) + Q(ξ, t,u(ξ),

∂u

∂t
(ξ))

∫ β

α

ϕα dx. (B.73)

Identifying [α; β] with [xj−1;xj] we get, after a discretisation:

fj−1/2 = vj−1 + (ξj−1/2 − xj−1)(u̇j−1 − sj−1/2), (B.74)

where vj−1 = fj−1 is considered as a secondary variable of the problem. In a similar
way, using ϕβ, we arrive to:

− fj−1/2 = −vj + (xj − ξj−1/2)(u̇j − sj−1/2). (B.75)

Adding (B.74) at index j + 1 and (B.75), we obtain:

fj+1/2 − fj−1/2 = (ξj+1/2 − xj)(u̇j − sj+1/2) + (xj − ξj−1/2)(u̇j − sj−1/2). (B.76)

B.2.3.2 Time integration

Eqs. (B.74), (B.75) and (B.76), including boundary conditions, form a system of
differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) that are integrated using MATLAB ODE
suite (Shampine et al., 1999). For the time integrator, an absolute tolerance of 10−6

is fixed and a relative tolerance of 10−3.

B.3 Code validation
Next, we present some results that give robustness to the implemented code. It is
important to note that the next simulations have no particular biological meaning
(even if the variable units have physical meaning) and are here exposed only for
numerical validation purposes.
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B.3.1 Two-dimensional problem validation

B.3.1.1 Description of 2D the problem

In the problem solved there is one cell phenotype C and one chemical species C ′,
whose properties are going to be chosen with the aim of reducing the integration time,
and therefore they don’t have any physical meaning. In the following paragraphs,
the main aspects regarding the simulation are presented.

Geometry

A 603 node mesh is defined using 400 four-node quadrilateral elements (with linear
approximation) situated in two identical rows with 200 elements each. The elements’
dimensions are 0.005 cm × 0.005 cm and the total dimension of the mesh is 1 cm ×
0.01 cm. It must be noted that in order to compare the results obtained with this
mesh with a 1D problem, the mesh must be symmetrical about the horizontal axis.
When we compare the results, we will take into account the solution in the central
line of nodes.

Initial conditions

The initial condition for the cell population is chosen to have a step shape, as can
be seen for the central line of nodes in Figure B.1. This is done with illustrative
purposes, so that all the phenomena that are going to be tested have significant
effects on the cell concentration profile.

Figure B.1: Initial cell concentration profile along the central line of nodes in the
mesh.

Regarding the chemical species, the initial concentration is chosen to be (Figure B.2):

C ′(x, t = 0) =
√

(x). (B.77)

If dead cells appear, their initial concentration is assumed to be equal to zero in the
whole simulation domain.
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Figure B.2: Initial chemical species concentration profile along the central line of
nodes in the mesh.

Boundary conditions

Neumann boundary conditions are selected for the upper and lower edges of the
mesh (with g1 = g′1 = 0, meaning there is no flux through these axes). This is done
to ensure that there’s no movement of cells or oxygen along the vertical axis and
then we can compare the central line of nodes to a 1D problem as we intend to do.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are selected for the lateral edges of the mesh, meaning
that we fix the population concentration at these nodes. For the cell populations, we
have:

f1(x = 0) = 1 cell/mL, f1(x = L) = 0, (B.78)

where L is the length of the mesh along the x axis (in this case, L = 1 cm).
Equivalently, for the chemical species considered the boundary conditions at the
lateral edges are:

f ′1(x = 0) = 0, f ′1(x = L) = 1 mmHg. (B.79)

With regard to the dead cells phenotype (appearing only in some problems), we
select Neumann boundary conditions for all the contours, as they are the natural
boundary conditions when there is no cell flux.

Numerical parameters and solver

The problem is solved using the MATLAB solver ode45, based on an explicit Runge-
Kutta (4,5) formula, the Dormand-Prince pair. It is a single-step solver – in computing
the solution at a precise time, it needs only the solution at the immediately preceding
time point (Dormand and Prince, 1980; Shampine and Reichelt, 1997). The final
time of the simulations is 0.25 s.

B.3.1.2 Description of 1D the problem

The results obtained for the 2D problem implemented were compared to the results
obtained with a 1D model, solved pdepe, which solves initial-boundary value problems
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for parabolic-elliptic PDEs in 1-D in the one space variable x and time t (Skeel and
Berzins, 1990).

To solve the problem, a 1D mesh is defined, whose elements have a length of 0.002
cm. Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on both the right and the left sides,
and the initial conditions are selected to coincide with those of the 2D problem.

B.3.1.3 Validation procedure

Since the presented model comprises many phenomena, we are going to validate the
different phenomena separately, in different phases.

Next, the parameters used in each phase as well as the obtained results are presented.

Diffusion

In this phase, only diffusion, both for the cell phenotype C and for the chemical
species C ′, is considered. Therefore, the equations that must be solved are:

∂C

∂t
+ ∇ · p = 0, (B.80)

∂C ′

∂t
+ ∇ · p′ = 0. (B.81)

p and p’ are the flux terms of the cell concentration and chemical species equations
and they are only formed with the diffusion term, such that:

p = −KD∇C, (B.82)

p′ = −K∇C ′, (B.83)

with KD = K = 0.1 cm2/s the diffusion coefficients. All the other terms involved in
the general governing equations (Eqs. (B.1)) are considered equal to zero.

In Figs. B.3 and B.4 the results obtained with the 1D and 2D problems for both the
cell phenotype and the chemical species are represented at different simulation times
from the initial situation (t = 0) to the final time (t = 0.25 s). The results obtained
with the general code coincide with the ones from the 1D MATLAB solver.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.3: Cell concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models for
diffusion validation.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.4: Oxygen concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models
for diffusion validation.
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Chemotaxis

In this phase, we consider diffusion and chemotaxis, both for the cell phenotype C
and for the chemical species C ′. Therefore, the equations that must be solved are:

∂C

∂t
+ ∇ · p = 0, (B.84)

∂C ′

∂t
+ ∇ · p′ = 0. (B.85)

p and p’ are the flux terms of the cell concentration and chemical species equations
and they are only formed with the diffusion term, such that:

p = −KD∇C + χC∇C ′, (B.86)

p′ = −K∇C ′, (B.87)

with KD = K = 0.1 cm2/s the diffusion coefficients and χ = 0.1 cm2/(mmHg · s).
All the other terms involved in the general governing equations (Eqs. (B.1)) are
considered equal to zero.

In Figs. B.5 and B.6 the results obtained with the 1D and 2D problems for both the
cell phenotype and the chemical species are represented at different simulation times
from the initial situation (t = 0) to the final time (t = 0.25 s). The results obtained
with the general code coincide again with the ones from the 1D MATLAB solver.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.5: Cell concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models for
chemotaxis validation.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.6: Oxygen concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models
for chemotaxis validation.
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Figure B.7: Temperature profile.

Thermotaxis or electrotaxis

In this phase, we recreate the evolution of a cell phenotype C affected by diffusion
and by migration directed by an external stimuli, in this case, thermotaxis (migration
due to a temperature gradient). The electrotaxis term is implemented in the same
way so thermotaxis and electrotaxis are validated in one stroke. The governing
equation for C is then:

∂C

∂t
+ ∇ · p = 0, (B.88)

where the source term p can be written as:

p = −KD∇C + KTC∇θ. (B.89)

In this equation, θ represents the temperature field, KD the diffusion coefficient and
KT the thermotaxis coefficient. The values of these coefficients are KD = 0.1 cm2/s
and KT = 1 cm2/(K · s). The temperature field is defined as represented in Figure
B.7. The gradient shape is selected to obtain observable thermotaxis effects.

The simulation results are shown in Figure B.8.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.8: Cell concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models for
thermotaxis or electrotaxis validation.
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External flow

In this phase, we want to validate the convection due to an external flow. Therefore,
we consider a cell phenotype C subjected to diffusion and to a constant flow in the
direction of the x axis. The equation to be solved is then:

∂C

∂t
+ (v ·∇)C + ∇ · p = 0, (B.90)

where v = 0.1 m2/s is the flow velocity and the flux term p is written as:

p = −KD∇C, (B.91)

with KD = 0.1 cm2/s the diffusion coefficient. The simulation results are shown in
Figure B.9, showing again good agreement between 1D and 2D results.

(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.9: Cell concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models for
external flow validation.
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Source term

In this phase, we want to validate the source term affecting the cell phenotype
equation. For that purpose, we consider a cell phenotype C subjected to diffusion
and with a source term accounting for cell proliferation. The equation to be solved
is then:

∂C

∂t
+ ∇ · p = αC, (B.92)

where α = 1 s−1 is the growth rate and the flux term p is written as:

p = −KD∇C, (B.93)

with KD = 0.1 cm2/s the diffusion coefficient. The simulation results are shown in
Figure B.9, showing once more good agreement between 1D and 2D results.

(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.10: Cell concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models for
source term validation.
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Complete problem with source and chemotaxis

In this phase, we consider most of the phenomena involved in a real cancer evolution
problem. That is, we consider diffusion, chemotaxis, proliferation and death for the
alive cells as well as diffusion and consumption for the chemical species. The initial
concentration for the chemical species is, in this case, linear, as shown in Figure B.2.

Figure B.11: Initial chemical species concentration profile along the central line of
nodes in the mesh for the complete validation problem.

The equation implemented for the cell phenotype C is then:

∂C1

∂t
+ ∇ · p = aΠgrFgrC1 − bFdC1, (B.94)

where the flux term is expressed as:

p = −KD∇C1 + KgoΠgoFgoC1∇C ′1. (B.95)

Eqs. (B.94) and (B.95) incorporate a number of correction and activation functions
accounting for cell metabolism. These functions are:

Πgo(C
′
1) =

{
1 − C ′1/β if 0 ≤ C ′1 ≤ β
0 if C ′1 > β

, (B.96)

Πgr(C
′
1) =

{
C ′1/β if 0 ≤ C ′1 ≤ β
1 if C ′1 > β

, (B.97)

Fgo(C1) =

{
1 − C1/C

∗ if 0 ≤ C1 ≤ C∗

0 if C1 > C∗
, (B.98)

Fgr(C1, C2) =

(
1 − C1 + C2

C∗

)
, (B.99)

Πd(C ′1) =
1

2

(
1 − tanh

(
C ′1 − γ

∆γ

))
. (B.100)

The equation for the dead cells can be written as:

∂C2

∂t
= bFdC1, (B.101)
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and the one describing the evolution of the chemical species is of the form:

∂C ′1
∂t

+ ∇ · p′ = −αFcC1, (B.102)

where p is the flux term:
p′ = −K∇C ′1, (B.103)

and Πc is a correction function:

Πc(C
′
1) =

C ′1
C ′1 + κ

. (B.104)

The equations and functions described above include a number of parameters, whose
value is defined (with illustrative purposes) in Table B.1.

Parameter Value Units
a 1 s−1

b 0.05 s−1

KD 0.1 cm2/s
Kgo 0.1 cm2/(mmHg · s)
K 0.1 cm2/s
β 1 mmHg
C∗ 5 cell/mL
γ 1 mmHg

∆γ 10 mmHg
α 1 mmHg
κ 2.5 mmHg

Table B.1: Parameters used in the complete validation problem.

The simulation results for both one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems are
represented in Figs. B.12 (for the alive cell phenotype C1), B.13 (for the dead
phenotype C2) and B.14 (for the chemical species C ′1), showing good agreement in
all the cases.

To provide a two-dimensional visualisation of the results, the two-dimensional con-
centration profiles for the three fields studied (C,Cd and S) are represented for the
final simulation time (t = 0.25 s) in Figures B.15, B.16 and B.17 respectively.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.12: Alive cells concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D
models for the complete problem validation.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.13: Dead cells concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D
models for the complete problem validation.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.14: Oxygen concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 2D models
for the complete problem validation.

Figure B.15: Two-dimensional alive cells concentration field for t = 0.25 s.
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Figure B.16: Two-dimensional dead cells concentration field for t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.17: Two-dimensional oxygen concentration field for t = 0.25 s.
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B.3.2 Three-dimensional problem validation
In this section the same problem described in Section B.3.1 is going to be solved,
but with a three-dimensional mesh. This mesh contains 400 eight-node hexahedral
elements (making up a total of 909 nodes) with dimensions 0.01 cm×0.15 cm×0.15 cm.
A scheme of the mesh can be seen in Figure B.18; where the nodes with Dirichlet
boundary conditions have been marked with a red star and the nodes with a Neumann
boundary condition have been marked with a blue dot.

Figure B.18: Scheme of the three-dimensional mesh.

The results obtained for the central line of nodes are compared to the ones obtained
with the one-dimensional simulations, and are shown in Figure B.19 for the alive
cells, in Figure B.20 for the dead phenotype and in Figure B.21 for the chemical
species. The results obtained for the three-dimensional model perfectly agree with
the one-dimensional results.

B.4 Integrator validation
Finally, in this section, the two-dimensional problem described in B.3.1.3 is solved
using different integrators that are implemented in the MicroMiCo code. These
integrators are:

• Forward Euler method (explicit, with one step and one station) using a time
step of ∆t = 1 × 10−5 s.

• Midpoint method (Explicit, with one step and two stations) using a time step of
∆t = 1 × 10−5 s.

• Backward Euler method combined with Broyden method (Implicit, with one
step and one station) using a time step of ∆t = 1 × 10−4 s.

• Adams-Bashforth method (Explicit, with two steps and one station) using a
time step of ∆t = 1 × 10−5 s.

For more accurate descriptions of each integration methods, the reader is referred to
Butcher (2016).

The results provided by all of the previously mentioned integration methods, compared
to the ones obtained when solving the one-dimensional problem are shown for the
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.19: Alive cells concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 3D
models for the complete problem.

final simulation time (t = 0.25 s) in Figure B.22 for the three populations considered
(alive and dead cell phenotypes and the chemical species respectively). All integrators
provide accurate results.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.20: Dead cells concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 3D
models for the complete problem.
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(a) t = 0 s. (b) t = 0.05 s.

(c) t = 0.125 s. (d) t = 0.25 s.

Figure B.21: Oxygen concentration profiles obtained with both 1D and 3D models
for the complete problem.
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(a) Alive cell phenotype C1.

(b) Dead cell phenotype C2.

(c) Chemical species C ′1.

Figure B.22: Results obtained using different integrators.
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B.5 Test on a 3D microdevice geometry
In order to illustrate the kind of situations that our computational code is able to
simulate, we are going to consider a “toy model” representative of the problem in
hands, that is, cell culture evolution in microfluidic devices. When a cell culture
is going to be seeded on a chip, the objective is to reproduce, in the microfluidic
device, the desired tumour micro-environment (TME), that is, appropriate mechanical
properties, nutrient and oxygen supplies, and gradients. The goal is to design properly
the experiment in order to take the suitable conclusions in a reasonable time. For
that, it is necessary to define a precise device geometry and boundary conditions so
that cell cultures are subjected to the desired chemical and mechanical stimuli.

In order to illustrate all this, a simulation in a 3D chip-like geometry is going to
be presented for a very fundamental model. For a more accurate model, depicting
glioblastoma (GBM) cell progression in microfluidic devices, the reader is addressed
to Chapter 6.

Two cell phenotypes are going to be considered, alive and dead cells, Cn and Cd,
respectively, and the oxygen O2 is going to be the driving chemoattractant.

B.5.1 Set-up
Model and parameters

Equations of the model are the following ones:

∂Cn

∂t
= Dn∇2Cn − χ∇ · (Cn∇O2) +

1

τgr

(
1 − Cn

Csat

)
Cn −

1

τd
Πd(O2)Cn, (B.105a)

∂Cd

∂t
=

1

τd
H
(
OA

2 −O2

)
Cn, (B.105b)

∂O2

∂t
= DO2∇2O2 − α

(
O2

O2 + km

)
Cn. (B.105c)

Here, Dn is diffusion coefficient of normoxic phenotype, χ is the chemotaxis coefficient,
τgr and τd are the growth and death characteristic times, Csat is the cell capacity,
α is the oxygen consumption and km is the Michaelis-Menten constant of cellular
respiration kinetics. The function H is the Heaviside step function, that is H(OA

2 −
O2) = 1 when O2 ≤ OA

2 and H(OA
2 − O2) = 0 when O2 > OA

2 . The presented toy
model is a particular case of the general case given by Eqs. (B.1) where n = 2,
m = 1, C1 = Cn, C2 = Cd, C

′
1 = O2 and:

• v = 0, that is, there is no fluid flow.

• F1 = 1
τgr

(
1 − Cn

Csat

)
(logistic growth model), F12 = 1

τd
H(OA

2 − C ′1) (anoxia medi-

ated death), F2 = 0 and F21 = 0 (dead cells considered as an inert population).

• F ′11 = −α
C′

1

C′
1+km

, that is, oxygen consumption is assumed to follow Michaelis-

Menten kinetics.

• q1 = −Dn∇C1 + χC1∇C ′1, that is, we consider a pedesis term and an oxygen-
mediated chemotaxis term for the normoxic phenotype.
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Symbol Meaning Value
DO2 Oxygen diffusion 5.0 · 10−5 cm2/s
Dn Cell diffusion 3.3 · 10−6 cm2/s
Csat Cell capacity 5.0 · 107 cell/mL
χ Chemotaxis coefficient 3.8 · 10−5 cm2/(mmHg · s)
τgr Growth characteristic time 4 h
τd Death characteristic time 0.8 h
α Oxygen consumption rate 5.0 · 10−8 cm3 · mmHg/(cell · s)
km Michaelis-Menten constant 2.5 mmHg
OA

2 Anoxia threshold 1.6 mmHg

Table B.2: Parameters of the toy model.

• q2 = 0, that is, necrotic phenotype (dead cells) are considered as an inert
population.

• q′1 = −Dn∇C1.

In Table B.2 the values of the parameters selected for the illustrative simulation are
listed.

Geometry

Fig. B.23 shows the geometry and the mesh of the culture chamber of a microfluidic
device. Geometry and dimensions are representative and of the order of hundreds
of micrometeres. The geometry presented has a respective maximum width, length,
and height of 600µm, 600µm, and 70µm, respectively.

Figure B.23: Geometry and mesh of the culture chamber of a microfluidic device.
We have considered a hexahedral mesh with two elements along the microdevice
thickness.

Boundary conditions

All faces of the chip are considered as impermeable to chemical species and cells except
for the supply surfaces, which are marked in red in Fig. B.24. Therefore, boundary
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Figure B.24: Boundary conditions. Surfaces where Dirichlet boundary conditions
are applied are marked in red. For the rest of the boundary, homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions are applied.

conditions are of Neumann type in the rest of the contour of the chamber such that
cell and oxygen flux is specified to be 0. In the red-marked surfaces, we assume
Dirichlet boundary conditions. As an example, suppose that cell concentration is set
to 1 × 106 cell/mL and 0 for alive and dead cell phenotypes respectively and oxygen
supply is fixed to Os

2 = 2 mmHg.

Initial conditions

As initial conditions, we assume that, at the beginning, there are no dead cells at
the culture chamber and the concentration of alive cells is homogeneous and equal
to C0 = 1 · 106 cell/mL. Finally, it is assumed that oxygen pressure is homogeneous
at t = 0 and equal to O0

2 = 2 mmHg.

B.5.2 Results

Fig. B.25 shows the evolution over time of alive cells and Fig. B.26 the evolution
of dead cells on the culture chamber. As expected, cell concentration remains
high next to the supply channels and decreases in the central part of the chamber,
where oxygen consumption induces anoxia. Therefore, once the oxygen threshold
of OA

2 = 1.6 mmHg is achieved, cell death is promoted. This explains, analogously,
why dead cell concentration increases in the same regions. However, cell chemotaxis
explains why alive cells are even more concentrated at oxygen supply points: cells
migrate in the direction of the oxygen gradient and when they arrive to a well
oxygenated point, proliferation occurs normally, because the conditions are now
favourable and cell concentration is below the capacity limit.

The results of the simulation show how the cell culture is going to evolve during the
virtual experiment. With the presented parameters and boundary conditions, the
lack of oxygen diffusion along the culture chamber results in the fast appearance of a
necrotic core occupying almost the entire chamber. This kind of in silico predictions
can be extrapolated to more complex evolution models, cell populations and tissues,
other geometries and other mechanical frameworks relatives to the experiment.
Moreover, the simulation of the different processes allows the access to all the values
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(a) t = 0 s

(b) t = 42h

(c) t = 70h

Figure B.25: Evolution of alive cells in the culture chamber. Cell concentration is
computed in cell/mL.
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(a) t = 0 s

(b) t = 42h

(c) t = 70h

Figure B.26: Evolution of dead cells in the culture chamber. Cell concentration is
computed in cell/mL.
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of field variables, which can, in turn, be interesting to identify correlations between
phenomena or variables of clinical or physiological interest, that would be inaccessible
from an experimental point of view due to technical considerations (difficulty or
impossibility of field variables monitorisation).

As a final remark, we have to state that model definition and parameter fitting is a very
complicated task. Even if frequently simplified, the multiphysics nature of the TME
is very complex: many different phenomena are coupled and many scales are involved,
resulting in a hard nonlinear problem where even the semiquantitative analysis is
often complicated. Too simplistic models lead to the failure of predictive simulation
models while complex and sophisticated ones result in a difficult parameter estimation
(due to both numerical and experimental difficulties and validation). Moreover, highly
nonlinear and coupled models in different physical scales may involve very expensive
simulations from the computational point of view.





C. Scientific dissemination

It is said that the work of a scientist is not only to investigate, but also to disseminate
the results of their research to the general public. In that sense, I was given the
opportunity to write an article at the local newspaper “Heraldo de Aragón”, in which
I summarised the overview and main results of the thesis. This article was published
on December 21th, and is reproduced in the next page.
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El glioblastoma es el tumor cerebral más común y letal. En los últimos años 
se ha avanzado en su conocimiento, pero el número de fármacos aprobados 
se ha estancado y la supervivencia de los pacientes no aumenta. Nuevas 
técnicas de cultivo celular permiten recrear el cerebro en condiciones más 
realistas y generan gran cantidad de datos, lo que abre la puerta a usar inteli-
gencia artificial (IA) para responder a nuevas preguntas. ¿Cómo incorporar lo 
que ya sabemos sobre el glioblastoma? Haciendo que la física guíe los algo-
ritmos

ABRIENDO LA CAJA 
NEGRA DEL CÁNCER 
>IA Y FÍSICA CONTRA 
EL GLIOBLASTOMA

DATOS Y ECUACIONES Hoy 
en día, y cada vez más, 
generamos una canti-

dad ingente de imágenes, textos y 
contenido audiovisual. Esta infor-
mación es procesada por millones 
de ordenadores que, como res-
puesta, nos recomiendan pelícu-
las, ofertan productos, calculan ru-
tas óptimas o ayudan a los médi-
cos a diagnosticar una enferme-
dad. Esta capacidad para transfor-
mar datos brutos en información 
verdaderamente relevante es mé-
rito de los famosos algoritmos de 
inteligencia artificial. Así la inteli-
gencia artificial ha entrado de lle-
no en ámbitos como el cuidado de 
la salud, las ciencias sociales y el 
comercio electrónico, no sin ex-
ponerse a cierto escepticismo por 
parte de algunos expertos. 

En paralelo, y con el auge de la 
supercomputación, cada vez son 
más numerosos los modelos com-
putacionales que recrean por or-
denador la realidad. Son los llama-
dos modelos ‘in silico’, por oposi-
ción a los modelos ‘in vivo’ (en ani-
males o personas) o ‘in vitro’ (en 
laboratorios). Con modelos de es-
te tipo se ha podido recrear la pro-
gresión de muchos tumores, co-
mo por ejemplo el glioblastoma, 
un tumor cerebral de muy mal 
pronóstico (14 meses de supervi-
vencia) y difícil tratamiento (la re-
currencia es casi inevitable).  

Con el desarrollo de la tecnolo-
gía microfluídica, que consiste en 
cultivar células en entornos bio-
miméticos de una forma automa-
tizada y generando muchos da-
tos, comienza a ser posible utili-
zar las herramientas de la inteli-
gencia artificial en el ámbito de 
los cultivos celulares, para desen-
trañar los complejos cambios 
metabólicos que se producen co-
mo respuesta a fármacos o estí-
mulos externos. 

Combinar estas herramientas 
de inteligencia artificial con los 
modelos matemáticos de evolu-
ción de tumores ayuda enorme-
mente a explicar fenómenos des-
conocidos y predecir mejor la 
progresión tumoral, avanzando 
hacia la medicina personalizada.

¿POR QUÉ INTELIGENCIA 
ARTIFICIAL GUIADA POR FÍSICA? 

 
La inteligencia artificial está cambiando la forma que tene-

mos de entender la ciencia. En los últimos años, los modelos cientí-
ficos sobre el universo han sido paulatinamente sustituidos por inteligen-

cias artificiales capaces de generar patrones complejos de datos desestruc-
turados, es decir, capaces de transformar la información en conocimiento. Sin em-

bargo, esto arroja inquietantes preguntas. ¿Vamos a sustituir el conocimiento cien-
tífico adquirido a lo largo de la humanidad por las cajas negras de la inteligencia ar-
tificial? ¿De verdad vamos a olvidarnos del legado de genios como Newton y Einstein 
y sustituirlos por inteligencias artificiales? Muy recientemente, ha empezado a surgir 
una corriente crítica hacia la inteligencia artificial, que clama por una mayor interpre-
tabilidad de los modelos y que se hace eco de los fracasos de la inteligencia artificial 
en diversos ámbitos (salud, conducción autónoma, reconocimiento de imagen…). 
La forma de acabar con este escepticismo es dar con métodos más interpretables, 

introduciendo directamente en los cálculos la física del mundo que nos rodea 
para poder entender mejor las predicciones. Además, así no se pierde el fo-

co, y la inteligencia artificial guiada por física, además de desentrañar lo 
que aún no conocemos del universo, aprende más rápido, necesi-

ta menos datos y filtra mejor el ruido que la inteligencia arti-
ficial convencional.

LA TESIS

■ Trabajo Tesis doctoral realizada 
en el grupo Tissue MicroEnvironment 
Lab (TMELab), en el Instituto de In-
vestigación en Ingeniería de Aragón 
(I3A) e Instituto de Investigación Sa-
nitaria de Aragón (IIS). 
■ Autor Jacobo Ayensa Jiménez, ma-
temático e Ingeniero de caminos, doc-
torando del programa de Ingeniería 
Mecánica de la Universidad de Zara-
goza. 
■ Directores Manuel Doblaré y Mo-
hamed H. Doweidar.
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La combinación de técnicas avanzadas de cultivo celular, biomarcadores y simulación computacional 
será fundamental para la medicina personalizada del futuro. UNIZAR

¿PUEDE ESTE 
ENFOQUE RECONCILIAR  

EMPIRISMO Y RACIONALISMO? 
 
Desde el nacimiento de la ciencia moderna y del méto-

do científico, dos grandes tendencias han dividido a los grandes 
pensadores. El racionalismo, cuyo máximo exponente es René Des-

cartes, acentúa el papel de la razón en la construcción del conoci-
miento, construye teorías para luego validarlas por observación. El em-
pirismo, que tiene en David Hume a su cara más visible, fía el conocimien-
to en primera instancia a la pura observación del entorno y la naturale-
za. Ninguna de las dos corrientes ha desplazado a la otra. De hecho, 
Newton (racionalista) y Kepler (empirista) llegaron a la deducción del 
movimiento planetario por vías diferentes. Con las herramientas de 

inteligencia artificial guiada por física, los datos pueden combi-
narse con sólidas teorías científicas, para enriquecerlas. Te-

ner una inteligencia artificial guiada por física es como 
sentar en una mesa a Newton y Kepler y hacerles 

colaborar.

 
¿CÓMO SE TRATARÁ A 

LOS PACIENTES EN EL FUTURO? 
 
Gracias a la combinación de los dispositivos microfluídicos, 

la monitorización de cultivos usando biomarcadores y las técnicas 
de inteligencia artificial guiada por física, en el futuro la medicina ten-

drá un enfoque personalizado. Un paciente llegará a una clínica y se le ex-
traerá una muestra de tumor, que se cultivará en un dispositivo y se evalua-

rá cómo responde a estímulos externos. Mediante las herramientas de inteli-
gencia artificial guiada por física, se creará un gemelo virtual del tumor de ese 
paciente en concreto. Utilizando simulaciones por ordenador, se podrá evaluar, 
sin necesidad de hacer experimentos y esperar un tiempo de prueba, qué efec-
tos tendría sobre ese paciente en concreto probar un determinado fármaco o 
una determinada terapia y elegir el que mejor resultados dé. Con simulacio-
nes virtuales se pueden hacer pruebas sin que estas duren semanas, y el 

tiempo es lo más valioso para el paciente. 
 

JACOBO AYENSA JIMÉNEZ MATEMÁTICO E INGENIERO  

DE CAMINOS, DOCTORANDO DEL PROGRAMA  

DE INGENIERÍA MECÁNICA  

DE LA UNIVERSIDAD DE ZARAGOZA
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